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DHEDGING FOR SHELLS

o

Maz Hancock.

During the past summer when xire had the opportunity, my wife and I

dredged for shells in the Whangarei Harbour and at the Bay of Islands.

This is quite an exciting and rewarding xmy of collecting shells, as live

specimens are nearly always perfect and there is the added interest of

learning the conditions in xfhich different shells live, such as the type
of bottom i.e. coarse, fine or coral sand, mud and sand with fine seavreed

and muddy bottom^ also the shells likely to be found in different
localities and depth of x-rater.

\iThen exploring an area xire find it best to start dredging from the
outside headlands of a bay or cove and every 10 to 20 feet bring up a
sample of the bottom as X'xe x-rork our way in tovrards the shore.

Alxiays examine carefully all the shell debris brought up each time
as there are always shells empty or alive in good condition. The presence
of empty shells often give an indication that they may be living nearby,
and this spurs one on to greater efforts.

Just recently, xfhon dredging, x^re found 10 halves of Cuspidaria
trailli in one sample

5
in the next tx^o samples we collected 3 live

specimens plus more halves, and 3 Zeacolpus vittatus together with other
small shells we have not yet had named. This was on a muddy sand bottom
at 35 foot. He moved a little further on, brought up another sample to
find that the bottom had changed, and there x^as quite a lot of broken
shell. I thought, "This doesn't look much good" but tipped it out on
a tea tray we have. My Wife pounced and picked up a beautiful live
specimen of Poiricria which wo still have alive in our little sea
aquarium

.

In the tank wo also ha,vo 3 Fusus mostayerao , 1 Fhilippia lutoa ,

1 Agnexfia tritoniformis . 2 Opomorus palmori , 2 Buccinulum vittatum ,

"I Cabostana spongier! , 4 Notocallista multistriata and several other
more common shells and sea slugs.
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In nearly all instances of dredging live shells we found that they
live in narrow confined axeas and that they arc very selective of the
conditions in which they live. The shells arc always more beautiful
alive.

—oOo—

ITOTSS OF IliTERSST,

Tt-70 "super” washups have been noted in the last few weeks , one at

Paraparaumu on the West Coast and the other at Mahia, on the East Coast,

At Mahia lexge numbers of live shells wore spread along one end of the
beach for several days, then overnight all were swept out by the tide
leaving the sand bare.

Among treasures found w^ere numbers of the short spined, shallow
water Poirieria zclandica wdiich is seldom found washed up but does come
ashore at Ohope and on the open Ea,st Coast beaches at times. Large
numbers of Tanea zclandica , Baryspira deprossa and novaezclandiac ,

Alcithoo swainsoni , Murcxsul octogonus , Xenophalium pyrum ^ a Modolia
granosa 30 mm, in good condition and a few^ Phenatoma novaozolandiae
and many small species of shellfish were throi,m up onto the beach.

At Paraparaumu, on the sand bars at lox^ tide strong winds had been
responsible for a washup of several dozen live Maurca cunninghami ,

Alcithoc sx^ainsoni and Xenophalium pyrum . A fine specimen of Acnoator
otagoonsis cookianus was found, a Poirieria zolandica , a fex7 Maurca
xraikanac , Bassina yatci (colourful) Maorimactra ordinaria , Tanea zolandica ,

Baryspira mucronata and one small 1-|- inch Astraea holiotropium freshly
dead xrith long spines.

So some folk have been enjoying their field days lately.

Re Chiono - The Geological Survey have in their collection a

Chione stutchburyi from Oaxvaru that reaches 2|- inches and a Chione
aucklandica from Auckland Islands that is inches 1

From the English Magazine "Nova" x-re quote s-

" - a study of snails is being made at Sheffield University x/ith the
aim of giving a greater understanding of rheumovtism.

The Arthritis and Rhoximatism Council has made a grant to the
Depaxtment of Hijinan Biology and /natcmy at Sheffield University to

support the xrork of Dr, Geoffrey Meek, Senior locturor in electron
microscopy, on the synthesis of collagen in Sna.ils.

.

Collagen is a

protein important in the formation of bones and connective tissue.
Reseaxch X'irorkcrs believe that rheuma.tic diseases mny be caused by
disorders of these tissues, but so fax there is little information
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about bow collagen is manufactured in the body. A study of the snails

will help.

VJork already cojrried out at Sbeffield shows that more collagen
is found in the cells of inactive winter snails than in their active
period during the sunnor - now exporiments are to be made to see if the
raanufo-cturo of collagen by the cells varies according to the temperature =

A week or so ago a visit was made to Church Bay, Waiheke Isl.and,

where well known fossil beds occur - and a just as wall knom large
area of Prickly pear in an open paddock at the edge of the beach. Much
of the Prickly pear ha-s disappeared but some is still thriving and a

few of the small native snails Elasmias subporforata are still surviv-
ing among the largo old stems.

Tlie fossil beds arc not what they used to be. Most of the fa.ee of

the cliff is bare of shells but several specimens vrere noticed of

Dosinia bensoni , Turritclla , Flabollum , Ostrea, Polinicos , Austrofusus
ajid Baryspira , Tlio best specimen seen was one of the large Ca,rdium

greyi . The two open valves were embedded in the wa,ve swept platform
about half tide, but like most shells from here, the valves were
shattered and would not have ceme out whole without being treated with
shellac etc, so they wore left for future cnthusic,sts to admire and
extracato if they could I

For reference to species found here sec TR/dJS. Roy. Soc, Vcl.60.
Povrcll & Bartrum.

From Sharon Miller, Motueka, Nelson s-

Lately in the North Tasman Bay we have found several Chmenia .

T^fo were Charenia capax ^ One covered in groxfth but still a good speci-
men, was found at Tonga Island in I8ft. of water while the other, a
perfect shell vrith no groxfth on it was in 15ft, of water at the mouth
of a small ce,vo on the Pinnacle Island.

A specimen of Charenia rubicunda turned up in 15ft, of water at
Fisherman’ s Island. All these have been taken between the months of
March and April,

A further colony of the introduced European land snail Vertigo
pygmaea Drap. can nox^ bo recorded. These exist in grass and lca,ves

in rather open scrub on the Zig-zag Track at Onetangi, Nailreko Island.
It is a very small species approximately 2 m,m. tall, and with a
series of apertural processes. Tlirec other locality records of this
snail's occurrence in Now Zealand appear in Bulletins No, 11, 13 and
14o In the former a good figure is provided.
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FACTORS COIJTEIBUTIITG TO CAUSE THE

DISTRIBUTION FATTSBI'I OF FOTOACI^IEA PARVICONOIDEA

UITHTIT A CULVERT

Prank Climo.

The culvert is situated under a causewe^y which extends across
the entrance of a southern indentation of the Heathcote-Avon Estuary,
McCormacks Bay, This hay is situated approximately halfway between
the entrance of the estuary and the point of entry of the Heathcote
River, a distance of approximately two miles.

The culvert is rectangular in cross section ifith concrete
walls and roof. The floor is composed of loose slabs of concrete
and basalt rocks. The walls are 110 cm, high and at their base is a
horizontal ledge which has been talccn as datura for this study. Datum
•is situated approximately 50 cm, below II. N.N, level.

Studies were carried out to the 80 cm, level above datum, on
the Western xvall. Field work not directly associated with this wall
included temperature recording, salinity sampling, and an examination
of molluscs from other parts of the culvert.

Light readings were read in fcot-candles from a 'Sekonic'
li^t-meter. Tifo light readings were taken every half hour for each
station. One reading recorded the light incidence from the southern
entrance, and the other, that from the northern entrance to the
culvert

,

The light index used in Pigs, 1,2,3 and 4 has been derived as
follows? a mean was taken fer the two light readings at each
station. The index is the mean for four half-hourly light recordings,
taken from approximately 11.30 - 13»00 hours, for each station.

A pitot-tube was used to measure water velocity and the instru-
ment X7as submerged in such a way as to measure velocities approximate-
ly 10 cm, below the surface and 4 cm. from the wall.

Longitudinal transects wore made along the western wall of the
culvert. Eight transects xvcro made at 10 cm, intervals above datum.
At regular intervals along the string marking the line of the
transect a 10 x 20 cm, metal quadrat was placed on the wall. It was
placed in such a way that the string passed modi only along the
longer a:cis of the quadrat.



Th.0 stations were numbered from the northern end of the
culvert and the first was located 10 cm, along the X7all. The first

eight stations were placed I 50 cm, apart but in order to measure
more accurately expected steeper hydrological gradients associated
xirith the corner in the wall, the distance between additional stations

was reduced to 25 cm.

I

Using samples of rock chipped from the 40 cm. level, at each
station, the number of algal colonies per 100 mm.^ was calculated.
This was calculated from the number of colonies on 5 mm,^ of surface

counted with the aid of a gridded eyepiece in a binocular microscope.

No

’cjf-

C0|lon»e.%
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Information illustrated in Fig, 1 has been expressed in

another way in Figs, 2 and 3« Fig 2 show’s that with an increase in

light there is also a general increase in the number of algal
colonies. In Fig, 3 the line of best fit extends from the origin to

a point approximated by station 12 and then turns to linic station 12

with stations 13 and I 4 . On the part of this cuirve with positive
slope the numbers of limpets increase with an increase in light but
on the negative part of the curve the light seems to have an
mhibitory effect on the number of limpets.

The correlation betxieen the number of limpets and the number
of algal colonies was very wealc.

Fig 5 shoxfs the number of limpets per station against a water
velocity value. It illustrates the apparent effect of the velocity
of outflowing water on the horizontal distribution of the limpet. An
inverse relationship is shoi/jn beti^j-een the density of the limpet and
water velocity.

FIG. 5 .
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HcxrevGry when water velocities were plotted against light,
there was a correlation (see Fig. 4 ), This correlation of 'non-
cause-and-cffect

'
phenomena suggests that either light, water

velocity, or hoth could he controlling the distribution of the
ILmpet, However, since there were neglible nuK.'bers cf limpets on
the flang’e (part of the culvert), aixd eince water velocities in

3f the cul'/oit ’wnll with
:ht is most likely to be

this area wore similar tc those in arec
high limpet densities, it appears that
the maior contro?.?.ing fectoi’

hen examanati on of rjg.6 suj-’ests that the aa.e of greater
abundance of the limpet Is near Ih hh, lovcio Tho,t some individual
limpets magnate vertically is shc'./n by the number of limmets above
the H.M.H. level. 4
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DISCUSSION

That light is a major factor influencing the pattern of

distribution of the limpet (or some factor correlated with light)

has been concluded, What has not been stated is whether it is the

adult or the larval stages of the limpet which is responding to

light and producing the distribution pattern. McDougall (1943) bas
noted that the settlement of larvae of many species of marine
invertebrates is influenced by light intensity, but he has also

noted that "mobile species tend to move into and remain in

particular zones". Observations made within the culvert have shown

that scattered individuals of N, par\"iconoidea do migrate vertically

on the culvert wall, and so the present pattern of distribution
could be the result of postlarval migrations. Further evidence for

this is provided by the absence of juvenile limpets on the culvert

wall, where sampling was carried out.

It is probable that the spat of N.parviconoidea settle at

levels different from those occupied by adult limpets, most likely

in the 'mussel-zone' below datum (the mussels are Aulacomya ). If the

spat do settle at this level, it is also probable that juvenile forms

of this limpet arc found at such a level.

The present pattern of distribution of the adult sub-population
would then appear to be the consequence of a vertical and horizontal
migration of larger animals in response to degrees of emergence,
light and possibly other factors. Knox (19^3) when discussing some

unpublished work of P.M,Johns, describes a case where such migrations
do occur. In this case the animal concerned is a chiton, P.M,Johns
(personal communication) has shown that this species of chiton

( Sipharochiton pelliserpentis ) x^ill migrate in response to light, and
it is probably safe to assume that limpets may have a similar response-.

It is proposed that light is a major factor in controlling the
horizontal distribution pattern of N, parviconoidea . The higher density
of the species vrithin a certain vertical range on the wall is probably
a response of the adults to degrees of emergence.

This conclusion that light is a controlling factor is
contradictory to that which would be needed to explain the distribution
of the species on open coasts where the animal is often exposed to
bright sunlight for long periods. Tlierc are probably many possible
explanations, two of which are s

i) either the large specimens of Notoacmea (up to 12 mm.) living
in shaded areas are genetically different to those living in
sunlight, and prefer more shaded localities, or,

ii) there is something peculiar about the concrete flange which
makes its sun-exposed surface different from that of similarly
exposed rocks on open coast rocky shores.
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RSFBRE^TCES .

Enox G,A .

5

19^3« "Probloms of speciation in Intortidal
Animals with special reference to New

' Zealand Shores"

Speciation in the Sea 19^3? No. 5*

McDougall K,D.
, 1943 "Sessile Marine Invertebrates of Beaufort,

N, Carolina".

Ecol. Man., Vol.lS^ pp. 323 - 370.

—oOo—

THE VALUE OF SPIRAL THREADS IN THE IDENTIFICATION

OF CERTAIN SMALL LAND SNAILS.

N.W, Gardner.

The presence of basal spiral threads in several of our small
land snails has a definite value in the identification of at least two
species. The presence and strength of these must be interpreted
rather loosely for they quite often do not conform to the formula
given in the original description.

Take for instance Pseudegestula transenna brookesi Dell. The
description in Trans. Roy, SocT Vol.82 mentions these basal spirals
as being a regular feature. However, a series of specimens collected
from near Mt. Burnett, Nest of Collingwood, recently, are entirely
devoid of this feature.

Lately, Mr. Ponder compared for me a Fectola with the type Fectola
brouni (Suter), the type being in the Suter collection and locality
for same being the Hooker Valley in the high country of Canterbury.
This brought to light some interesting facts| - quoted from Mr. Ponder's
reply - "the v/hite spirals on the base don't show up in the type as
the base is a little worn. The six paratypes hov/ever are better
preserved and two show this feature, one having three and the other
one spiral."

Suter makes no mention of this in his original description, con-
sidering it, no doubt to be only an individual anomaly.

In a series of specimens from V^est Nelson, Marlborou^ and the
King Country of the North Island, the spirals arc present in all

examples, although varying in number in individual specimens. Several
examples have sub sutural spirals also present on the body whorl.
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Clearly, this feature is of value in the identification of

Fectola hrouni (Suter).

Also of particular interest is the King Country record. This
is the first North Island record for this tiny species of land snail.

—oOo

—

TARON MOUATAE POVJELL

N.W. Gardner.

Quite often we have enquiries as to what Taron mouatae Powell,

looks like - or sometimes "Is there an easy way of separating it from
the several shells which it so closely resembles."

In outline it is similar* to Murexsul mariae and Buccinulim mariae
- in fact much more like those than the genotype, Taron dubius . This
latter species is the shell we know as having a bright scarlet animal
and which is very plentiful locally imder stones.

In Taron mouatae the shell is larger than the genotype. On the
post nuclear x^horls there are prominent fold-like axial costae with
narrow interspaces. On the shoulder are two cords of moderate strength
and two weak ones, the latter being uppermost. The suture is
margined below by a rather wide flattened zone marked off from the
sculptured area by a shallow groove. This species differs from T. dubius
in being more slender, i-rith a uniform light colour, numerous axial
and spiral ribs and a ligb-ter build. Animal and operculum unknown.
Size of Holotype 22 m.ra. x 10. 5 m.m.

Typo locality strangely enough was Devonport, near the Wharf.
Other specimens arc known from >Jhangaroa, Exhibition Bay and
Parengarenga Harbour.

It is a shell which if looked for should bo found quite frequently
around the Northland East Coast. One would expect the animal to be
of a fairly bright colour - a feature of this group as a whole.

—oOo—
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CELLANA RADIANS (GI^ELIN)

This common limpet of ours exhibits an almost bewildering array
of patterns which, to enthus-Lasts just starting to build up a
collection, must seem very confusing.

Other species in the genus show quite a lot of colour variations
but not to the same extent as C.r' dians. To help you understand this
the folloxring is quoted from Dr .Powell ' s "Mollusca of the Southern
Islands of New Zealand". Cape E>:pedition Series, Dull. No.15« D.S.I.R,

"The New Zealand mainland and Subantarctic limpets have always
been a source of worry to the systematist, as evidenced by the
discordant results shoi-m by published records

i

A valuable approach to a better understanding of our limpets
was initiated with the appearance of "Polymorphism in the Common
limpet , Cellana redians (Gmelin). J, Allan Thomson 1919 N.Z. J, Sci.
Tech. 2. Tlie most important observation advanced in this paper wasj
"The pattern lies in the outer layers of the shell and is often lost
by corrosion. In such cases there is a patternless colour in the
thickened inside layer of the shell - patternless because it is not
deposited by the gvewing edge of the mantle."

I would amplify Thomson's statement by pointing out that usually
the colouration is much more deeply impregnated in the ra,dial ribs
of the shell than in the interstices. Therefore, as the outside of
the shell becomes eroded awaj’’ all the colour pattern apart from that
associated with thr ra,dials, is lost. The result is that aged limpets
exhibit a remarkably uniform colour pattern of simple dark radials,
partly obscured bj layers of internal patternless callus applied by
the animal to compensate for the erosion of the external surface."

Thus we havi ! three main kinds in colonies of Cellana radians s-

The young t crtoiso-shell coloured shell, the mature shell with
coloured radials, and the agei, which are patternless or almost so.

In certain places the grouni colour of the shell differs, for instance,
at the Throe Kin£ ^ Islands all the Cellana radians are almost jet

bla.ck, with no sj{n of colcux' pattern and silvery inside. They do
not grow to any f.’^e'.t size. On the Nelson Nest Coast north of
Kahurangi Lightheuse, specimens have a butter coloured backgrcimd.
The species range i from tne far* North to the Southern Islands but
is comjnon only ii . Northern areas.

Ti'ro subspGC.es ar i recognized t-

Cellana ra: ians f l ava - an orange coloured limpet, mostly
without pattern si^thou/ }, a few examples have traces of radial pattern.
Lives for the me 2 1 par- on light coloured limestone rocks. Its general
range is from K’.icoura ;c just north of Gisborne. A few examples have
been recorded f:*oi as f \r south as Naikouwaiti.
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Cellana radians poma - Occurs mostly on the West Coast of the

South Island
5
especially West Nelson j and may he distinguished hy the

coarseness of the radial ridges in the young specimens, the silvery

grey colour, and the consistent central area of cloudy white with a

yellowish rim.

—oOo—

-

SHELLS PROM TORPEDOS

D, Lamb.

The N.Z. Herald on Friday March 17th, 19^7 reported that "a

heavy object jammed in a fishing net being used for the first time,

caused quite a stir on board the trav;ler "Dorothy" when the crew dis-

covered it x^as a torpedo." Let me tell you that it caused even more

of a stir when I was handed a plastic bag containing a number of shells
which had been taken from the engine housing 1

The practice torpedo which was fired from the British submarine

"Andrew" in 1959» ^'^a-s trax^led off Cape Colville on March 13th. 19^7
and was dragged to the Coromandel Coast, hauled up, buoyed, hauled up
again by the Navy and in several stages taken to Kauri Point for dis-

mantling, Undoubtedly any large specimens would have been knocked
off a long time before it came into the hands of my father-in-law
Mr. Prank Bell at Kauri Point, but despite this he presented me with
the following s-

Chlamys gemmulata consociata Smith, - 3 large, 5 other,

Chlamys zelandiae (Gray) 2 small,
Alcithoe fusus haurakiensis Dell - 2 dead but clean.
Buccinulum multilineum multilineum Powell - 4»

Buccinulum fuscozonatum (Suter)

-

9*

Penion adustus - 5 juveniles possibly mandarinoides .

Struthiolaria vermis (Martyn) - large dead specimen.
Monoplex australasiae Perry - 1 juvenile.
Sigapatella novaezolandiac Lesson - 3

Hiatella australis (Lamarck) - 1

.

A request for the sxTcepings of sand etcetera off the torpedo
resulted in a large tin of ‘fetcotera" only. There was no sand but a
lot of rust and mud which was most unproductive - not one live minute
shell being found.

Prom this material I collected s-

Pallium convexum (Q, & G.) - 1 single rust stained valve.
Pleuromeris zelandica - hundreds of single valves,
Leptomya retiaria ? - 1 live specimen.
Nuculana bellula - 2 single valves.
Rhizorus nesentus - 1 dead.
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Several other bivalves were in evidence but were broken and

stained.

The largest of the Chlamys gemmulata consociata Smith, 19"!

5

measured 42 m.m. and appeared to have sijc groxrth stages. The range

of colours was very broad - from pale orange to rich lake. In the

smaller specimens the patterning was especially vivid.

—oOo

—

M ARTICLE OF INTEREST VfHICH APPEARED

IN "SCIEIJTIFIC AlffiRICAU" OCT. 1965 .

Individual nerve cells removed from a mollusk seem to "remember"
the time of daybrealc and the fortnightly time of particularly high
tides. These two pieces of information are presumably important in
the mollusk' s feeding and reproductive habits. The evidence that the

information is stored in individual nerve cells is reported by Felix
Strumwasser of the Californian Institute of Technology.

The Mollusk used in the experiments is the sea hare, a slug
like creature six to nine inches long that lives along rockboimd
coasts. Its extremely large nerve cells, up to half a millimeter in
diameter, make it useful in studies of electrophyiology. The cells
employed in the Cal. Tech, experiments are from the main ganglion in
the sea hare's mid section; the ganglion is concerned with feeding,
respiration, excretion, reproduction and the ejection of an inky fluid
used for concealment.

Strumwasser "trained" sea hares by putting them in a tank that
provided 12 hours of light follovred by 12 hours of darkness. The
sea hares were exposed to this cycle for several days. Then the ganglion
associated T-rith feeding was removed and placed in a constant temperature
bath of seawater. By inserting microelectrodes in individual cells
Strumwasser could record when the cells produced a nerve impulse.

The "resting" rate of the cells was a few impulses per minute.
But periodically, at a time coinciding with the time when the tank
lights had been switched on during the training period the impulse
rate shot up to about 40 counts per minute and remained elevated for
about three hours. The rate then fell to the resting level until
the following "dam"

, when the rate increased again.

After about 48 hours the isolated nerve colls stopped working,
presumably for lack of nutrition. Some of the cells in the ganglion
studied by Strinnwassor increased their firing rates every 12 hours,
as if they remembered evening as well as dawn.

A subtler and at first more puzzling impulse cycle was detected
by analyzing the firing peaks of nerve cells of several sea hares
covering a two week period. These peaks did not coincide with either
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daim or evening. Strumwasser finally observed that thxs cycle

corresponded to the period of highest tides that occur fortnightly

in the sea-hare's original home. The memory of this lunar tidal cycle

had not been destroyed by the laboratory training cycle

Strumwasser has prelimaxy evidence that the firing patterns are

related in some way to the production of ribonucleic acid (RNA) giant

molecules formed within the cell on templates of deozy-robonucleic

acid (DNA). A number of workers’ have
'
proposed that RNA molecules can

encode an organisms environmental experience in arjai®^ with the way
TNA encodes the sum total of its genetic histjjr^."

^
- Senjt-.in^y ^TTRos^nb^u^

. —o0p"~

PlfelD J)AY - FRESH ¥ATER^J40UUSCS.o
' ^ " /

f ^

On Sa^rday April 8th. about fo<i^ty- enthusiasts set off in ten cars
in quest oj freshwater specimens in the Henoexsonr^^^^ Downs and
Coat sville/' areas

.

Thi| was probably the first .introduction many of the members had
had to this type of collecting..=e^ were, I think} rather surprised at
the great nvpbers of Hyridella which are present in most of our streams.

Our first stop was /at Birdwood near Swanson and here, we were
soon wading along in a rather mui:!^ and sluggish stream, feeling in the
muddy or rubbly bottom for the, j.resh water mussel Hyridella menziesi
aucklandica . At this locality they do not, for some reason, grow to
any size. Also taken at this spot were several specimens of the form
delli , a longish shell, parallel sides, id.th an unevenly ribbed or
bumpy surface.
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One or two specimens of the limpet- like shell Latia , were found
on the undersides of stones - small hlack, mth a most interesting
toothed process on the underside.

Prom here we travelled some distance to Fletcher’s Lake near
Muriwaio It is not a large lake hut one of considerable interest as
it supports a big population of Hyridolla m, depauperata ,..' These could
not be collected from the waters' edge, however, it was a ci!se of
getting in and feeling around in 4 or 5 feet of water. Here, the shells
existed in handfuls - fine largo specimens, very thin shelled, as is
normal in this species.

On the’beach' were piles of empty cleaned shells, evidence of
past feasts by water rats.

Some Simlimnea wore obtained on water plants. Sieving at the
edge of the lake produced a number of the small bivalve Sphaerium
novae zelandiae - pea sized and light brown in colour.

Then after lunch on to Coatesville, to try our luck in a small
stream - The farmer from whom we secured permission to cross his
land said he didn't think there were many mussels in the stream we had
in mind, but he knew of one a short distance away where there were
thousands of fresh water mussels i He need not have worried however,
as from this little stream about a yard vride we fished out a couple
of bucketsful in a matter of minutes - fine large examples of Hyridella
menziesi aucklandica .

By now the afternoon xras nea,rly gone but there was just time for

a quick look at Lake Pupuke. As the wind was ruffling the water, little
could be seen apart from the usual fine, very large Potamopyrgus corolla
with long spines. The Planorbis , Simlimnea and Physastra we had hoped
to obtain were not in evidence at this particular part of the lake, but
wo foimd them to bo very common a few days later at another spot further
round.

It was a fine, pleasant day, enjoyed by all, especially the younger
collectors. '

—oOo—

ATALACIIEA I^IULTILIHEA POWELL .

Most members have collected personally that rather attractive
flat little limpet i-7ith distinctive concentric colour pattern -

Atalacmea fragilis (Sowerby) but not so many of us have had the

pleasure of securing the second species which occurs on the Otago
Coast, So, if you are plannirig a southern collecting trip, a few
details may be useful.

A.multilinea Povrcll, grows to about the same size as the geno-
type, but is recognizable chiefly by the different colour, which is

of white ground crowded with narrow concentric brown lines - usually
three or four' per m.m. In all there are 25 lines in A.multilinea
while the greenish A . fragilis sports a dozen or so. A.multilinea
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also differs in shape, being a little more elongated in outline and

has a slightly taller apex. Not a groat deal is known of its

distribution. The type locality is Kartigi Beach, North Otago, -

on under sides of stones at low tide and there are several reports

of its occurrence further south,

—oOo—

MLACOLOGICAL TERJ4S

Suffused 2 - Overspreading! to overspread with colour
^

to cover the
surface.

Subulate ;- linear, very narrow, very slox-xly tapering to a sharp
point

.

Station ;- the particular circumstances surrounding the specimens
collected! an area of certain character as beirg
inhabited by certain organisms! habitat.

Teleconch ;- the entire gasteropod shell except the protoconch,

Tomentose s- covered xrtth hairs so close together that individual
hairs cannot be separated! downy.

Verrucose

Reference

having small knobs or lumps on the surface, covered with
wart-like or verruciform elevations! warty.

A Thousand and one Terms

W.H. Arnold,

in the Veliger, Vol. 7»

—oOo

—

Editors; N. & N. Gardner.
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FIEIJ) DAY, SEPTEtffiER 30TH - LARD SNAILS

N.W. Gardner, _

About twenty members and children assembled at Papakura on the
morning of Saturday 30th, September, for a days land snailing,

Kirk's Bush was visited. Although not a large area, it has a
very fine stand of Taraire trees, but due to the open nature of the
reserve and almost complete absence of undergroxrth small snails were
scarce, Thalassohelix ziczag (Gould) Laoma marina (Hutton) and Laoma
mariae (Gray) were not uncommon, but strangely enough there was no
sign of Liarea for it is nearly always found amongst fallen Taraire
leaves.

From there we moved on to Hunua Gorge and collected on a rathei*

steep slope. A bigger variety of species was secured here but in no
great numbers. Members who took away leaf mould probably fared much
better. Prom this locality the following were noted s-

Cytora hedleyi (Suter)
" septentrionale (Suter)

Liarea egea (Pfeiffer)
Laoma marina (Hutton)

" mariae (Pfeiffer)
" poecilosticta (Pfeiffer)

Phrirgnathus erigone (Gray)
" glabrisculus (Pfeiffer)
" ariel (Hutton)

Charopa coma (Gray)
" ochra (Webster)

Ptychodon varicosa (Pfeiffer)
" pseudoleioda ( Suter)
" hunuaensis Suter

Mocella cogitata (iredale)
Geminorcpa subantialba (Suter)
Delos coresia (Gray)

Probably the most interesting find here was a live specimen of the
keeled Ryhtida dunniao (Gray). This, so far as we are aware, is the most
southern known locali’^y for this species which is considered a North
Auckland snail,

A stop on the road to Cossey's Creek Dan gave a few additional
records to those listed above, for Hunua Gorge -

Allodiscus diraorphus (Pfeiffer)
Plammulina perdita (Hutton)
Therasiella tamora (Hutton)
Tornatellinops novoseelandica (Pfeiffer)

- 17A -
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LATIA NERITOIPES GRAY - OUR FRESH T7ATER LIMPPH? .

(This shy retiring mollusc has a claim to distinction in that it can
produce luminescence j being one of the few molluscs knovm to be able to r

do so.

Our Northland member Dr. Bowden, some years ago studied this
phenomonem and published a paper in the Biological Bulletin Vol.99 No.

3

December 1950*? from v/hich the following, with due aclcnowledgement is

extracted.

)

"Latia is common in clear streams, often in rapids and other
situations where the current is swift

|
living on the sides or under-

surfaces of clean boulders, its limpet shape offers little resistance
to the flow of water. It is also found, but much less commonly, in
lakes in places where there are clean rocks and considerable water
movement, usually very close to the shore. An analysis of the mixed
supply of water from the Waitakere Ranges near Auckland indicates its
low salt contents sodium chloride was present as 3*04 parts and
magnesium chloride as 0,76 parts per 100,000, Latia is abundant in all
of these streams and from one of them the specimens used in this investi-
gation wore collected.

Like most other luminous forms, Latia shuns strong light and, as

already stated, it soon dies if kept eocposed to light. It has a well
developed eye with the "pupil" directed forv^ards, and appears to be well
adapted to perceive the direction of incident light.

Latia commonly roaches a length of 8.5 mm.
,
a breadth of 6 mm. and

a height of 3 mm. Its shell has a thin calcareous layer covered by a

stout dark broxm periostracum, smooth except for growth lines. Posteriorly,

there projects forwards (horizontally within the shell) a semicircular
shelf or lamella which on the right side is prolonged forwards into a

free calcareous lingula which in the living state supports the medial
wall of the pneumostorae (the interior pallial lobe). Both the lamella
and the lingula give origin to the muscular mass of the foot and so fix
the shell very firmly to the body. Althou^ probably a great advantage
in a swift stream, this nevertheless restricts the mobility of the
animal relative to the shell j for when placed on its back it is unable
to right itself^ Gundlachia, which lacks these processes is able to
perform the manouevre easily. The mantle cavity of Latia, like that of

some marine Basommatophora (the Siphonariidae , the Gadiniidac), is

water filled, but as in the Gadiniidae does not contain a branchia.
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The skeletal support afforded by the lingula appears to prevent both
the closure and the over-dilation of the pneuraostome while directing
a stream of water into the mantle cavity to flush it.

Reference may be made to some remarks on the anatomy of Latia by
Hutton (1881). Probably because of poorly preserved material he stated

that the tentacles were transversely ringed and that the eyes were
lateral to the bases of the tentacles. This is obviously not the case

either in fresh or fixed specimens. Hutton also gave the radular formula
as 27 + 1 +2? but this is certainly wrong, since the nimber of laterals
is approximately 110.

Latia, like the rest of its sub-order, is a vegetarian. The gut is

usually filled with diatoms and what appear to be the remains of algae.
Similar diatoms are found on the surface of the shell.

The Luminescence. Whenever the animal is distucbod, as by shaking
in a vessel or tapping the shell, luminous mucus appears in all parts of
the groove between the foot and the mantle. This is visable even in
diffused daylight as a greenish glow, and in the dark the effect is much
more striking. The animals have never been seen to luminesce spontaneously
at night either in the laboratory or in their natural habitat

,
but when

they are stimulated they produce the glow equally well during the day or
night. Where the mantle groove is touched with a seeker, that region
in particular glows most strongly. Shaking the animal in a test tube or
rubbing it, foot down, across a glass slide produces trails of glowing
mucus from which the light slowly fades.

Clearly then the phenomenon is an extracellular one, and experiments
to determine the nature of tho luminescence show that it depends on the
action of luciferase upon the substrate lucifepin, which appear to be
produced together from specific areas, particularly along the walls of the
mantle groove"
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Sent in D. Lamb s-

OYSTER PARMBIG 111M ZEALAl®

The efforts of the Marine Department in encouraging the
establishment of Oyster farms in Northland are set out in an interesting
circular issued by Hono LRJ, Scott, Minister of Marine.

An e:rtra.ct is as follcTre s

" Rock oysters have been semi-cult ivated in New Zealand since the
early da,ys of European settlem.eut , Near Kcrikeri, north of Russell,
are small islands on which man-made "reefs" of rocks can be seen
covered with oysters a.t all stages of groT-rth. Local residents believe
the "reefs" on some islands date back before European settlement.

The Government established semi-cultivated beds on the Kaipara
harbour in the l880's by laying out symetrical formations of rocks on
the foreshore. In the course of time oysters have grown in abundance
over them.

All through the North, the coastline is marked by dense beds of

natural oyster formations as well. There are in fact oysters by the.

million on beds both natural xad man-made from which pickers engaged
by the Marine Departm.ent arnually talce about ’JjOOO-Q^OOO sacks, each
holding about 40 dozen oysters.

However, until the present Minister of Marine, Mr, Scott, had
the encouragement of oyster farmang written into Government policy,

there was no true cultivation of the New Zealand rock oyster by New
Zealanders in heme waters.

In 1912 oysters were taken to Australia from the northern beds,

and a thriving industry established to command on the Sydney market

in 1967 as much as £18,10,0 a sack,

FARlgllG TECHNIQUES ARE ALI^ E-IRORTA!IT

The techniques proved successful in Australia have been brought

back to Nexir Zealand by Hr, Curtin,

They include the raising of the microscopic young oyster or spat

to marketable size^ and the use of a "fattening paddock" for bringing

on store stock to marketable condition. The similarity to dry-land
farming is evident.

The Marine Depamtrtent hhs discovered, and convinced private

oyster farmers, that succo-ssful cultivation included both techniques.

If a farmer relied on spax-ca-tcliing only to raise oysters, he would
wait tliroo years before getting his first income from oyster sales.
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However j 1)7 setting up fattening trays in which, store oysters can
simply he brought on for market, he can get his first return in a few
months

.

Fattening trays are set up in a suitable area, where they are
covered and uncovered by the working tide. Mature oysters are taken
from mangrove roots and rocks and laid out a single layer deep. Once
removed from the massed clusters of natural formations and placed in
a thin layer the oysters no longer have to compete for food and fatten
quickly, much as hill-bred sheep will fatten easily on richer, easy
country where they no longer have to "work" for their food.

While the first trays are being used to fatten store oysters,
battens are laid out in the sea in areas where oysters annually
release their spat. The young oysters settle readily on available
surfaces. After about a year the battens are moved to areas where
conditions are good for growing. At the end of three years a proportion
of the batten raised oysters are marketable. Those not ready for
market are put into the "fattening paddock" and brought on.

Unlike dry-land farming, young stock costs nothing, and stock
feed is in the sea, waiting among the many forms of plankton.

Pests are few, the oyster-borer, a tiny shell fish that attacks
the oyster by boring through the shell vrith a rasp-like tonguef a
tiny mussel which grows profusely and, being wedge-shaped, forces
oysters off rocks and battens

|
and a tiny barnacle which grows at

some tide levels. Mud is also present in some areas, enough to settle
on oysters and choke them.

Pest control can apparently bo achieved largely by placing
cultivated oysters in the sea at levels where the pests are not found
in abundance. This was demonstrated by experimental racks set up by
the Marine Department in the Kaipara Harbour to show the levels at
which oyster groirth is best and pest attack least. Mud is easily
removed by regular spraying at low tide, using a high pressure hose
powered by a portable pump mounted in a punt.

Maintenance costs arc slight as fattening trays, 9 by 3 ft.,
with wire netting bases are dipped in tar before use. They will last
up to 20 years. Other timbers are also treated and tar-covered.

A GASTRONOmC SPECIALITY

Deeper coloured/ flesh than the Fouveaux Strait oyster is one
characteristic of the Northland rock oyster. Another is its full
flavour, less salty than oysters that live entirely under water.

Hardly considered, excepting by knowledgeable northern gourmets,
as a worthy addition to the menu, it has the advantage of being able
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to continue fattening for a week or two after removal to dry land.
Out of the water it absorbs free juices that surround it in the shelly
and presents a very plump appearance when finally opened. Another
advantage is that it xfill be available when Pouveaux Strait oysters
are out of season.

Enthusiasts say it far surpasses the southern oyster in flavour
as X70ll as succulence. Many northerners believe that because it has
a long life out of the water, the rock oyster in the shell will be
sent as far through New Zealand as the Pouveaux Strait oyster once
serious harvesting begins.

They also predict an increase in consumption of North Auckland
wines once winegrowers realise the perfect gastronomic combination
of the local wine with the local oyster. Local people are already
experimenting, and the comment has been heard that research by the
Viticultural Association could result in the production of a wine-and-
oyster menu fit for the table of a prince - or of anyone who is ready
to admit tha,t the best things are right here in New Zealand, "

oOo

Prom I4rs,Mitchener 5
Gt. Barrier Island^ concerning the finding in I 966

of the fine speciment of Cassmaria perryi , recorded by Dr. Powell
in Records Auckland Institute & Museum Vol, 6 . No, 3 196? • The abstract
appears in this issue.

" I have only ever found one of these before - some years ago -

and a very damaged specimen it vras. A small juvenile turned up in 19^5 *

The latest little gem, a full adult, was nearly the cause of a watery
grave for me. There appeared to be two specimens in a rock pool at the
base of a cleft in the rocks. I debated on the "un-vrisdom" of attenpting
to retrieve them but my shelly avarice won.' I mistimed the run between
breakers, and. had just managed to grab the one specimen and was delving
under a ledge for what appeared to be a second one when a foaming mass
of water descended on me with a terrific wallop. It was grirai Miraculously
I finally emerged, still clasping my shell - must have been pure reflex
action on my part,' The other specimen appeared to have disappeared, and
in any case I did not dare to investigate further] "

Cassmariai perryi .Ire<iaic.

(,30.75 mi
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Polinices t awb.itirahia Powell ?- This rare shell very closely
resembles the large

j heavy^ white,
porcellanous Polinices which is conmon in the tropical South West

Pacific region - one which wo generally know as Mammilla ; however,
it is not certain that our species, one of the deepwater Poor Knights’
"finds", is a recent derivative from tropical Pacific stock, for it

appears that this type of sand-snail was very abundant in New Zealand
rocks of the Upper and Middle Tertiary. It is thought that the Poor
Knights species could be a struggling survivor from the warmer water
times in the Upper Tertiary.

Up to the present, our records of this species are from the
Poor Knights' Islands, but now a wash-up specimen has turned up at

Step Island, Cavalli Islands, This shell is in the collection of
Mr. and Mr«. May W?mp.nr*.k. Wlnpmj3'a.TP«i .

To Cypraea enthusiasts, Dr.Powell's remarks on the record of a
second New Zealand species, will be of interest s-

"Lyncina vitellus (Linnaeus, 1758). A second species of true
cypraeid can now be added to the New Zealand Recent Fauna, on the
basis of one livo-taken and three well-preserved empty shells of this
common Indo-Pacific shell, obtained by members of the Whangarei group
of skin-divers.

The living example was found cravfling on a rock face at night,
at 90 feet, in Shag Bay, west coast of Tawhiti Rahi, Poor Knights’
Islands, and the dead shells were taken in the same area, at 100 feet,
by Mr, W, Palmer

5 who has the live taken and the 59 specimen in
his collection."

"The nearest occurence of this shell to New Zealand is the
Sydney Harbour M» vitellus orcina Iredale 1931, which is a stumpy
more pyriform race. Typical vitellus is common in Queensland waters
and in the islands of the South West Pacific."
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To th.e species of Tonna occurring in Nevr Zealand vratersj has
been a,dded two interesting new records. See Dr.Povrell’s "Noxf Zealand
Molluscan Systeraatics, Part 6 . Rec, Auck. Inst. Mus. Vol, 6 . No. 3 .

Aug. 1967*

They are Tonna melanostoma (Jay I839)

Three specimens of this axe recorded, one from Cavalli
Islands (live taken), one vrashod up at Spirits Bay, and the third
was trawled off Doubtless Bay, This is a shell xirith "deeply incised
tx/in grooves in each of the spiral interspaces"

,
of favm colour x^ith

brovm bands between spiral ridges, a very dark broxm parietal callus
and golden broxm within the aperture.

This handsome shell groxm up to I90 ram. ( 7'fr")> Although New
Zealand records arc all of smaller size.

Tonna oleariura Linnaeus, 1758

Close examination by Dr. Powell of specimens of 'tetracotula*
from Nexf Zealand x-/aters, has shoxm that tv;o species with subsidary
spirals have been masquerading under this name. In true tetracotula
the outer lip has an internal ridge, and the colour is of pale buff
vrith tx;o or throo spiral bands of reddish broxm,

Olearixm , hox-rever has a thin shell, x\rithout an internal ridge
to the outer lip, and is of simple colouration i.o. uniform chestnut
fading to white near the top of the body x-^horl. Nex/ Zealand
occurrences are trawled, entrance to Hauraki Gulf or Western Bay
of Plentjr (1 specimen)

5
traxrled Doubtless Bay (5 specimens). Tliis

shell groxrs up to 200 mm.

We thus have the folloxxLng species of Tonna in Ncx»r Zealand
xfat ers s

-

corvisima haurakiensis Hedley

maculata Lam. (= dolium)

maoria Poxrcll

melanostoma Jay

oleariun Linn,

tetracotula Hedley
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TASMAITEA ISLE OF MOUOTAINS

Laurie Price.

The Island State of Tasmania, comprising over 26,000 sq. miles

in area, is situated some I 50 miles off the south-east coast of

mainland Australia. The surface is broken by a continual succession

of hills and mountains, which become increasingly rugged from east

to west. The major peaks reach an altitude of 4-5000 ft. - the

State’s highest being Mt.Ossa, 5306 ft., in the Central Highlands.

Typically the mountains have steep sides of jagged basalt, topped
by a plateau, xThich is often snow-covered in xfinter and spring.

Lying between latitude 40° and 43° S. j the island has a cool
temperate climate for most of the year, but is subject to periods
of extreme heat, which sx^eeps in from the mainland during summer.
In general, the rainfall is moderate to high, particularly in the

central and western areas and this, in turn, gives rise to a largo
number of ice-cold streams, rivers and lakes. The abundance of

water is exploited for the generation of much hydro-electric pox/er.

Vegetation is rich and varied, ranging from the typical
Australian open eucalypt forest at lox;- levels; through heavy mixed
forest, including stands of beach and a large variety of ferns and
moss, at 2 - 4OOO ft., to open alpine meadows on the plateaux,
above 4000 ft#

Bird and animal life, though not really abundant, nevertheless
includes many endemic species, perhaps the best knoxm being the
unique Tasmanian Tiger, thought to be almost extinct in recent
years, thoxi^ a specimen x^ras reported to have been seen, only a fex;

miles from Hobart, in 1966 .

The economy of Tasmania is based mainly on the rich farmlands,
orchards, fisheries and timber resources, but the mountains
contain a wide variety of valuable minerals, vhich, when fully
exploited, will raise the mining industry to one of major importance.
Of a total population around 370?000, almost half is concentrated
in the two main cities - Hobart, 123,000, in the south-east, and
Launceston, 59,000, in the central north coast.

With a viex^- to ensuring the preservation of much of Tasmania’s
natural scenery, large areas of the State have been proclaimed
scenic reserves. These areas are principally located in spectacular
moxintain country. The largest of these reserves, knoxm as the
Cradle Mountain-Lake St.Clair National Park, is situated in the
Central Highlands and is about 525 sq. miles in area.
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The land mollusca of Tasmania consists of around 70 named
species, ranging from the 2 inch Caryodes dufresnii (Leach), down
to minute forms of Paralaoma , only a fev; mm., in diameter. The
families represented are as follows -

Caryodidae , . . . , sp,& varieties. Succineidae ,

.

. . , ,2 sp.

Anoglyptidae. , ,. , ,1 sp. Paiyphant idae

.

. , , .9 sp.

Hadridae , , , . , , , .1 sp. Vertiginidae, . .. ,.1 'TO .

Helicarionidae , , . .1 sp. Charopidae M 0 00 2o 0

Cystopeltidae . , , .2 sp. Flammulinidae , ., ,.11 sp.

Bothriembryontidae, ,1 sp. Laomidae , , . , .. ,,15 sp.

The fresh-xfater mollusca include 2 species of mussels, 4 species
belonging in the family, Sphaeriidae , and some 20 species of Gastropods,
in the families, Lyrnnaeidae , Planorhidae , Ancylidao , Hydrohiidae and
Coxiellidae,

During the latter part of I966, from early September, to late
November, I spent 2-g- moirths in Tasmania - this being the fourth, in

a series of field trips, collecting land mollusca for the Chicago Field
Museum of Natural History,

Prom Auckland, I flew doxm to Tasmania, via Sydney and Melbourne,
On arrival in Hobart, I hired a Holden station-wagon, at a cost of

$A1-00 per day, plus 10c, per mile.

With my camping gear in the back, I travelled throughout much
of the State, covering almost 29OO miles in the 10 weeks at my
disposal. The roads are mostly in excellent condition, x-rith a high
proportion of tar-seal and reach into most areas of the Island - with
the exception of the south-X'fest quarter, xxhich still remains a

wilderness of heavily forested mountains - accessable only by sea, or

an occasional foot track.

My plan was to collect as I X'/ent along, camping on the spot and

sleeping in the back of the station-XTagon at night. This xiorks out

just fine - in summer. Hox^ever, at this time of the year, the wea'^’ "'r

was atrocious, xri.th frequent rain, freezing winds, hail and snow. One

memorable night, in the Central Highlands, I suffered it out with a

thick mantel of snoxf outside and nox7 I kno\T - exactly - what a piece
of frozen meat, in a refrigerator, has to put up withJ Nevertheless,
if conditions for the collector xfere unpleasant at times, they xrere

ideal for the snails, specially the small "Endodontids" , They were
generally in good supply, alive, just belox^ the surface of the leaf-

mould, under stones, fallen bark and rotting wood, A good deal of

my collecting xms done in the soenic reserves, which are mostly in

rugged mountain country, xidth a v^ide range of altitude, heavy rainfall
and dense forests. Here, the greatest concentration of species seemed

to occur at the 2-3000 ft. level.
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Every once in awhile I returned to Hobart where such "Mod Cons"

as a hot bath? a roaring fire and T.V, were very much appreciated.

All things considered I had a pretty good run for the money - the

delightful scenery, the comfortable transport, the great hospitality

of the people and the fine collecting all combined to form a most

enjoyable trip. Indeed, I thanlc my lucky stars that I was in time,

before the disastrous bush-fires of February, 1967* i would far

rather be near frozen to death than roasted alive J

—oOc

From the Transactions of the Royal Society of Hew Zealand, we list

titles and abstracts from the following recent papers on New Zealand
land snails.

Variation in Laoma ( Phrixgnathus ) mariae (Gray) ( Gatropoda s Laomidae )

by R.A. Cumber. Vol. 9 Zoo. No.

3

Abstract s

The pulmonate laomid species Laoma mariae (Gray) is present in
New Zealand from the vicinity of Opononi (Hokianga) in the
north to Wellington in the South. Considerable variation in
size and form occinrs within its range. An assessment of this,
based upon the study of some 50 samples is given. An unrecorded
parietal lamella is present at all localities.

A New Species of Laoma ( Phrixgnathus ) ( Gastropoda; Laomidae ) from the
North Cape - Cape Reinga Area by R.A. Cumber, Vol.9.Zoo. No,15<>

Abstract s

A new species, Laoma suppiuria is described from the northernmost
areas of the North Island main-land. Superficially it
resembles Laoma ( Phrixgnathus ) mariae (Gray) but may be
distinguished readily by the absence of the parietal lamella.

Regional Variation in Laoma ( Phrljcgnathu

s

) scadium ( Pfeiffer )

( Gastropoda s Laomidae ) by R.A, Cumber. Vol.9*Zoo. No, 4*

Abstract s

The species occurs in the Auckland Peninsular from the North
Cape - Cape Reinga area, to the vicinity of Warkwoi*th, A
study of materials from some thirty sites throughout this
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range reveals considerable variation in form, colouration and
sculpture., North, of the Rawene-Takahe-Kerikeri line, a shell
sculpture of numerous, fine oblique radiate striae produces a
silky texture which contrasts with the smoother shiny appearance
of foirnis to the south.

Mr. and Mrs .Hancock had a Murexsul mariae and a Philippia lutea in
their aquarium - for a short time.

They noticed Murexsul perched on top of Philippia but took
little notice. Later they saw that a hole had been bored through the
shell and that Philippia lutea xms no more J

Further from I-tr, and Mrs, Hancock -

"we found three of four live Bai^^spira crystallina which we
put in our tank, but these have since been eaten. Our Xenophalium
labiatum finally succumbed, ¥e came out one morning to find Mayena
australis devouring him, ¥e had him for seven months and one thing'

we noticed was that he much more active with the time of the Spring
tides, I don't know if Philippia lutea was eaten then, or not but
the Murexsul mariae certainly enjoyed him J

"

In search of Paryphanta lignaria oconnori Powell

N, W, Gardner.

Possibly one of the most difficult to collect of all the
Paryphanta snails, and one that is something of a challenge, is the

one we know as Paryphanta lignaria oconnori Povrell, which lives in

very mggcd and isolated bush country of the Upper Karamea River in

the North West of the South Island,

Originally discovered by deer stalkers, A,P, Andrews and
L.Grooley, and described by Dr, Powell in 1938? the type locality was

cited to be the 'Headwaters Leslie River' - a statement which covers

a great deal of territory and can only be considered rather general,

especially when one is on high country overlooking the landscape in

question 1

Early January 1967s saw four enthusiasts preparing for a trip

across the Mt. Arthur Tableland, and into the Leslie Valley which is

on the southern side. The object was an attempt to secure examples

of this rather attractive, 2 inch, axially banded, land snail.
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With good \veather forecast after a short spell of rain, John
Marston, Laurie Price, my son Keith and myself assembled, duly provisioned

in Motueka, and set off early in the afternoon of 5'th. January for

Pokeroro -which is near the starting point of the Flora Track and the

place where we would leave our vehicles.

On the way here, we stopped to pick up a shooting permit at the

homestead of the local ranger. As we had no gun, this may he strange hut
it was really to serve as a form of safety insurance, for while we were
in the specified area no further hunters xirould he alloxfed to enter it. To

he caught head down in fern and scrub, while searching for snails, by
trigger happy stalkers, could he a little disconcerting, if not d.angerous.

By four o'clock x^e were really on our x-ray, each x-rith a sizable pack
on his hack, for we expected to he away for about a week.

The track for a considerable distance is well formed, in fact it was
being used by Forestry Land Rovers. This xras cleared, rather steep sheep
country, which I believe is to be planted in trees. Before long we x/ere

above the cleared mountain side and were foiloxring a four foot bush track,
and heading at a fair pace for the Flora Hut x^hich we duly reached at

7 p.m, - quite a reasonable three hour trip.

The Flora Hut, we found to be occupied by a small party of members
of the Nelson Tramping Club. Hoxrever, there was plenty of room for all,
and we had a very interesting evening round a glox-ring fire. They knew
the country we were heading for, and so we gathered all the information
x;e could, further, they very kindly insisted on lending us their nylon
rope in case some of the rivers were in a sullen mood.

Away to a good start next morning, xfe passed through more beech
forest - very xfet and sloshy - on the way to the Salisbury Hut xrfiich is
quite a bit higher up than the Flora Hut. Several Paryphanta hochstetteri
were picked up on the track, x/here they had tumbled from the bank. By
10 o'clock - another 3 hour tramp, x-;e were at the Salisbury Hut, - quite
an old hut sited on a small area of firm ground in an alpine sx^amp or
Pakihi, We were intigued xrith the alpine plants xjhicli x^ere floxforing most
profusely around the hut. After a xirord or txro xfith a pair of deer stalkers
staying in the Hut, x-re xiere off again, across the pakihi and through more
beech forest - this time open stunted stuff of 8 to 10 feet - and eventually
onto the high tussock covered Mt. Arthur Tableland some 4000 ft. Unfortunate-
ly cloud was low and around us so x;e did not get much of a viexf of the
country x^e xrere making for.

Some distance across the tussock, xio branched off the track at a
marker x-rhich read "Leslie Valley", Prom here we began the long 3000 foot
descent through bush doxm to the Bend, For hoxrrs x-re folloxfcd quite a
good track xfhich sidled round spur after sp-ur on the Valley side, Ax/ay
below for some time xre could hear but not see, the Sxrift Peel River but
eventually the track follox^ed along its bank. At the junction of the
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Peel and tiie Leslie Rivers, \ie searched the stream edges for traces

of dead Paryphanta shells hut xvithout result, A search a short distance

hack up the 'Leslie' proved negative. On we pressed to the junction
of the Wilkins, where, ve had heen told, dead snail shells had
definitely heen seen in the flood margin, A further search up the

creek produced nothing large, hut proved a good area for small

material though we did not have much time for these at this stage,

Aesdrodomus worleyi Poxrell, xras quite common here.

To get specimens of P. oconnori it looked as if we would have to

go further afield, so we headed for the hut at Kararaea Bend. This was
to he our hase for the next couple of days. We had heen humping our

packs for 12 hours - and that, we thought, was about enough for one

day.

The hut at the "Bend" was new, having heen flown in hy helicopter
not long before and was well set up - we had foam rubber mattresses
to sleep on - very different from most of the 'way hack' huts. The
only drawback here was the hordes of sand flies xvhich sxfarmed in every
time the door was opened. All these mountain huts have a visitors'
hook and it is an unwritten laX'T that you write dom your projected
movements and the dates - a safety measure should anything go wrong.
Some of the entries make most interestirig reading - really difficult
traverses undertaken hj'- some trampers.

The follovring day wo forded the Karamea River and searched
along the steep western hanlc, which, for some distance upstream was of
loose blocks of rocks. It was here that Laurie located the first
specimen and soon others were found though they were not plentiful.
Small land-snails v;ere a better proposition and some time was spent
looking for these, Rhytida patula Hutton was present. We moved
some distance upstream, and strangely enough passed an area of what had
heen cleared land. Here, a number of deer were grazing - not very
worried at our presence. They must have knovm we did not have anything
to hack up our shooting permit,' We sa^r at this spot, one rabbit - on
a little patoh of grass and ti-tree in the centre of many miles of
heavy hush. How did it get there ?

Some rather interesting Phrixgnathus were picked off foliage of
a tree daisy, Senecio , They may possibly he near to P, forsteri hut
have not yet heen identified. Other species taken include Aeschrodomus
worleyi Powell; Ptychodon leioda (Hutton), Charopa montivaga Suter;
Phrixgnathus marginatus Hutton and Allodiscus tullia (Gray)

As the distribution of Paryphanta oconnori was very patchy and
discontinuous, we forded the Karamea River again and investigated the
eastern slope. This showed greater promise, though stinging nettles
(both Icinds) were rather too prolific for comfort. As the day was
nearly done we returned to the hut at the 'Bend', v;ith the intention
of pushing on towards the Crow River on the morrovr. Although we had
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had some drizzle during the day, next morning was clear and fine. ¥e
were pleased, as it meant that fording of the rivers was no great

problem. With heavy rain on the peaks it could have been very
different. We noticed that the river seemed to be full of large trout.

We pushed on up past the limit of our previous days' search,

finding on the way, a live specimen of Ilaoric oncha oconnor

i

, This was
the first live one I had seen, although I had collected a number of

dead shells. They are found under rotten logs, and when disturbed
thrash about vigorously and are soon lost if rot promptly 'grabbed'

.

I was surprised at the large size of the animal.

In the Slippery Creek area, Paryphant a oconnori seemed to be much
more plentiful, although strangely enough few dead shells were to be
seen. Usually there are numerous empty and collapsed shells lying
about in view. A number of Rhytida partula were also taken and further
lots of small species for later study. On the map, the place where we
secured our Paryphanta specimens, and the type locality did not seem
very far apart, so we decided not to go further on to the Crow River
area where specimens had been reported to occur.

A further night was spent at the hut (the rubber mattresses were
much more inviting than hard earth and sleeping bags) and next morning
saw us retracing our steps, but collecting small snails every now and

along- the track.

The descent into the Leslie Valley was comparatively easy going,
but on the return, the 3000 ft. climb up onto the Mt.Arthur Tableland
was a different storyl By mid afternoon we were back at the Salisbury
Hut where we left our packs while we did some searching in the edge of

the bush fringing the Pakihi, A more unlikely place for snails could
scarcely be imagined - stunted beech trees, widely spaced, with grass
and moss on the groimd - even so, snails were to be found under bits of
fallen bark or logs and fallen branches.

Specimens of Rhytida partula xfere not uncommon here, but back at
the Flora Hut Rhytida meesoni perampla Dell only, was in evidence,

IVliile we were hunting late in the afternoon, a wall of white cloud
rolled across the Tableland, creating a still, groundless white x^orld.

How easily one could lose one's x^ray in such conditions. It rained
heavily during the night and next morning the tussock x-ras very wet and
cold, Vife 'sloshed' along the track back toxrards the Flora Hut, searching
in one or tx^o places for Paryphanta hochstetteri . This is the southern
limit for this species as far as x-/e are axfare.

Back at the Flora Hut by mid-day, X';e spent a short time here
looking for further small snails, as this x-ras the place Dr, Dell cited
as the locality for Phrixgnathus forsteri - a very small species, not
at all like the usual run of Phrixgiath s

,

Beating lox7 fern and
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vegetation proved quite successful and quite a good series was

obtained; though previously this species was considered rather scarce.

From leaf mould we secured some very nice Fectola marsupialus

Powell and Geminoropa oconnori Dell.

By mid-aftemoon v/e were back at our starting point, having been

away sis days and tramped goodness Icnows ho\<r many miles. ¥e now know

a good deal more about the elusive Faryphanta oconnori and other snails

xfhich occur in this rugged but extremely interesting area.

— oOo

—

COLLECTING SHELLS AT PAKAWAU, GOLDM BAY .

B. Elliott.

June 5"tb9 19675 started badly for us. My parents and I had
arranged to xfalk with some friends to the top of Mt,Burnett, near
Collingi’jood, but we found on arrival that our friends were sick, and
there would be no trip that day. Very disappointed, but unwilling to
go back home, we drove on, discussing xfhere we should spend the day.

The tide xfas hi^ at Pakax^au, but I ran doxm to the beach to see if it

might be xjorth doing some collecting. In a fex-r minutes I xiras back with
my hands full of shells, to tell my parents that things looked promising.
So, armed xfith buckets and bags, x;e all set off on x^hat xms to be one
of the best days collecting x;e have ever done. As the tide receded,
more and more shells xirere uncovered, and Xire returned to the van again
and again to deposit our hauls, and find containers in which to put
more shells, Ac vie had not come prepared for shell collecting, it xfas

lucky that there x-ras a pile of plastic bags in the van. ¥e shelled
without stopping for hours, and foxmd the follovring species s

CHITONS

Notoplax cuneata ; 2, alive; very good specimens,
Anthochiton canaliculatus s one, alive 21 mm. This is the

first time I have found this
common deepxrater species washed
ashore,

Anthochiton aereus s 55 alive,

UI'IIVALVES

Trochus tiaratus ; Hundreds, alive, in excellent
condition; up to 20 rnra,

Maurea cunninghamis One, alive, 42 mm. This is the
first time I have found this
species on a Nelson beach.

Dozens, dead.Antisolarium egenum s
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Zethalia zelandica g

Struthiolaria papulosa s

Struthiolaria vermis s

Tanea zelandica s

Gumina dolicliostoma s

Glapliyrina vulpicolor g

Aeneator otagoensis cookiana s

Austrofusus glans ;

Austrofusus chathamensis ;

Zeatrophon ambiguus s

Alcitlioe arabica s

Alcithoe arabica eggss

Alcithoe fusus s

Baryspira australis g

Earyspira mucronata
Phenatoma novaezelandiaes

Philine angasi ;

Philine auriformis!
Agla.ja sp.

Dozens, dead.
Several, alive and dead
Several, alive and dead,
2 alive, 'both 27 mm,; and several

dead.

4, dead, up to 6 mm.
One, dead,

i 5? crab inliabited, fairly small
and rather poor. The only
dis8,ppointment of this day’

s

collecting was that I did not get
any good Acneators, as they have
been found alive on Pakawau Beach -

but not by me.

Hundreds, alive^ beautiful specimens
up to 60 mm.

Several, alive; beautiful specimens.
Plentiful, alive, but heavily stained
with green, and often eroded.

16, mostly alive, mostly juvenile.
Hundreds, in all stages of development;
many with juvenile shells inside.

One, ppor.

Several dozen, alive, up to 39 nim»

One, alive, 39 nira-

Several dozen, mostly alive; up to

34 nun.

Dozens, shells internal in white
slugs (dead)

One
5
dead.

Two, one dead, and the other internal
in a dead white slug. Possibly this
is a new locality record, as I have
not heard of this Being found outside
the Manukau Harbour before.

BIVAL\/ES

Solemya parkinsoni s

Glycyrneris modcsta
Pecten novaezelandiaes

Chlamys zelandiae ;

Chlanys sp,

s

2 dead; one alive.

Plentiful, alive.
Several, alive; one 5^ inches across;

the others small.
Three,
One, still containing animal. 38 mm.x

37 mm, light orange-pink, with 21

main ribs; this seems to be rather
like Chlamys taiaroa but I do not

have this species to compare it with.

Although we get many deep water
Chlamys in cod stomachs, none of them

have resembled this specimen.
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Atrina zelandica s

Divaricella huttonianas

Diplodonta globus s

Divariscintilla maoria s

Myllitella vivens s

Angulus gaimardi s

Angulus edgari s

Tellinella huttoni s

Leptoraya retiaria s

Mactra ovata i

Scalpomactra scalpellum s

Zenatia acinaces s

Resania lanceolata s

Dosinia lamPata s

Dosinia subrosea s

Tawera spissa s

Bassina yatei s

Nemocardium pulchellum s

Gari lineolata s

Gari stanger

i

;

Soletellina nitida ;

Soletellina siliqua s

Panope zealandica s

Offadesma angasi s

Beautiful half-grown specimens

j

alive
5
fairly plentiful.

Hundreds, alive and dead; mostly
rather small.

Thirteen, alive. Beautiful specimens,
up to 29 mm.

One, Broken,
Seven, good.

Plentiful.
Ten, alive.

2, alive, 14 mm, and 17 mm.

Hundreds, alive, up to 25 mm.

Several, alive.
Hundreds, alive, up to 32 mm.

Hundreds, alive; from tiny juveniles
up to 4^ inches.

Six - alive.
Dozens, alive, up to 37 mm.

Plentiful, up to 69 mm.

Plentiful, alive.
Ti^o

,
alive

.

Six, alive and dead.

Hundreds, alive and dead; up to 'JO mm.

Fairly plentiful, alive and dead.
Plentiful, alive and dead.
Several.
Six, complete, dead, up to 110 mm.

One complete and several Broken,

Also various other common species. Both univalves and Bivalves.

There were thousands of Echinocardium australe (Heart Urohin) washed
ashore, many of them large specimens, up to two inches in size.

Also several craBs %-

EBalia laevis (Hut CraB)s

Hectocarcinus antarcticus
(Red Swimming CraB)s

Paramithrax ursus
(Camouflaged CraB)

26 (20 female, 6 male); dead But
perfect. A deep water craB which
we have obtained very rarely By
dredging, I have not seen them
washed ashore Before.

20, all male.

Two,

In spite of Being very tired, and faced iri.th days of work
cleaning this haul, I was very, very happy as we drove home that
evening.
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On July 8th, we decided to try our luck at Pakawau once again,
and although we did not do as well as on the previous occasion, we did
find some very nice shells, ¥e found numerous common shells as well as
the following species s-

Maurea cunninghami s

Aeneator otagoensis cookianus

Zeatrophon amhiguus :

Xymene plebe.jus s

Baryspira mucronata ;

Fhenatoma novae z elandiae s

Phenatoma zelandica s

Pervicacia tristis5

Haminoea zelandiae ;

Paryphanta superha :

Solemya parkinsoni s

Modiolus fluviatilis s

Chiamys gemmu1at

a

s

Bivaricella huttonianas

One
, alive

A 34 mm, specimen in perfect
condition (dead), and a larger
ohe in poor condition.

Plentiful, alive
5
many in poor

condition, hut a few good ones.

These animals lay their eggs on
each others’ shells. Many were
carrying two or three eggs or

more, and one shell had seventeen
eggs laid on it.

Plentiful, alive.
One, alive.; 42 mm. - a beautiful

specimen.
About 130 ,

mostly alive.
One good dead specimen, 31 mm.

Three, dead. Although common in
the north, this is a rare shell
down here.

2 dozen, alive and dead.
One, 76 mm,, in fairly good

condition except for a hole in the

top.

Nine good specimens.
One

.

Tvro; the larger 35 mm,
,
still

containing animal.
Hundreds, freshly dead, up to 40 mm.

One odd little specimen has one

flat valve and one very convex
valve

,

Eight, alive and dead; perfect
specimens.

Ten, perfect,
26

,
perfect; up to 31 mm.

Six,

Six, alive and dead,

4, rather xforn but complete.
Three, perfect, four slightly

damaged; some still containing
animal. Also several broken
shells.

My parents have made tvro more trips to Pakawau recently. On

August 23rd. they found no shells at all, and very few on September 1st,

So it seems to be just a matter of luck, and our friends' misfortune
on June 5th, certainly made it turn out to be our lucky day.

—oOo

—

Biplodonta globus g

Angulus edgari s

Scalporaactra scalpellum ;

Bassina yatei s

Nemocardim pulchellum s

Panopea zelandica s

Offadesma angasi ;

Edit orss N. & N. Gardner
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NOTES ON REIJ ZmUITD P3JIYPHAITTIDAE

IN THE NATURNISTORIS CI-IE3 IIUSTUII, ViaRTA.

J,Marston.

In liis "Manual of the N.Z.Mollusca"
j

19*135 Suter stated that the

type specimens of -

Par.vphanta hochstetteri Pfeiffer 1862, and
SchizoA'lossa novaez eland: ae Pfeiffer 1862

are held in the "K JC.Hofmuseumj Vienna" apparently on the assumption
that Pfeiffer presented all of his specimens to that Museum, My journey
to Vienna was made expressly to see the P,hochstetteri holotype but none
of the Paryphanta there could be Pfeiffer’s holotype. Since the
abdication of royalty after the I914-I8 Mar the K.K.Hofmuseum has been
renamed as the Naturhistorisclies Museum. No New Zealand Paryphantidae
are on display, but Dr, 0, Paget made me very welcome and showed me their
New Zealand land mollusca.

Apparently I am the first New Zealander to see any of them this
century, so I have recorded just what Ne'w Zealand specimens actually are
held there. Samples of all 5 genera of Paryphantidae are there, and I

have supplied their present generic names.

(1 ) DELOS coresia s

locality ;

collectors

one specimen
"Auckland^ N.Z,"
"bought by Obertvimmer" (Nr 35*157)
no date given.

(2) RHYTIDA meesonis
localitys

collectors
dates

two specimens
"Marlb orough

,
N.Z.”

"bought from Suter" (lnv.Nr.25.265)
1897

(3) SCHIZOGLOSSA novaezelandiaes
localitys

collectors
comments

three specimens
"inland of Mte Egmont"
"in exchange from Murdoch (Nanganui)"
Suter recorded the holotype as being
in Vienna, and such could be the case.
He gives holotype dimensions as s-

length 10 mm.

diameter 7 mm.
height 2,5 mm.
The largest shell in Vienna is preciselys
length 10,5 mm,
diameter 6,5 mm.

36
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All three specimens have "been preserved in spirits with their
bodies apparently intact. In its present contracted state the body
of the largest animal is now 27 »5 nim» length.

( 4 ) IJAINUIA edwardi ;

locality;
collector;

date;

one specimen
"Hossack Downs"
"bought from K,Suter"

1904

(5) PARYPHADTA (Paryphanta) busbyi ; numerous specimens of shells & eggs
from a number of collectors. There
did not appear to be any P,b,watti
present.

PARYPHAIilTA ( Powelliphanta ) hochstetteri ;

All of the Powelliphanta have been recorded as "Paryphanta
hochstetteri " as they were all received in the 19th, Century. The
following specific identifications are therefore mine s-

(1)

P.traversi ; 2 specimens, badly exploded, so subspecies
uncertain.

Collected I897 "by Gertenbrandt (spelling uncertain as
Continental script used) (inv.Nr

.

6745 )

(2) P.traversi koputaroa ;

Collector; "In exchange from Murdoch (Wanganui)"
locality; "Manawatu Islands"
date; I897 (Inv.Nr. 24 . 455 )

(3) P.gilliesi s one specimen, very badly stained black.

(4) P. hochstetteri hochstetteri ; One specimen,
locality; "Nelson, N.Z."
collector; Andreas Reis. .....

date; I89I (inv. Nr. I6.696)

major diameter; 71 nim,

minor " 56 mm.

Comment; Reis..,..o's specimen is the "Canaan-form" of

this Nest Nelson sub species, i.e. ground colour
is light yellow, especially noticeable in the
umbilical area which is free from darker colour
bands. This shell is an adult one, but in a

surprisingly poor condition when one considers th

prior to I89I these snails should have been very
numerous before decimated by pigs, rats and
collectors, and their covering bush being burnt.
The avNu'/ard marble outcroppings, dense bush and
steep 35000ft earthquake-fault sides of the
Pikikiruna Range made access to Takaka by land
virtually impossible, so the normal travel there
was by ship in Reis.

s

time. However
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F«hochstetteri still wash doxm to sea-level in the

Totaranuij Torrent Bay, Bark Bay areas ^
where the

ships then called, so it vjould have been possible to

secure one from there. This specimen of Reis«....='s

has several badly healed groxrth lines after accidents

had occurred to the lip of the shell.

( 5 ) F.frilliesi subfr.sca

localitys "rlelson, N.Z."

collectors Andreas Reis,..,,.,

dates 1891 (accession)
commentss These three specimens were all live-taken, but not

completely cleaned out before being put into spirits.

As thej'' were collected in 1T„Z, in the I 88O s they
must surely ranlc amongst the earliest collected
P.gilliesi subf^sca, though recorded by Reis
as "P.hochstetteri, Nelson, N.Z."

These specimens had been out of spirits for two
weeks but were not completely dry. Although quite
definitely P.g. subfusca they xrere not quite topotypes,
but subf '.sca has several slight colour variants, e.g.

Oyster Point, Traver's Bush, Nguroa, Greenhills etc.

The first two areas, Oyster Point and TraversBush, are
particularly close to the water's edge inside the haven
of Westhaven Inlet

,
and thus obtainable by a sailor

or passenger quite close to a jetty. It is interest-
ing to note that another very early named Paryphanta,
P.gilliesi gillie si Smith 1880, also came from a
toxm where there were port facilities but no road
through the area for land collecting.

SHELLS OP INTEREST

Norman Douglas,

Cominella adspersa *en masse '

For the low tide of 4th, November, 19^7? ny xrife and I visited
I'Jhakatiwai

,
which is just a little North of Kaiaua on the Firth of Thames,

Unfortunately the tide xjas flooding strongTy, rapidly covering the
large sand-flat, when I first noticed xjhat appeared from the distance to
be an island of xfhite pumice-stone. As this would be rather out of place
here, I decided to investigate. To my great surprise the white part
represented the encrusted backs of thousands of Cominella adspersa
laying eggs. They had ohosen for their purpose a gravel island
protruding from the sand, Tlie extent of this stony area, or bar, I was
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unable to ascertain
j
as the dirty water was rapidly covering it up and

I vras loath to walk on the living mass. The C.adspersa's were so
thick upon the area that no more could tough the stones, I fact I

lifted some to ascertain what they were on. One could not walk upon
the "island" without treading on them. Some climbed over the others.
All appea,red to be the common smooth type of C, adsporsa , not the
granulated form, Hox; many thousands x^erc there here? How far had
they come? How did they Icnow x/here to go? Did they find their way
by the sense of smell? These are fascinating- questions,

A rough home-calculation^ by placing adsporsa shells on three
inches square

j
gives me 100 per square foot - ^00 per square yard.

If the rapidly reducing area first seen at close hand x^as five yards
by ten yards

5
then for a moment I could have been gazing doxrn at

45sOOO Cominellas 1 Yet I an sure this xras a portion of them only
as I had sloshed along some hxindreds of yards to find them being
sx/allowed beneath the flooding tide,

Risellopsis varia (Hutton, 18T3

In November Hiss Dianne Brambley and her brother David found a

beautiful specimen of R, varia living on a tidal rock in the Hanukau
Harbour entrance. This xms at the Bluff, below the South Head Signal
Station.

The specimen is in excellent condition and measures 13*5 cuiio

diameter.

Have you a larger one ?

Cabestana spengleri from Hanukau Harbour ,

During the extremely lox/ tide of llarch 27th,, 19*^7? llr.Ninston
P. Ponder found a spengleri x/hich measures I70 mm. x IO7 mm. (6;r inches
X 4-4 inches). It is in excellent order, having the periostracum on
the last txfo growth stages and the spire free from damage.

The illustration xms made by tracing its shaddox; as cast by the
sun. It is therefore approximately correct as far as size and
outline go, even if my rough x-fork with the pen gives little idea of

its beautiful colour and sculpturing ,’

oOo
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"EGG-BOUiro SNAILS ?”

P. Climo.

Several specirnens of Fectola ep. from Cass Saddle and of

F,mutabili3 from the northern end of the Craigiehurn Range (Southern
Alps) were collected with egg capsules (containing well developed and
shelled embryos) within the shell vorteXo Decayed remains of the adult
were present in the shells, sometimes blocking off from the exterior,
compartments containing capsules. Tlie capsules were so large as to

block the cavity of the whorl, and could only be removed by brealcing

the shell around them.

Since capsules of both these species have been found, in the

presence of adults, in the leaf-litter it is thought that the death of

the adult is not a normal occurence in the life-history of these species.

Dissection has shown that there is no structure in the female
reproductive system capable of depositing egg capsules far back into
the vortices of empty shells.

The occurence of shelled embryos in the utems of snails is not
uncommon and the phenomenon is figured by H.B. Baker (I938b5 1940) in
his revision of the Pacific Zonitid snails. However, the size of the
capsules mentioned above, from the Southern Alps specimens, was such
that it would have been a physical impossibility for embryos as well as
the adult to occupy the same shell.

There seem to be two possible explanations for the presence of
large capsules within recently dead shells s

i, the gravid snail died as a direct result of the large
capsules present vrithin its body ( "egg-bound" )

5

ii. death was by some other means (nematode infection is common)
and the capsules continued to grow X'Tithin the shell, after
the death of the adult.

Reference. Baker H.B, 1938b, Zonitid snails from Pacific Islands,
B.P^Bishop Hus* Bull, I 58 (Part I)

1940 Part 2, B.P, Bishop Mus, Bull, I 65

oOo-

—
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SOI'IE OBSERVATIONS ON ALCITHOE EGGS

by Bo Elliott,

On June 5‘tb.o 19^7 5
I found a large xfash.up of Alcitlioe arabica

eggs on Pakawau Beach
5
Golden Bay, I counted 450 of these, in all

stages of development, Ifnen freshly laid the eggs are rather soft,

and may be pushed out of shape vrithout breaking them. At tMs stage
they are filled with a milky xrhite substance. Soon the eggs harden,
and txv'O to four small brown yolks appear inside, and these gradually
form into tiny juvenile shells. The lip appears first, follox^ed by the

body whorl, and then ttie spire, IThen the embryonic shell is half formed
it is extremely fragile, but by the time it is fully formed it is quite
firm, VJlien the tiny Volutes, nox-r 6 to 9 nm in size, are ready to hatch,
the egg in no longer x-diite, but is transparent, and the two, three or

four tiny shells are clearly visable inside,

on
I sorted specimens into groups, to find out/what kind of shells

the Volutes lay their eggs, and found Zethalia zelandica (IO7 ) to be
the most popular, closely folloxred by Austrofusus glans (99)
Haoricolpus roseus ( 87 ). Also popular xTere juvenile Struthiolaria
papulosa (43 ), Cominella adspersa (37) and Cominella glandiforrais (26),
Less popular were Baryspira australis (II), Trochus tiaratus ( 10 ), Tanea
zealandica (8), Struthiolaria vermis ( 4 ), Phenatoma novaezelandiae ( 4 )

Xymene plebejus ( 4)5 juvenile Alcithoe arabica ( 3 ), Zeatrophon arabiguus

( 2 ), Buccinulum strebeli ( 1 ), Phenatoma zelandica ( 1 ) and Pervicacia
tristis ( 1 ), Last, but not least, xv*as Taxrera spissa (2), these being
of particular interest because not only x/ere they the only bivalves on
which the Volutes had laid their eggs, but they were also the only
living' shells. Every one of the univalves x^fas a dead shell, most of
them crab inhabited. Hone x-ras over 47 mm, in size, and a nxomber of them
xfere somexj'hat smaller than the egg they carried. One egg per shell was
the general rule, although one Zethalia and one Struthiolaria x-rere each
carrying tx/o eggs.

VIhy, xfith several dozen species of bivalves available, do the
Volutes choose to lay their eggs almost exclusively on univalve shells?
Ii/hy do they choose dead and crab-inhabited shells rather than living
ones, and x/hy do they prefer small shells x-xhen there are numerous larger
ones available? (l cannot ansxrer these questions.

)

On July 8th,

,

I visited Pakaxj-au again, and among several dozen
Alcithoe eggs Xfashed ashore, I was interested to find one laid on a small
piece of X'jood, so at least one Volute had tried something different i

oOo-

—

From I'Irs.P.J.Moffatt
5 tJhangarei — Recent gales in Northland svj^ept

many beaches bare of shells
instead of depositing treasures for beachcombers, but I can record
one treasure found at loxf water level on East Beach approximately
six miles south of Houhora Heads - A Casmaria perryi . Length 43 mm,
24 ram. xridth, very recently dead xrith clear faxm and broxm colours,
but unfortunately xrith a broken lip. This shell has been identified
by Mrs, I. 'Northy of IJhangarei,
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CUSPIDARLi 111 imi ZEALAND

Host collectors
5 unfortunately, seldon have the opportunity to

handle examples of these beautiful and sometimes oddly shaped little
bivalves, which for the most part, occur off our coasts in rather deep
water*

They are very fragile shells which have to be treated with care
and are generally recognised by the produced posterior rostrum which in
some species is most dist-inctive.

Six species are known from heir Zeala.nd, and the first to be
described, C*trailli (Hutton), is the one most likely to be encountered
in shallow water dredgings. It occurs most commonly in 8 - 10 fathoms
doim to 30 fathoms or more. Sometimes grows to

-f-
inch, but -g- inch

specimens would be average. Fi", 1 ,

It has been taken from various stations between Three Kings and
Foveaux Strait.

Fi P. .Cuspidaria fairchildi Suter - A V/hite, very fragile species,
very finely ribbed, with a long straight rostrum, approximately half
the length of the shell. It seems to prefer deeper water than the
preceeding species and is usually in very soft mud. Suter records the
size as being 13 mm. but specim.cns of 20 mm. and more are knoim.
Occurs from North Cape to the Sounds and at the Chatham Rise in 200 fms

3, Cuspidaria inilletti Fleming - The type locality is Chalky Sound,
Fiordland, and the type specimen was secured in 14 fathoms in grey
sandy mud in 194^. C.willetti has since been taken in a number of

localities ranging from Hauraki Gulf to Foveaux Strait and at the
Chatham Rise in 125 fms. The shell is someirhat lilce C. trailli but is

considerably larger irith the 'disc' more elongated and the rostrum
longer and rovinder in section. It is sculptured by shiny, irregular
groirth lines and defined by two radial angulations.

3. Cuspidaria aupouria Dell - A small shell, white, with a short

rostrum. Sculpture is of a few well developed growth striae. North
Cape in 75 fathoms.

U* Cuspidaria morelandi Doll - Shell large, with moderate rostrum

Similar to C. trailli but has a much more elongate anterior end, less

regular concentric sculpture and a shorter rostrum. Length 18.8 mm.

(tjTe) - which is from East of the Forty fours in 130 fms. Also knovm
from off Fast Otag'o coast in 300 fms.

6, Cuspidaria morioria Doll - Shell small, white, with a

comparatively short rostrum. The small size, fold like sculpture
and the rostral ride, distinguish this species from an^^ others in
New Zealand waters. Length 42 mm, (type) - Off Forty fours in

130 fms.
K.G.
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SKBIA 1-fYATTAE POlffiLL 1958

Tliis is a linpet like shell belonging; to the Hipponicidaeo

The original specimens xvoro obtained in 195^ by Mrs. J. Wyatt
5

xjho

found them attached to a dead Penion adust a xfashcd up at Tutukaka

No further oxam.ples arc yet knoxm, but it . is something which- collectors
on the northern beaches could xfatch out for.

The shell is- small and cap shaped., with the apez projecting
beyond the margin.^. There are 21 - 24 broad, ••flat topped radial riblets
interspaced w-ith a dbep linear groove. •

Colour is greyish xrhito on tho outside and reddish brown inside,
'rLth a horseshoe shaped muscle scar.

Size of Holotypes Length 16 mm. Breadth 12.65 mm. Height 5»7 ram*

This shell is somewaht similar to the ' Australian Hipponiz
australis (Q<. & G, )

oO'o-

—

LOCALITY LISTS OF SI-IALL StTAILS

(Sent in by P.Climo)

ARTHURS PASS, SOUTHUdT -ALPS
,
SUBALPINE SCRUB. 3^500 ' . 2/}0:i/

1

967

ENBODOI'JTIDAE

LAOHIlhLE Paralaoma sericata;, Paralaoma allochroida, Paralaoma
lateumbilicata; Phri::gnathus phrynia; Phrirzgnathus
celia, Phringnathus microreticulata.

HNDODONTINAE Allodiscus granumj A. n.sp, allied, to raossi?

A.austrodiraorphus^ A.tullia; Fectola tapirina;
F. roeftononsis

5
P.brouni,' Charopa bianca montana;

Ch. anguicula' Ptychodon x/airarapa; Suteria ide.;

Flamnulina fereda.yi
5
Phclussa helmsi.

In beech forest at tlio came locality the foiloxring ad.ditional species
can be collected ; Phrizignathus regularise Poctola sterkianaj Ptychodon
aorangi| Plammulina pilsbr^d.; Nexr Genus;; Geminoropa ( Cavellioropa)
n.sp. I

Charopa coma.
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ATAPO, KORERE VALLEY, NELSON, BEECH FOREST . 26/XI/1967

CYCLOPHORIDAE
Cytora lignaria

aroODOIITIDAE

LAOMNAE Phri:cgnathus cclia^- Ph.rixgnath.us regularise Paralaoraa

sericatae P„allochroida| Ohanella spectabilis,
EinDOCOlITINAE Fectola brounij E.tapirinaj P.stcrkianae P.infectae

E. reeftonensise P»buccinellae Ptychodon hunuaensisj
Pty= aorangie Pty.,taue Plarnmulina zebra; Tberasia
decidua; Phenacoliolix stokesi; Charopa anguicula;
Geniinoropa (Cavellioropa)cookiana; Aesclirodomus
uorleyi; Subfectola caput spinulaeo

RICm-lOlTI) RESaiVOIP R.JSERVE, Rln-fllOIlD, I'lELSOlT 25/Xl/l 967

ELASMTINIDAE
Tomatellinops novoseelaiidica

HYRROCEIIIDAE

Onphalorissa purcliasi

ENPODONTIDAE
LAOMIITAE Laoraa marina; Phrixgnatlius glabriusculus; PhoCelia;

Paralaona lateurabilicata; Poallochroida.
EI'IDOPONTIWAE Charopa anguicula; Ptychodon aorangi; Geminoropa

(Cavelhoropa) cookiana; Subfectola caput spinulae;
Fectola reeftonensis; F.brouni; F,infecta. F.marsupialis;
F. tapirina; Phenacohelix pilula ( ”chordata"-form);
Phc stokesi; Allodiscus wairoaensis; Thorasi& decidua;
Flanrnulina zebra; Foperdita; F,pilsbryi,

BROOKEIELD, MOORES VALLEY, IfELLIHGTOIL I8/X/1967

CYCLOPHORIDAE
Cytora lignaria

HYDROCEtTIDAE
Omphalorissa, purchasi

OTOCOITCEIDAE
Otoconcha dimidiata

ENDODOIEIDAE
LAOME'IAE Laoma marina; Po.ralaoma sericata; Paralaoma sp.

Oba,nella rinutaka*
EHDODOHTIHAE Thera,sia, decidua; Charopa coma globosa; Allodiscus

planulatus; Phenri.cohelix stokesi; Ph.ponsonbyi;
Subfectola caput spinulae; Fectola infecta; F.brouni;
F.tapirina; F, irregailaris; Ptychodon microreticulata;
Pty. chiltoni?; Pty, pseudoleiddon,

HEALERS BAY, IGUKOURA PEimiSULAR, ULT)ER STOKES .

EIlDODOirriDAE

LAOMIIAE Phrixgna,thus haasti,
ENDODOHTIEAE Ptychodon tau; Fectola buccinella; F.tapirina;

F. infecta; F.mutabilis; Subfectola caputspinulae
Mocella cogitata; Thalassohelix propinqua.

nOn
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Further nexf papers on Nev; Zealand Kolluscs have appeared
in the Trans, Roy, Soc, since our last issue of Poirieria -

The Classification of the Rissoidee and Orbitestellidao Tilth

Descriptions of Sorae Rex; Tasa, R,F. Ponder
Zoo, Vole 9» Ro,17^ 29 September 1967*

Abstracts The genera, of the Rissoidae are discussed and arranged
into five subfamilies. The animals

5
opercula and radulae

of some, maiiy Few Zealand, species are described, in an
attempt to clarify their higher classification. The Rissoinidae
is reduced to a subfamily xiithin the Rissoidae, One nei^

subfamily, txiro nex.r genera, four nexf subgenera and seven new
species are described, A nxmnber of genera are removed from
the Rissoidae, The Orbit estellidae is reviewed and removed
from the Trochacea to the Rissoacea,

Rotes on Australasian Anomiidae (Mollusca, Bivalvia) A,G,Beu
Zoo. Vol,9" Ro,l8 2 Rovember, 19^7

»

Abstracts CORCLUSIORS resulting from a roviex/ of the shells of

some Rew Zealand, Australian and Rex>r Guinea Recent and
fossil Anomiidae are presented. Anemia trigonopsis Hutton
is held to include all fossil and Recent Rew Zealand Anomia .

Prisma,tro Marwick is a junior subjective synon^nm of Patro
Gray. A nex: fossil species of Patro is described from ReX'/

Guinea, Monia furcata (Suter), Monia ione (Gray) and Monia
furcilla Marx-^ick are sjaionyTiXised x/ith Monia zelandicaTTGray),
Monia incisura (Hutton) from, the Miocene of Rex/ Zealand, two
new fossil species from Rex-r Zealand and Placxmanomia sella
(Tate) from the Miocene of Australia are placed in Pododesmus
Philippi,

A Rex/ Species of Dendropoma from Rex/ Zealand (Molluscaj Vermetidae)
R. F, Ponder,
Zoo, Vol, 10, R0.2, 20 October 19^7.

Abstract : A RE17 species of Dendropoma , x/hicli lives in moderately
deep x/ater in the north of Rex/ Zealand, is described

Observations on the Living Animal and Mode of Life of some Rew
Zealand Erycinacean Bivalves

,

R, F, Ponder,
Zoo. Vol, 10, Ro,3 2 Rovember, 1^6jo

Abstracts THE mode of life, locomotion, external morphology and
fimctional morphology of the mantle cavity of Borniola

reniformis (Suter), Mysella unidentata (Odhner), Myllita

( Zomyllita, ) stox/ei (Hutton) and Scintilla stevensoni Pox/oll

are described.
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The Genus Therasiella (llolluscas Plammulinidae) in the North Island
Mainland with Descriptions of Three New Species. B. » A, Cumber <,

Zoo, Vol, '10, No, To 2 November 196?o

Abstract; THREE new species of Therasiella are described from the
North Island mainland bringing the total to five.

Distributions a,re indicated and variation is discussed.

Occurrence of Bathypec t inur

a

(Ophiuroidea in New Zealand Waters,

Alvv Schoener
Zoo, Vol, 10, No. 9* 2 Novemherj 1967«

Abstract; SPECIJIENS of Bathypectinura heros (Ljonan) collected at a

depth of 400 fathoms (732ra) 20 miles north of Cape Brett

j

New Zealand, constitute the first record of the genus from
Australasia, The nominal species B, lacertosa (Lyman) is
synonyraised with B, heros

, making Bathypec tinura monotypic

oOo ,

NOTES OF I7ITEREST

I4r .Willis has collected while snorkling at Mayor Island, a Neothais
smith! (Brazier 1889 ), As far as we iaiow, this is at present
the most southern record for this species.

A further specimen of that rare Penion-like shell, Fusinds genticus
(iredale) 1936), has been secured by Stan Turner from the
vicinity of Cavalli Island, It is easily distihguished by
its long, straight canal.

On February 25 th, a son of one of our Northern members was greatly
delighted to come across four live Philippia lutea on a rock.
The smallest he left, but put the others into his tank at home
where they were quite happy for a couple- of weeks by xvhich time
it was thought best to 'pickle' the spec imens-, before they were.'
bored and eaten by some other occupant of the tank

r'..'

'

'

Mrs, I, Worthy lately secured a nice live (speciiaen of Philippia
manifesta . This came up in a dredge from 9 - IQ fathoiis,
sandy bottom, '

' /
I
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IIEIJ ZEALAITD ilABimjlA

The Ellobid shell Marinula filholi (Hutton) Fig«I .

5

probably needs
no introduction for it is one which most of us 5 at least about Auckland

5

have collected not so very far from the city« It lives at high tidal
level under rocks lying on mud flats in areas where there are sedges

,

salicornia etc.

Sometimes in such areas as Maori Bay, Muriwai, it is to be found
quite commonly under the piles of rocks at high tide level in the same

station as the blue-black Zediloma digna. Here 5 Marinula is not under
the first layer of rocks but is "well dom irhere it is always damp.

Usually ranging from
pinic to purplish brom
in colour

5
it is very

easily distinguished
by its apertural
processes - three
'teeth' on the columella
of xfhich the upper one
is the strongest -

and a rather ventricose
body whorl o Occa,sionally

a few pure white
specimens will turn
up.

Of the three species
in the genus this one -

M, filholi is quite
xiidely distributed in
the North and South
Island. Height 9 ram*

Dia, 5 ram,

Txiro other species

?

much less xrell knox-m,

occujT in Nex; Zealand,
Marinula striata

Odhner^ Pig, 2,

This is a tallei’ shell
proportionatelyj xfith

a more indented suture.
It is also much darker
in colour and is
apparently restricted
to Stewart Island where
it has been taken at

Ringaringa, Height
7 mm. Dia, 3*5 ram.

Marinula chathamensis
Finlay, Pig 3* Differs
from filholi in less
compact x^horling and
the body whorl is more
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expanded - as in the fresh xrater snail Lymnaea

The aperture is larger
5
and pear shaped. The teeth are smaller

and the notch between the upper two larger than in filholi . As the

name suggests j
it occurs at the Chatham Islands, Height 7 ram.

Dia, 4 mm.

oOo

AUTHORS OF hTJl'J ZEALAIH) CQHCHOLQGY

SOI-IE NOTES PROT.I A LECTURE GIVKT BY DR, P0hT]LL ON 21 /9/67

During the late Eighteenth and early Nineteenth Centuries
5

Conchology Tras already a very popular hobby especially amongst the
rich and leisured class who regarded shells not scientifically^ but

as things of beauty.

An instance was the King of Denmark's collection, the curator
of this was Martini Chemnitz who about 1758 published coloured -figures

of every shell knoT-m at that time. This work has no scientific validity
as the names were not based on the binomial system - in some cases were
given even 3 or 5»

I-Iartyn , Thomas was a man of means who bought many of the shells
collected during Cook's voyages to the Pacific vri.th a view to i;n?iting

up the new species. He employed a team of artists to draw his figures
and required such perfection that he could not tell who did which
figure. His names are not considered valid which is very mifortunate
as some of our best ImoTm species are involved, and I 8 have been
before the International Commission of Zoological Nomenclature for
consideration. To avoid changes of naimes 9 have been provisionally
validated, and the remaining 9 have been attributed to the next
available author.

The well knoim "Portland Catalogue" was for some time thought
to have been compiled by oolander but was in fact the work of Lightfoot ,

This was in fact, an auctioneers' catalogue occasioned by the sale of
properties including objects d'art and a sumptuous shell Museum
belonging to the Duchess of Portland, a young and beautiful Patroness
of the arts, \ih.o fell upon hard times and whose effects were sold by
auction on the 24th. April 1786, Many of the Portland shells were
acquired by the British Museum of Natural History

The following contributors from outside New Zealand figure
largely in our Molluscan nomenclature s

Adams
, Arthur, 1820-1 878 , Born England, became naval surge on

,
which

gave him opportunity to collect in many parts of the world,

Adams

,

Henry, I 81 3-1877 <> Brother of Arthur, Architect, Combined, they
T'TTote the "Genera of Recent Mo-llusca"

, 3 volumes, 1853»
They named New Zealand species, and some are named after them.
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Angas 9 George French » 1822-1 8860 Born England, hecame secretary of
the Autralian Museum, Sydney. Visited N.Z, , 1843» Names a great
number of Australian and S. Pacific shells as well as some N.Z.
ones.

Ashby , Edwin, 1861-1941° Born England. Ihigrated to SoAustralia in I 86 I,

A fruit farmer o Published voluminously, mostly Chitons, including
some on NoZ, species.

Blainville , Henri Marie Ducrotay de. 1777-1850. Famous French
Malacologist . Named many genera and species. Scutus breviculus
is a N.Z, one.

Brazier , John. 1842-1930. Born Sydney. One of the greatest of

Australian Shell Collectors, but he did not publish extensively.
For many years he was conchologist at the Australian Museum.

Bruguiere , Jean Guillaume. French naturalist who i^rrote the conchology
volume in the Encyclopedic Methodique. Work unfinished since he
was a victim of the French Revolution, Named Cominella adspersa .

Burrow , Edward John. I 785-I 86 I, A British minister who T-n?ote "Elements
of Conchology", and in it named our Crypt oc onehus porosus .

Carpenter , Philip Pearsall. 1819-1877° Born England, One of the most
meticulous conchologists of his time. Published mostly on the
shells of West Aiiierica and Panama, but specialised in Chitons, and
his huge manuscript on these molluscs provided source material
for Pilsbry's fanous monograph of the chitons in the "Manual of

Conchology", N.Z, species covered. Carpenter’s Philobrya now
replaces Hochstetteria .

Cuming , Hugh, 1791-1865° Born England. One of the greatest collectors.
Visited most parts of the vrorld and amassed a huge collection,
eventually purchased by the British Museum, Although he never
published, his material was fully documented I'ri-th locality, depth
and nature of the bottom. His collection became the basis of

Reeve’s "Conchologia Iconica". Built his own yacht the "Discoverer"
and 1827-1828 explored the Pacific visiting Juan Fernandez and
Easter Island. Three other voyages - West Coast S, America and
Philippines,

Pall , William Healey. 1845-1927. Famous American Conchologist who
became head of the Conchology Departm.ent at the United States
National Museum. He published widely and in particular, revised
bivalve classification.

Deshayes , Gerard Paul. 1795 - 1875° A great French Conchologist who
edited and greatly enlarged Lamark’s "Histoire Animal sans
Vertebres". He wete extensively on Recent and fossil mollusca

Dieffenbach , Dr. Ernest. I 8 II-I 844 . Geiman scientist who collected in
Nex; Zealand in 1840. Comraemmorated by Chlamys dieffenbachi , which
replaces celator Finlay. His xtoII knox/n "Travels in Nexf Zealand"
X7as published in 1843.

Fischer
, Paul. 1835-1893° Famous French conchologist, x/ho xrrote the

important "Manuel de Conchylogie" and initiated the equally
important Journal de Conchylogie, xjhich has been carried on in the
family for three generations.
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Gairaard , Joseph Paulo 1790-'! 858, French naturalist
3
who with Jean

Rene Quoy were naturalists on the voyages of the Uranie and

Astrolabe French espeditions, that visited Revr Zealand,

Astrolabe Roads in Nelson now dry land. The snail bivalve
general Gaimardia and Neogaimardia are named after him,

Gould , Augustus Addisono I 8O5-I 866 , Famous American Conchologist xrho

described the shells of the U,S,Eicploring Expedition under

Captain Nilkes, The material was collected by Stimpson and

Couthouy, All these names arc associated with Nex: Zealand

species.

Gray , Nr,John Edx^ard, 1800-1875'> One of the great British Zoologists
of last century. Head of British Iluseum for many years. Often
named shells after his lad.y friends

5
e,g, Potamop,^m?gus corolla

salloana , Sut eria ide , Phricegnathus mariae ,

Hedley 3 Charles, -1862-1926, Born Engla,nd, Australia's foremost
conchologist - described hundreds of Australian species and
some Nex-r Zealand ones. Amassed a fine conchological librarx'-j

xfhich his x^idoxir gave to the Australian Museum, Best shell
library in the Southern Hemisphere,

Hull 3 A, F, Basset b,l862- (nox-x decea,sed). Born Hobart, Co-author
x.'ith Tom Iredale in tx'jo monographs on chitons, -

A Monograph of the Australian Loricates ,

The Loricates of the Nexf Zealand Region .

Lamarck 3 Jean Baptiste Pierre de Nonet de, 1744-1829» Great French
Conchologist xHiose Histoire ilnimaux sans Vertebres is the' '

.

backbone of present day maJacological science, A number of our
species bear Lamarck's names, Lamarck's x-rork was admirably
presented and it is a great pity that obscure xforks such as
Roeding have upset so many of Lamarck's propositions,

Lodder , Miss, k Tasmanian amateur conchologist xfho published.. ..a,

'

number of nex-j species
3
many of x-rhich x-;ere discredited by her

contempories
3
but almost all of them have been reinstated.

She published in the early 1900's, Lodderia and Lodderina ^

N,Z, fauna.

May 3 William Lex-ris, l86l-1925» A Tasmanian frviit farmer
3
related to

Sir Joseph Verco, Wrote extensively on Tasmanian shells, His
Illustrated Check-list being especially valuable. He is
commemorated in our fauna by Cuna mayi . Died xrhilst on a trip
to Fiji ( 1925 ),

Odhner
3 Nils H, Stocldiolm, Leading continental malacologist , Published
a nuTibor of noir species in I924 in his Mollusca collected during
Dr .Mortensen ' s Pacific E:-ipeditions, The genus Nilsia x-/as named
after him by Finlay, Much of this xms dredged material,

Pfeiffer , Louis, I8l5-l877<> Dealt more extensively xfith Land
Mollusca, He nar.ied some tx/enty odd Nexf Zealand species among
which are Paryphanta hochstetteri and Schizoglossa novaezelandiae .

Also noted among his x/orks is "Monagraphia Heliceorum vinentiura".
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Tenison-Woods , Rev, Julian Edi^ardj 1 8 32-1 889 • Produced many ezcollent
papers on Tasmanian and Australian shells both Recent and fossil.

His most important work was the census of the Marine Mollusca of

Tasmania.

Urville ^ Jules Sebastien Cesar Dum.ont d'j I 79O-I 842 . Leader of three

famous French Exploring Expeditions - The COQUILLEj 1822-25 -

The ASTROLi'vSE, 1826-29 and the ASTROLABE and ZELEE, 1837-40. The

molluscan results of these expeditions were x/ritten up by Lesson,

Quoy & Gainard, Hombron & Jacquinot and Rochebrune.

Watson , R.B. Rev. l823-19'IO. Author of the report on Scaphopoda and
Gastropoda (I 886 ) of the famous Voyage of H.M.S, Challenger

( 187 3-1 876 ). First knox’jledge of Nexi Zealand's deep xrater molluscs,
i.e, 7 00- 11 00 fathoms off East Cape.

Thiele, Johannes. Professor, 1860-1935» great German zoologist who
X'/as appointed to The Berlin Zoological Museum in 1899* 5 a position
he held xmtil his death. His greatest work x-/as the txiro volume
Handbuch der Systamatischen Weichtierkunde (Treatise of the lox-rer

anhnals). His systematics of the mollusca are in the main very
sound, and his classification of the molluscs is nox-r the x-ridely

accepted one.

Pilsbry , Professor Henry Augustus, 1862-1957* The greatest of American
Malacologists, V/rote the greater part of the immense "Manual of
Conchology" - 28 volumes. Published 588O nexf species vfithin a
period of 75 yeaxs. Up to the time of his death was curator cf
molluscs at the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, U.S.A.

Reeve , Lovell Augnstus, I 814-I 865 . The greatest conchological x^orker

of last century. Published the lavish hand coloured x-rork

"Conchologia Iconica" (later volimnes continued by G.B. Soxrerby)

.

Originator of the firm of Reeve's Artists Colour Merchants.

Schumacher , Heinrich Christian Frederich. 1757-1830. Danish conchologist
who published "Essai d'un Noveau System des Habitations des Vers
Testaces", I 8 I 7 . Some of Schumacher's genera are represented in
the I'l.Z. fauna.

Swainson , William. 1789-l855» Famous British Zoologist who emigrated
to Nex^ Zealand in I 84O. He published many lavishly illustrated
volumes on birds and shells and an encyclopedia, one volume,
"A Treatise on Malacology" being especially useful, Sx/ainson
apparently came upon hard times in N.Z.

, for he never xmrote
another scientific x^ork during- his last I 5 years in Hex-; Zealand,
part of x-/hich time he spent in Australia. His biography is
mixed up x/ith that of another ITexj Zealander of the same name
who x-7as Attorney General. Sx^ainson is commemorated by Alcithoe
sxfainsoni Marxiick.

Smith , Edgar Albert, 1847-1918. Conchologist at the British Musexxn
for about 40 years. Published a. large number of papers - some
being concerned xjith Nexr Zeala.nd.
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Sowerlpy , George Bettinghara (the 2ndo) 1 812-1 884 « He produced the
excellent coloured illustrations for Reeve's "Conchologia
Iconica"

j
as well as writing a large nimber of papers

descriptive of new species, some of which wore from New Zealanti.-.

He was proceeded hy another Sowerhy, J, de Co, who wrote most
on English Tertiary Fossils, and was succeeded by still another
Sowerby, xfho became a well-tcnoxjn London shell dealer of the f ; r :

Sowerby & Fulton, tlr. Sowerby 4th. also published widely but
his work was not of the quality of that of his predecessors
of the family. Species of Sowerbys the 3rd and 4th are
represented in the New Zealand fauna.

MORE NOTES OF INTEREST

Mr. and Mrs, Max Hancock were very thrilled a fex^ X7eeks ago when they
dredged a live specimen of x^hat appears to be a new Cominella
for New Zealand. They have had a couple of dozen dead Ghe].lc

washed up over a period of two years but the live one xras a
valuable and exciting find.

Edit orss H. Sc N. Gardner.
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THE ^?EVf ZEALAED REPRESENTATIVES OF THE FAJIILY

.
COLUI’IBARIIPAB

Because of their rarity, their graceful profile and long siphon,

there are prohahly fe'ir deep xrater shells in hex-x Zealand x/hich are admired

more,- or, for that matter, are harder to acquirOo

Only one of our three knoxm species of Coluzea , xrashes up onto our

beaches and even this happens only very occasionally after the x/ildest

of storms. Few of these shells are in reasonable condition for the

shell cabinet.

This species is, of course the prized Coluzea spiralis illustrated
in Dr.Poxrell's "Shells of Nexi Zealand". Better specimens are obtainable
from the nets and boards of fishing boats, but even those are acquired
infrequently, (Fig, 1, )

Dr. Dell, in a paper in the Dominion Mus. Rec, gives the range of

this species as I 5 miles south Big King Island in 98 fathoms to as far
South as Farexfell Spit and Cape Campbell, Very large specimens have
been collected from the Ninety Mile Beach and one in tho Auckland Museum
measures IO7.2 m.m. Quite good examples of this same species can be
obtained from the Castlecliff fossil beds. While the northern shells
from the east coast have a single strong peripheral keel, specimens from
tho Ninety Mile Beach and in the Southern limits tend to have tx70 sub-equal
keels.

A second species Coluzea mariae (Fig, 2,) xfas described by Dr.Poxrell
in 1952 from a specimen traxrled off Otago Heads in 70 fathoms. This species
differs from C, spiralis in having a short broadly conic spire and very
numerous peripheral crenulations, forming 23 to 24 blunt tubercles per
xvhorl. These axials become obsolete over the base. Type is 81 m.m. in
height and 21 .

5

m.m, in diameter. Specimens have since been taken from
off Timaru and by the Chatham Rise Hcpedition of 1954? xfhen examples x^ere

obtained from a number of stations mostly in the vicinity of 200 fathoms.

Other records are s Off Cape Palliser 50 - 200 fathoms and 23 miles
North East Cuvier Island in 200-270 fathoms. The specimen from the latter
station is a very fine one of IO5 m.m,

A further species from the Chatham Rise X7as named as Coluzea
ad.toeanalis by Dr. Dell 195^ (Fig, 3») He states that this shell
cannot be confused xjlth any other species in the genus, as the nature
of the spiral keels and the canaliculate suture are sufficient
distinguishing features. Thus, x/o have the early x/horls x/ith a prominent
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median keel and two fairly strong keels above and one below. There
are several weaker spiral ribs in the sutural region. On .the later
whorls the major keel increases in height and from the antipentultimate
x^horl onxiards, the upper keels bend upwards, so that they, together
w-ith the loxrer major keels on the xrhorl above form a strong canalioulate
suture. Axial sculpture is of fine irregular groxrth lines. Spire
quite tall. Height of type 'specimen (taken in 220 fathoms) is '^ 2,2 m.m.,
diameter I 7 .O m.m.

The above tliree species are elegant, fascinating and rare, and
it is rather unlikely that many of us will be lucky enough, ever to
possess specimens of all three to grace our collections.

There is in New Zealand waters a further extremely raa?e member
of the family Columbarium , This is Columbarium veridicum Doll,
The type specimen (and the only one Icnoxim so far as I am axvare) xras

obtained 28 miles E,N,E. of Poor Knights Islands in 300 to 340 fathoms
towards the end of I 962 ,

It is rather like the species C, pagoda from Japan, but differs
in having the spines less upright, and in having a considerably x-^ider

spire angle. It also lacks spirals on the canal, A rather fragile
looking shell 69.3 m.m*, chalky white, xfith a faintly purple broxm
colouration on the inner surface.

N,!7, Gardner.
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NOTES OP INTEREST

Many members have been re-ezamining tlieir specimens of New Zealand
Tonna lately and we are beginning to think that T, olearium
isn’t such a rarity after alio

tir. Douglas finds he has a very large specimen which was
trawled from the Auckland Nest Coast size 222 m.mo z 160 m,m.

Several more examples of the largo rod-mouthed "Bursa" type shell -

Tutufa bufo (Boding) which has only recently been added to our
faunal lists, have been reported

»

Perhaps the most interesting record is that of Mr,Willis who
reports receiving a nice specimen (ex Crayfish Pot) from Rosalie
Bay, Gt. Barrier Island, This, xvo believe is the most southern
record so far for this species.

Listed in Suters Manual as occurring on the Mt,Wellington lava field
are some 16 or 17 species of small land snails. At that time
(prior to 1913 ) there must have been quite an area of scrub and
small trees groxfing in numerous pockets in the lava flows. The
best area now seems to be to tho south botxieen Penrose and
Ellerslie where Mr,Gouldstono records that Piirixgnathus subluoidus
not previously recorded fromi the lava field, is rather common.
On the north side, however, what X'7ith quarries and housing, there
is very little cover left. One small isolated copse searched
recently produced a fexf specimens of the folloxving species ?-

Tomatellinops novoseelandiae ,

Phenacoholix ponsonbyi ,

Therasiella celinde .

Subject ola caputspinulae ,

Paralaoma latoumbilicata .

All these are rather hardy species. The introduced Hyalinia
cellaria was, of course very riuch in evidence.

One hears many comments on tho Malacologist versus Conchologist issue.
The follox'Ting description came to our notice recently -

Malacologist s A mal-adjusted Conchologist,
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Seen at the Bay of Plenty Conchology Club Meeting - An extremely fine,

large specimen of the rare deep water volute Pachyraelon fissurata

Dell, from the collection of Noel Peterson, Data I 50 fathoms.

Bay of Plenty,

The range of the second species of land snail Suteria , the distinctly

ribbed S, raricostata , can now be extended a little with the

follo-^ri-ng record - Summit of Mt .Messenger ,5»68. As at the type

-- ...locality it is not common. Specimens were also taken some little

distance to the east of the type locality in the Awakino Gorgo,

”NEVr CALEDONIAN NOTEBOOK"

L, Price.

The French Pacific Colony of New Caledonia is situated about

1000 miles to the north of New Zealand, within latitudes 20 - 23 S.

The Colony includes the main island, New Caledonia^ a group of islands

off the south-east coast, Loyalty Islands^ and a small island just off

the southern tip. Isle of Pines,

The main island of New Caledonia is some 2^0 miles in length,

with an average width of 30 miles. It is very mountainous, with a

central range running from end to end. Many of the higher peaks reach

3 - 5000 ft, in altitude - the tv^o highest being Mt.Humboldt, 5380 ft,,

and Mt. Panic 5 5348 ft. Duo to this high mountain chain and the direction
of the rain-bearing winds, there is a distinct dry side (west coast),

and wet side (east coast). However, the whole Island is blessed with an

abundant .water supply in the form of many large rivers and innumerable
streams - plus in the south-east corner, several large lalces.

Although just within the Tropics, the climate does not seem to
be excessively hot and sticky as in Samoa or Fiji and there is usually
a pleasant sea-breeze during the day,

Botanically, the Island is most interesting, with more than 2000
known varieties of plants, including- many beautiful flowering trees and
shrubs. Dominating- the drier grassy slopes of the western side, are
numerous clumps of Niaouli, or paperbark trees, while tall, graceful
pencil pines add a unique touch to the coastline. The steeper, xiretter,

eastern side still holds most of the Island’s original forest, with
slender tree ferns, and at least three varieties of palms showing up
prominently at higher altitudes. However, it is obvious that fires have
done enormous damage in the past and comparatively little forest now
remains.
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Amongst the bird-lifo, tho most striking species is the unique
cagou - a large

j
white bird, with a prominent crest on it’s head.

Although now rare, it is used as the national emblem of Nexf Caledonia.

There are no land snakes knoxm, but sea snakes are common around
the coastline. Several varieties of lizards are plentiful amongst the
rocky outcrops, while the cosmopolitan flying fox can be hoard quarrelling
noisily in the trees at night.

According to the latest estimate, the endemic land snails of
Nexi Caledonia number around 135 species, ranging in size from 5 inch
specimens of Placostylus , doxm to minute forms of Endodontids . The
bulk of tho species belong in the families Bulimulidae , Par7/-phantidae
and Endodontidao ( 69^). Many of tho genera bear striking rosemblence
to Ncxr Zealand and Australian forms - but xirhether they are, in fact,

closely related or not, still remains to be demonstrated. Eroshxirater

snails are represented by only a fexf species, most belonging in the
genera Physastra and Melanopsis , together with freshwater forms of the

family Merit idae.

The population of Nex-r Caledonia amounts to around 85,000 -

one third being French and the remainder of mixed Melanesian, Polynesian
and Indonesian blood. Over 35?000 of the inhabitants are concentrated
in Noumea - a small, but neat city, situated on the south-west coast.

All of the other country centres are no more than small villages, x/ith

perhaps a hotel, post office and a fex7 general stores.

Tho economy loans heavily on the rich mineral deposits, with
nickel being tho most abxindant commodity and providing more than 9®^
of the export income. Ugly mining scars, high up the mountain-sides,
are typical features in many parts of the Island, As there are no
railx/ays, giant ore-carrying trucks run a continuous shuttle service,
amid clouds of red dust. As a consequence, the roads have to talce a
terrible pounding and generally are in a shocking state. Several
stretches in the interior, connecting the east and xrest coasts, are
one-way only, with the traffic alternating at set periods. On the
north-east coast, tho major rivers have no bridges and vehicles are
ferried to and fro on open barges - quickly and efficiently, a,t no
charge

,

The above information is intended as a baclcgroxmd for a two
month snail collecting trip X'/hich I had to Nex^ Caledonia, late in 19^7 •

So if you are still xiith me, readers, press on ........

Came September 29th. and after a 2^ hour flight from Sydney, by
Quantas jet, I arrived at Tontouta Airport. Then a 38 mile bus trip
into Noumea. Here I booked, into tho Hotel Sebastopol - unpretentious
in appearanco, but nevertheless clean, comfortable, with a moderate
tariff and only a fox^r minutes xralk from "Coconut Square" - heart of

Noxxmea. Also, of prime importance to mo at the Hotel, xrere cooking
facilities for the guests, I soon found that the cost of most items
of food xfas very high, with restaurant meals oven more so - consequently
I cooked my oxto meals during my entire stay, either at the Hotel, or

out in tho country.
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Ag soon as I could make arrangements ,
I obtained a local driving

permit
5
then hired an almost now Volkswagen car. Driving around Noumea

can be a tricky business, specially for a Now Zealander - all vehicles

are left-hand drive, with traffic keeping to the right, Noumea streets

are narrow, many are one-way and_ all are, choked with traffic. However,

most road signs bear symbols, which arc very helpful. After a bit of

careful practice, I xiras soon able to hold my o\m with the locals and

managed to last the distance x/ithout a scratch.

As usual, I had camping gear with me, so, after stocking up x/ith

supplies from, the supermarkets, and picking up three boxes of collect-

ing equipment at the South Pacific Commission, I x-ras ready for the. road.

First, x^ras a short run up to Ilt.Mou, just inland from Paita -

23 miles north of Noumea, Here, I spent several days collecting,

including a couple of scrambles to the 4000 ft, sx;immit. This proved to

bo a good locality, particularly for Endodontids , of curious shape and

sculpture. But no trace of any Placostylus , although a typo locality.

After a quick return to Noumea, October 7th,
,
I was axiay again,

heading up the x^cst coast to Bourail - 106 miles to the north. Prom
hero, I turned inland and up onto the main range, at Col des Rousottes,
1200 ft. Collecting was very good here and I found my first live
specimens of Placostylus - a large species, x-rith a flatfish- body-whorl.
Then on through miles of narrow, x^inding gorge to roach the cast coast
noar Houailou. Heading north again, along the east coast, I passed
through Ponerihouen, Poindimie a.nd at last reached Hienghene - officially
the end of the roa.d, 245 miles from Noxxmea.

This being the wetter side of the Island - naturally, it poured
with rain at times - hox-rever, the snails loved it and collecting xfas

excellent, between deluges. The little VoUcsxjagon was stuffed to
capacity with my gear, so I had to sleep outside in my pup-tent. Luckily,
I had xfith me a large piece of heav^'- plastic sheeting, which kept me
snug and dry, providing I didn’t got xirashed away underneath,

Aroxmd Hienghene xrcre numerous jagged lim.ostono outcrops, and I

spent several days of profitable collecting, before turning back on the
same route to Noumea - x^hich I reached on October l8th,

Tx;o days lator, I nas ax-ray up- the xrest coast again, as far as
Boulouparis, 50 miles north. Prom here, inland, up over the main range
and doxm to Thio on the east coast, Thio is an important mining centre
- desolate, dirty and dilapidated - xrith red-raxr miniing scars in all
directions. Quickly passing through, the road soon turned inland again.
After a long, narrow and xrinding stretch, I reached Col do Pctchikara,
1400 ft,

5 x-rhoro I spent a couple of days collecting in heavy forest.
Pound a good variety of snails hero, including several specimens of a
largo, flat, copper-red and black slug, living in fallen palm, fronds.
This bolongs to the family Athoracophoridao (also roprosontod in Nox-7

Zealand), Then on through Canada and Koli to the top of the main rango
at Col d'Amieu, I6OO ft. This provod to bo the best oollecting spot I
found anywhere on the Island. Very heavy forest here, xfith numerous
palms, tree ferns and two varieties of king ferns. My most prized find,
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X'/as a good solcction of Ouagapia raynali (Gassios), up to 40 nm. -

the largest Paryphantid recorded fron llex^ Caledoniao

After a. busy tx-ro days
3
I reluctantly proceeded on doxm to the

vrest coast near La Foa and shot through to Nouinca - now October 26th.

Pausing only long enough to organize fresh supplies etc,, I

xfas axmy next day on a long stretch - up the -west coast, through
Bourail, Poya, Pouenbout and Gomen to Kounac - 240 miles north.

Sxv’inging inland I soon cajne across a spectacular limestone outcrop
beside the road. Excellent collecting here, including a, squat,
1i±;kset species of Placostylus , x/ith a peculiar cramped mouth of

brilliant rod. Continuing on, the road turned and txfisted, up and
dox-m lilco a roller-coaster, until finally reaching the main range
on the edge of the north-east coast. Part up, at 4OO ft, xjero

patches of thick forest, amongst huge granite boulders. Items of

interest hero xras another sm.all, but choice species of Placostylus ,

xj-ith deep crimson interior^ a large opcrculato of the family
Cyclophoridae ; a number of 3 inch slugs^ as x/ell as various species
of Endodontids - present in every locality.

Over the range, the road dropped 1200 ft, dox-m to the sea at
Ai'.xos, I turned south dox-m the coast, collecting as I x/ent, until
reaching Cap Colnett, Here, I debated x-rhothor I should, turn back
or continue on toxfards Hionghene and so complete the circuit.
Curiosity \jon the day, so I drove on. The road became ga?adually

xiorse, until, in places, it xms little more than a track - narrox-7,

rocky, potholod, x-7ith a strip of grass doxm the centre. Additional
hazards xioro countless open x-ratcr-jumps, plus many roughly cleared
slips. The last 25 miles took over txro hours of slogging, but I

finally made it to Hionghene,

As more rain X7as threatening, I soon turned and retraced my
stops north as I had no x/ish to be marooned on the xmong side of

flooded streams or muddy slips. Back at Tao I had a climb up the
steep slopes of Mt.Panie, 5348 ft, Hox^ovor, as collecting x/as poor,
I gave it away at 2000 ft, Doxm again, I shinned up a coconut palm
for refreshments.

Near Amos, I xfas rather lucky to find, after much searching,
a nice selection of giant Collana testudinaria (L.), up to 77 nim.

These X7ere living in dark crevices, ax:ay under smooth boulders. Also
at this spot, I X7as surprised to find a variety of Endodontids ,

Pupillids and C.yclophorids under dead leaves and stones, just above
high xrater mark.

And so, by gra,dual stages, I x-xendod m.y x-7ay over and back doxm
the x-rest coast to Noumea once more - arriving on November 10th.
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After anoth.Gr quick visit to the Ilt.Mou area I then spent a

week collecting in various spots along the road to Yate - on the

south-east coast. Most species in this 5,rea were new to ne, which

was rather surprising^ considering I had alreawiy done about six weeks

collecting over a wida area - apparently nany species are quite

restricted in distribution. Amongst the interesting specimens here

u-as a magnificent 5 inch species of Placostylus - alive, but very
scarce, i;mfortunately. Located at Yate, is New Caledonia’s only

hydro-electric station. This supplies power to Noumea, 55 miles
away.

With a few more days collecting in the vicinity of Noumea, it

vras November 21st, - time to pack the boxes ready for shipment and

return the trusty little Volkswagon to the owners. Hire for 7 weeks
came to $342.60 (excluding petrol), in which tine I covered 1977 miles.

Altogether, the trip went very smoothly and I finished up with
a tremendous amount of live-collected material, much to the delight
of all concerned.

oOo-

—

I-IT. CAMEL
5

ITS TERRESTRIAL LAlffi SNAIL FAUITA,

Mt. Camel, situated on the eastern side of the Houhora Harbour
on the Unety Mile isthmus rises steeply from the surrounding
countryside. There is very little m.ore than Manuka scrub on the
Mount, today, but it probably had a reasonable bush cover at the turn
of the Century.

It has now been famed for many years and it is not unusual to
see a black scan running up one of its numerous ridges as a. result
of "burning off". V/ith this and the browsing stock the fauna has no
doubt been considerably modified.

If we consult a geological nap of the northern extremity of the
North Island we see that physically Mt. Camel is a small fragment of
a Jurassic-Cretaceous land mass which at one time incorporated also,
the Northern Block, (North Cape - Cape Reinga in the Far North) , and
the offshore islands of the Three Idngs Group. All these in all
probability have been islands, although Mt. Camel and the Northern
Block are now again joined to the mainland by the Pleistocene
fomation of the sandy istlmus.

Wo all know of the most interesting endemic species of land
snails which have evolved on the Three- Kings Islands, during isolation
from the mainland and where soraetliing in the order of 90^ knoxm species
are preculiar to the group. •
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The Northern Block is also Icnoim to have a considerable number
of endemic species, where about 2>0% of the terrestrial mollus^^^s appear
to be restricted to the aroa=

As 'Mt. Camel could have had a similar period of isolation,
(Solen (1959) aJ^-d Cumber (1962) consider that a lapse of about 10

million years is needed for an isolated form to ovolve into some-
thing quite distinct at species level), it does not seem unreasonable
to csipect that a few endemic species could have emerged and survived,
but a recent examination (January I968) failed to reveal any snails
which were distinctly different.

It may be that, in being only about 20 miles from the high
country around Ahipara and Kaiangaroa, Mt. Camel would be reunited
with the mainland by the formation of the sandy isthmus much sooner
than would the Northern Block about 70 - 80 miles to the north. The
time lapse may not have boon of sufficient duration for isolated
stock to evolve into distinct new forms before being cancelled out
by the invasion of basic forms moving up with the formation of the
Ninety Milo isthmus.

To my knowledge only 3 species of snails have previously been
recorded from this area. They are recorded in Suters Manual and wore
apparently obtained by C. Cooper, who did quite a lot of collecting in
the northern area about this time.

The species are 5 Laoma ( Phrixgnathus ) ariel , Cape Camel,
Paralaoma lateumbilicata Camel Bay, and Cytora septentrionale
Cape Carjel.

The following species were found during the recent search
in January I968 -

Omphalorissa purchasi
Cytora septentrionale
Phenacohelix giveni
Flammulina pilsbryi
Therasiolla celindo
Ptychodon pseudoloodon
Ptychodon tau
Mocelja cogitata
ChaPopa anguicula
Fcctola rosovoari
Subfoctola caputspinulae
Phrizgnathus sciadium
Paralaoma latoumhilicata
Paralaoma pumila
Phrixgnathus plirynia

Delos coresia
Tornatellinops novosoelandica
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The most suitable area for collecting seems to be on the South

West side where there are several rather steep gullioso With continual

browsing the undergrovrtli has disappea,red and been replaced by grass,

an occasional tree fern and quite a lot of sedge » Most of the leaf

mould samples came from under these sedges,

IT. W. Gardner
References r-
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SOtlE PHRIXGHATHUS HROIl ABOUT AUCKLAHD

J. Goulstonc.

"Wee slcokit, cow’rin, tin.' reus beastio,

0 what s, panic’s in thy broastie.’ "

I don't Icnow whether anyone in his wildest dreams would ever

link a land snail collector with a mountaineer, but how else could you
describe his interest ether than just - "because they're there". And
he who looks upon a phrixgnathus with a view to describing and naming,
is in a very similar position to he who contempla,tos Everest, with a
view to scaling.

I once hoard ¥. Ponder state that the last resting place of any-
thing marine and small, which could not be suitably placed, was with
the Rissoidao. Perhaps the same could be said of Laomidao - in relation
to anything land and small i

Within the Laomidae arc four subgenera (at present), Laoma,
Pliryignathus

,
Laomerox and Paralaoma uhlch would appear on shell

characteristics alone to bo distinguished as follows s-

Laona s- anything with protruboroncos or "sxfollings" or tooth within
the aperture.

Paralaoma anything of really microscopic size.

Laomorox s- Onlj^- one species - figured in A.W.B. Powell's "Seashells
of H.Zo" - just doesn't look lilce anj^thing clso.

Phri^Lgno.thu

s

s- a.ll the rest - with no single set of distinguishing
features

§
xihicli doesn't meo.n that all are

undistinguished - Look at P. sorratocostatus , very small and
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bcotiful with, its regular fin-lilce asial processes;; and, very
prolific in the south, P,rogularis , with those strange saddle-
like processes.

Quite a number have a:x;ial rihs which are quite pronounced in
P. phrynia , although easily worn off. My specimen from Hunua (figurec

was named for me by F.Climo and is much flatter than the one figured
by Suter. P.ariel also has ribs but a bit closer and finer, though
it is easy to recognise on its outline and markings. P, moellendorff:
without ribs is still quite easy to identify by its shape and wide
umbilicus, I found this species in large numbers under flax at
WaiukUc

P« sublucida is a smooth shiny shell - this one with brown
markings is close to lucida but slightly more rounded. I found
it quite close to the Southern Motorway in very rough scoria and
scrub.

P.viridulus viridulus has been recorded so far only from the
South Island but I have compared it with one which Norm, Gardner has
from the south and it m.atches very closely - almost exactly with mine
from Huia(B)but the one from the Hunuas (a) has much finer grox-rth

lines though the shape is similar.

These are only superficial observations, - a wealth of work
lies in each species and a "Mountain” in the whole subgenus.
However, it can truthfully be said that for xro amatures a picture
is xforth a million xrords so I’m "brushing up" on my pictures

oOo

NOTES OF INTEREST

Mr.Douglas has picked up a xrell marked 5" specimen of Alcithoe
swainsoni on Tokorau Beaoh - x/ell north of its usual zone
on the cast coast in particular - Quite large specimens are
not uncommonly x/ashed up on the Ninetj^ Mile Beach.

There have been several enquiries lately as to the difference
betxfoen Haliotis virginea Gmclin and H, v. crispata
Gould. To ansx-rer this question \iq quote from Dr, Powell's
paper in the Auck. Mus, Records. Vol. 4» No.3», entitled
"N.Z.Molluscan Systematics xfith Descriptions of Nox/ Species"
Part I,

"For many years I ha,ve recognised txfo forms of the mainland
vir.'~;inoa 2

1 . a largo southern one predominantly greenish vrith

deep spiral grooves and xvcalc meandering radials,
xfhich become obsolete as the shell roaches maturity.
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2o a snail northern one, variously and brightly coloured,
the dorsal surface often bright orange, or varigated
rod and green, with deep spiral grooves crossed through-
out by proninont meandering radial folds-"

Range for H-virginea virginoa is given as Stewart Island, South
Island, Wellington, and Southern Coast of the North Island, while that
for He virginsa crispata is Bay of Plenty to North Capo- It should
therefore bo recognised by the following features s small size,
brightly coloured back and the very wrirdclod interior of the shell.

Tlio devastating storms which have swept parts of the country this year
have caused upheaval and destruction off the coast as well as

on the land.

After the hurricane in April one cf our members found a
beach at Mahia streim with shells - manj'’ still alive. Among
thousands of Zothalia (dead) ^:ere hundreds of Austrefusus
r~,lans alive, Struthiolaria papulosa and many Poirioria
zelardica - so hard to gc’. as a rule, - over 200 Alcithoe
swainsoni and Fusus houraliicnsis , many Zonophalium pyrum , and
dozens of Llaurea tigris many of which had the protoconch broken
off

5
numbers cf M. pellucida and M . cunningharai , a few M.c.pag’oAa ,

M.punctulata , M. osbornei , Tanea ze-l.andica - about a dozen alive,

4 Modelia granosa , 1 large Cabestana spengleri , 1 large
Buccinulum tumidum and 1 perfect Acneat or compta - a.11 quite

. hard to come by as a rule.

A bucketful of mossy seaweed, when washed, yielded over
200 Bentalinm nenum , 17 Pupa, kirki and maybe alba together with
a few other tiny shells - a collecting day in a lifetime I

Prom Mrs.Boswell s- After a S,E. stone at Spring Tides wb lost no
time in getting doTO to our loca-1 beach. There along the high
tide mornk, the kelp was lying in great heaps, some of it forty
feet long, sc it had some from a good depth of water. There
were hundreds of Austrefusus glans and Ale ithoe swainsoni was
common though unfortunately' many had the lips broken. Xenophalium
pyrum was also quite common. Other shells v;ere Ponion adusta
- small but nice clean specimens, Maurea tigris , M.punctulata ,

Mo pellucida , M . cunningharai
, Tanea zolandica and Baryspira

australis. There wore also lots of common bivalves - quite a
good selection for a Wanganui beach.

(These came up at the same time as the good washup at Mahia
on the East Coast.)
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NOTES ON BRACHIOPODS Houp'hton -4~48

.

Altliougli the lampsliell bears a superficial resemblance to a

Lamellibranchj it is fo-r more closely related to the Bryozoao The
most striking differences from a mollusc are the presence of a pedicle
opening, called the foramen, in the apes; of the ventral valve, v^hich

is nearly alwaj^s the larger of the two, and a delicate horny ’brachial
skeleton' attached to the inside of the dorsal valve o Tliis skeleton
serves to support the brachia, xdiich consist of numerous filaments
covered T;7ith cilia, the main function of which is to produce a current
of xfater carrying feed to the mouth.

This group is divided into tuo classes s

Articulata s- Shell calcite, valves articulate by teeth.

Inarticulate s- No tooth - shell often of a homey and
phosphoric calcareous matter. Valves are hold
together by muscles.

Ee,rly forms x\rerc more often froo, but most modern t^'pos are
attached. Lingula was a vory early form, and is still found today,
buried in sandy mud in warm x7ators> o.g. Fiji and Queensland coast.
It is rather oblong, inequivalvo md often pale green in colour. In
the absence of a foramen the pedicle, which is very long, protrudes
between the beaks. Another free species, Productus , xras very common
in Carboniferous times.

Most of our modern brachiopods are. attached at some stage, and
collectors are certain to come across one or txro species in NoX'T

Zealand, The most primitive of these is the small black Hemithyris
nigricans , which occurs attached to rocks at dead low tide in one or

two places, e,g. Horseshoe Ba,y, Stewart Island, Dead specimens are
sometimes found on Soatoun Beanh, This species ha,s the brachial
skeleton ropresontod only by a pair of short processes caJlod crura
projecting from either side of the umbo in the dorsal vaJvc, It often
has a, strong fold at the edge of the dorsal valve and a cerresponding
sulcus on the ventral one. Strongly developed radiating ribs are
also a characteristic feature. It is allied to a primitive fossil
form, Rhynchonella , a representative of which is to bo found in rocks
at Ka-whia , with several other interesting species.

The most common brachiopod in our littoral zone belongs to the
advanced genus Terobratella ; T, inconspicua , a small rod shell x/hich,

far from living up to its name, covers the undersides of intertidal
rocks in many places at Rajigitoto Island, Hauraki Gulf, tc the oxclusio
of most other marine life. It is found in places in New Zealand from
the far north to Stewart Island, but is local in distribution. The
brachial skeleton is well developed and is doubled back on itself.
Strengthening is supplied by a band or jugma attached to the septum
on the floor of the dorsal valve.
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Another species sometimes found under low tidal rocks is the

large, rod, ribbed T.sanguinea , but this is more often obtained by

dredging, Cog. about Stewart Island,

T.haurakionsis is trawled at Cape Colville end in the Gulfo It

is a large, pale orange or creamy coloured species, with radial striations,

much like T.inccnspicua in shape.

The only other species net with often is Neothyris lenticularis ,

dredged in Poveaun Strait, It is a large, rather globose, fairly solid

pinlcish or cream brachiopod, with very strong teeth and a Txell developed

brachial skeleton. Collectors x^ill notice that, unlike Terebratella ,

the brachial skeleton is not attached to the septum and bclong’S to the

Magcllania typo, a common fossil in Tertiary times, though not in New
Zealand, Pachymagas is an interesting New Zealand Tertiary type. It

has a Terebratella-like brachia,! skeleton, but is nevertheless very
neo,r to Magellania ,

oOo

"NOTES ON THE NAUTILUS"

Lecture by 1-Ir, A, E, Brookes, 15/7/48-

Both the Argonauts and the Nautilus arc members of the Cephalopoda,
the faiTiily to wliioh the cuttle fishes or octopods belong.

The name Cephalopoda, or class, xvas fully recognised by Aristotle
as a well marked division of animals under the none of Malakia, Even
at the early period at xdiich he lived - 384-322 B,C, - this great
observer recognised a,t least nine species of Copho,lopods, including
the Argonauts and Pearly Nautilus, He also recorded the singular
phenomena of reproduction, xdiich was not scientifically confirmed ejid

fully established until I 85 O, or putting it in plain language, 2172
years later, by the research of Verany and H, Muller, This was truly
a great achievement for a scientific observer in those early times,
even for Aristotle.

The no:ct contribution to the history of the Cephalopods of any
importance is by the Butch Noduralist

, Rumphius, 1705- In his book
Raritoit-Kamar

, describing the curiosities of Amboyna - noxf spelt
Aioboina - one of the smaller Islauds of the Molucco Group, xdiicli is
sometimes called the Spice Islands, the old Butch naturalist gives an
account of the structure end habits of the Pearly Nautilus, which was
for a long time discredited, but xdiich is now accepted in the main as
being correct. Another triuLijhfor one of the early observers.
Not only did he describe the anima,!, but gave a very fa,ir figure of
the soft parts. The relationship of various fossil forms (such as the
Ammonites) to the Cephalopods ircro first recognised in the early part
of tho 18th, century, and Bre^mius in 1732 detected the true affinities
of the Belemnites, The first establislment of the class Cephalopoda,
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as a definite natural group s
is duo tc the genius of Cuvier, 1798?

to whom we also ox/o this noxf universally accepted nane= The Anraonites

are closely related to the ITautilus, and are practically of the sane
structure, but are quite different csternally. These shells, all of

xjhich have long been e:otinct, xTero very plentiful in Palaozoic see.s,

sono 197 species being recorded, but all have long become e:rtinct.

Some species xfcrc very large and had a diameter of o,bout 2 feet.
Like the Nautilus, these shells have a separate family of their oxni,

the Amnonitidae. Another closely related family is the Belemnitidae

,

but cf entirely different shape and structure = It is practically a
holloxj cone x/ith a thin shelly xirhorl divided by transverse septa,
xihich are concave above and convex belox;. Over 100 species of these
are also Icnoxm and distributed among about a dozen genera.

Referring- back to the Nautilus again, these -xj-cre also very
plentiful in the Palaozoic seas, but ncx7 very fex-r species are found
living - only about six or oven loss. About 200 species are knox-m

fossil. Nc species arc common to Nex-r Zealand, but specimens arc
sometimes found x^ashed up on the Ninety Mile Bcarh, having been
carried along by the ocean currents from xmrmor seas. The only
representative Xire have in our fauna of the chambered Cephalopoda
is Spirulidae - Spirula spirula Linnaeus. Shells of this creature
arc ccmparatively common ad times cn many ocear beaches, but the

animals themselves arc extremely rare. One vrould expect from the

shells, which are internal, and ca,st up in thousands in many countries
that more would bo knoxm or seen of the animals themselves.

The Paper Nautilus is not a Nautilus at all. These beautiful
shells belong to yet arothcr family, the Argonaut idao , In this familj^

the shells are onlj'- inlio-bitcd by the females for the purpose of

protecting ard incubating the eggs, Tl'ie shell har no clianbers like
the Nautilus, and the animal is in no xmy attached to the shell by
muscles as is generally the case x-rith other she11- inhabiting mollusca,
c,nd the creature can leave the shell at x/ill, should it get stranded
at any time. This family is represented in cur xi^aters by four species
All arc very scarce and some arc quite rare.

oOo-

—

Edit orss N, & N Gardner
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POIRIERIA

Vol. 4 » I^art 5 . MoVCEibG^y 19^8.

ZELIPPISTES BENHAI-H (SUPER)

This is a fascinating little shell of "pixie honnet" shape not

very often encountered in shore collectingj hut it can be found on

rare occasions in beach drift at the end of bays- where small dead

shells pile up amongst rocks. Just where it lives is apparently not

known, but Pell and Ponder in writing on this species have this

to say about its possible habitat -

" Zelippistes is almost certainly a sedentary animal and
judging by the variation in shape of aperture, it may be
attached to a variety of substrates. There is a tendency,
however, for the central part of the inner and outer lips
to be widely channelled and it seems highly probable that

these shells have been attached to a cylindrical object
such as a calcareus worm tube. In this respect Habe, 19^2

p.2 noted that in a related species Separatista helicoides
(Gmelin), - "two specimens of this species are usually
found together on the tube of an annelid species Sabellostarte
indie

a

Savigny suggesting that one is male and the other
female ",

-74-
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Our Zelippistes grows up to ax least I5 mino and is usually white
to pale huff in coIouTo

The large, flared apperture is extremely variable in shape -

no tvxo specimens being the same.

This species is known from, off Three Kings in deep water and
down the east coast of the North Island to as far south as the Bay of

Plenty, where it was secured by the late G, Williams in fish gut.

Beach specimens are knoim from such places as Cape Maria, Spirits Bay,
Tom Bowling Bay, WTiangaroa, Russell, liJhangarei and Monganui.

Reference; "Some Notes on the Gastropod Zelippistes benhami (Suter)"
by R.K.Dell, Dominion Museum, l^elli’ gton and W.F, Ponder,
Zoology Department of University of Auckland,
ReCo Dorn. Mu.s. Vol. 5 , No, 9 ,

Padres 6 y~'] 2 .

NOTES OF INTEREST

I-Irs, Green reports the finding of specimens of Thacia vitrea at Taipa,
Northland and The Spit, Warkworth. This species is not found often
up north but occurs more frequently about Nelson and particularly
at Stewart Island.

From Mrs. Williams of Gisborne

'I wish you could see the Coluzoa spiralis which was given to me
by a man who found it in a fishing net. This fibe mesh net had
been used at I70 fathoms searching for prai-ms when it got tangled
up with all sorts of rubbish. You can imagine how thrilled I was
when I was presented with a perfect Coluzoa spiralis measuring
44 inches in length - no operculum unfortunately, but a
beautiful shell."

Mrs.Seager, now residing at Opua is certainly not letting the grass
grow under her feet and has made several interesting finds lately.
One particular rarity was a live specimen of Mammilla simiae
which came up in the dredge off Days Point, Kerikeri Inlet, a
few weeks ago when Mrs.Seager and Mrs,Matthews were hostessing
some American visitors.
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THE GEMJS SCRimUiy[ DT NEW ZEALAITD

Only two species of this Turrid genus are known from this coimtry
and neither can he considered common.

A distinctive little shell which can he picked up from time to time
from heach drift etc, on Northland beaches is Scrinium sandersonae Bucknill
It is quite a handsome shell, being an attractive yellow in colour when
in fresh condition and has a chocolate coloured hand between the suture
and the shoulder of the body whorl. In profile it is not unlike a rather
large Neoguraleus but grows up to I5 mm, and is proportionately broader.
There are some t5 ribs on the body whorl which are strong, rounded and
extend only a little below the periphery or shoulder. The outer lip has
a distinct sinus near the top of the aperture - a feature of turrids in
general,

The type locality for this species is Matauri Bay, near Whangaroa,
but it appears to occur on beaches from Cape Maria around the east coast
to the Whangarei area.

The other species of the genus was named well before sandersonae
- in 1908'to be precise, but is probably less well known, for it is
rather like a lot of small, brown fairly tall spired shells xd.th little
in the way of really distinctive features.

Listed in Suter's Manual as Bela neozelanicum , it is smaller than
sandersonae - it grows to 10 x 4 mm., has 9 10 low, weak, axial ribs,
more noticeable at the periphery. Generally it has a malleated colour (

pattern of brown and white - the whitish areas are particularly noticeable
in the region of, the axials at the periphery. Over all the whorls there
are incised spiral lines, but these are not always apparent in most beach
specimens.

The original specimen came from ‘tJhangarei Heads in 3 to 4 fathoms,
but it is now known to occur not uncommonly in many parts of the Bay of
Islands, Odd beach specimens have also been taken at Cape Maria, but
very little is really known of its area of distribution.
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In a recent paper published in Rec.Dom, Museum, Dr. Ponder deals
with several .of the. problems relating to certain New Zealand shells
•as well as describing 5 iigw species and sub species.

The abstract of this paper is as follows %~

’’The recent New Zealand species of Murexsul are reduced to two. The
subgeneric classification of Cominella and Baryspira are discussed
in relation to radula and shell characters, and the following changes
mades Cominista Finlay and Cominula are replaced by Josepha Tenison -

Woods
I

Fax Iredale is removed from the New Zealand fauna and the
species previously attributed to it are included in Eucominia .

Pinguispira is retained as a sub genus. The systematics of some
species of Cominella and Baryspira are discussed.

Tlae radulae of Mitra maoria Finlay and the New Zealand species
of Nassarius (b*1.) are figured and a new species of Taron , Vexillum ,

Waipaoa and Pervicacia and a new species of Cominella are described."

Dealing vath the shell we Icnow as Murexsul cuvierensis , Dr.

Ponder recalls that this shell vras differentiated from octogonus by
the longer spines and the fine interstitial ribbing and goes on to
say that these characters are extremely variable in deep water
populations and tliat deepwater shells show a tendency towards the
features of cuvierensis while those from shallower water have a

tendency toward shorter and more numerous spines. On the basis of

this he considers that cuvierensis should be regarded as a synonym.

The species Cominella youngi Powell and Radulphus necopinatus
Finlay are shoTvn to be the same thing and should be placed as a

subspecies of quoyana thuss Cominella (Josepha) quoyana necopinatus
along with Cominella quoyana euthriafoi'mis Powell.

The shell we have knovm as Baryspira crystallina Brookes, is

considered of minor value. The only im.portant differentiating
character betxireon crystallina and novaezelandiae is the colour, the
former being xmite and the latter banded with broxm. V/hite shells
have been collected from both Waitemata and Manukau Harbours, It

therefore seems that cryst allina is only a colour variety of Amalda

( Cracilispira ) novaezelandiae novaezelandiae (Sowerby),

Details of some of the nex-; species recorded in this paper are
given -

Cominella (Cominella) excoriata tolagaensis Ponder, - "differs from
adspersa in shape, the strength and persistance of the axial sculpture,
the strong apertural lirations and the I’elatively large, purple
protoconch - "

The shell is smaller and more slender than adspersa , ( type being
31 mm, in height and 20 mm in diarater) and the colour pattern is similar,

pale yellow with irregular broxm, oblong spots on the spiral cords. Odd

specimens were knoxm from trawlers operating in the East Cape area some
years ago, but the first live specimens were collected by Mr. Douglas
at Tolaga Bay in 1 967

.
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Taron albocostus Ponder s

-

Can be distin^isiiod from
~

T»dubius and T.raouatae by its smaller

size (H-olotype 12,7 x 5.9 mm.) the more slender shape and presence of -

white axial ribs on a dark brown shell. The broad, rounded axial ribs

number 12 on the body whorl,

Knoim localities for this species are s- off Bream Head,

Whangareii off Gt, Barrier Island^ trawled East Cape and Cape Maria

Beach,

In both T, dubius and T.mouatae the animal is bright red but in

albocostus it is pale pink

Pervicacia propelevis Ponder -

Is small for the genus, slender, pale yellowish brovna and with

axial ribs almost obsolete. The last three whorls are smooth except

for weak growth lines. There is no spiral sculpture. Size 10. 9 x
2,75 mm.

It is apparently so far known only from Waikanae Beach near
Wellington,

The small size, the slender shape and the sub-obsolete axials

separate this species from the tristis group (which includes
P.flexicostata (Suter)

An answer to an enquiry as to the difference between Lasea
hinemoa and Lasea raaoria s-

L.hinemoa was described by Finlay from specimens obtained on sea-weed
at Riverton, Southland, He states that it is a common Forsterian
shell. The type size 3.7 mm. by 2.7 mm, is a large example and most
shells are said to be "not much more than half this size. The shell
is entirely dark reddish, or reddish brown with no sculpture beyond
very fine concentric rugae or OTinkles, In shape it is stated to be
"quadrilaterally oval with the dorsal margin forming an almost straight
line under the beaks" (This species is also found commonly under a

coraline seaweed on rocks at Colac Bay, near Riverton and at Stewart
Island,

Lasea maoria wa,s originally taken by Dr, Powell from the under side of
stones resting in mud at high tide level, Rangitoto Island. Like the
southern hinemoa it is usually found in considerable numbers. The shell
is smaller, type is 2,40 mm, by 1.95 mm. oval, thin and moderately
inflated. The colour is given as creamy buff with no other colouration.
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Hinge 5 though well developed is not so heavy as in other species.

"Surface of valves crowded with irregular microscopic concentric
threads hut without winkles or punctures" • Besides northern
localities this species is also recorded from Lyall and Island Bays,

Wellington, Chatham Islands and Paterson Inlet, Stewart Island.

Although x\'e know of the New Zealand Oceanographic Institute, we
hear little of its worko The following abstract from a paper
entitled "The Benthos of the New Zealand Shelf and Slopes An
Ecological and Zoogeographical Analysis" hy Elliot W, Dawson,
New Zealand Oceanographic Institute, D.SoI.Ro

,

Wellington,
presented at the 40th, Congress, Australia and New Zealand
Association for the Advancement of Science, January I 968 ,

Christchurch, New Zealand - gives some idea of the scope of

investigations being made.

ABSTRACT

The New Zealand Oceanographic Institute's programme of

sampling and analysing the bottom-living animnls of the New Zealand
region - from the subtropical to the subantarctic - is described
and an account is given of what has so far been achieved.

Based on 4OO shelf stations (IO to 100 fathoms) and on 300
slope or "archibenthal" stations (IOO to 1000 fathoms and deeper),
distributional and ecological analyses of many species have been
made. Material has been provided in quantity for systematic
monographs of many groups of marine invertebrates.

One of the better-known groups is the Echinodermata comprising

295 known species, A detailed analysis has been made of IO6 species
occurring on the shelf, with continuing studies on 1 30 species
knoxm so far from the a3?chib enthal region.

Mapping and analysis of the physical variables of the
environment such as depth, sediments, water movements, and
temperature help to explain the distribution patters found in the
echinoderms. Specific examples are given of the existence of
habitat preferences and geographic grouping.

Such analyses provide a broad basis for the next phase of the
Institute's activity - the investigation of specific problems in
ecology - and in biogeography, in xrrhich an explanation might be
sought, in terns of origin and dispersal, of how an animal comes to
be where it is found.

Illustrations are given from current work on distribution
patterns of deeper water crustaceans such as Lyreidus , Carcinopax ,

Trichopeltarion , Nephrops , and spec iat ion within the crabs Nectocarcinus
and Ebalia.
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Analysis of new records of the ^-ridespread archibenthal
molluscan fauna are also shown j

in particular the species
Cumitas onokeana vivens Dell, Cymatona kampyla (Watson), Aeneator
( El 1 ic ea ) orh ita rec ens~*De 11 , Galeodea triganceae Dell, Proximitra

hanski Dell, Iredalina rnirabilis Finlay, Otukaia blacki (Dell),

and Coluzea spp. A comparison is made between these living
archibenthal distributions and their paleoecological equivalents
occurriiig in Waitotaran siltstones at Palliser Bay.

Finally, a comparison, built up from the examples, of the
fauna of the wide archibenthal plateau areas, the Chathan Rise,
the Campbell Plateau, and the Lord Howe Rise shows these double
features of the nature and interrelation of ecology and zoo-

geography.

^JUCULIDAE FROM HEVJ ZEALAND WATERS

N.W. Gardner.

This family - also known as nut shells - possesses a
simple gill structure with no siphons and therefore have a simple
pallial line. The entirely closed and compact shell has a
porcellinous exterior and a distinctly nacreous or pearly interior
to the valves.

The hinge teeth are of a very primitive organisation
.(Taxodont). i.e, numerous sharp interlocking teeth. Often the
interior ed^es of the shell are finely denticulate. The family
exhibits an unusual feature in that the beaks point posteriorly.
Geological Range is from Ordovician to Recent,

Four genera exist is New Zealand Waters s-

(

(

(

(

(

Nucula Lamarck 1799s An oblique ligament pit.
Teeth?- Anterior row arched

Subgenus Posterior row straight

Eunucula Iredale 1931 Inflated thin shell. Oblique
pit.

Linucula Marwick 1931

Pronucula Hedley 1902 Vertical ligament pit, - ~

Teeth in curved arch.

Austronucula Powell 1939 Hinge details as in Pronucula
but has a smooth ventral
margin.
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Nucula hartvigiana Pfeiffer is undou'btedly our most common nut
' shell, heing often found in muddy,

grassy (Zostera) sandy localities in harbour esturine
situations.

The shell is small, 7 or 8 mni. long-, -greyish 'white in
colour and has densely, irregularly spaced, concentric
riblets. There are “S posterior and 14 anterior at the hinge,

'• By sieving at low tide this species can often be secured in

live condition is considerable numbers,

Uucula nitidula A, Adams is also found in the same faunal provinces
but general!^ inhabits deeper water ;^dth

muddy bottom. Usually obtained by dredging. Valves appear
smooth, but are really covered by minute concentric lines.
Shell angled posteriorly, rather high, and often of a
brox-mish colour. The size is about the Scune as hartvigiana.

Nucula dunedinensis Finlay has sculpture similar to that of

hartvigiana but the ribs are more
pr:-‘.„iiiGnt and wider apart. Characteristic, also, is the
thickened radial ridge extending internally from the
urabones to the centre of the base. Colour, light greyish
brown. This is a very small shell, like a Pronucula 2 mm,
by 1,8 mm. Beaks at posterior third. Type is from Bunedin
Harbour and it is known also from the Chatham Islands,

Nucula certisinus Finlay, Shell very similar to dunedinensis
and probably a northern representative.

It differ^ only in the more triangular shape, the coarser
concentric ribbing (about 10 ribs compared v;ith 15 ) and the
more prominent swollen limbos. Size 1,5 1,6mra, Type
locality. Doubtless Bay in 12 fathoms, but is known to occur
in a few fathoms in several northern localities,

Nucula rossiana Finlay is also of the dunedinensis linage but
with the shell more obliquely ovate and

the anterior end more produced. Shell is less inflated but
the concentric sculpture is about the same. Size 2,5 s 2 mm.

As the name suggests, it is a southern species and occurs
in the Auckland Islands,

Nucula strangeiformis Dell is the shape of Ennucu la strangei
and of medium size (5*6 x 4»8 mm,).

Sculpture consists of fine irregular growth wrinlcles.

Surface of shell polished and covered with a shiny olive
green epidermis xirhich forms a band along the interior margin.
Valve margins smooth - X'/hich is a discordant factor.
Interior smooth, polished and sculptured vrith fine radials.
Found in depths of 220 - 330 fathoms, Chatham Rise,
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Nucula (Eunucula) stran^ei Ac Adams is a much thinner shell and
grows to a much larger size

than the other species. The rows of teeth are angled, with
the ligament pit oblique. The yellowish to dark olive green
valves appear smooth, but are minutely sculptured with
concentric ridges. Found ih both Islands, A specimen from
Wellington Harbour is recorded as being 14o1 x 11,5 mm.

Wwowia *.

4-

hartvigiana Pfr.
7>iU4ala A. Ad.

atvcw^gei A. Ad,

dunedineasis Ftnlay.

etrangeiformU
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Linucula gallinacea Finlay, A deep water shell which grows up to

9*8 X 8,7 min,
5
is easily recognised

hy its characteristic sculpture. The regular concentric and
radial rihhing crosses in such a way as to give a netted
appearance. The shell is not noticeably inflated. Hinge with
22 anterior and 10 posterior teeth. Has been dredged or

trawled from Hauraki Gulf, Bay of Plenty, East Cape, Cook Strait
and Queen Charlotte Sound.

Linucula recens Bell, The shell is much smaller than previous species
and of different profile, being more obliquely

ovate. Concentric sculpture of a fevi irregular weakly raised
ridges and about 63 fine radiaLs, Length 4»0 x 3. 5 ram» Type
locality Galathea Station 625 ,

Tasman Sea in 610 metres,
Globigerina Ooze, Also recorded from the Chatham Rise in 260
to 350 fathoms.

jfalJ'linaoea. (Fin'lac/). t'ecens

The distribution of the very small Pronucula species does not

seem to be at all well knom. The species most likely to be found in

shallow xmter dredgings or occasionally in shell sand from the far
north appears to be P,maoria Powell, It is a very small, thin fragile
shell originally 'dredged off the Three Kings Islands and measures
only 1,8 X I .5 mm, Tlie only sculpture apart from the regularly spaced
concentric groirth lines is in the form of delicate radial striae.
Colour, dull silvery xiihite.

Pronucula teruis Powell is a very small, thin shell dredged off

Puysegar Pt, S,¥, Otago. The hinge plate is

wide at the extremities but narrows towards the central part of the

shell.

Pronucula bollonsi Powell lias a very oblique profile and an almost
smooth surface. The epidermis is thin and

yellowish. Ventral margins with distinct crenulations. Size 2,0 x
2.3 mm. Type from Auckland Island in 95 fathom.s, Faith Harbour,
shellsand.
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Pronucula '

Tcaoria Powell.
‘bollonsi Powell.

Austronucula schencki Powell. Shell minute, smooth, light olive

brown, obliquely, triangularly ovate,
inflated. No sculpture, either radial or concentric. Valve margins
smooth. Teeth few, large and squarish. Length 1.2 z 1 mm. Has been
found in Stewart Island shell sand and from the Snares 50 fathoms.

Austronucula galatheae Dell, differs from the previous species in
having a more elongated outline with

more numerous hing-e teeth. Shell smooth, inflated, with no apparent
sculpture. Valve margins smooth. From Galathea Station 626 in 610
metres

A\ifi tronucula

sohencKi PoveU.
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From 'The Ne\f Zealand Herald, September I 968 2
-

" Farming Rock Oysters

The Minister of Marine, Mr » Scott, confidently predicts that the
cultivated rock oyster industry in the Auckland Province will far
surpass the oyster dredging industry at Bluff, The claim may seem
extravagant when the 2284 sacks of rock oysters gathered last year
is compared >,ith a record total of 1 64 ? 340 sacks of oysters dredged
in Foveaux: Strait. But the industry in the north is just starting
what could be a meteoric rise, while that in the south, some people
believe, is in serious danger from over-fishing.

Something like 40 private oyster farms are now licensed, as
well as four Government farms. But the northern coastline has
scarcely been touched, since most of the "holdings" are of only five
or ten a,cres. The potential of the northern harbours and rivers is

said to compare more than favourably i/ith New South Wales, where a
single farm can produce up to '] 0^000 sacks a year - from stock
originally brought from Auckland,

Australian cultivated oysters sell well overseas, and there is

no reason why the New Zealand product, as good in quality, should
not do so, too.

It has taken New Zealand a long time to acknowledge the scope
for oyster cultivation. But given continued Government encouragement

,

the industry could come to play a significant role in the economy.

A note from Laurie Price who is on another field trip in Australia -

" I’m very happy to say that the collecting has been really
good, and all has gone very smoothly so far. Live Ehdodontids
have been very plentiful - not a great number of species really,

but considerably more than I had expected from these areas- certainly
more than have previously been recoi'ded - which is not surprising,
as nobody has taken much interest in them over here. Most species
are of the Charopid - type of thing, but there are a few Flammulinids -

some of good size (up to about I 5 mm,). A rather pleasing aspect

I’ve noticed in collecting has been that though some species may be
rather scarce in one locality, they’re often quite common in another
place - so this gives me the opportunity to get a really good
selection of most - very handy indeed 11 I think the most interest-
ing find so far, has been a minute, sinistral Flammulinid ,

which
looks identical to that one from the single locality at Stanley,
Northern Tasmania - have found it in two places here in Victoria,
Most of the collecting spots have been in the 25 OO' - 45^0' altitude
range.

After leaving Sydney on October 5'th, I drove doxm the coast
to Bega, then inland to the Mt .Kosciusko area. Here I spent a couple
of weeks collecting, then back to the coast in Victoria, at Lakes
Entrance, From here I followed Princes Highway doi-m to Moe - then
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inland again througli tlie mountains 5
inland from I'lellDournej whore I

still am. Have been very lucky with the weather, most of the time

- plenty of sunshine, with occasional rain to keep the undergrowth

damp. However, collecting and cejnping at high altitudes has been

rather chilly, specially at nights - nearly as bad as in Tasmania I

All the mountains above 4500' are still covered in snow - believe
' it or not it was snowing only a week ago - marvellous for the skiers J

Still, I don't mind putting up with a bit of wet and cold as long

as the collecting is good - "

DREDIHG BY ZOE AlTD RUSSEL HART - JUHE AHh JULY, I968

QUEER CHARLOTTB SQUIIDS

We have been trying out a new dredge and in a new locality in

the sounds. The results have been quite exciting for us as vre got

shells xifhich we had not seen before, in fact in just that one little

bay we got over 70 different species most of them uncommon to rare,

to name a fevr for example -

Cuspidaria trailli, 5 alive several Haliotis virginea, 1 only live

dead halves,
Micrelenchus caelatus elongatus.

taken.
Gari lineolata, 20 alive.

30 alive.
Glaphyrina vulpicolor, 20 alive,

Hotocallista multistriata, 80 alive.

Divaricella huttoniana, 1 small

live,

Gari st angeri, 3 alive.

Zeacolpus dolli^ ^0 alive. Cominella adspersa, 3 alive.

Z.vittatus, 2 alive 2 dead,
i

Emarginula striatula, 8 alive 4 dead,

Micantapex angustatus, 9 alive 10 dead.

Trichosirus inornatus 20 alive a few

1 very small juvenile dead volute.

Dosinia zelandica 4 alive,

plenty dead.

Modiolus areolatus, 4 or 5 alive.
dead,

Dentalium nanum^ 6 alive 30 dead.
Barbita novaezelandiae, 10 alive,

Trochus tiaratus, 20 odd alive
Myadora novaezelandiae , 100 alive. Trochus viridus, several alive.
II, antipoda ?? 9 smal"' , 1 1 inch all , Austrofusus glans, 1 alive.

alive, not sure of this,
Cardita, aotoana, 20 alive.

Buccinulur;! multilineum, 6 alive.
Plenty of Nemocardium pulchellum.

Nuculana bellula, 10 alive, few halves. Chlamys zelandiae, plenty.
Pleuromeris zelandica,44 alive, C.gemmulata, 20 alive, nice
Baryspira mucronata, 10 alive,
Struthiolaria tricarinata, 12 alive.

colours,
C.dichroa ?? 6 alive.

S, papulosa, 1 alive. Pecten novaezelandiae, 30
S, p, gigas, 2 alive.
Tollinella charlottea, 20 alive.

smallish,

3 dead coral fans Flabellum
Aeneator otagoensis cookiajanus, rugulosum.

1 alive,
Poirieria zelandica, 8 alive 2 dead,
Tugani stcx/artiana, 20 alive.

2 alive Lepidonotus giganteus
(sea mice)

Brackipods , plenty.
Tellinella huttoni sterrha ?? a few Crabs, 1 large Eur'\aiolambrus

alive.
Tawcra spissa, 6 alive.

australis, .

'

'

3 Ebalia. laevis (Hut)
Rochefortula reniformis, 6 alive. 3 Pinnotheres novaezelandiae (Poa)
Rissoina chathamensis ?? 3 alive 2 dead,

— 0O0--

At least 12 species I am not game
to put a nam.c to - several Turrids
among them.

I
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OUR TRm SI^AILS

Some of the Pacific countries to the north of New Zealand can
boast of very fine tree snails - particularly is this so in the case
of Papuina from the Solomon Islands and New Guinea, and Achatinella
from the Hawa,ian Islands, where the bright greeh species are especially
admired and sought after-.'

In this country, we have a very meagre ration of true arboreal
forms, in fact, only the tvro species of the- Genus Serpho seem to

qualify, though a few others of Laomidae can be seen on low vegetation,
but seldom more than a foot or two above the forest floor.

In Now Zealand juvenile snails of Placos~bius - those that have
just hatched, are credited with climbing trees too, but this seems to
be a feat they soon give up for life on solid ground.

Both species of Serpho (Flammulinidae) are restricted to the
northern half of the North Island xdiere kivi Gray has a greater area
of distribution, being found from North Ca,pe to at least as far south
as Gisbor e to my knowledge. This whitish snail grows to about the
10 mm, mark, and has a pleasing pattern of reddish onial stripes,
vrhich are wider in earlier xvhorls but generally become much narrox^er
aroimd the body x/horl, (Pig, 1 ) (iO X 8 ix:)

It is not strongly sculptured. A rather common snail in most
northern bush areas, it is especially plentiful in parts of the
Waitakeri Ranges, xhiere it can be seen quite clearly on the leaves
of small trees and shrubs overhanging bush tracks. The large leafed
Coprosma, Rcihgiora (Brachyglottis repanda)and Pigwood (Geniostoma)
are very much to its liking. Although the snails blend in vrith
their surroundings it is surprising the nxwaber that can be seen once
you get your 'eye in' - usually from 4 to 10 feet up.
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The second species, a little smaller usually, is S,matthewsi
Suter, which is from the far north of the North Island. It has an
attractive shell, hrown, with a whitish hase and distinct, raised
white axial rihlets - quite easily identified because of those
(Fig, 2.)

( g ^ g "T'^. )

It lives on similar vegetation in fact, about Spirits Bay,
the two species can bo found on the same tree. Because of the
steep rocky ground with stunted vegetation which so often occurs
in the northern block, S, matthews

i

is also seen on low vegetation
a,mongst Astelia on rocky outcrops. It is certainly not as plentiful
as S.kivi,

oOo

Editorss N, & N. Gardner
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REW ZaiLARI) STMRCASE OR SURPIAL SHELLS

Staircase or Sundial Shells, with their wide umbilicus and beaded

sculpture always seem to be great favourites with conchologists.

Tfliile the ITow Zealand species do not approach the size of those

from tropical area, such as the 2-g- inch Architectonica maximus Philo

our own Architectonica reevei (Hanley) which grows to just over one

inch, is a rare shell and keenly sought.

Years ago it was only occasionally found washed ashore, more

especially at The Mount, Tauranga, Gt, Barrier Island and certain

beaches between IfJhangarei and Bay of Islands and even so, very seldom

in undamaged condition. It seems to exist in areas of sandy beaches
with rocky headlands and in the process of being washed ashore the

spire of the shell generally suffers.

During the last few years many more of these shells have been
turning up; this time from the far north and along the sandy Gt.

Exhibition Bay. One collector who spent his annual holiday in the

area reports collecting about two dozen specimens, although here again
only a few were considered to be in 'cabinet* condition.

This species seems to be restricted to the east coast of the
Auckland Province,

Philippia lutea (Lamarck) is a smaller member of the staircase
family living in similar areas to A.reevei but has been recorded from
further south (as far as Mahia Peninsula ). This polished yellow or

red brown shell has a rounder profile, a double row of beaded threads
around the periphary and a smaller umbilicus. It groxfs to ^ inch in
height

.

The second species of Philippia occuring on the New Zealand
coasts is the much rarer Australian P,manifest

a

Iredale - much the
same size as lutea . Originally collected in New Zealand at Takou Bay,
near Nhangaroa in 1936, this species has since been found from
Whangaroi to Cape Maria. Compared with lutea , manifesta differs in
having a single peripheral keel which is not spotted, lacks the beaded
sutural thread, has stronger spiral sculptiare and slightly wider
umbilicus.

90
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A glancG v;ill suffice to tell that three smaller deep water
species, Awarua araoena (Kurdoch & Suter), Manfionuia bollonsi Mestayer
and Heliacus maorianus Powell, also belong to Architectonicidae for
they have a similar low profile, distinctive deep open umbilicus and
attractive beaded sculptureo They seem to be northern occurrences,
and the only one which vfashes up occasionally in the Par North is
Heliacus maoria where it has been found in shell sand.

All three are distinctive and attractive shells even though
they are •§• inch or less in size.

1 “2. :

.

Architec tonica reeve i. (Hanley)

.

3-4.- Philippia Intea . (Lam.)

5-6. Philippia manifes ta . Iredale.



^ » 2 & 3 Av/arua amoena (Murdoch and Snter). U, 5 & 6. Heliacns mao ri anas
Powell. 7, 8 & 9. Manronula bollons iC Mes layer

(

TRIP TO WAIHAU BAY

By A, Alio,

The Tauranga Club had its first major 'shelling' expedition
at Labour Weekend when 15 members travelled to Waihau Bay

5
about 60

miles east of Opotiki, Bay of Plenty,

Most of the party assembled on the Friday evening with ttr, and
Mrs. Peterson arriving on Saturday morning.

Everybody was up with the larks on Saturday, to find to their
surprised delight that Mr,Whiting had brewed up a very early pot of
tea. After breakfast we all took off in bright sunshine to explore
the washups in the shell sand pockets on the reefs. The tide was
not the best, being a morning high, but no one worried and we were
soon scrabbling happily away.
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The Waihau Bay reefs make for fascinating shell hunting* They
consist of hard rocky "xfaves" j

and shells get washed up and
accumulate in the troughs and crevices of the rocks. The "beach is
dominantly shinglyj with the odd little sandy pocket.

Most of the shells are fairly small, although there were many
Cookia sulcata in the seaweed at high tide mark. These appeared to

"be somexvhat taller than the type normally found on the Tauranga
"beaches. It xms not long "before 'finds ' were "being made and mem"bers

xrere calling neigh"bours to look at nev/ treasures.

This is one of the nicest things a"bout this beach as far as a

clu"b expedition is concerned. There are so many good shelling spots
close together, that people can xrork alongside each other and have
the dou"ble pleasure of companionship and good hxmting.

’ After lunch most of the party x^ent to the flat papa ledges at

the eastern end of the Bay, to look for Cellana radians flava .

Although these are less plentiful than they are further doxm the
coast, there x^ere plenty for those who wanted them. There was
virtually nothing else to "be found and we were x/andering back to the
cars when heavy rain caught us, and most of us got pretty wet i

This did not dampen the enthusiasm of some, who had another go at the

reef, shelling on the loxrer tide. It was, however, a rather damp
bunch of collectors xrho wandered back to the guest house to change
for dinner and that evening the kitchen looked like a Chinese
laxindry with clothes drying out.

¥e were very fortunate in being given a sitting room to
ourselves and the evening was spent discussing finds and generally
recounting experiences.

Sunday was sunny, though rather breezy and the morning was
spent again on the reefs, /ifter lunch most of the party drove doxm
to Te Araroa, a lovely drive in the sunshine. Some mem"bers had a
field day getting fossil specimens from the cliffs near the toxjnship,

xvhile the rest had fruitful scra"bbling in the shell sand.

On Sunday evening the xfhole party visited I4rs.tfelker, a

member of the Auckland Clu"b, and enjoyed looking at the collection
of ilexiT Zealand and foreign shells. She has gathered some lovely
shells from the east coast beaches during the years she has spent in
Waihau Bay and we all appreciated the warmth of her friendliness and
hospitality.

Alas, most of us had to leave for home on the Monday, although
a few lucky ones stayed on for an extra day, x^hen some nex-7 finds
were made.

It was a vjonderful weekend, xdien x/e got to know one another in
a way that would be almost im.possible at ordinary meetings. We had
lots of fxn and are already malcLng plans for our next trip.
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Ihjring the weekend one member, Paddy Latham, listed I50

different shells he had seen while others were able to add to the
list from their oxm finds. It is obviously impossible to quote
this entire list but some of the more interesting finds are given
below. The "top" find was undoubtedly made by I'irs, Taylor ,

who had
a lovely Mammila simiae washed up at her feet, Mrs* Walker had
found a couple of specimens in the past, and vras so thrilled x-dth

Mrs. Taylor's success that she gave her another example found on the

same spot,

MrSePuffy found a nice pink Pteronotus eos while Mr,lJhiting

found the yellow variety of the same species unfortunately rather
damaged.

A number of specimens of Proximitra obscura , some quite
large and many in perfect condition - far better than most examples
one usually picks up. A total of about two dozen Ellatrivia
memorata , all good shells, were found, but none unfortunately,
alive.

Other good finds were s-

Cellana denticulata , several varieties of Notosinister ,

the commonest being N*Ampullus | Tonna hauralciensis ,

Xenophalium labiatum , Ratifusus mestayerae , Buccinulum
fuscozonatum - complete with herbit crab, Vicimitra maoria
- some good specimens including juveniles, Acar sandersonae ,

Gadinalea nivea , Emarginula striatula , Maurea tigrls ,

many members of Rissoidae , Zeacolpus pagoda , Marginedla
mustellina and cairoma, Rochefortula reniformis , Cardita
aoteana

.
and Aulacomya maoriana .

(a complete list will be published later),

oOc

NOTES OF INTEREST

Hinea brazilliana (Lamarck), mentioned in a previous issue with the
comment that it had not been seen in New Zealand for many
years, has recently been located again - this time in the
Doubtless Bay area. Several dozen specimens were noticed
crawling over the rocks.

Our Whangarei members, Mr, and Mrs, Hancock have lately found a live
specimen of Terebra which seems to be a stranger to New
Zealand, It is especially interesting in that the axial
ribbing is suppressed and spirals are dominant.
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SOlvIE VERY SI-LILL luW SNAILS

»

J,Goulstone.

"In the valley "by the river
In the boson of the forest
And the forests life was in it

All its mystery and its magic"

"Hiawatha"

I hope ’Poirieria’ readers will bear up with some further snail
drawings - and some poetry. These fellows in the Laomidae are very
small and present quite a challerg'e. The names I have given them are
as near to the description of the species as I could get. Suters
illustrations are mostly inadequate and a lot or work needs to be done
on Paralaoma and small Phrij:f<nathus ,

Phriivgnathus microreticulata is very small but seems to be widespread,
I haven't had it in great numbers from

anyifhero though its size could make it easily overlooked, I have drawn
three specimens which show diversions in size of umbilicus, width of

ribbing etc, I am sure that tri.thin a given species there is a good
deal of variation in shell characteristics and that some species are
more prone to variation than others.

Paralaoma lateumbilicata is one X'hich I have come across in large

numbers practically everywhere in the bush and
it doesn't seem to vary m.ucli in appearance.

Paralaoma pumila A varicns-‘.ata are similar in shape, but the latter
has stronger ribbing, is .slightly

larger and heavier, has a x^ider umbilicus and is taller in the spire
- In fact a little more all around.

These four match up fairly xirell with existing data and specimens
I have been able to see, but Paralaoma allochroida presents some

problem.s. The "Brookes collection" belonging to the Club has quite
a number labelled allochroida , hone of which look anything like mdne,

I-Ir, Gardner in his collection has some like Brooke's, one or two like
mine and quite a number unlike either. His opinion of th« type
specimens which he has recently seen hasn't helped me much either.
So herein lies a great miyster^'- awaiting to be unravelled by some keen
young man - or x^^oman.

The other illustration is of a single specimen x;hich I have
from Huia, It could be a ncx/ one but wo xrould have to find more.

I’Jliilc we are reacliiixg for the moon it's as x-;ell to be reminded
that there is just as much still to be discovered right on our
doorstep - and there is certainly a wealth of discovery left among
these very small land snails i
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MJCUL.UTIDAE OF IMJ ZEALAITO

This family in some ways, appears similar to ITuculidae
,
a

summary of which appeared in the last issue of "Poirieria"

In Nuculanidae, however, the animal possesses siphons and the

pallial line shows hut feeble sinuations. The shells are generally
more elongated with a rostrum of some sort. The interior is more
often porcellanous than nacreous; and sometimes the valves gape
posteriorly - a feature not to be seen in Ilucula . They live in
sandy or muddy conditions, usually in fairly deep vrater.

The family comprises eight New Zealand genera of vhich a
single species of Nuculana and Neilo would probably be the most
likely representatives to be found by members of the Section.

They are known to occur in fairly shallow water and have been
taken by dredgings from a rowing boat.

mm.

of the soaHri^L '5) on either side
fron a few fathoms downwards^and’is

very oomon
New Zealand. ^ found throughout
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ITuculana (Saccella) Iiedleyi Flemingo Fig, 2.

Again small, thin and of similar profile. Often yellowish
in colour and usually fairly smooth, although some concentric
ribbing is occasionally seen. A microscopic punctation or

pitted sculpture is a constant feature.

In outline is is shorter than bellula and the rostrum is
more upturned.

Length 8 mm. Type locality 110 fathoms off Gt, Barrier Is.

Also found in dredgings from Bay of Plenty.

Nuculana (Saccella) hedleyi maoriana Dell, Fig. 3«

As the name suggests, this benthic form is from the
Chatham Is, area. It differs from typical hedleyi in being
longer, has a more elongated rostrum and sharper ridges
along the keel of the rostrum.

Length 10.7 mm. Chatham Rise, 200 fathoms, S,E, Pitt
Id, 155 fathoms.

Nuculana (Jupiteria) manawatawhia Powell, Pig. 4*

A small white oval shell, inflated, with the anterior
and posterior ends narrowly convex. Sculpture consists of
feint concentric ridges - the strongest being at the middle
of the valve.

Length 5 nm. Prom Tliree Kings Is, in 260 metres,

Nuculana (Jupiteria) wolfi Dell, Pig, 5»

Small inflated shell with beaks incurved and situated a

little in front of middle of shell, iinterior end rather
rounded, moderate rostrum. Surface smooth, shiny, covered
with light broxm epidermis.

Length 3.6 mm, Chatham Rise in 200 fathoms, S.E.Pitt Id,

in 155 fathoms,

Nuculana (Jupiteria) zealandifomis Dell, Fig. 6.

Shell small solid, creamy white, Umbones at middle.
Posterior end somewhat longer than anterior and rather rostrate.
Rostrum sculptured with a series of short, concentric ridges.
No gross sculpture.

Length 3.36 im, Chatliam Rise in 260 fathoms.
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Genus Thestyleda Iredale

Thestyleda investigator Dell. Pig. 7*

One species occurs in Nevr Zealand. The shell is small
5

elongate, slenderly rostrate and sculptured with concentric
striae. Two ridges run from the bealcs to the end of the
rostrum. Concentric sculpture - about 7 m.m.

Length 4*75 ran* Secured from the Tasman Sea near the
Lord Howe Rise in 53^ metres (Type.).

Genus Ledella Verril & Bush (3 species)

Ledella herdmani Dell, Pig. [ 0-

Shell small, solid, ovate and very slightly rostrate.
Surface smooth and polished and sculptured with a few weak
irregular concentric growth lines near ventral margin.
Colour white.

Length 2.5 mm. height 1 mm, Ghatham Rise in 36 I metres.
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Ledella finlayi Powell, Fig. 9»

Larger than preceeding species with posterior end shorter
and the restrun a little longer. Surface smooth and polished
with faint sharply bevelled concentric ridges tovrards lower
margin, Vfiiite.

Length 4»5 nun, 70 fathoms off North Cape,

Ledella librata Dell, Fig. pi ,

Differs from the other described New Zealand species in
having a more elongate outline and the posterior portion of
the beaks, white. Has a radsed ridge running from bealc to
posterior margin.

Length 3 mm, Tasman Sea (Lord Howe Rise, in 361 metres)

u-enus Ovaleda Iredale

Ovaleda powelli Dell, Fig 11,

Small, white, oval and shiny. Sculpture of fine incised
concentric striae along ventral margin. Rest of shell smooth

Length 4 mm. Off Big King Id, in 98 fathoms#

Ovaleda hamiltoni Powell, Fig, 12,

Small, ovate vdth some faint, distant concentric striae.

Length 4 •75 Dredged off Resolution Island, Fiordland
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Genus Poroleda Hutton (one species)

Poroleda lanceolata Hutton, Fig. 13*

A small, thin narrowly elongated shell, with minute beaks.
It has a narrow, long hinge plate with anterior teeth "V"

shaped and the posterior ones long and imbricating. The shell

^

resembles a tiny Zenatia but is still more elongated.

It lives in fairly deep water in rather so^t bottom off
both Islands.

Genus Nucinella Wood,

Hucinella maorianus (Hedley) . Pig, 14*

Is very small, and rather like Fucula in appearance, as
the posterior end slopes do\m and is broadly rounded. Rostrum
not apparent, white, no sculpture.

Length 2,5 ^m? height 3.25 mm. Seems to be quite common
in most soft bottom dredgings around both Islands.
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Genus Neilo A. Adams c (2 species)

'Neilo australis (Quoy & Gaimard), Fig. I 5 .

Is recorded by Dr. Dell from depths of 5 'to 330 fathoms.
It has a shell far larger than that found in any other New
Zealand Nuculanid’ genera. N, australis grows to almost 40 mm.,
is an oblong shell, rostrate and strongly ribbed. The
Taxodont hinge arrangement can easily be seen in this larger
shell .

-

'

Found throughout New Zealand,

Neilo rugata Dell. Fig. 16.

The sculpture in this species is one of folds rather than
the crisp ribbing of the former species. It also lacks the
projecting upper rostrum.

Dredged from deep water off Eastern Otago - 300 fathoms
off Taiaroa Heads (Type). Size 34 mm, x 19»5

Genus Austrotindaria Fleming (3 species)

Austrotindaria vrrighti Fleming, Fig. I 7

Small, white ovate and inflated. Narrowly rounded behind,
broadly rounded in front. No indication of rostrum. Weak
concentric sculpture, 9 anterior teeth and 12 posterior.

Size 3*6 mm. inflation 1 mm. Entrance to Edwardson
Sound, Fiordland in 55 fathomis.
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Austrotindaria Dell Fig, 'lOo

Is close to TOighti in shape hut may be distinguished by
the greater inflation and the regular concentric sculpture of

broad ribs, 9 anterior and 11 posterior hinge teeth,

Chatham Rise in 300 fathoms.

Austrotindaria benthic ola Dell Fig, I 9 .

. Larger than proceeding species. Elongate oval shape and
inflated. Surface smooth and shiny with light brovm epidermis.
Only sculpture is fine growth lines, 10 anterior and I 4
posterior teeth.

Length 49 ^ 3.2 mm, Chatham Rise in 300 fathoms.

oOo-

—

NOTES OF INTEREST

Several fine examples of what appears to be Chlamys kixraensis
Powell, were secured from the recent trial prawn trax^lings on
the Auckland East Coast at about I 50 fathoms.

This species was previously taken from 600 fathoms 4OO
miles X7est of New Plymouth. It has simple scaly ribs without
intermediate radial s.

Richard Willan was indeed fortunate in picking up, at Exliibition
Bay, a large specimen of the very rare Cymatiid, Proxicharonia
palmeri Powell. The specimen is considerably larger than
the type, which was tolcen in I 4O' at Poor Knights Is. This
Genus occurs as a fossil in the Waiheke Id, beds.
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The introduced land snail Vertigo py^naea (hrap, ) seems to have
travelled around quite extensively in Northland, Recently we
came across specimens in leaf litter from a very high steep
range at Pungaru, a rather out of the way place north of the
Hokianga Harbour.

Hliile it is not surprising to see these wanderers near the
larger towns and settled districts, it is somewhat mystifying
to find them living with our native bush snails.

Vertigo pygmaoa is a very small erect snail with apertirral

processes and was figured by Mr.Hipkins in one of our older
bulletins - Bull, No, 11 with further comments in Bull, No,13«
I'lr,Price

5
of Kaitaia, mentions that the same snail is now

established in his garden and at times can be seen crawling
over a path of stepping stones.

¥liile our largest freshwater snail, Melanopsis trifasciata is not
difficult to find in running streams near the sea, it is not
always easy to obtain good large cabinet specimens with apex
intact. For instance, at Spirits Bay there is an immense
population in the tidal lagoon, but the shells are always
small, with two dark bands running across the body whorl.
This feature is usually lost in specimens of maximum size.

Very fine large examples are not uncommon in the Stream
at Mair Park, Nhangarei, The largest seen on a recent visit
measured 1-|- inches in height.

From the edges of the same stream, the rather uncommon small oval
Potamopyrgus spelcus can be collected. About one-third the
size of P.antipodura it seems to prefer brackish water only
a short distance upstream.

Although it is not a difficult species to identify and
can occur in large numbers, it is not very often seen in
members collections.
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/lBSTRAHTS of THF following NEI*J Pi'LPSRS ARE AH r\?Li,ow£i s

1 , A Nevr SuLspecies of Ranularia (Hollusca Family Cymatiidae)

from the Kernadec Islands
hy A.G.Beu,

from New Zealand Journal of Karine and Freshwater

Research, Vol. 2 ,
No. 1

,
March I968, pp, 23 - 28 .

Summary s-

A new geo{:raphic suhspecies, Ranularia dunkeri

iredalei , is described from beach specimens from

Raoul Island in the Kermadec Islands. Ranularia
dunkeri dunkeri (Lischke I868) is restricted to

southern Japan.

2 , The Morphology of Some Small Nex/ Zealand Prosobranchs

by W.F, Ponder.

from Records of the Dominion Museum, Vol.6, No, 6,
July 1968, pp, 61 - 95 -

Abstract s-

The ecology, external appearance, alimentary and
reproductive system of Eatoniella (Pellasc) huttoni
(Pilsbry). E. (Pardanula) olivacea (Hutton), Rissoa

( Haurakia) harailtoni Suter, Estea semiplicata Powell,
E.zosterophila (Waster), Scrobs hedleyi (Suter) and
Ea.tonina micans (Webster) are described, Eatoniella
has open male and female ducts, no penis, oesophageal
glands, and no crystalline style. These facts
together with the structure of the nervous system
sho'vi that Eat oniella belongs in the Littorinacea,
R. harailtoni closely resembles described European
species of Rissoa . Estea and Scrobs have both
crystalline style and oesophageal glands, but in most
other respects resemble the rissoids. Rissoina has
the prostrate and penis open, neither crystalline
style nor oesophageal glands, and feeds on large
particles. Eatonina is closely allied to Cingulopsis
fulgida (Adams) . ^e loss of pallial organs does not
appear to be associated with small size alone, as
Scrobs hedleyi , only 1 mm in height, has a normal
mantle cavity. The distal bursa copulatrix of certain
rissoids is probably not strictly homologous xri.th that
of Littorina , but rather with the distal part of its
duct. It is suggested that sperm disposal nay be a
common feature in the rissoacean bursa copulatrix.
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3 . Notes on New Zealend Prosobranch.3 with, hoscriptions of
New Species and Subspecies

by ¥.P. Ponder,

from Records of the Dominion Museum, V0I.65 No. 8,
October 19685 pp, 113 - 124 .

Abstract s-

New spocies and subspecies of Homalopoma 9

Ovirissoa , Estea , Notoscrobs , and Rissoella are
described. The radula and operculum of Eatoniella

( Dardanula) fossa Ponder are described and Fusinus
novaehollandiae (Reeve) is recorded from New Zealand
waters. Waipaoa munida Ponder is shoirm to be a
synonym of Waipaoa (= Antizafra ) aoteana Dell,

4 » Three Commensal Bivalves from New Zealand

by W,P. Ponder.

from Records of the Dominion Museum. Vol, 6
j
No, 9

5

October I968, pp. 125 - 131 .

Abstract s-

The systematic position and commensal habit of

three New Zealand erycinoidean bivalves are discussed.
One Australian species, Benthoquetia inte^;ra (Hedley)

is recorded from New Zealand, and the other two species
discussed are considered to be subspecific with
Australian species. Those are Coriareus neozelanicus
Dell and Montacuta (Tellimya) vitrea aupouria n.subsp,
Coriareus Hedley is shovm to be a synonym of Tellimya
which is reduced to a subgenus of Montacuta .

C. neozelanicus is pla,ced in Montacuta (Montacuta ) and
reduced to a subspecies of Montacuta semiradiata Tate,

oOo

Editors? N. & N. Gardner
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UITCOMOR miPETS

The mention of limpets brings to mind rocks or tidal platforms
drenched with spray. This is the habitat preferred by most of these
molluscs but you will search in vain here for certain species for it

seems that they prefer other conditions.

Two of our New Zealand species which come to mind and which are

often overlooked are Asteracmea suteri (iredale) and Notoacmea subtilis
(Suter), both very small species.

I have never heard of them being found between tides yet their
shells are not uncommon in the drifts of shell sand which occur at
the ends of some bays. They are also quite common in dredgings of
shell and bryozoans from moderate depths, often in places which would
appear to be free of rocks - and this may indicate that the limpets
attach themselves to dead shells and debris on the sea bottom.

Asteracmea suteri (iredale) is well named as it usually has a
purple ’star’ ^t the apex and is somewhat 'rayed*. A very small
species of about 3 or 4 ram, it occurs around both North and South
Islands, Stewart Island and at the Snares.

Notoacmea subtilis (Suter), grows a little larger than the pre-
ceding species and is not so often seen in dredgings. It has a ’low’
apex and is whitish in colour with distinct radiate brown lines* In
some respects this species resembles N»daedala (Suter) but is smaller
and more fragile and has a different colour pattern. It has been taken
from depths down to 20-55 fathoms in the North and has been recorded
also from the South,

A.

-1 -
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Thalassocyon tui

An unusual, attractively shaped and extremely rare shell from
very deep water to the North of New Zealand, no douht unknown to most
collectors, is the species Thalassocyon tui , described by Dr, Dell in
Rec. Dorn, Mus. Vol 5 j

No, 25, Oct, 19^7 in a report on the mollusca
obtained on the Tui Expedition 1962,

The following data concerning the genus is quoted from this
paper s-

"Barnard proposed this genus for a peculiar deep water
species from several stations off South Africa in depths
of 1240 to 1660 fathoms. While the shell has the general
appearance of Hemifusus tuba (Gmelin), the radula proved
to be taenioglossate and Barnard classified the genus in
the Cymatiidae, Another species appears to be the shell

illustrated by Bruun, Greve, Mieleke & Sparch (195^ ~

plate 189) which does not appear to have been described
yet, A third species can now be recorded from north of

New Zealand,

"

Thalassocyon tui Dell 'V
,

/'

Locality - near 30° 11,5' S, 179° 52’ W. taken in an Isaacs Kidd
mid water trawl, fished for five hours betwaen 522 & 550 fathoms and
over 659 to 630 fathoms (sea bottom), ^Bottom sample in trawl
presumably taken from a pinnacle 26th, July, 1 ^6^,
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MAHUl'JGA BEACH WASHUP

by R, Duffy.

Just about two chains alor^ the long, windswept Mahunga beach,
,

was the most remarkable washup of shells that I have ever seen.

On the first day a great deal of seaweed was being brought in

and among the holdfasts vrere thick knots of byssuslike threads holding

not just mussels, but wound around and embracing all types of shells,

some with live animals, many with hermit crabs, all living in a

cluttered mass with here and there a Dentalium showing through.

Hiatella australis were thick inside empty shells, sticking to

seaweed, in every crack and crevice and always in the jumble of

"byssus nests" with hosts of other small and minute shell life.

Between low and half tide mixed up vri-th the seaweed, was a

thick carpet of shells. Little did we dream that the second day would
bring a much larger washup without seaweed. This had all been swept

up to the high tide line overnight. Even so, we found many shells
that had been washed up high with the seaweed,

' Nothing I could write would describe fully the scene of this
washup, also our pleasure in hunting through it - two chains of
beach - and the rest as far southward as we could see with not a

shell on it. Here at the Northern end beside a small creek and a

reef of rocks was a glorious sight - a shell hunters dream that
seldom comes trae.

l^iniat a time we hadf three days of really hard work - up early
in the morning collecting and the evening spent in sorting, cleaning
and packing specimens.

I noticed that as the day grew warmer, many hermit crabs were
burying themselves in soft sand without their shells. This is the
first time I have seen this happen so I dug up one little fellow
several times and down he would go again, tail first, I then noticed
other crabs within their shells also burying themselves - spire first,
and came to the conclusion that the nalced crabs could not move their
shells which were probably among those joined to others by the tangle
of byssuslike threads.

Sharing in this shell hunt with Ted and me were Jean and Albie
Alio, Tauranga, Mr, and Mrs.Michio from Gisborne and Mr, John Marsden
from V/ellington. Although there were seven of us all collecting in
one small corner of the beach, there was plenty to keep everyone busy
and happy as mud larks.
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Listed below are some of the more unusual finds though in all

eighty three species were collected,

Cabestana exarata . Six species of Maurea , Phenatoma zelandiae

and novaezelandiae , Alcithoe swainsoni and fufus fusus plus

egg capsules, Poirieria zelandica , Aulacomya maoriana .,

Xenophalium pyrum and collactea , Lentaliura nanum , Pupa kirki ,

Emarginula striatula , Cardita aoteanus , Haliotis iris and
australis , Aneator sp , Resania lanceolata and Zenatia
ac inaces.

oOo

ROTES OR ERESm^ATER SRAILS

Freshwater snails are well known to be carriers of diseases
or- intermediate hosts of organisms which may affect both man and
beast. They do in fact have their own particular parasites as x-^ell.

Recent examination of a number of Potamopyrgus corolla
from Lake Pupuke showed an almost 100^ infestation in adult specimens,

of nemotode worms. This may account for the recent decline in the
numbers of these snails, as only a few scattered specimens were
observed, xirhere usually they occur in large numbers on aquatic
plants and stones.

Most of the infected snails contained three or four worms,

which were quite active and could be seen protruding from the

apertxire of the shell or xirrapped over the stricken beast as it

attempted to crawl. Such snails are very lethargic and apparently
unable to move about much, but even so they live a surprisingly
long time.

Infestation seems prevalent in still or unclean water in other
areas on the north shore too. Physastra and Potamopyrgus from a

local roadside drain were foxmd to be infected but not quite to
such a degree. P.antipodum from running water appears to be
practically free from such parasites.

oOo

EI’IBRYORIC SHELL OF POTMOPYRGUS COROLLA

Hydrobiidae which includes our Potamopyrgus freshwater snails,
are oviporous Molluscs, x^hich retain the eggs until they become
well developed active embryos. These are then released and crawl
actively about straight away.
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An animal of P. Corolla dissected recently contained iDotii well
developed

j active embryos and other less advanced. The latter were
enclosed in a soft albuminous, jelly-like capsule, and at this stage
only faintly resembled a snail, though the small protoconch was
visible above a slowly pulsating embryo. Those which were much more
advanced and which had grown considerably more than the previous
stage, were without the clear capsule, and had developed a "shell"
of 1^ convolutions, faint brown in colour and complete with operculum.

These were quite active.

More than sixty variously developed embryos were present in

this specimen of Potamopyrgus corolla collected in May,

/

MOTES OF I^ITEREgT

Mr. & Mrs. Hancock report the finding of a large Mammilla simiae on a
Northern beach. Its lip was slightly broken back but it still
measured inches in length.

Ron Adams, an Auckland Member, has for some time been particularly
interested in the egg sacs and juvenile stages of some of our
molluscs. These are surprisingly difficult to classify.
Reproduced is one of his slcetches of a species at present
undetermined.
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ilr, & Mrs, Max Hancock dredging recently from their yacht brought up
a live specimen of Bonellitia superstes Finlay,

Bonellitia superstes is a small attractive white univalve
seen only occasionally in dredgings from deep watery even so,

it is probably the best knom representative in New Zealand
of the family Cancellariidae, It is the sole known, recent
member of the genus. Species in other genera are small,
mostly very rare and not really distinctive. Type locality
is 25 fathoms off Hen and Chicken Is, and it is recorded
from North Cape to Cook Strait, Hei^it up to 14 m.m. The
distinctive sculpture and the columella folds at once assign
it to Cancellariidae, Apparently it has a peculiar radula
which would seem to indicate a specialized type of feeding

Mahia Peninsula Fossilsf from R. Duffy -

- "First we looked in on Taylors bay but it was still raining and
blowing a gale as it had done all night and there were no shells
to be seen on the beach but on the way back at the foot of the
cliffs we noticed a small seam of mud papa from one to two feet
thick above the sand. Fossils were showing where the mud had
been washed away.

Above this small seam was a cliff of clay, about ^ ±0 12 feet
high. In trying to dig the specimens out of*the wet papa, we
unfortunately broke many of them as they were as soft as the
surrounding mud. However we managed to get a dozen different
kinds - all were esturine or harbour flat species.

I was lucky enough, a few days later to find a fossil volute
on a papa platform on the other side of the Peninsular - the
west end of Araka Beach,
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NEW PUBLICATIONS s

1. A New Cercaria from Phelussa -ulminata (Hutton, I 883 ),
(Pulmonatas Endodontidae) by F. M. Climo.

Rec. Auck. Inst. Mus. 6 (4-6 )s 419~422 Mar. 14th. 1969*

Abstract . A new distomous cercaria is described and the
possible definitive host is discussed.

The only other larval treraatode reported from New
Zealand endodonts was a dicroc oelid recorded from
Allodiscus fiodeti Suter, I 89 I (Suter I 89 I). This
was incompletely described and poorly figured. A
new species of Faradist omum Kossack, I 9 IO (Dicrocoe-
lidae) has been described (Allison and Climo, I 969 )

from the gall-bladder of Hoplodactylus pacificus
(Gray) (Gekkonidae) and this could be the adult
stage of the cercaria recorded by Suter,

2, Classification of New Zealand Arionacea (Mollusca, Pulmonata)
I. The Higher Classification, by F. Climo

Rec. Dorn. Mus, Vol, 6, Ho. 12, 145-158* 30th. Jan. 1969*

Abstract The higher systematics of the New Zealand Arionacea
Solem, 1959 ?

is discussed and an alternative
classification is proposed. Evidence for the
revision has been obtained from morphological
studies on soft-part anatomy, radulae and shells.
Otoconchidae Baker, 1938, Charopidae Iredale, 1937

>

Flammulinidao Iredale, 1937? and Laomidae Iredale,

1937 j
are reduced in systematic rank and incorporated

within the Endodont ida_e Pilsbry, 1894* The classical
distinction between Gnaropidae and F1aramulinidao is
shown to bo artificial, but the large, diverse sub-
family Endodontinae Suter, 1913j recognized by
Solem ( 1959I 5

can be sub-divided into two sub-
families on anatomical characters, the Endodontinae
Suter and Fla.mnulir n.subfam, Punctinae Morse,
1864 replaces Laominae Suter, 1913. Flammoconcha
Bell, 1952 is transferred from the Ot oc oc onchinae
Cockerell, I 893 to the Flamraulininae n, subfam.
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3. .Classification of New ZealrM /irionacea (Mollusca s Pulnonata)

II. A Revision of Chaiovi suNgenus Ptychodon i\nceyj 1888 .

Ny F. M, Climo.

Rec. Bom. Mus. Vol. 6, No. 14 , 175-258 * 23 May 1969 *

Abstract Fectola Iredale, 19 "!

5 ,
Cavellia Iredalej 19''

5

subgenus Tbauraat odon Pilsbry, 1893 ( sensu Suter, 19 '' 3 )

are synonymized v^ith Ptychodon ilncey^ T588 j
which is

reduced to subgeneric status within Charopa Albers,

i 860 . Charopa (Ptychodon) elliottae, C.marstoni and

C.delli are described as new species.

The follov;ing taza are accepted in subgenus

Ptychodon Anceys C.benhami ( Suter, 1909 )j C.brouni

( Suter, 1891)5 C.buccinella (Reeve, 1852)1 C.colensoi

(Suter, 1890)5 C.cryptobidens (Suter, I89I )Y~'C.delli
~

n.sp.i C. elliottae n.sp.5 C.gadus (Bell, 1954)5

C.hectori (Suter, 1890)5 C.infecta (Reeve, 1852)5

C , irregTilaris (Suter, 1890)5 C.jessica (Hutton, 1883)5

C.leioda (Hutton, 1883)5 C.marst oni n.sp.5 C.marsupialis

(Powell, 1941)5 C.microundulata (Suter, 1 890)5
C.rautabilis (Suter, 1891)5 C. pseudoleioda (Suter, 1890)5

C.reeft onensis (Suter, 1 892 ) 5
C . serpent inula (Suter,

1891 )5 C.smithao Bell, 19545 C.sterkiana (Suter, 1891)5

C.tapirina (Hutton, 1883)5 C.varicosa (Pfeiffer, 1853)5
C . wairarapa (Suter, I890),

oOo

MOLLUSCA PROM RECMT PRAM TRAWLS

C. Wormald,

To the zoologist, both amateur and professional, experimental
prawn trawling brings a promise of many strange, rare creatures for

study, often from an unexplored area.

The finer mesh of the nets used in this type of fishing gathers
up a far greater range of marine life than is possible with the
ordinary trawling gear. Such a net, too, samples a much greater area
for specimens large and small, than does the ordinary naturalists
dredge with its small mouth, although this, of course is an effective
method for the really minute creatures which live in the bottom stratum.

There have been a number of surveys on the Auckland East Coast
during the last few years in an endeavour to locate areas suitable
for prawn fishing operations. In Becember I968 the Fishing Industries
Boards chartered the Auckland trawler Valkyrie for further exploration.
I was fortunate to be a member of the crew in this venture. The "Valkyrie"
is a traveler of 69ft. in length and about 5^0 h.p. and every tow
involved letting the trawl down on two vrires each of 8OO fathoms and



leaving it on the bottom for about 3 hours. Working at this depth
puts a big strain on the winch when hauling the gear as you would
imagine. Also the fact that we were up to 30 miles off shore meant
weather played an important part in the operations. During this
survey, two areas wore investigated, roughly east of the Aldermans
off the Coromandel Coast and East of the Poor Slights Islands,
Northland. Considerable trouble was experienced with gear and at the
latter station the net ran into coral bottom and was badly ripped and
ruined. The catch of prawn and scampi was not great. Most of the
trawling was carried out at between 180 and 310 fathoms which is

considered very deep for this type of operation. Off the Australian
Coast 100 fathoms is considered about maximum.

East of the Aldermans the sea bottom was more easily worked
being a soft mud, which seemed to contain considerable amounts of

pumice particles.

Although no great quantity of specimens were secured at this
time a considerable range of species were present and the molluscs
listed below were the most noteworthy i

Maurea turneraerum Powell
Zetela textilis (Murdoch & Suter)
Zeminiolia' raeridiana Dell
Heliacus maorianus Powell
Notosetia subtenuis Powell
Xenophaiium pyrum (Lamarck

)

Xorogalea thomsoni
Malluvium calcareus Suter - Common on dead Penions
Typhis pauperis Mestayer
Poirieria zelandica (Quoy & Gaimard) - Three dead specimens
Penion sp.

Aeneator benthicola Dell
Bolten

Several

5 alive, 6 dead.
NumerousAustrofusus glans

Coluzea spiralis (A. Adams)
Coluzea sp, -

Baryspira mucronata (Sowerby)
Pachymolon(Palomelon)fissurata Doll - 1 subadult
Alcithoo larochei Marwick - 25 specimens
Alcithoe (leporemax)hodleyi Suter - 1 dead
Iredalina mirabilis Finlay
Bonellitia suporstes Finlay
Marginolla fusula Murdoch & Suter
Micantapex angustatus Powell
Comitas onokeana vivens Dell
Austrodrillia sola Powell
Philine constrict

a

Murdoch & Suter
Cavolina telemus (Linnaeus

)

Diacria trispinosa (Lesuer)
Eg-estas waitei (Sute^f)

Dentalium tiwhana Dell

4 alive

3 dead - extremely large specimens
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s Dentalium diarrhox Watson
Dentalium nani;im Hutton
Fissidentalium zelandicum (Sowerty)
Solemya sp. - Odd valves, very large, dark.

Hucula n»sp.
a Hucula strange! A. Adams

Nuculana hedleyi Fleming
a Bathyarca cybaea (Hedley)

Lcdella finlayi Powell
Ijinucula gallinacea (Finlay)

s Ironucula of. maoria Powell

Tliestyloda investigator Bell
Nuculana n.sp.
Poroleda lancoolata (Hutton)
Pleuromeris sp,

a Notolepton antipodum. (Pilliol)

Bosinia greyi Zittel - 1 valve
Cuspidaria fairchildi Suter Ertremely large specimens.

(The species I have marked with a a are ones that come from' the
stomachs of a few Tarakihi that wo caught in about 200 fathoms
outside the Poor Knights,

)

Further trips were undertaken at the end of April in approximate-
ly the same areas, that is, off Poor Knights and east of the
Aldermans, (This was after the return of personel who had been
studying methods employed on the Queensland Coast.)

This time there xxere larger catches of pra-vms and a greater
number of shells and other kinds of Crustacea, A large proportion
of shells from off the Poor Knights were dead specimens. The April
operations added a number of species to the previous list. These are
listed below with some comments on other species.

Many of the smaller specimens were ebtained by a small cone
dredge that I had fastened on to one trawl board. This produced
several of the n.sp. obtained. Some of the tows where we ran into
trouble on the bottom also gave good results for molluscs as we
would be on rocky bottom. Mind you, we never returned to these
areas if we could avoid it. More's the pity from the shelling point
of viewJ

Penion sp, - a small sp, A number of dead
specimens,

Aeneatcr ccmptus (Finlay)
Austrofusus chathamensis Finlay - Several.
Austrofusus glans Bclten - a number cf very elcngated

specimens.
Alcithoe larcchei Marwick - Both stations, more plentiful

at Aldermans,
Iredalina mirabilis Finlay Both stations - alive,

\
V

.
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Maurea turneraoruin Powell - Several
Aeneator benthic ola Dell - Numerous
Ranella olearium Lin. - Aldermans
Galeodea triganceae Dell - Several
Alcitb.o'e (leporemas) hedleyl - Northern station - down to

200 fathoms,
Xenophaliun powelli Pinlav - Several dead
Glohisinum drewi (Murdoch) - Alive - large pink animal.
Tolema peregrine Powell - 1 only at Aldermans
Maoricrypta monoxyla (Lesson) - Very large specimens
Euciroa galatheae Dell - Numerous
Pholadomya maoria Dell - 1 dead specimen and one valve
Poirieria zclandica (Quoy & Gaimard) - Very large specimen
Micantapex parengonius Dell - Aldermans
Paracomitas angustatus (Murdoch & Suter)
Antimelatoma sp.

9Trophon sp.

Columbarium verdicum Doll -
1 .dead

1 dead
Neo.janacus perplcxus Suter - Several
Uborolla barrierensis (Marwick)
Iredalula alticincta (Murdoch & Suter)
Iredulula venusta Powell
Atlanta lesueuri D'Orbigny
Parvimussium maorium Dell
Ringicula delecta Murdoch & Suter
Pachymelon benthic ola Dell
Lima sp.

Tliyasira resupina neozelanica Iredale
Microvoluta biconica (Murdoch & Suter)
Fusitriton laudandus Finlay
Nassarius ephamillus Watson

In addition several undescribed species were obtained but are not

referred to here. The Pachymelon benthicola which measured 254 m.ra*

in length and another of 253 m.ra. I think are worthy of mention.

We managed to bring a lot of shells home alive and Noiman
Douglas has taken some very good photos of the animals. It was
found that the animals are very susceptible to a rise in .water

temperature and to keep them alive on the boat I kept them in

chilled water in the fishroom and later Norman found that they
would come out of their shells if left overnight in his
refrigerator. I don't know if Mrs.Douglas was suitably impressed!

o0o~“—
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ROCK BORERS & THEIR ASSOCIATES

One of the most interesting communities among marine animals
is that which includes the various rock boring molluscs and their
associates.

We Aucklanders, surrounded by beaches, many of which have
soft ’papa’ rock platforms and shelving reefs riddled with rook-

borers, are apt to take these shells much for granted, but
conchologists living in many other parts of Hew Zealand seldom see

specimens or have the chance to investigate their habitat.

These bivalves which make their homes in rocks are not a
primitive type of shell. Most bore by mechanical means though one
or two use an acid mucus for the purpose.

Our largest rock borer, Anchomasa similis (Gray) grows up to
over four inches long and has a large foot which forms a sucker to
hold the shell in place while the valves are rotated. The gaping
anterior halves of the valves are designed for boring and are
pulled apart during the process by the action of the posterior
adductor muscles. The valves rock as boring takes place by the
alternate contraction of anterior and posterior adductors.

In the dark, these animals appear vividly phosphorescent.

At a field day held recently at Murrays Bay, it was
observed that many Anchomasa had from 6 - I5 specimens of the tiny
commensal bivalve Arthritica crassiformis clinging in groups, to
the shell.

Two species of Pholadidea are found in association with
Anchomasa , These are P, spathulata ( Sowerby ) ,

quite large >ri.th a
brown homy process protecting the siphons and posterior edges of
the valves and P.tridens (Gray), smaller and more fragile,
characterised by a shelly tridentate covering attached to the
posterior ends of the valves to protect the siphons. This more
uncommon species lives in rock at and below low tide mark.

At maturity, both species stop boring and the anterior gap
between the valves is filled with calcareous material giving the
shells a rather bulbous appearance at one end and malcing them
quite difficult to extract vfhole, from their burrow.

Zelithophaga truneat

a

(Gray) the date mussel, is commonly
found living in calcareous rock platforms from half to low tide
m.arks. Covered lilce most mussels with a brown homy epidermis,
their presence can be detected by the raised "cap" protecting the
shell attached by a byssus in a cavity Just beneath the rock
surface. Boring is apparently accomplished by the secretion of
acid mucus which dissolves the rock.
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Associated with these molluscs are a number of shells
sheltering in the old borings which often become filled with sand
and so protect quite fragile shells. Among these are Marikgllia
rotunda (Deshayes) and Diplodonta striatula Finlay. Several
Venerids are also found, namely Frotothaca crassicosta (Deshayes)
and Notirus reflezus (Gray) which becomes quite mis-shapen, and
the longer attractive ITotopaphia elegans (Desjaayes). Hiatella
australis (Lamarck) which seems to be able to bore a little in

soft rock, also occurs but this species is also found commonly in
kelp holdfasts and sometimes attached by a byssus in hard rock or

wood.

The ’papa' rocks house many other marine creatures -

particularly worms. For a good description of these refer to
Professor Morton & Dr. Miller's book "The Ifew Zealand Sea Shore"

A block of rock dredged off $0 mile beach some time ago

.
contained several rock borers which seemed to be closer to the

far/a Genu^than to our Pholads, but this has as yet to be determined*

Although they are usually wood borers, we must mention the
well known Teredo and Bankia - known since nan launched his first

raft - both of which do considerable damage to wharf piles, boats
etc.

These bivalves bore by the rasping action of the valves
equipped with many rows of calcareous teeth, powered by the
adductor muscle. The animal lengthens the burrow as it grows and
all debris has to pass through the digestive system. The mantle
secretes a calcareous layer which lines the burrow. If a cross

section is made of a piece of wood infested with Teredo, it will

be noticed that although the burrows are often quite tortuous,

they never rupture the wall of the one next to them. The rapidity
with which these molluscs can invade timber is illustrated by the

report of a ships hardwood guardrail, dragged from ’]0 fathoms

after being lost for a year, and found in that time to have become

riddled with Bankia australis.

oOo

A LITTLE LIGHT ON LATIN

by Jim Gouldstone.

I stare bearily from the image in the microscope to the
description in the Manual, - another look at the undistinguished
picture in the atlas - back to the image - it must be transitans -

mram5 maybe lucidus (a gleam of light) - no, it does look just like
that picture - where is it now, glab-r-usculus

,
what a mouthful

J

Trying to sort out small landsnails is a breathtaking
business, all will agree, and even apparent certainties can
quickly become shaky when the books are opened and the description
studied.
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"Titania Hutton I 883 (S^ P. 762 ) L.S," looks like the
foiTOula for a computor and come to thinlc of it, that could be
what I need i

I wish I could see the original Titania "she" could be an
eye opener - or perhaps if I could conjure up Hutton - 1883?
though it might be difficult.

I thinlc if I close ray eyes and take a stab - lets see -

oh - oh - moellendorffi, things are getting x^orse and x^orse.

A phrase I read once keeps popping into my mind s- "names out
of all proportion to their size".

llames, though, that could be a clue. I xronder if these
names mean anything. They're all Latin, I think, but I've got
a dictionary somewhere, yes - had it st school. I'll start
with gpbrusculus. Wliat i no such word - I'll try breaking it

up - glaber - x/ithout hair, smooth, usque - all over. Thats
better, fairly descriptive too. It could be some help. I'll
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try some more. Sericata - clothed in silken garments, oh, very
nice. Hirsutus, covered with hair, rough, ahhh - not so nice,

filicosta - thread like ribs, fulguratus - lightning^ erigone,
erect

I
cilium - the eye lid.

Come to thinlc of it, nine are getting a bit heavy - oh dear
perhaps I'll do a few squiggles and ask the editor if he'll save

me some space in the nezt edition. I should have some real
'scientia datrina' by then I •

N. Gardner
\

Hiitors?
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Possarina rimata (Hutton)

One of our smallest Ta^Dohoids which seldom grows to more than

5 m.m. , is oftell- found in shell sand wash-ups from the Bay of Plenty
to Northland Rather like a tiny Paua in shape, the shell owes its
attraction to the colour pattern - often cream with varying pale green
or li^t brown spiralling splashes. This pattern makes it easy to
recognise.

The habitat of Possarina is on high tidal rocks or more often
rock faces, and live specimens can be found in crevices amongst the
shells of the Auckland Rock Oyster, Sa;^3trea glomerata (Gould) -

Keen eyesight is needed here I

Within the valves of empty, still attached oysters, is a
particularly good place to start looking for them - e,g. Narrow Neck,
Devonport

,

Specimens from the Auckland East Coast are comparatively large
for this species and have a very fine pattern, but those from Spirits
Bay, on the other hand are consistently smaller with a darker
colouration.

Fbasarlna rlmate (Hutton).
5‘irm X 4

Pleurigens plenax Finlay

The deep water venerid Pleurigens plenax: Pinlay, which has been
trawled mostly off the Otago coast, is not very often seen in
collections. It is really not an easy species to identify in its
sub adult stage, being rather like both Tawera and Dosinula. However

17
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when it is adult the shell is round and inflated, with quite a curious
sculpture. The concentric ribbing is of broad, heavy sulcations, often
anastoniising at the sides. The margins of the valves are quite
distincrd,” crenulate or ’toothed’.

Plurioens phcnax Finlr->y

It is usually a buff or creamy colour and grows up to 60 m.m. The
figured specimen was from 50 fathoms, off Otago Heads.

NOTES OP INTEREST

Liarea ornata Powell - Previously recorded from localities on the
range extending from The Dome Valley to Pakiri, Leigh. Recently,
specimens were seen in Itrs. Worthy’s collection which seem
identical and were collected at VHiangarei Heads by Mr. I. Guest,

A very large specimen of Cabestanimorpha exarata was found by Mr. and
I^Irs. A, Alio, while collecting recently in the North. This
specimen measured 2^ inches - ''2 ni.m, in length.

Mr, E. Willis reports collecting several live specimens of Proximitra
obscura (Hutton), while diving at Mayor Island, Bay of Plenty,
Some nice Murexsul mariae Finlay were also noted.
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The sane collector mentioned a find earlier this year, of a washup of

Argonauta near I4aunganui Bluff on the Ninety Mile Beach. Some

15 or 16 specimens were collected, one of which turned out to he

the rare A. argo Linnaeus. "Nothing else on the heach" he said
- as if dissatisfied with his luck, I ask you I

At Kawau Island, a number of Daphnella cancellata were collected from
under rocks. Most of these were not of any great size. Years

ago very large specimens seemed to crop up from time to time

and one can he recalled which measured 24 m.m, - nearly an inch

in length - found at Narrow Neck Eeef, Auckland, Has anyone

cone across larger ezajcples ?

From Rose Duffy -

Recently, v/hen I was a guest at the Mt.Maunganui "Underwater
Spearfishing Cluh", a discussion on the migration of Crayfish
proved most interesting. Although not quite in the Conchologists
line, "Crayfish" is a topical subject and of interest to most
marine biologists.

The young people of the club I visited are very observant
and dedicated to their hobby. That particular evening was one

of the most enjoyable I have ever spent and one I shall always
remember.

Crayfish, especially "bucks" can be fornic-able fighters,
and very aggresive. They have a pinching device on the joints,
that could take a piece cut of an unwary person. Females in
'R)erry" are very docile.

On all appendages ttese animals have a breaking plane and
limbs will in time grew again to a normal size after several
moults.

They are scavengers, more so than most animals on the sea
floor and have a life span of about 50 years.

The club members all agreed with the findings of the Marine
Department, that 4-6 females congregate on ledges or in
crevices for mating p.irposes, with one "Jack" (male) crayfish -

sometimes much smaller and therefore probably younger, than the
females. The animals collect in concentrated and close colonies
for the eedysis ajcd mati'ig and then the male leaves his colony
and wanders off alone into deeper water. The females stay
together until the incubation period - approximately 5 months, is
over. Housekeeping finisled, they are extremely hungry and will
eat anything. This is why they are easily induced into a
crayfish pot.
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Now, the crayfishermen say, that it is only the fenales
that enter pots - very rarely a nale at this time. The
spearfishermen say it is mostly females they see during the
season - very seldom do they see the "bucks" around. Also
that towards the last stages of the incubation period, there
are no males to be seen in the colony at all. It is pi*esumed
so far that males, after the mating period, wander off into
deeper water to perhaps, rest appease their hunger and to
moult

.

Members of this Club are very sure in their observations
that crayfish, at times and for no known reason, make long
migrations. Several members of other clubs have put it on
record that they have actually seen crayfish on the "march".
Two young men stayed "down under" until their cylinders ran
out of air, and it seems that they never saw the beginning
or end of this "army" of crayfish.

We will hear more of crayfish from Mrs, Duffy in a
later issue of "Poirieria", Ed,

How about this I - A note by Stuart Inder in the October Pacific
Island Monthly s-

Ted I'larriott, Information boss for the British Solomons,
just arrived in Sydney on leave, rang immediately to tell me

that Honiara Salvage man Wally Gibbins, who holds a theory
that the rare Gloria maris breed at the time of the full moon,

put it to the test the other day.

He did some skin diving at the right time in six fathoms
of water on the north coast of Guadalcanal, close to Honiara,
and his party found seven Gloria maris. Next day they found
another 14 shells, up to four inches long, and most in perfect
condition I His diving party included Iain Gower. One of

the creatures was seen walking along the bottom, and Marriott
thinks Wally Gibbins got a photograph of it on the move,

I’ve known Ted Jlarriott a long time, and I heard him tell
this story with my own ears, otherwise I wouldn't dare report
it. What impact the sudden discovery of 21 new Gloria maris
will have on the world's conchologists, let alone the Gloria
maris market, I shudder to predict. Especially as Wally
Gibbins is now reported to be systematically searching the

Guadalcanal coast.
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3raiAgaTO otsant^ ^UiXay is a fasoinatlcg little shell which is^ ^

^ocSai'onal!iy sorted out of dredgings from ooapqratJLvely shalloif

water in the Haurald Gulf, off Coromandel and northwards*

Delightfully proportioned, this little gem is pure white
and grows to 5 It is readily distinguished by the long
siphonal groove which runs up the side of the spire.

NOTES ON NEW ZEALAND CHITONS WITH PARTICULAR
REFERENCE TO THOSE OF THE TAURANGA AREA

M.L. Fitzgerald, Tauranga*

19.3.69

The Phylum Mollusca is divided up into six classes,
Gatropoda Univalves - wheUcs, limpets, etc.
Pelecypoda (Lamellibranchia, Bivalvia) , Bivalves,
Scaphopoda Tusk Shells
Cephalopoda Octopus and its allies
Amphineura Chitons,
Monoplacophora Neopolina.

This paper concerns itself with the class Amphineura, which although
a small group incliides two distrinct subclasses,

Polyplacophora Normal 8 valved chiton
Aplaoophora Very specialised aberrant worcK-like mollusc

that have lost their shell. These are non-
littoral but live in moderate depths to
abyssal waters. 'Hie Chaetodermorpha feeding
on organic muds and ooeo and the Neooeniomorpha
living suotorlally on the tissues of gorgonians
and hydroids. There are 24 genera of
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Neoraenionorplia and 2 of the Chaetodermorpha.
Powell does not list any New Zealand
representatives in his 1962 checklist of the
New Zealand Mollusca,

The Polyplacophora which we are here concerned with is a
compact group with uniform herbivorous habits. They have many of
the features of early primitive molluscs i.e. flattened like
limpets with the body closely applied to the ground by the foot. The
head and the mouth anterior, the anus posterior. The shell is

divided into 8 transverse plates lying across the back, around the
margin of these and fitting closely to the ground runs a scaly or
fleshy girdle, A chiton is thus adapted for clinging tightly to
irregular surfaces.

All genera and higher taxa of the Polyplacophora have recently
been revised by Smith (i960). The family names and in some cases
the generic names, used by him are different from those in current
use in New Zealand, This has necessitated some changes as in
earlier New Zealand classification the Law of Priority did not apply
.to family names and Iredale frequently erected names based on the
oldest established genus in the family. These names have become
well established in Australasian literature but there are many cases
where they must be replaced by the earliest name for the family.
There have also been a number of additions and amendations to
Powell's 1962 checklist and what follows is (as fas as I am aware)
an up to date synopsis of the New Zealand Amphineuran fauna.

Note, A number of these genera need urgent re-examination
e,g. The Acanthochiton Zelandicus complex.

Phylum Mollusca
Class Amphineura
Subclass Polyplacophora

Order Neoloricata
Suborder Lepidopleurina

Family - Lepidopleuridae

Terenochiton Pairchildi. Iredale & Hull
Finlayi. Ashby,
Inquinatus . Reeve
Otagoensis, Iredale & Hull

Parachiton subantarcticus. Iredale & Hull
Textilis, Powell

Family Hanleyidae

Heniarthrum hamiltonorum. Iredale & Hull
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Suborder IscbnocMtonina

Ischnochiton circumvallatus. Reeve.
granulifer. Tbiele,
naorianus. Iredale.
mawsoni. Cotton.
luteoroscus ' Slater.

Family Callochitonidae.
Icoplax empleura. Hutton.

kapitiensis Mestayer.
punicea. Gould.
subeudoxa. Iredale & Hull
sulculata. Suter.

Paricoplax crocina Reeve.
mortenseni Odbner,
perscrutanda Iredale & Hull

Eudoxocbiton button! Pilsbry,
mobilis Grey.

Family Mopaliidae,
Plaxipbora aurata campbelli. Filbol.
Diaphoroplax biramosa Quoy & Gaimard
Guildingia obtecta. Pilsbry.
Maorichiton caelatus Reeve

metonomazus Iredale & Hull
schauinslandi Tbiele

Aerilamma (Vafericbiton)
Murdocbi Suter.

Fremblya egregia H. Adams.

Family Schizocbitonidae.
Lorica baurakiensis. Mestayer.
Loricella profundior Dell,

Family Cbitonidae.
intbocbiton aereus. Reeve

canaliculatus Quoy (Si Gaimard
clavatuSo Suter
butt oni Suter
stanger

i

Reeve.
suteri Iredale

,

(Nodiplax) cbatbamensis Dell.
Amaurocbiton glaucus Grey,
Onitbocbiton raarmoratus Wissel.

neglectus Rocbebrune.
opiniosus Iredale k Hull
subantarcticus Suter

sp?(“ ’Mopalia' australis. Suter.

)

Sypbarocbiton pelliserpentis. Quoy k Gaimard
Sinclair! Gray,

torri. Suter
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Suborder Acanthochit onina

Family Acanthochitonidae .

Acanthochitona brookesi Ashbry.
Tbiele.tbilenuisi '

zelandicus subsp
Crypt oconcbus porosus
Notoplax aupouria

Burrow.
Powell.
Ashbry,brookesi brookesi

brookesi fortior
cuneata
facilis
latalamina
mariae
violacea
websteri

Iredale & Hull
Suter

,

Iredale & Hull
Bell.
Webster
Quoy & Gainard
Powell.
Hutton.Craspedochiton rubiginosus

NOTES ON ALL NEl’/ ZEALAND FAimiES

1 • Family Lepidopleuridae .

The members of this family are immediately recognised by the
lack of slits in their valve structure. There are two N.Z, genera
including six species of which only one is found in shallow water
around Mount Maunganui. This is Terenochiton inquinatus which is
not uncommon under extreme low tidal stones resting in dark black
mud and sand at Pilot Bay. Valves are also commonly talcen from
fishgut which would suggest that the species is even more widely
distributed below the low tide level in shalloxv water. Valves are
most frequently talcen from Terakihi and Kaliawai. Terenochiton
otagoensis replaces this species to the south of N.Z. and there are
a number of deeper water representatives. Terenochiton inquinatus
is our smallest and most primitive chiton.

2. Family Hanleyidae .

This family includes one species Hemiarthrum hamiltonorum,
from the Kerguelenian faunal province, which was formerly included
in the family Plaxiphoridae.

3. Family Ischnochitonidae .

One genus Ischnochiton, with five recorded N.Z. species. Only
one Ischnochiton maorianus is found in the north and this is one of

our commonest chitons. This species is very common in silty
conditions under stones at Pilot Bay and is often found in associat-
ion with Terenochiton inquinatus but can bo immediately distinguished
by its larger size, variable colour pattern and the speed with
which it moves.

4. Family Callochitonidae .

Three N.Z, genera but only tvro species are found in the north
of the North Island, Paricoplax crocina and Eudoxochiton nobilis.
Paricoplax appears to be a very rare species and I have only taken
two specimens at Mt. Maunganui. Eudoxochiton nobilis is the
common noble chiton which grows up to six inches in length and is
frequently seen on rocks amongst weed at low tide around the ocean
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side of the Mount and on the Blowhole., I have taken two live

specimens of a new N.Z. species from under stone at Pilot Bay,

this is possibly a foreigner introduced hy means of the overseas
shipping lane which passes very closely to this locality. Our
common chiton Amaurochiton glaucus has established itself in the

Derwent Estuary in Australia by this means as it frequently clings
to the hulls of boats.

5 . Family Mopaliidae .

The members of this family are typical of surf beaten open
coasts. The most familiar species being the narroxi inch long
Maorichiton caelatus. This is very common on mid tidal rocks and
in high tidal pools throughout the area under discussion. A much
larger Plaxiphorid is Guildingia obtecta obtained living on open
surfaces near low water. This is particularly common on the
Blowhole and at first glance could possibly be confused with
Eudoxochiton nobilis but the valve structure is very different. A
little knom species is Fremblya egregia which burrows under the
holdfast of the giant kelp, unfortunately not found here. The only
other member of the family I have taken from Mt.Maunganui is the
rare Aerilamma murdochi which is seen occasionally on the exposed
rocks to the South of the Blowhole.

6. Family Schizochitonidao .

There a,re two N.Z. species belonging to the genera Lorica and
Loricella, Lorica haurakiensis appears to be a fairly rare species
but is widely distributed and has been recorded from a variety of

stations. Beu records a specimen from under a boulder at Bowentown
two years ago.

7 . Family Chitonidae .

This family includes what are probably the most well Icnown

members of the group. The girdle is large with a bead like pattern
in most species and the valves are characteristically exposed.
Species taken at the Mount include the followings

Anthochiton aereus.
Anthochiton canaliculatus.
Anthochiton cf. canaliculatus.
Anthochiton stangeri.
Amaurochiton glaucus,
Sypharochiton pelliserpentis
Sypharochiton Sinclair!
Onithochiton neglectus

The other recorded littoral species are Anthochiton clavatus
and A. suteri but I have not been able to trace them here.
Sypharochiton pelliserpentis is the well knoxm Siiakes Skin Chiton of
the high tidal rocks. The loxf tidal form of Sypharochiton has a
very distinct appearance, being clean and blackish broxm, finely
streaked with v/hi' e, the girdle being banded "with light blue and
black, Mr. Peter Johns of Christchurch has made a study of
Sypharochiton and suggests that the N.Z, populations all belong to
a single polymorphic species, S, pelliserpentis.
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8 . Family Acanthochitonidae .

There are four N.,Z, genera containing a nuraher of conraon and
characteristic species. Cryptoconchus porosus is remarkahle in
having the 8 valves internal. The aniinal is a dark bro>m slug-like
creature often seen amongst low tidal stones at Pilot Bay

5
Reef

Point and around the Blowhole, This is the well known butterfly
Chiton, The Acanthochitona group has very large bundles of glassy
spicules on the girdle. There are 3 recorded northern littoral
species including the zelandicus complex which needs revision, there
appears to be a number of differing groups throughout N.Z, but
whether they can be tenned subspecies or not is open to question at

this stage. Pine specimens of Acanthochitona zelandicus can be
talcen from low tidal stones at Pilot Bay, The type locality for
A.thileniusi is Tauranga but I have not been able to come across
any of this species or the related A, brookesi here. The Notoplax
group includes 8 species of which 3 ai*G recorded from northern
littoral xmters.

ITotoplax violacea is often found in the same places as

Cryptoconchus porosus around the Mount. N. cuneata was formerly
considered one of our rarest chitons. But it has now been taken
from a number of localities in the North Island. This sand chiton
exists in large ntumbers in the Tauranga Harbour and I have taken
numerous specimens from the material thrown up by the suction
dredge used in the recent x^harf extensions. It is occasionally
seen on loxr tidal stones at Reef Point aiid Pilot Bay. This species
is remarkable in that it generally lives unattached in clean sand.

N, mariae has been taken from the Manukau Harbour but I have seen
no examples from here. 5 deeper water forms of Notoplax have been
recorded and some of these probably exist in deeper water off the

Mount
5
but I have seen none as yet. One I have taken from deeper

xrater is the related species Craspedochiton rubiginosus which is

sometimes seen amongst trax7led material,

s 16 . 6.69 - Recently took 2 specimens of Notoplax from Moki
gut speared in shallow water around a reef off Motiti Island -

these will probably prove to be one of these deeper xirater forms,

KEY TO CHITONS FROM THE MT.MAUNGANUI AREA 1967-68

In 1967 xihen I first shifted to this area the number of
chitons I had in my collections X7ere minimal and my knowledge of the
group was directly proportional to this, so I decided to begin a

study of the chitons to be found in this area. At first I found
identification very difficult so I include here a key to aid in
identification for anyone xiho is interested in making a similar
study. The effort is truly worth while as this area has a xrealth

of specimens xihich most collectors pass over in their search for
more 'shelly' typo molluscs.

Explanation s

The families of the various chitons are well marked and it is

probably easiest vrhen starting to trace specimens to the correct
family first. Important features arc the number of slits in the
valves and the nature of the girdle covering. These slits cannot
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"be seen clearly unless the valves are separated f3?om the fleshy
girdle and it is then noticed that they divide the thin imnersed
edge of the valves into a number of projections which are termed

insertion plates.

Posterior
or tail valve.

Intermediate
valve

.

Anterior
or'^head valve.

KEY TO THE PRINCIPAL FAI'-ECLIES

Girdle Anterior Intermediate
(each side)

Posterior

Lepidopleuridae "A
Smooth to

eye.

Minute
scales.

*

Absent
j

1

1

.

Absent
!

Absent i

!

!

Ischnochit onidae
=B

As last X 1

1

X
1

!

jLoathery.
Callochit onidae jciosely

“C packed sp

jlike seal
short scatljered spir

(escept Paricopl

X
icule
es or
elets
ax)

f i

2- i X
I
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i

Mopaliidae Hair like

Tufts
1

8 1 Absent
1
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I
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i

Acanthochitonidae
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Spready

5
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Spicules

5 2-r 1

f

X =Notes numerous
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KEY TO SPECIES .

A 1 . Terenochiton inquinatus . Reeve AC

11x5 Narrow shell, hiscuit hrown with a large dark
orarige spot at the sumiait of each valve. Interior of

valves is white. The anterior part of the intermediate
valves is finely striate. No insertion plates.
Common under stones at low tide, often in silty places
together with the next species hut much smaller,

B 1 , loohnochiton naorianus, Iredale . ACM

G

Colour very variable, mostly light green mottled with dark
green, interior coloured in accordance with the ground
colour of the outer side, this is the easiest way to pick
this species. Girdle smooth to eye, scaly. Very common
under stones in anaerobic mud and sand at Pilot Bay.

Ant. Valve ^-12 slits
Int. valve 1 on each side
Post, valve 11 slits.

1.

Paricoplax crocina . Reeve. ACP

Girdle covered xri.th a smooth compact layer of diamond
shaped scales. Dorsal surface delicately shagreened.
Colour variable. Valves denticulate. Rare, under
extreme low tidal stones. Reef Point area. Interior
White.

Ant. Valve 16 slits
Int. valve 3 on each side
Post valve 14 slits.

2.

Eudoxochiton nobilis . Grey, ACP

Very large chiton 110 x 62, Girdle leathery, rust coloured
bearing short rigid black spinelets. Often eroded. Int-
erior porcelain white in clean specimens. Fairly common
on surf exposed rocks, Bloxrhole and Mount, Denticulate.

Ant, Valve 30 slits
Int, valve 3-4 slits
Post, valve 24 - 25 slits

3.

n, sp. ?

25 X 1 1 mm. Patterned in dark brown and orange, Girdle
smooth. Interior white flushed with pink. Denticulate,
2 specimens under low tidal stones Pilot Bay,

Ant, Valve 27 slits
Int, valve 3 slits
Post, valve 24 slits approx.

Notes This sounds very much like a juvenile to the last

species but on examination is seen to be distinct.

D 1 , Diaphoroplax biramosa . Quoy Sc Gaimard. ACM

Very flat. Girdle redbroxai with bristles at the sutures.
Anterior valves v/ith 3 radiating ribs. Girdle xvith a deep
posterior slit. Colour of valves mostly green. Interior
white. Rare and local. One specimen from the BloxArhole.



Ant. Valve
Int . valve
Post , valve
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E

8 slits
1 slit each side

No slits.

2. Maorichiton caelatus . Reeve. ACF

Narrow, 25 2; 11 ram. Valves dark hrown to black immersed
in a xd.de girdle, smooth of sculpture, bearing in the mid-

line a wedge-shaped streak with a darker line in it. The
girdle is finely bristly, with sparser clumps of long

spicules. Common around the Mount on rocks and in high
tidal pools.

Ant. Valve 8 slits
Int, valve 1 slit on each side
Post, valve No slits

Note? Interior distinctly marked with blue,

3 . Aerilamraa murdochi. Suter AC

17 X 13o Colour dark. Girdle densely pitted, a fex^r light
coloured bristles near the sutures and a fex-r hairlets near
the margin. Rare, exposed rocks.

Ant. Vale 8 slits
Int. valve 1 slit on each side
Post, valve No slits.

4« Guildingia obtecta . Pilsbry ACF

1 .

2 .

50 X 32 mm. Valves are smooth and olive broxm xd.th blue
zigzag markings and a median white ridge. The girdle is
broad and leathery, encroaching x/ell on to the shell and
stubbled all over vrLth small black bristles. Interior of

the valves has a distinct bluish flush and this is an
easily seen distinguishing factor. Fairly common on
exposed rocks at low tide around the Mount.

Ant. Valve 8-9 slits
Int, valve 1 slit on each side
Post, "valve No slits.

Anthochiton aereus. Reeve. ACFAn

39 X 23 mm. Colour is usually dull copper green, but may
be brick red. Angularly raised in the middle. Anterior
xralve with 20-30 nodulose radiate riblets. Intermediate
valves with about 20 furrows on each side of the central
area, continuing until they are rubbed off in the middle.
Girdle beaded. Strangely, this species and the next are
very rare at Mt. Haunganui. They are quite common chitons
further to the south at Te Kaha and on the East Coast of
Northland. Occasionally seen at Pilot Bay, generally red
specimens.

Ant, Valve 10 slits
Int. valve 1 on each side
Post, valve 10 slits.

Anthochiton stangeri . Reeve, ACF

Seldom above f-" long. Greenish broxm, each -valve faintly
streaked vri.th paler rays. Very similar to the last species.
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Anthochiton canaliculatus , Quoy & Gairaardo ACF

14 X 11 mm« Generally pinkish. Generally from deeper
water but the species lives in some numbers in the Harbour,
Anterior valve with 20-22 nodulose ribs. Sides of the
intermediate valves with about 16 longitudinal ribs.
Girdle beaded.

Ant, Valve 8-9 slits
Int, valve 1 slit on each side
Post, valve ^ slits

Notes Distinguished by the distinct pinld.sh colouration.
Often taken in dredgings and from fish intestines.

4« Anthochiton cf. canaliculatus .

A green littoral form with slight sculptural differences.
Very rare, low tidal stones, Pilot Day.

5 . Amaurochiton glaucus . Gray. AGP

37 X 22 mm. Familiar green chiton found under stones
throughout N.Z. The valves have only the faintest radial
striations and the girdle is typically beaded.

Ant. Valve $
- slits

Int. valve 1 slit on each side
Post, valve 13 - 14 slits

Interior, light bluish green.

6. Sypharochiton pelliserpentis . Quoy & Gaimard, ACFM,

28 X 18 mm. One of our commonest molluscs, ranging from
extreme wave exposure to the quietest harbour x^aters. In
younger specimens the valves are sculptured with strong
radial ribs but older specimens are generally much eroded.

The girdle is characteristically beaded, colour variable.

Ant. Valve 12 slits
Int. valve 1 slit
Post, valve 12 slits

Interior of the valves is blue indistinctly blotched with
olive green.

7 . Sypharochiton sinclairi . Gray. ACF

The 10x^7 tidal form of Sypharochiton, 28 x I 8 mm. This has
a very distinct appearance being clean and blackish broxm,
finely streaked x;ith x/hite. Girdle is beaded. It can
be distinguished from the previous species on sculptural
details, in S, sinclairi the central area is smooth and the
distinct longitudinal ribs seen on S, pelliserpentis are

lacking. Very common aroimd the Mount as is the last

species.
Ant, Valve 10 - I 3 slits
Int, valve 1 slit

Post, valve 13 - 14 slits
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8, Onithochiton neglectus . Rochet)rune, ACFM

25 X 16 mm. Colour is rather variable but this species
can easily be distinguished by the pattern of concentric
brovm lines on the valves. The interior of the valves
is also distinct as they are white or light blue with a

chestnut patch under the bealc of each valve. The girdle
is leathery, rendered velvety by very minute hairs. This
species is not uncommon under lov/ tidal stones in clean
water localities around the Mount.

Ant. Valve 8 slits
Int. valve 1 slit
Post, valve No slits

1 • Cryptoconchus porosus . Burrow ACFM

Valves entirely buried in the girdle which is dull orange
to reddish brown. At the side of each valve is a blimt
tubercle with a tuft of short bristles. The valves are
bluish white. This species is not uncommon under low
tidal stones in a variety of situations around the Mount.

Ant. Valve 5 slits
Int. valve 1 slit
Post, valve 4-6 slits

2, Acanthochitona zelandicus . ACF

28 X 12 mm. Girdle is yellowish grey with a tomentum of

short bristles and a tuft of much larger spicules opposite
each valve. The shell is partly covered with the exposed
parts brown to greyish green, sometimes with a median
black line. Found under stones and overhangs, particularly
at Pilot Bay.

Ant. valve 5 slits
Int. valve 1 slit
Post, valve 2 slits

3» Notoplax violacea . Quoy & Gairaard, ACFM

This species is confined to the sublitoral fringe and may
be recognised by its smooth dull orange to reddish brown
girdle. The exposed parts of the valves are purplish
brown. The anterior valve has 5 projecting lobes, all
valves having a distinctly granular appearance. There are
minute pores at each suture on the girdle, each bearing a
small tuft of white spicules. Found in similar situations
to Crypt oconchus porosus.

Ant. valve 5 slits
Int. valve 1 slit
Post, valve 4-6 slits

4» Notoplax cuneata . Suter, AC

Similar to the last species but the valves are smooth and
polished. Not uncommon in dredgings from the harbour in
the Pilot Bay area and occasionally seen on low tidal
stones.

Ant. valve 5 slits
Int. valve 1 slit
Post, valve 7 slits
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5. Craspedochiton maljiffinosus * Hutton. ACFM s

17 X 13 mm. Valves granular, colour variable, mostly
pinlcish. or orange. Interior x^hite but the centre of the
valves except the head valve is pink. Girdle is thick
and fleshy with microscopic v/hite spicules, suteral
tufts. Taken from deeper water.

Ant, Valve 5 slits
Int, valve 1 slit
Post, valve 4 slits

NOTES ON THE COLLECTION AtTD PRESERVATION OF CHITONS,

Chitons are best removed from stones by sliding a knife under
the animals and gently dislodging them vjithout damaging the girdle.
They should then be placed on a flat surface E,g. a glass slide and
tied down firmly, xrhen the specimens are fully extended. The
chiton can then be placed in spirit for preservation. If one
wants to examine the valve structure it is best to soak the animal
in fresh water until the valves can be easily separated from the
girdle.

Complete chitons are best mounted on clean pieces of white
card and disarticulated valves can either be mounted in the same
manner or kept in glass specimen phials,

oOo

IGWilU ISLAND FIEID TRIP

E, N. Gardner

With luggage piled high on the Sandspit I'Jharf, 8-25 p.m. found
ten Section Members peering through the darkness at approaching
headlights as Mr, and Mrs, Hunt Scelye arrived after their late
afternoon dash from Tauranga,

A fine evening and a flat calm after days of rain and wind,
contributed to a quick trip by launch to Sunny Bay, where everyone
soon had all the gear unloaded and carried up to the house and
boat-house. Supper was served and all retired with the promise of

a fine day ahead,

Alas for our expectations, next morning was showery and a
strong v/ind came up which blighted our hopes of going to the
Beehive Island.

Within the shelter of the Bay the menfolk were out early
dredging from the "runabout". The first lots were a coarse coralline
grit with numbers of very large Maoricolpus roseus up to 68 mm, in

length scattered through and a few Murexsul octogonus , Pupa kirki ,

Turrids , Micrelenchus , Zeacolpus vittatus and pagoda , Baryspira
novaezelandiae , Venericardia purpurata , Not ocorbula and Leptomya
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retiaria ; small Penion adust

a

9 a few Trichsirius inornatus ,

Buccinulum multilineim s Epitonium , Axymene , Hiatella and a large

empty sliell of Posinia zealandica , containing a striking scarlet

ascidian.

Dredgings from another area brought up thick sticky mud full
of worm tubes and very few shells but several fine Notocallista
multistriata were found and a few ITemocardium pulchellum * Derek
Crosby was pleased ^fith his find of a large live Baryspira
mucronata with its beautifully speckled animal - a treasure for his
tank. The mud also contained many ’heart urchins’.

Mr .Douglas later sorted out a number of small shells from the
grit which at first glance appeared to contain nothing complete.
Among these v^ere Nucula nitidula , Pleuromeris zelandica , Agatha
georgeana , liaoritomella albula , Proziuber australis , Meoguraleus
interruptus , Austromitra rubiginosus and A. rubiradiz , Marginalia
cairoma , Macrozaphra subabnormis , Alipta crenistria , Zebittium
ezile , Hotosinister ampullus , Cylichna thetidis , Myadora striata
and Liratilia subnodosa .

As the weather was unsettled the launch took us round to the
sheltered Vivian Bay - a fine sandy beach with rocky headlands at

either end. lirs. Elmore, our Kawau member joined us for the day -

and treated us to one of her wonderful sponge cakes at lunch. After
limch we hunted among the rocks and found large colonies of the
bright orange oyster borer Lepsiella scobina scattered amongst the
usual black and white species. Large Lunella and Neothais were
seen and under smooth stones, a number of Atalacmea fragilis which
is much less common in the north than in southern areas. The wind
and v/aves were beating in round the point, so we contented ourselves
with investigating the rocks in the comparative shelter of the
headland. Although the tide had been vexj high it did not recede
far - a fact that the local folk remarked on, but we managed to turn
over some small rocks in betvreen waves. Joan Willan discovered
quite a colony of Daphnella cancellata under one stone and one or
two others were also found. Buccinulum heteromorphum . Pupa kirki ,

Maoricrypta costata , Chlamp^rs zelandiae and many tiny shells - mostly
Rissoina , were seen. Several fine specimens of Gari stangeri were
picked up in sand amongst the stones.

The Proprietor of the boarding house, Mr.Barney, kindly showed
us his Museum, housed on shelves in large glass cases. This was a
most interesting display of New Zealand and foreign shells, minerals
and artifacts and a number of beautifully preserved sea urchins and
star fish, one of vrhich came up on their beach now and again and
measured over a foot in diameter. They were very much inclined to
drop their 'arms' so had to be handled very carefully. One was found
washed up but it was breaking up fast - though still alive.

The weather seemed to be clearing by the time everyone returned
to Sunny Bay and some time was spent that evening in comparing
specimens and packing them away.
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Nezt morning was one of Kawau’s best - sunny and calm, Joan
Willan was up early and soon caught a sizable schnapper off the
wharf while waiting for the menfolk to come in with the first lot

of dredgings - Hov; hard those fellows worked i It wasn't long
before the rest of the party were dovm arid busy sieving and hunting
through the debris. During these operations there was a sudden
yell - and shouts of laughter. Jock Walker had fallen into the

water up to his armpits - someone ran and got a camera and took a
photo of our, bedraggled and laughing member. That water was cold
too i Even the fact that Jock's gla,sses in their case had slipped
out of his pocket as he dived to retrieve a bag, did not imduly
perturb anyone, and later when the tide had dropped sufficiently
they viere found by Vivienne Otto, Joan Coles and Joan Willan who
formed a team and rowed the dinghy back and forth while two of them
peered over the stern into the clear xirater. Several snapshots of

this were talcen - a stern appearance indeed •

As the launch was calling for us before lunch, everything was
packed up and waiting on the wharf on time and off we set for the
Beehive Island. Here we disembarked in several boatloads with a
number of cantons of provisions to last until 6 p.m. After lunch
everyone scattered and followed the tide dovjn the reef which
surrounds the small island. All had in mind - a Charonia - and
these prized shells proved to be fairly common though mainly of

poor quality, J ock Walker had been detailed off to a special spot

where his Wife had found a beautiful specimen on our last visit and
sure enough, back he came with a fine live shell, Joan Willan and
I had a. great time wading among the rocks and seaweed, piclcing up
live Charonia ,

- only to put them back again, as most - over a
dozen - were badly eroded and covered in growth. Two were quite
good specimens so Joan was able to take them for her tank. We feel
that the population of this species should floiirish and maybe next
time a few good specimens iilll turn up.

Sea eggs x^ere abundant everyirhere but only a few of the
large spherical species x-rere seen. Among the shells found were

Buccinulum lineum , Murexsul marine and Chlamys zelandiae in good
colours, Hmt Seelye found a nice specimen of Chlamys zeelandona ,

chara-cterised by alternating dark and light radial stripes.
Thoristella opressa and Herpetopoma bella were very common and a

number of Rochefortula reniformis x-rere seen together xfith a few
Earbatia novaezelandiae . Antisodiloma lugubris was also common
under stones toxfards high tide mark and amongst the sand x-rhich had
collected betxv^een the rocks. Some folk picked up live aiid dead
specimens of Glycymeri s laticostata , x-;hich presumably had been
washed in during a storm..

The island is surroimded by a pure xfhite sandy beach with
plenty of driftwood vrashed up at high tide, so as the tide came in

we made a largo fire, had tea, and stretched out in the late
afternoon sun to wait for the launch x/hich picked us up and dropped
us back at the Sandspit at 7-30 p.m.
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It wasn’t long before the considerable mountain of luggage
had been unloaded, sorted out and packed into the various cars.

Several large plastic bags of shell sand from the dredgings were
taken home to be sorted at leisure.

Everyone voted it a most enjoyable weekend and plans are

being made for another visit during Summer, when we >ri.ll spend the

time in dredging and general collecting and walks over the island.

PULMOMTE REVOLUTION GATHERS MOULDMMTIBI

M. Walker,

Under the Flag of the Liberated Leaf-mould and led by
Chairman Climo thousands of chanting Chaxopas, dissatisfied with
the deranking of Charopidae to Endontinae, made their way to the
City Clock Tau (later demolished), Charopa pseudocoma took the
microphone but the crowd began singing that they wanted the real
thing, so coma coma himself addressed the variecostating masses.
The vast gathering being subinfected with a desire to express their
emotions decided almost lananimously to seize z pBwer?^”^
Endodontinae. The only dissenter was the enemy agent from Otago,
otagoensis who was found to be working for the Fectola Bureau of

Investigation and promptly done away with.

When the coup was completed their first move was to declare
war on their cousins, the Ptychodons, but, having wisdom “

teeth
and being led by the late, notorious blacl^, the Ptychodons
immediately synonymised irLth the Fectola clan and two-faced
Cavellia.

In the Charopa camp all was still. Suddenly "Idiere’s benhami??"
The traitorous benhami had crossed to the Ptychodon front line in
the manner of ye old cutlass brandishing buccinellas, Tlie Fectola
clan made a fierce sight, with recurved lips one and all.

The battle was fierce and swift. Soon the victorious Charopas
had effected a massacre, (later branded as genuside), and subordina-
ed the now United Ptychodon Front to subgeneric status.

Killed in Action s ’Fectolas’ alpestris, eremita, otagoensis,
roseveari, subinfecta and variecostata. ’Ptychodons' aorangi,
blacki, chiltoni, fiordlanica, hunuaensis, iredalia, minuta,
monoplax, suteri, tau and ureweraensis.

oOo—
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NORFOLK ISLAND - A PACIFIC GEM

L. Price

Some 6CX) miles north, of Auckland, and 9OO miles north east of
Sydney, lies a tiny speck in the South Pacific - Norfolk Island.
Only 5 miles long, by 3 miles vri.de, it is a remnant of ancient
volcanic action, and is surrounded by very deep v/ater.

Above a rugged coastline of black basaltic boulders, the
Island is protected on three sides by 200 foot cliffs. These level
off to an undulating plateau, v;hich gradually rises in the north to

the heights of Mt. Pitt, IO3O Pt., and lit. Bates, 1043 ft.

At 29 ° S. latitude, the climate is sub-tropical, with a mean
annual temperature of 68°. The rainfall is quite heavy (53 inches)
- apparent by the deep ravines gouged in the rich red soil, although
there seem to be no permanent streams. During many months of the
year, stiff south westerly winds prevail, v/hipping the seas to a foam.

Much of the southern half of the Island is devoted to grassland
and small market gardens. The remainder is thickly wooded, particu-
larly the valleys, and higher ground in the north. Guava scrub, wild
lemons and lantana predominate as secondary grovrth. The mountain
slopes are clothed in luxuriant bush - including almost pure groves
of palms, and scattered tree ferns. Towering above all, from sea-
level up, the majestic pines give the NorfoUc landscape a unique
touch.

The bird-life seems to consist of mainly exotic species. Most
noticeable are gaudy red and blue parrots, starlings, blackbirds,
v^hite-eyes, fantails, robins, tomtits, Californian quail, and an
occasional kingfisher. Small vdiite terns appear like snow-flakes,
fluttering through the pine tops.

Norfolk is rich with the romance of history. In 1774? Captain
Cook discovered and named it - fourteen years later. Lieutenant King
formed a penal colony, which was to become one of the most infamous
in British history. It \ms virtually an island of horror until 1855?
VThen the unfortunate prisoners were transfered to Tasmania. Remains
of the stone buildings of this area may still be seen - the first
Governor’s residence, the gaol, the Hanging Gate, Bloody Bridge. The
turning point in Norfolk’s history came in I 856 ,

when descendants
of the "Bounty" mutineers arrived from Pitcairn Island. This was
the beginning of the transformation, from a veritable hell on earth,

to a haven of peace.

Today, it is an Australian Territory, vri.th a population of

around 1200. The economy is based on the tourist trade, which is

mainly attracted by the duty-free shopping - there is also good
fishing (no fish - no fee), pretty scenery, and a relaxing island
atmosphere. Now, there is talk of a jet airport, and so, Norfolk’s
future seems bright, if less tranquil.
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Just recently, I had the opportunity of visiting this remote
spot. As usual, the main aim was to collect land molluscs on behalf
of Dr,Alan Solem, Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago, VJhile

planning the trip, I was unable to obtain much current information on

the flora and fauna situation and was rather dubious as to the possib-
ility of there being any endemic snails remaining alive. However, in
due course, I was pleasantly surprised to find plenty of thick
vegetation, and the snails abundant,

Norfolk, and it's two satellite islets of Philip and Nepean, are

the only peaks above sea-level on the Norfolk Ridge - a submarine
elevation running down from Now Caledonia to New Zealand, Both of

these latter, together with Lord Howe to the west, and Fiji to the

oast, support species of Placostylus . In consequence, one would
strongly expect to find these also represented on Norfolk Island,
However, such is not the case - in fact, there appears to be nothing
even remotely related.

Much critical work still remains to be done on the Norfolk land
snail fauna. In the meantime, the following families have been
recorded s-

Realiidae Diplommatinidae Elasmatinidae
Pupillidae Succineidae Sndodontidae
Helicarionidae "Zonitidae"

On September 17th,, 19^9? I boarded a Qantas DC4 at Sydney
Airport, and some 4i hours later, touched down on Norfolk. By taxi,
it was only a fexi minutes run to the northern end of the Island,
where I was x/elcomed at the "Kingfisher Airtel" - with a can of beer.
This typical island resort occupies the former site of the old Cable
Station, and overlooks lovely Anson Bay,

Next morning, I hitched a ride the four miles into Burnt Pine
- Norfolk’s main shopping centre. Here, I hired a bicycle, at $A4-00
per week. I was now in business, and over the following two xreeks,

the local snails underwent a considerable shake-up.

Many miles of the Island roads consist of red clay, without
much gravel, and quickly become a, sticky mess after rain. As a result,
locomotion on a bicycle can become a tricky affair at times.
Fortunately, as I was stationed handy to the best collecting areas,
not too much road-work was required.

Weather conditions turned out to be ideal - occasinnal heavy
showers alternating with brilliant sunshine. As expected, the most
productive collecting spots proved to be in the palm groves. Snails
xferc plentiful, amongst dead leaves, under masses of fallen fronds,
on the palm trunks, and one arboreal species living on the fronds,
several feet above the ground. Altogether, a nice selection of at
least 20 varieties were found.
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OctolDer 1st,, I joined the merry throng at the Airport, Amid
scenes of hilarity, and mountains of duty-free loot, we eventually
staggered aboard the aircraft - bound for Sydney, With standing room
only, I wondered if we would really make it off the ground. We did I

And so ended a most enjoyable stay on Norfolk - with a
combination of excellent collecting, first class accommodation, bright
and breezy company - there was never a dull moment.

References ;

Tom Iredale, 1945 ~ "Land Molluscs of Norfolk Island"

Merval Eoare, 19^5 “ "Ramblers Guide to Norfolk Island"
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RHYItE FOR SHELL COLLECTCES

Here's to the sunburn, the sprain in your back.

The windburn, the chill, the weight in your sack.

And bottles and bags, the unpackable gear

Strapped around you and playfully banging your rear.

Here's to the barnacle gash and the bruise,

The salt in your eyes, and the sand in your shoes.

Here's to the stink in the kitchen at night.

The cleaning and scrubbing and sorting out right.

The searching through tomes till your eyes dull with strain

For the needed, elusive unspellable name.

Here's to the polishing, boxing, arranging.

Consulting, re-sorting, re-naming, and changing^

Yes, here's to the weariness, bruises and cuts.

But most of all - - - here's to you wonderful nuts

Who go on collecting, foul weather or fair,

Not minding at all, with a glassy eyed stare,

For the sane of this world who look on in surprise

And miss all the grief, and the fun, AND THE PRIZE I

Origin Unlcnown
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OBITUARY

CAPTAIU F. W. SHORT, M,C.

Members will be sorry to hear of the death on September 4th.,
of Captain F,W. Short, at the age of 89 years.

Those vxho have belonged to the Section for some years ifill

remember how able and respected a member of the executive, we had
for many years, in the person of Captain Short. His keen mind was
a great asset to the committee from 1939 onwards.

As Secretary of the Conchology Club for a time, during which
he played an important part in the publication of our first foolscap
cyclostyled Bulletins, and later as President and then committee
member. Captain Short always took a keen interest in the Section’s
affairs. His enthusiasm and forthright manner were particularly
appreciated during the time when the club seemed to be in the
doldrums and had been in recess during the war.

As an Officer in the Imperial Army, Captain Short saw service
in various parts of the world, and always lamented the wasted
opportunities for shell collecting. He was particularly rueful of

the fact that he spent some time stationed at the Seychelles Is. and
never collected a specimen. Over the years he amassed a sizable
collection of both New Zealand and foreign shells and always
insisted on having accurate data.

In his 85th, year, Captain Short undertook a collecting trip
to the Chatham Islands and returned xcLth some very interesting
material. Although, much to his regret, he had not been able to
attend our meetings for the past year, his interest in shells and
philately lasted until his death.

Editors?

N. & N. GARDNER
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Cominella virgata H. & A. Adams 1853

Norman Douglas*

The following notes relate to some of the forms of Cominella virgata
found in New Zealand.

Cominella virgata virgata . H. & A. Adams 1853

Fig* 1*

The drawing depicts a specimen from the Hauraki Gulf,
Auckland, Colour mottled grey, with wide spaced, hlack spiral lines.
In specimens from some areas the spiral lining is somewhat subdued or

inconspicuous. The pillar, or columella is orange rod. Spire
usually longer than the aperture with an angle of about 45 degrees or

a little less. Some nodulation usually occurs on the first three
whorls following the protoconch, the rest being smooth. They
inhabit rocks, weeds and sand at and below low tide,

t'

At Tauranga, a large, relatively smooth foim occurs, with a
yellowish body whorl a/d widespaced black spiral lines.

Measurements in millimetres of some examples from hero are as followss-

Length Width
j
Aperture length Spire length Spiro angle

1

1

i

43 22 25 45°
1

5

i

42 20 20 25 400
1

t

41 20-5 18 24 40°
I

!

Typical specimens of Cominella virgata virgata occur around the
East Cape and at Wellington. From Picton Wharf area, Marlborough,
Mrs, Hart has sent me some interesting specimens, rather like the
Tauranga ones except that they have the body whorl grey and nodules
extending on to the penultimate whorl. Three specimens measured
are as followss-

Length Width
I

Aperture length Spire length Spire angle

38 20 18 20 420

36 19 18 20 45°

38 19 19 2a 43°

40



Cominolla virgata ‘brookosi Powell 1952
A.

Fig» 2 ,

Smooth spired specimens, as illustrated in Figure 2., may he
found living on rocky ground from Capo Kari Kari, Doubtless Bay, to

the Bay of Islands. It is distinguished by the absence of spiral
lining. Axial dark markings take their place. However, occasion-
ally a specimen appears in their ranks which shows an overlay of
subdued spiral lining, or again, shows it strongly on a now growth
stage. Typical examples from Taemaro Bay measure as followss-

Length Width Aperture length Spire length Spire angle -

36 18 17 20 44°

33 17 17 18 44°

32 16 15 17 44°

Cominolla virgata brookesi (nodular form)

Fig. 3.

Shows a strongly nodular form of brookosi which can be foi

living abundantly on sandy mud flats in the Parongarenga Harbour,

Strangely enough, it is found in good numbers living far from the

rocks as well as around them. Some specimens have axially
elongated nodules extending even on to the body xdiorl. They are

deep grey in colour, finely axially marked, with many specimens
faintly showing fine spiral lines.

Three specimens measured as followss-

Length Width Aperture length Spire length Spiro angle
|

33 18 17 17 46°

31 16 15 17 43°

29 15 15
11

1—

1

48°
j

The same nodular form is also found at Houhora, about 20 miles
south of Parongarenga Harbour but hero the spiral lining, often wide-
spaced as in Cominolla virga.ta virgata occurs much more frequently,

Cominolla virgata (new sub-species) ?

Fig, 4 «

A chubby fellow, living partly buried in the sand on the
floor of rock pools at the Bluff, Ninety Mile Beach, is a distinct
form of Cominolla virgata^

It is conspicuously different from the other forms in
many x^ays, some of which ares-
Broader for length, aperture longer than spire, aperture of differ-
ent shape, spire angle loss acute. - shord and bread, sutures
inconspicuous, spire without nodules, spirally multilined.



Torms' of

ominelld vir^ata^
H ^ A. 1853 .

ApprOKiina^cTy tvi/jce Tialufal 5vtn-s7\aolo»v at^ci pantograph..

1. Cominellct, viiyala. virgaia 33x/6mw». HattraKf Gu?/^ At^cklcLndi.

X. Comxnellct Virg ata, brocKegl 32 x iym*rs. Taemaro^o^, J/orirTtZandy,

3. CoTninel-tcc vi>*gct.ta ^l•ookes'£ six t^mnwt. ^^dulecL ^orvtrf^rcnpai'en^a Wai»b,

4". CorntneVlcC N/irgata. 9 3^x20mm, ^each^ jVoi^h-Zanot',
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T^e shell is shaped somewhat like Cominella maculosa hut it

has an orange-red aperture and the basic colour pattern of hrookesi
overlaid with the numerous spiral linos. Measurements taken ares-

Length Width Aperture length Spire length Spire angle

34 20 20 16 53°

34 20 20 16 53°

35 21 21 16 56
°

The full geographic range of this species of Cominella is

as yet unknown. If there arc any C. virgata colonics on the West
Coast, north of New Plymouth, the ^^rriter would ho very pleased and
interested to see specimens. There appear to he none on the
Auckland West Coast.

• Araphidesma forsterianum Finlay 1927

Some very large, fine, examples of this Southern bivalve
arc to ho found at Warrington Beach, north of Dunedin. Warrington
is the type locality for this species.

To give you some idea of the size to which this shell grows,
a tracing of the largest seen on a recent visit is given.

It looks rather like the Toheroa (Amphidesma ventricosum))at
first glance, hut is distinguished by its rounded ventral margin, by
the fact that it is not so inflated, and that the beaks are more
centrally situated.

The valves of A. vontricosum are distinctly gaping at the
anterior end, hut in A. forsterianum they are closed as is the case
with the northern Tuatua - A. suhtriangulatum.

The angle of the upper margins serves to illustrate the
difference between A. suhtriangulatigm and A. forsterianum *



During poriodic washups of the pelagic violet snail,watch out

forthe rare 'brownish_Recluzia lutea Bennett ,which very occasionally

comes ashore with them.Although similox in shape,the spire is
^

hivher, Lilce Janthina,Recluzia also attaches hundreds of yellowish

egg sacs to thF^Sdir iide of”its float ,which it manufactures for

Ar.TOhidesma fors terianum Finlay.

Warrington, South Island,

Ainphidosnia von trie osuni
Mt 1 R Beach.

this purpose. , „ „

Minyas sea anemonies are said to he the fooa of this species.

Norman Douglas sorted out a number of small

shells from the dredgings from the Kawau Trip - Oct,

,

I969

Nucula nitidula
,

Nucula hartvigiana
,

Lyroseilo. chathamensis
,

Notosenister ampullus
,

Zeacolpus pagoda pagoda
,

Maoric'olpus

roseus roseils^i Cominella quoyana quoyana ,
l^ieuromoris ^elandica ,

ITotocorhula zelanTica^ Agatha 'georgiana ,
Daryspira novaozolandiac ,

Baryspira australis (JuvFnilo ), Maoritdmella alhula
,

Proziuher
australe , Ponion' sp, (JuveniTo) , T^richosiruis inornatus ,

Rissoina chathamensis , Marginella cairoma , Cyclichna tholidis ,

Rochofortula reniformis , Risellopis varia , Zemyllita stowei ,

Venericardia purpurata (Juvenile) , Eatoniella sp,

,

Cantharidus
purpureus (Juvenile

)

, Epitonium philippinarum
,

Neoguraleus
interruptus , N, sinelari , Trochus tiaratus , Xymenella pusilla ,

Tawera spissa (juvenile) , Austromitra ruhiginosa , A. Ruhiradix: ,

Regidrillia sp ,

9

Macrozafra suhahnormis , Alipta crenistria ,

,* Zobitt-iiim exile .

(Grmj

4-’ .

. . V
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Some Egg Capsules J« Boswell

Penion-adusta Cluster of Egg Capsules
j
dirty white

in colour y
about the size of a Golf ballj

usually attached to a stone or dead

shell. Each Capsule, if fertile con-

tains 2 to 4 tiny Juvenile shells 3 to

5 m.ra. in length. Colour of Juvenile

shells varies from white to violet

Protoconch, and light brovm to almost

black on the body whorl.

Single /dcithoc-arabica Egg Capsules are

generally attached to dead shells. If

fertile each Capsule contains 1 or sev-

eral Juvenile shells 5 "to 6 m.m. in

length, with white Protoconch and

opaque to light brown body whorl.

Lopsiella-scobina Egg Capsules are laid in

clusters on the under side of mid tide

rocks. Muddy white in colour, each

Capsule contains 4 to 6 almost white tiny

Juveniles 1 to 2 m,m, in length.

Cominellar-adsporsa Egg Capsules, are sometime

just an untidy mass or single Capsules

attached to the surface of a dead

bivalve. Creamy white in colour, each

Capsule contains 4 to 6 opaque to bluoy

grey Juveniles 2 to 3 m,n, in length.

Neothais-scalaris Ifeg Capsule clusters, pink

to violet in colour, usually attached

to Mytilus-canaliculus shells or on the

^dcr sides of rocks close to the
Mussel beds.
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NOTES OF INTEREST

Cellana stri^ilis redimiculum
^ Reeve )

,

Very attractive, clean specimens of this limpet occur at
Kartige Beach, Otago, This is the species commonly found at
Stewart Island,

It is listed in "Shells of N.Z," as occuring in the
Cookian Province, and we wonder just how far North memhers have
found this shell in the living state.

Notoaunoa pileopsis subspecies sturnus (Ham, & Jac.) with the
milky blue interior and apex close to the edge of the shell, is quite
common on smooth boulders at Harrington - North of Dunedin, At the
same place scores of Atala1i'~'oa were examined in the hope of finding
the species multilineata - without success. Shells of pale colour
and brown concentric lines were quite common amongst the greens but
they did not match the description of multilineata

, Extremely large specimens of Nemoc ardi ' pulchellum have been
taken by llr, & Mrs, Hart from dredgings in the Marlborough Sounds.
One superb specimen measured an inch across.

Much of the shoreline of Lake Taupo is rocky or has a generous
amount of pumice distributed about| consequently it is not easy to

find good collecting stations for freshwater shells. One place
which proved very good, however, was Motuopa which has a pleasant
shallow bay and considerable area of weed near the shore."
Hyrir*;; 11a, Physastra, '"''limnea, Planorbis, Sphaerilm', Potamo-
pyrgus and perhaps what was more interesting, an extensive
population of Lymnea stagnalis were all firmly established in the

area.

If you intend collecting on the Manukau Harbour mud flats, carefully
examine all shells which look like Zoacopagia disculus . You could
be passing over further specimens of Semolo bramleyae Powell 19^7

•

The type is the only recorded specimen so far, and that came from
Orua Bay, south side of the Harbour, This was 32.5 x 31*0 m.m.
Although about the same size as Z, disculus the sculpture is a
give away, being "dense and elaborate, consisting for the most
part of very closely spaced, distinctly crenulated concentric
sculpture with dense connecting ra,dial threads," - A crisscross
sculpture, while disculus has only gro\rth lines.



PowellCharopa (Ptychodon) Marsupialis

This species is not uncommon at Pelorus Bridge
j
Marlhorough.

Nearly all specimens seen during a visit in January, contained
embryos - mostly three per shell - deposited in the rather wide,

steep sided umbilicus. They are contained in a sac initially, but
later, when hatched, would appear to remain in this haven for a

time.

Several shells examined housed three fully ribbed little juveniles
apiece.

In mature adult shells, the umbilical walls are much worn and very
irregular in shape, suggesting considerable wear by offspring
during the parent's life.

The sides of the whorls within the umbilicus are often so eroded as
to appear broken and jagged. Notwithe+~jiding this, the snails do
not seem to be affected b.v

Mr, F. Climo recoras Aeschrodninxis as housing the
eggs within the umbilicus for protection.

Schizotrochus Monterosato I884

The most distinctive representatives of ccissurellidae in
New Zealand are undoubtedly those belonging to the genus
Schizotrochus . The elegant little shells are easily recognized,
but are, unfortunately only occasionally seen in fairly deep water
dredgings.

They have distinctly keeled shells with an open anal split
extending back from the outer lip. Each edge of this slit has an
upturned rim, and most species are delicately sculptured.

Pour species have been described from local waters, and of
these tliree have been recorded in the North.
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Schizotrochus mantelli Woodward, grows to 3 m.m. There are

15 fine spiral threads above the fasciole and 25 below, on the body
whorl. These are crossed by radiating riblets -resulting in a

decussating pattern. Foimd in dredgings in the Bay of Plenty down

to the South of the South Islands. 1 .

Schizotrochus aupoin?ia Powell.

Very thin and white. Besides the usual sharp double keel
enclosing the deep, narrow anal fasciole, there are two rounded keels
on the middle of the base. Sculpture of exceedingly fine and
crowded spirals. 0.9 m.ra. x 1.25 m.m.

Poimd off Three Kings Island in 260 metres. Fig. 2.

gchizotrachus finlayi Powell.

^ /J-so white and very thin. Sculpture of raised sharp radials,
those on the base being finer and more closely spaced than those
above. They number 22 above on the upper surface and 60 on the base.
Interstices crowded with fine, spiral lirations. 1.7 m.m. x 1.9 m.m.

Found off Three Kings Island in 92 metres. Fig,3.

Schizotrochus reguis Me stayer.

Compared with S. mantelli this species has a more depressed
profile and fine radials with no discrepancy in them above and below
the anal split. Recorded from off Three Kings Island down to
Fiordland Sounds. Fig. 4.

3.

2 .



A VISIT TO THE SOUTH SE/lSo

H« Hhitin/?

My trip from Auckland to Rarotonga was tto Ido made in the
Moana Roa. Instead of sailing direct to Rarotonga we .were to make
a call at Niue Island with passengers and cargo. Raoul, or Sunday
Island in the Kcrmadec Group, lay directly on our course and we
passed close hy during our second day at sea.

We anchored off the reef at Niue and commenced unloading
passengers and cargo into lighters for the trip from the ship to the
shore through an opening in the reef. The boatmen are past masters
in the art of negotiating the turbulent waters in the reef opening.

Prom inquiry I learned that there xirere no beaches within
close distance so had to content myself with a wander on the reef
near the landing place. Naturally the results were not very
encouraging, but turning over coral did result in nexi specimens being
obtained. After disturbing a fairly large sea snake, I decided to
discontinue shelling and spend the remainder of the time available
looking around the village of /J.ofi,

Rarotonga This island lies about 2000 miles N.E. of New Zealand
and vrith a population of over 9OOO it is the seat of

Government and administrative centre for the whole of the Cook
Islands. At Avarua, the reef is close inshore and the journey to
the landing jetty is a trip of about three quarters of a mile -

again by lighter through an opening in the reef. I found the reef
quite different in structure from the Gt. Barrier Reef in Northern
Queensland and the reefs off the coast of Fiji and the shells did not
seem to be either as plentiful or as varied as in those other local-
ities. Cypraea maculifora. and .C. Caputserpent is v?ore fairly common.
Turing the week taken by the Moana Roa to unload her cargo, I was
able to got on to the reef every day because all around the island
it is quite claq^tDA'IhQ shore. I had hoped to find conus
rhododendr hi^dledrd it occurod here but hidd - no lucki' ., Tlie

ones I wa.s dookiidg.for ar(i,..still there.' ^
•'

' \

^o is a fine, collection of

Isla^^'^iPlls present od;h^j';Jiidge Morgan, a New Zealander, whd'ha|if;

re’iired after sppnding'mahy years as a judge of the Land Court
The; major portion ,pf tho..c611ection is made up of cones , and .cdWrles

and\gives a goo<|:- 4dea of the type of shells one could hope to find.

There are no Linr^e shells on display and I did not sec any in the

private collections, so assume they are not found here.

Aitutaki About I40 miles north of Rarotonga is the island of

Aitutaki. After a lot of trouble I was able to

arrange accommoda,tion for a week or ten days. I went up on the

Moana Roa and returned on a small inter-island trading ship.

After an over-night trip we arrived at the anchorage off

the reef, alm^tr^a mile away from the jetty. More leaping into

lighters! - But'^^p^ I was beginning to master the art of wait-
ing fpr.’the wave. h:::Av''litt le misjudgment and one cai|%j:s?p^li3nce an

unpleasantly long?€&bp' x^ith a rough landing amongst ''house-

hold' goods and chattels and people. '''

^

Because of its l:^bon and fringe of small islands, it is
very much more attractive “than Rarotonga. A form of transport in
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the lagoon and outside the reef in caJm weather, is an out-rigger

canoe driven hy an outboard mot or « ^During my stay I was able to

enjoy this form of transport across the lagoon to go shelling on the

small nearby islands. In a,ddition to shells similar to those

found at Rarotonga I wa,s able to gather some fine specimens of coral.

Cypraea ebraeus and C. Chaldeus were there in large numbers and I

saw quite a number of other varieties of this genus too,

IrJhile at Aitutaki, news came over the radio that the small

coastal vessel "Bodmer” might - repeat "might” call to deliver
cargo while on one of the very infrequent trips to the Northern
Group. It did call and I joined her for the 600 mile trip to

Penrhyn Island and back to Rarotonga, Our first call on the voyage
was to a coral atoll, Manihiki Island, With a top speed of about

7 miles an hour, the trip was going to take considerable time.

Soon after our departure on Friday evening, all day Saturday
and Sunday, and until we sailed into shelter of the island on Mon-
day, we were running before a heavy sea, kicked up by a strong
southerly gale, I likened it to spending three nights and two days
travelling from Lyttelton to Wellington in a very small steamer in a
good southerly blow. luid this was the Pacific Ocean.* Luckily, I

am a good sailor. Our cook who weired 20 stone was making his
first trip as cook. I wouldn't be surprised if it was his one and
only effort at preparing meals on a ship - or anywhere else.
About a week before we were due back in Rarotonga we were out of
bread, out of potatoes and biscuits. There was no possibility of
replenishing stocks until we did get to Rarotonga, To mo, taro was
not a very pleasing substitute for the shortages, but it was all
part of the cook’s idea of a meal.

Manihiki . My pleasure in our ultimate arrival at Manihiki was small
in comparison with the joy and relief of those returning

to their island home after travelling as deck passengers, I did
have a bunk in which to rest my body. We had been carrying about
50 dcok passengers of men, women and children who were all crowded
on to the hatch. As the deck was awash during most of the trip,
they were only a couple of feet above swirling sea water.

Manihiki is a coral atoll. This is an entirely different
foimation from the mountainous islands of the Southern Group and
many other Pacific islands. Nowhere is it more than 6 or 8 feet
above sea level, and is a string of very small islands joined by a
coral reef. The whole is roughly circular in shape and encloses a
keep-X'Tater lagoon. In this lagoon is an abundant supply of black-
lipped peanl shell Pinctada mar* .jaritifera To protect the pearl-
oyster beds from extinction, a strict Government control is exer-
cised over the harvesting. For the 19^9 season the quota was set
at 100 tons for a period of three months. With practically the
whole of the population engaged in diving, plus tho influx of Pen-
rhyn Islanders, the quota was reached in about two months. The
present market price of pearl shell is about $1000 per ton "on the
bccich”. In addition to $100,000 obta.ined for the sliell, extra
income comes from the sale of copra.

There is no soil on a coral atoll which is composed entirely
of fragmented soft coral. Vegetation is limited to coconut palms
and Pandanus trees. The complete absence of soil is responsible
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for a greater cleanliness in the villages than on some other islands.
Rain vrashes the loose coral clean with the result that around each
building is an area of glistening white. Except xfhen a boat arrives
the local people live on coconuts and food harvested from the sea.
In order to participate in the open pearling season this year, a
group of divers and their families (about 100 people) plus 14 boats
used in diving operations, came doim from Penrhyn Island. It is a
saying in the North that Penrhyn divers are noted for the depth of
their dives and Manihiki divers for their courage. One Penrhyn
diver I met, Te Kake Williams, holds the world record of 30 fathoms
for a free dive. I understand this feat was checked by a group of
visiting scientists. The average good diver descends to about
20 fathoms and stays down from four to five minutes. Women take
part in the harvesting of the shells, restricting their efforts to
shallower water.

Here again we anchored about half a mile outside the reef
opposite the village of Tauhunu. It was quite a thrilling exper-
ience to go through the 20 foot xiride passage that ha,d been blasted
in the reef. Though there is only about a one foot rise and fall
in the height of the tides, the water is either rushing in or rush-
ing out of the lagoon. The success or failure of the crossing
depends on the skill and judgement of the helmsman of the landing
craft.

The day and a half spent hero enabled me to do some
shelling on both the outer reef and the lagoon reef. By good for-
tune one of the divers let mo ha.ve a trea-sure in the form of a live
blank-lipped peanl shell with a growth of coraJ a,ttachod. These
arc much sought after and it is seldom that the divers will part
vfith them. Here, there is a, mankot for the blank, pink, xvhite and
yellow pearls obtained from the blank-lipped pearl oyster and from
the sma-11 oyster, known locaJly an a "pipi".

There are two villages on the island, the only communication
being by water, so we made a call at the village of Tekan to unload
more stores.

During a diving seanon there aare sometimes as many as three
or four fatalities from sta.ying doxm too long or from a.ttanks by
sharks. There are two types of sharks in these waters, the white
and the black. Divers said the white xTOre harmless but the black
would attack a man. As soon as they see a black shark they return
to their boat with all possible speed and wait until it has dis-

a.ppearcd. Those who work without equipment wear a sma.ll pair of

glasses to cover the eyes and a pair of short trousers. When not
actually diving the men wear their gla.sses as a hatband, strung
round an old, battered hat. This is an insignia of occupation,
worn with pride,

Rakahanf;a . About 25 miles further north lies another coral atoll,

similar in form to Manaliiki but only about half the
area, in size and with aJbout half the population.

During my stay in Raloahanga, I x^as able to spend a consid-
erable time shelling on the outer reef. Father Drovers, a priest
of the Dutch Catholic Church, took a personal interest in my
activities and was a very useful guide as to the best parts of the
reef to visit. In a.ddition, I was well cared for by the Govern^
ment representative, Mr, Tutoru /iraliu. On leaving, I was
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presented with a hat made from the finest weave of pandanus leaves.
It is a local claim that the people of Rakcdianga make the hest hats
in all the Pacific Islands. To make one hat, over four hours are

spent in gathering enough of the special leaves required. These
are then carefully stripped of the outer green skin. This could
take another three or four hours per hat. The fibres are then
cooked for a couple of hours before being hung out to dry and bleach.
Weaving takes three or four days depending on the dexterity of the
weaver.

Being so close to the equator the warn tropical waters
abound in turtles and I x^as invited to take part in a turtle hunt by
launch when we called in at Penrhyn to return divers and their fam-
ilies and boats. Unfortunately^ when we sailed through the opening,
the sea Vfas too rough to enable the turtles to be seen and captured.

On a-ccount of the size of the lagoon, there are no restrict-
ions on the taking of pearl shell, except the size, which must be
greater than four inches in width. From the local inliabitants, I

was able to get some very nice specimens, including the extremely
rare albino black lipped pearl shell.

In addition, it is at Penrhyn that the rod and pink coral is
found. At practically maxinun depth, in shark-infested water, a
small amount is obtained by the divers,

/ifter Dv momoraJble forevrell, we set sail for Moniliiki to load
pearl shell and copra and then bank to Rarotonga, From here I

returned to New Zealand xvith quite a good variety of the usual
tropica.1 shells - and a wealth of happy memories of an interesting
trip.

IN QUEST OF A HIGH COUlWRY SN/JL,

N, ¥, Gardner,

The Paparoa Range which runs coastwise betxreen Greymouth and
Westport is the home of the carnivorous land sna.il known as
Paryphonta rossiana gagcei Powell.

This snail has, so far, only been recorded from the southern
end of this range, xirhere, like other members of the group, it occurs
at 3000* or well above the bush line, usually in tussock around the
edge of scrubby leatherwood,

Paryphanta rossiana gagei has always been considered a rather
uncommon mollusc - too remote in its habitat, from a collector’s
point of view. As we X'jere holidaying in the general area, my son
Bernard and I decided to spend a. day on the "tops". Nowhere does
the road, approach the range and the easiest way to got within reach
is by the railway line which runs from Bunollie on the flat, up a
steep sided gorge to Rovranui coal mine. The countryside is very
broken and steep with numerous fault lines in evidence. It is an
area which has experienced some severe earthquakes.

The day we chose for our excursion happened to be a holiday
and it so happened that a maintenance train was going up to the mine
at 7 a.m. Needless to say there were two extra passengers and the
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ride saved us considoralDlG timo.

At Rewanui, the mine overseer was most helpful and indicated
a track up the mountain side which would take us out of the hush and

on to Mt. Davis. We set forth and found the goin^; somewhat uncomr-

fortahle for a time, a,s showers of rain during the night had damp-
ened the undergrowth.

Higher up the track, the severe earthquakes of last year
had created a sizeable slip on a steep face and this we negotiated
very carefully - the large boulders a.bove seemed none too secure.

Once across the slip, it was a ca.se of climbing straight up a steep
bluff on to easier country and into sub-alpine scrub. The country-
side seemed to be full of coal and it was exposed in numerous places

We were told that the bare look of Mt, Davis was due to the pres-
ence of a number of coal seams, for apparently vegetation does not
groxf willingly in such loca-tions. This is not the only reason for
baroness though, - the acres of bare bleached tree trunks are

evidence of outbreaks of fire.

Above the scrub wore alpine meadows with some apline
flowers, e.g. Euphrasia, Celmcsia, Gentian and a few Buttercups
blooming amongst the tussock and rock crevices.

Although this was some distance inl.and and well up,
4000 ft,, it was the nesting ground of hundreds of black-backed
gulls - a noisy place. With the many chicks about, we were not at

a,ll welcome.

Likely places on the facos of Mt, Davis wore soaxched for
large snails, without success.

Some very large Athroc ophorous slugs were found sheltering
in the bases of tussock. It wasn’t until we moved some distance
along: the "tops" that some broken shells near leatherwood,
indicated the presence of a colony of Paryphanta r, gagoi . A
considerable period of searching produced only a pair of live
examples and these were well away from scrub and in open tussock
country. The numerous empty shells around leatherwood, had all
been pecked by birds, probably by their arch-enemy the Weka, or
wood hen.

It was a, long tramp, (eight hours in hot sun) with very
little to shoxi for it, and wo had no train to take us down the
gorge on our return. Nevertheless, it was interesting to see the
actua.l habitat of this smaller species of Paryphanta.

Some shells found in shell sand taken at 90 ft, off Poor Knights

Islands. - from Mr, A. /dlo, Tauranga.

Eatoniella puniceomacer Ponder
Eatoniella minutocrassa, Ponder
Powellisetia bilirata Ponder
Pcwollisetia unicarinata Powell
Powellisetia subtenuis Powell
Powollisotia subgra,data Powell
Scissurcllida spp.
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Condylocardia concentrica Bernard
Ividella, ma,oria Powell
Liotella polypleura Hcdley
Macrodryas stria,tus Powell
Qrhitestella toroina and O.Vera Powell
Zalipais lissa Suter
Rissoolla micra Finlay
Nepotilla nitidula Powell
Cyclostroma anomala Powell
Lissotosta ohlata Powell
Lodderia waitemata. Powell
Eulima perspicua Oliver
Notolepton’ ’ antipodum Filhol
Lodderena formosa Powell
Lodderia iota Powell
Cyclopecten spp. -

Among th.0 small snuj.a.s soon recent ly from 90 ft, off Poor
Knights Islands, is a single vaJve of the uncommon conmensal hivalve
Montacuta / Tollimya'j vitrea a,upouria Ponder,

This is a, small, thin, ova.l, semitransparent to white
hivalve, with distinct grovrth lines and eight to nine rihs radiat-
ing from the hinge. Length 4.9 mom. Tyjpo specimens were found
attached to a living specimen of the urchin Brissus gigas Poll,
collected hy K, Tarlton, off South West King, Three Kings Group in

39 metres, A further valve of this mollusc is recorded from
32 fadhoms off Cape Karilcari Island.

Brissus gigas Fell is known to occur at the Poor Knights
Island. M, vitrea aupouria will prohahly he found to ho associated
with the sea urchin in this locaJity as well.

References: Roc. Dom, Mus. Vol, 6 No. 9» Pages 125-131



M ZEALilND DOSINIA SPECIES

A recent French classification

hy C.A. Fleming

In "Revision des Mollusques Lamellihranches du Genre
Dosinia Scopoli" hy E, Fischer-Piettc and D, Delmas (Mem. Mus, natn «

Hist, nat, Paris Ser, A, Zool . t, 47 j 1967? 91 PP» ? 16 pi. ) j the
Dosinias of the world are classified and changes proposed for
New Zealand species.

Fischer-Piette had already suggested (1942) that the type of
Dosinia , Adamson's "Charaa dosin", for long interpreted as Dosinia
africana Gray, is the j\merican Dosinia concentrica Born, a change
adopted in the Treatise of Invertehrate Paleontology (Vol. N, 6,

p. 679 )* On This argument, Dosinia s.str. takes over the
Dosinidia-Dosinisca group (American). Following French practice,
the authors recogaiise two subgonera, Sinodia and Dosinia s.str.,
the latter divided into six sections’, which are the names cited in
parentheses. The classification adopted for New Zealand species is
as follows (asterisks mark species illustrated by photographs)?

Genus Dosinia Scopoli

Subgenus Dosinia s.str.

Section Asa Bastorot ('Typo; Venus lupinus Linn. Syn.

Phacosoma)

.

Dosinia (Asa) lambata (Gould). (Variable pallial sinus
and lunulo figured).

Dosinia (Asa) bortini n.sp. (described from 2 specimens
marked New Zealand, coll, Seigliere, 1905? Paris
Museum

5
also a specimen from Hong Kong in the

Dautzonberg Coll,, Brussels).

Dosinia (Asa) subrosea (Gray), ( P. calculus Reeve,
Philippines, cannot bo distinguished in morphology).

Dosinia (Asa) tumida Gray. (Reported widely from E, Africa
to Tahiti, Doubtfully cited from N.Z, by Hutton,
"We think we can establish xvith certainty its presence
in New Zealand", from a specimen marked Banks Peninsula,
N.Z., coll, Denis, a locality where' D. subrosea has not
been recorded).

Section Austrodosinia Dali

Dosinia (^Lustrodosinia) anus (Phil,),

Section Orbiculus Megorlc von I^f^lfeldt (Type D, exoleta L.

)

Dosinia (Orbiculus) incisa (Reeve), (includes D, nobilis
Desh, and D. maoriana Oliver as synonyms, gi'ving a range
Western Australia to N.Z, ),

Dosinia (Orbiculus) greyi (Zittel), (Text figure shows
pallial line and lunulo).

Wo badly need critic a,l reviews of world--wido groups. But
what notice should New Zealand conchologists take of such a paper,



which fails to raontion Koroia , and icnores Marwick's (1929)

rovision and all other local literature since Suter? It is based

on old Museum collections and shows no evidence of consultation

with the active groups of mollusc workers in Australia and New

Zealand to whom it appears like a studied insult. But while not

accepting' the conclusions j
we cannot afford to ignore such papers

|

once in a while they may he right.

The following New Papers dealing with N.Z. Mollusca

have appeared recently.

The Ga,stropod Genus Thalassocyon
Barnard) 19^0

A. Go Bou

New Zealand Journe.1 of Marine and Fresh water

Research Vol. 3j No. 3j September, I969

Summary ;
-

The tonnacean genus Thalassocyon Barnard, I96O

contains only two species, T, bonus Barnard, I96O

from deep water off South Africa and T. tui Dell,

1967 from^ deep water off northern New Zealand.

The genus is removed from the Cymatiidae and

placed in the Ficidae on the basis of shell

morphology, the reduced periostracum and the

details of the radula.

Additional Pliocene Bathyal
Mollusca from South Wairarapa,

New Zealand

A. G. Bcu

New Zealand Journal of Geology and Geophysics.

Vol. 12, ''^o. 2. & 3.J August, 1969«

Abstract

Four VJa.itotaran bathyal molluscan faunas are listed,
from localities at Palliser Bay and south-east of

Martinborough. Additions to the list of species
from the Lake Ferry coral thicket are made.
Scaphander flemingi Marv/ick, Parvamussium aff.

maorium Dell, Retusa oruaonsis (Webster),
Euthrenopsis venusta Powell, Friginatica amphiala
(Watson), and Poroleda lanceolata (Hutton) are
recorded from the beds, and Trophon murdochi Marwick
is recorded and planed in Terefundus. New species
of Limopsis, Conomiholia, and Mioawateria are
described, and the status of Pelicaria mangaoparia
Vella'' is' discussed. Austrofusus incertus King is
placed in Benthindsia Iredale, and Mioawateria is
classed as a full genus of tho Daplmellinae.



iimphineura)

A. G. Beu

Now Zealand Journal of Marino and Freshwater Research
Vol.l. Decomherj 19^7

Suinina.ry g-

A synopsis of the classification of the Now Zealand

Polyplacopliora is presented. The name
Lepidochitonidao is replaced hy the earlier
Callochitonidac , Plaxiphoridao hy Mopaliidao,
Aulacochitonidac hy Scliizochitonidae, and
Cryptoconchidae hy Acanthochitonidac.

Vaforichiton Irodalc and Hull is treated as a

suhgenus of Aorilamma Hull. Lorica H, and A, Adams
is used insteah of its junior synonym Aulacochiton
Shuttleworth, Lorica haurakiensis Mestayer is

recorded from the Nukumaruan (Lower Pleistocene).
Paricoplaz profundior Doll is placed in Loricella
Pilshry, Icoplax chathamensis Doll is made the

type species of a now suhgonus of i\nthochiton.

Localities in southern Now Zealand for Notoplax
cuneata (Suter) and Lorica haurat^iensis are listed.

Notes hy Dr, R,K, Dell - reprinted from earlier Cluh Notes -

from a lecture hy Dr. A.W.B. Powell,

"EXTINCT SHELLFISH LIFE OF ITEN ZEilLAND".

Of the standard geological sequences a number are unknown in
New Zealand. The Carahrian (550j000,000 years ago) is not represented
nor is the Pre-Camhrian, The next era, the Ordovician, is repre-
sented at Preservation Inlet where fossil Graptolites occur. These
wore widely distributed pelagic organisms aicin to modern hydroids.

The Silurian is not represented nor is the Carboniferous -

the great coal measure period of England and Europe, At Reefton a
number of Brachiopods and a few molluscs of Devonian age are found.
Thus rocks of the Paleozoic or Primary Period of geological time are
hut sparsely found in Now Zealand and practically no fossil
molluscs are obtainable.

In Mesozoic times a vast thickness of rock-greywacke was
laid dovm at a period when New Zealand is considered to he near the
coast line of the hypothetical continent of GondvranaJand which
stretches far to the west. The great pressure v/hich changed beds of
sedimentary sandstone to the relatively hard greywacke of today
destroyed most of the fossils contained in the rocks. Common
fossils of the period arc Pseudomonotis, e.g. in the Hokonui Ranges,
Wairoa (Nelson), Ka.wliia and Nelson, Inoccramus, Ammonites and
Belemites are typical of the Mesozoic - the latter being found
during this period alone, becoming extinct at the close of the
Cretaceous, Certain reptiles are known from the rocks at Naipara
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and Amun Bluff. Tliese aro generally amphibious or water dwelling
forms. One New Zealand form found nowhere else has been named
Taniwhasaurus

.

The Tertiary was initiated with a mild climate and an
abundent fauna and flora gained from the great land oxterior of the
Cretaceous, Contact was now lost >ri.th South ihnerica and Australia.
Since the Cretaceous our fauna has been dwindling. The four sub-

divisions of the Tertiary are Eocene, Oligocene, Miocene and Pliocene.

The land surface was at a minimum during the Oligocene,
During the Miocene the Land rose and the Kaikoura orogeny was
instituted resulting in the mountain systems as we know them today.

From the Eocene onwards the climate has been on the whole
mild. There is evidence of a climate drop at end of Waitotaran.
The only evidence of gain in molluscan species are Zethalia in the
Nukumaruan and later Notovola. Several species with a Sinusignra
apex come in the Castlecliffian presumably due to the influence of
the East Australian Current,

There is evidence of another cold snap in Pleistocene times
in the extinction of iirc^rapeza while the Moa may well furnish
further evidence.

Edit or ss

N, & N. GilEDNER.
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SIGAPATELLA SUFERSTES Fleming I 958 .

This is another species from the far north of Now Zealand
which is apparently frequently passed over unrecognised and so not

often seen in collections of shells from this region.

ThE type specimens were obtained from beach drift .'at Cape

Maria van Diemen, along with Sigapatella novaezel^diae (Less.)
. and Zogalerus tumens Finlay.

Sigapatella superstes is distinguished from novae

z

elandiae
by the presence of conspicuous sculpture which consists of numerous
concentric growth folds, irregular in strength and spacing, and of
fine spiral threads, interrupted and irregular' in direction where
they cross growth lines,resulting in a fine granulated surface
texture over the dorsal surface of both adult whorls.The whorls
arc more inflated than in g-rhovaezelandiae . Size- similar.

Recently,further examples of this species have been collected
at Cape Maria, and a series of fine examples have also been taken
to the south, at Reef Point ,Ahipara.

The distinclive sculpture of S . superstes is shared by the
fossil spceies Sigapatella vest ex TTt -r. t ^ \

• Marwick, (Upper Eocene,Lotne.

)

S. otamatea Laws. (Lower Miocene.) Kaipara Harbour.) The three
species are probably part of a linage which lasted in N.Z,
from upper Eocene until recent times.
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A RARE TO'ITLETRAP

,

A. Alio.

The phrase ’better to bo born lucky than rich' , certainly
applies to shell collectors. Towards the end of March my wife and
I 'were on Spirits Bay beaoh with Molly and H unt Seelye. There
appeared to be nothing that v;e wanted for our collection, so I

was just wandering along the high tide line picking up some bits
and pieces for friends who are keen on shell work. I bent down to
pick up an Epit onium to put in the bag,when something made me have
another look at it. There was something 'screv;y' about it.

It had the general shape of E.tenellum but it was larger and the
colour was odd,being pure whiie witk "brown bands around the suture.

None of us had a clue as to what it i<ras,so it was carefully
put on one side for expert appraisal and identified later as
Pomiscala perplexa (Pease)867) ( The first recorded N.Z.'

specimen of this shell (found by Mr N,Douglas at Penton Point ),

was figured by Dr. Powell in the Records of the Auckland Institute
and ^^useum Vol6,No.2,pagel6l .

)

CXir specimen, which is unbroken,measures I 5 mm. in height
and 6.75 i™* in width. Mrs N.Taylor and I'ir H.VJhiting, also of
the Tauranga Shell Club,have a further example about the same
size, found in the North,though they are uncertain of the ..exact

locality.

NEOffANLCUS PIRPICTS ' Suter I 907 .

One of those slipper-like species which live usually in
. fairly deep water and attached to dead shells, such a.s those of /
Penion dilatata or Alcithoe. Dell 193^ ,records Neojanacus as
living inside”dead shells,

”*

Capulus calcareus , of similar shape , attaches itself to the
outside of dead shells, often those inhabited by hermit crabs.

Neojanacus, although it has all the appearences of a
depressed Capulus and an animal superficially very similar,with
a large horseshoe ^aped attachment muscle and a similar type
of larval shell, it has a very different radula. Speciniens of
upto 9 by6.5mm. are known^beiiog rather flat ,variable in shape
but mostly oval, with concentric growth periods. Colour whitish
with a thin epidermis.

The interior of dead shells taken from trawls should
therefore be well examined for specimens of this rather elusive
speoies.

oOo
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THE FRESHWATER MUSSELS OF U\KE WAHI , HUmLY

Norman Douglas

Introduction

Diiring the Spring months of 19^9 and the Summer of 1970
extreme drought conditions prevailed in the South Auckland region
and the lakes around Huntly were lowered to a degree which exposed
large areas of lake-bed. At Wahi Lake, which is about a mile
west of Hintly town, about a half aero of bare, stoneless, tan-
coloured clay came into view at the ends of two of the points of

land on the western shore = (see map at A and C for locations) It

was on the northern one of these clean clay patches- that our Wild
Life Officer, Mr. Peter Howard, chose a suitable site on which to
catch wiJd ducks for leg-banding. Being a better obseiver than
most men he noticed that the dead and dying fresh-water mussels
about him were not all of the same pattern. It was this that led
him to the finding of what must be a record number of a previously
very rare shell - Cucumerunio websteri websteri (Simpson), On the
4th, March, 1970, Mr, Howard called at my home with about 30 specimens

of Cucumerunio websteri and some Hyridella menziesi from the round
about of his duck trapping area. -

Lake Visits

5th, March s Mr.Howard accompanied Miss Beverley Elliott,
my wife Lorna, and myself to the duck-banding site. By a wide-
ranging intensive effort found seven more C .websteri and we saw
a great many more Hyridella menziesi , all high and dry. It was
interesting to note that all except three of the C. websteri found
to date were found on the clay area and that this area was now
completely exposed, the lower edge dropping away into soft black
mud. Acres of black mud flats wore exposed to the sun, and,
whore dried out sufficiently, these flats x/ere netted with cracks
six inches deep and an inch or so xd-de at the top. Here and there
the cracks revealed H. menziesi . All of these were the broad
flat "depauperata" type and all were alive where they were not
fully exposed to the sun.. Others lay wide open on the surface of
the mud, could walk on the cracked area, beyond, it was bog.
Clay exposiires could be seen in the distance.

7 th. March I My wife, Murray and I examined about one mile
of the north-eastern shore line (from the outlet north westwards
and hereinafter called the east side). We found this shore very
different from the western. Open to the prevailing west and
south-vrest winds, it was wave-swept. The clay areas were
covered in hard stones and the bays of black mud were completely
wood-covered and therefore unsuitable for mussels. Only two
specimens of C,websteri were found and these were on the northern
part on stoney clay (see B on the map). Many hundreds of
H.menziesi wore exposed and all the adults were of either the
"menziesi menziesi" or the "aucklandica" type - not a "dopauporata"
to be seen !
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10tho March ; Mr, Cyril Wormald, my wife and I visited
various Huntly lakes briefly^ then xire went back to Lake ¥ahi.
This time it was back to the sheltered western side and to the
southern clay point (C on the map) about a mile south of the
duck-banding area. We were in luck I On that small half-acre
clay area we found the best specimens of C,websteri yet taken
- 21 in all. Wrinkled, glossy, greenish black, the two largest
measured 79 s; 38 mm. and J8 x 39*5 nim. Some had the animals
still inside. Again, like the duck-banding spot, all the clay
area was dry and completely surrounded by black mud on which
only H.menziosi "depauperata" type were to bo found. Acres and
acres of black mud. There was a mile of black mud between the
two clay points and I wondered if even one single C.websteri
existed therein^ But there remained another small plot of clay
to investigate a quarter mile further south (D). On this there
were just two C.websteri .* That made the total 23 for the day
and further established the feeling that a clean clay base was
an essential part of their habitat.

1 3th « March ; As we had only the south-eastern shore left
to examine (from the south end to the outlet and hereinafter
called the south side) Loma and I set off only to discover that
it was as wave-swept and stoney as the east. Again there were
hundreds of H.menziosi of the ’’taonziesi monziesfeum "aucklandica"
forms, but only one C.websteri on the whole mile-long stretch (E),

This specimen was tMck-shelled and distorted in shape and gave
the impression that its habitat was not right. We had now
covered all the dry exposed shore-line of the lake not made
unsuitable by bullrushes, etc,, so any further effort meant
looking for live specimens in the water. As the soft black mud
of the west was apparently unsuitable, if not impossible, it

would have to be the east and south sides.

21st. March s I-lrs.Willan visited the south side of the lake
and in a small area, in a few minutes of feeling in shallow water,
came out with six live specimens of C.websteri . As easy as that I

They were in shallow, soft, sandy mud on a hard clay base (F on

the map),

22nd. t'larch : I spent three hours unsuccessfully searching
most of the south side of the lake for "lives". This included the
area of Mrs. Willan’s success. Wlien I got cold I went out on the
bank, when warm again I went back into the water. There were
simply hundreds and hundreds of H.menziesi . I picked them up and
plopped them back behind, (They dig in again like toheroas). It

was interesting watching them moving along the bottom, hinge
uppermost, (see the illustration, number 3)« Some had trails .

behind them up to four feet long. One had gone, in a, circle i '

But most wore moving outwards towards deeper water and. safety,
with the drought receding water.

26th. April s (All these trips I It was just as vrell that the
cows went dry in the droughts) Mrs.Willan, my wife, Mr.A.K.
Buckcr and I revisited Lake Wahi and spent several hours on both
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rRESH-WATER MUSSELS FROM LAKE WAHI
,
HUNTUY.

Fxamples^ $kown -Malural size by ircLCin^ around iht valve^'^*
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the east and south sides « Hundreds of H,men2iesi must have
blessed us 5

but Mrs.Willan was again successful in finding one
moro C« webstori alive and this was in her old possie.

A deduction

While this report does not cover all our visits to Lake
Wahi it should provide an accurate picture of the situation there.

The most obvious lesson learnt was that nearly all the dead
C,websteri shells xirere confined to the txro small shallow-water
clay formations at the ends of the txro western points of land
(a and C) and this makes them extremely vulnerable to lake level.

Artificially lowering the outlet, to retain the drought-level
of the lake, would almost certainly have disastrous effects on

their population. Fortunately this was not done and, at the time
of writing, 26th. June, 1970 , the lake has recovered to its
original elevation.

These may be of interest - Lake V^aahi Levels? All levels

are in terms of the Waikato Valley' Authority datum with sea level

at R.L, 94.6’

Lowest level during December
1969 - May 1970 119.6’

Summer level December to
April 1969 “ average 122.3

Minimum 121.3

Winter level May I968 -

September I968 - average 124*4
Maximum 1 27 .

2

Some observations on Hyridella nonziesi

This species can live out of water in a cool place for at
least ten weeks.

On both sides of Lake Wahi the juveniles appear the same in
shape - like woe "depauporatas”. .-On the west side of the lake
they grow up in the soft black mud remaining like "depauperata"
(see ruumber 1 and 2 of Plate) On the wave-worn east and south
sides of the lake it is different. As they grow up in the gritty,
aandy-mud-overlay on a hard stoney clay bottom they gradually
change through the shape of "menziesi raenziesi" to an "aucklandica”
- like form (see number 3).

It may be that the cause of this, is damage to the mantle
(attempting to produce at the shell edge) on the anterior end and
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basal margin when the animal is shifting or travelling along the

gritty substratum. Note that the anterior end of shell number

3 is shorter than in number 1 (from the hinge forwards). Also
note that the bottom of the shell is flattened where it scrapes

along the stones at X. Note that the shells of number 1 and
number 3 are the same length from the hinge to the extreme backj

that the juvenile shape of number 3 (shown by the earlier growth
lines on the shell) is the same as in number 1. In other words
the change of shape of number 3 occurred during maturing growth.

I would also suggest that because the mantle was thwarted
from developing the shell normally, it deposited the material
back from the margin, thus causing a considerable thickening of

the shell-walls here. It then becomes a typical ’’aucklandica"
inside and out. Every stage of this change can be seen at Lake
Wahi.

Acknowledgement ; My thanks go to Mr. Peter Howard for an
introduction to a most interesting and
instructive interlude.

ITH4S OF INTEREST

ilnother Tohoroa record for the East Coast

While digging for pipis ( A.subtriangulatum ) recently at

Qnetangi, Waiheke Island, we came across a small live
Toheroa ( A.ventricosum ). Further investigation showed that
a colony of about a dozen specimens, was thriving in the
area. Shells ranged from 2 inches to 5 inches in length,
and were distributed quite sparsely - as were the pipis.
It is quite possible that there are other colonies on the
beach which is of considerable length,

Mr. George Barker found a largo live Toheroa washed up on
this beach after a storm several years ago, and other East
Coast records were noted in Poirieria Vol.1. Part 2 pg,20.

Has anyone come across any other colonies of this shell
living on the East Coast ?

Mention of Balcis brings to mind tiny, graceful white or transparent
shells, subulate in form and usually of only a few mm. in
length. They are for the most part, obtained from dredgings.
It is not generally Icnown amongst local Conchologists, that
a much larger species, very attractively patterned, is
occasionally collected from beach drift on some eastern
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Northland beaches. This is Pictobalcis sp. It grows to
over one inch and has a distinctive colour pattern

If you have handled examples of the common cockle Chione
stutchburyi from both the Par North and perhaps Stewart
Island, you may have noticed a distinct difference in
shell profile. If placed side by side you will find the
Northern example almost triangular in shape, while the
Southern one is oval - extremes of a dine.

Definition of a dine i- a gradual, continuous change
of character in a continuous
population

PECTINIDilB OF NmJ ZEALAND

We are fortunate in having in Nex^ Zealand, a very attractive
and colourful range of species’ from this interesting family,
ranging in size from 5 inches (the common scallop) to fragile
minutae of 2 mm. , from deep water.

They are to be found from low tide level down to depths of
300 odd fathoms. The 20 species listed in "Shells of New Zealand"
are arranged in six genera s-

Pecten s Mueller I776

Right valve convex, loft valve flattish, sculpture
consisting of strong ribs, ears sub-equal.

Chlamys ; Rcoding

Both valves convex, earo unoqud. Ribs generally small
and numerous.
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Pallium; Schainacher

Valves similar j convex, inflated. Ribs large and few.

Basal margin of adult s'''contfac‘tod so that edges are turned down
and nearly vertical,

Palliolum ; Monterosats

Small, thin almost circular, convex shells, hinge line
straight, sculpture weak, byssal sinus.

Parvamus sium Sacco, 1697

•

Convex valves, not greatly inflated with raised internal
ribs. Ears unequal. Sculpture weak.

Cyclopecten Verrill 1897

Sculpture discrepant on the two valves, right valve having
concentric ribbing while the left has radial elements most
prominent. Shell very small and thin.

No doubt the best Icnown species would be the common scallop,
Pecton novaezelandiae , landed not only by the Conchologist

,
but

also those with an interest in its food value. This species has
one strongly convex valve wliile the other is flat and inch
smaller. It is free swimming and lios with the left valve
uppermost at low water and below on sandy mud flats. The lugs
are of equal size. By the sudden closing of the valves, which
causes the water to be ejected, the shell is propelled forward
in short jerky movements.

Specimens washed ashore on open sandy beaches after heavy
storms generally have the best colour patterns. Colours range
from pink and white to mauve, and dark reddish brown and white.

It is found right round the North Island and in the North
of the South Island, Further south the following form occurs s-

Pecten novaezelandiae rakiura

Differs from the typical species in having squarer ribs
:with deep interspaces and in the presence of strong intercostal
lamellae. Many southern shells have fine radial grooves sub-
dividing the ribs. Pigmentation of the right valve is much
reduced or absent. The loft valve is evenly concave right to
the margin,

Len{':th IO7 mm. Type, Stewart Island. Other records are
Chatham Island, Dusky Sound, Preservation Inlet, South Canterbury,
(Manukau Harbour specimens are sometimes referred to this form)
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Chlamys ( Miniachiaxays ) Irodale

Chlamys zelandiae(Gray 1843)

The type specimen of C , zelandiae in the British Museum, is

typical of the specimens found around the Northern part of New
Zealand, The rihs of this..species.hear definite prickles. These

are not raised into scales. The disc of the shell has about 20

unequal and inequidestant , squamose ribs, interstices narrow with

very fine striae. Colour variable, ranging from slightly pink to

red, light brown, purple, orange, yellow or white. Sometimes a

rayed pattern is present.

It is found attached by its byssus under stones at extreme
low tide and ranges around the North Island and northern parts of

the South Island.

Chlamys dkffenbachi Finlay.

According to the author of this species it is very similar
to C, zelandiae . Main differences appear to be its larger size
and the stronger, more prickly ribs. There are about a dozen main
ribs on each valve

5
those of the right valve, double, separating

into two or three near the margin, vrhile those on the left valve
are single, and therefore appear more distant. Normally lives
in sponges. Fresh specimens seen to be totally encrusted with
then. Apparently not found attached to rocks in the littoral
zone."

Length 40 mm. Type locality, Stewart Island. Also found
in the South Island & Chatham Island and has been recorded from
Wellington Harbour and several other North Island localities,

Chlamys zeelandona (Hertlein 1931)

Rather like C, zelandiae , but the left valve is aaid to have
parallel eleva.ted, sub-equal radial ribs, alternately weak and
strongi the interstices broader than the ribs in which a weak
middle rib is present. This is flanked by even ribs. Right valve
with 10 ribs - flattened interspaces narrower than the ribs.
Colour of left valve purplish brown - red brown on principal ribs.
Right valve has whitish ribs t^ith darker interspaces. Thc’foot'of
the animal is much darker in colour than that of C. zelandiae .

Found attached by a byssus, under stones at dead low water,
around the northern half of the North Island.

QJamys suprasilis Finlay, (This species and the following sub-
species are not now generally

recognised. It is considered by Beu (19^5) to be the phenotype
assumed by djrffenbachi when it lives under much less enclosed
conditions)

.
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"At first sight morely a worn C . dieffonhachi but scales
are different. Shell almost exactly like C«celator ( dieffenbachi )

in habit and sculpture
j
but is more compressed vertically. Both

valves arc less convex. Spinous sculpture is obsolete over most
of the shell. The main ribs (double in left valve) as in
( dieffenbachi) but only one strong interstitial riblet."”

Interstices smooth. Scales are different style, rather distant,
low, broad and placed onh-ri.de rounded ribs," Length 33 nim.

The type is from Port Chalmers, Dunedin, recorded also
from Tinaru and Chatham Islands, Not common. A local deep
water race of this species occuring at Dusky Sound, has been
described -= Chlamys suprasilis crepusculi Fleming, It has
strong radial ribs, slightly scubrous, arranged in pairs and
distinct interspaces, (12 fathoms. Size 14 mm.)

Chlamys gemmulata gemmulata (Reeve)

Is the attractive species formerly rather loosely called
radiata . Specimens trawled from Hauraki Gulf and as far South
as Otago Heads are now considered to be typical gemmulata .

Often variously patterned, with markings on a purple, red or

orange background. Plain specimens are not uncommon, however*
Ribs, fine, close, distinctly scabrous - about 2>0 towards the
beaks, but dividing and increasing near margin where they
become alternately weak and strong,

Chlamys gemmulata radiata (Hutton)

This subspecies can be distinguished by its less inflated
shell and the more noticeably finer sculpture, more numerous
riblets and the larger size. The subspecies is generally
considered a weak one, Tliis is the much sought after St-ewart

Island fan shell,

Chlamys consociata Smith

This name is generally but wrongly used for the "gemmulata"

typo shells common in deeper water off ' the Auckland East Coast,

C« consociata apparently shows little relationship to the latter
species (Dell 19.63) and specimens matching it have been obtained
from several stations at the extreme North of the North Island,
in the- Three Kings area. The ribs are much more prickly than
those of the gemmulata scries. The main rib breaks into two but
one is always subsidiary to the main rib and this subsidiary
does not -bear phickles,

Chlamys kix-faensis Powell

Of medium size sculptured with rather distant, rounded,
partly soabrous, strong radial ribs with fine radially striated
interspaces. Both valves, dull xdiito and the radial of the left
valve marked in a brownish pink colour. There are 31 simple
narrow radials xvrhich bear towards the margin sharp imbricating
spines, Into3?space 3-5 times width of radial. Width of shell
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29.5 nun. (type)o Prom a doep sea cable grappled up about 4OO
miles West of New H-jmiouth and at a depth of 600-7 00 fathoms.

Several odd valves from a deep water prawn trawl off Northland
East Coast seem to be referrable to this species. -

Chlamys taiaroa Powell

Shell resembles dicliroa in size, shape and colouration but
is more inflated and with a different sculptural detail. In
C« taiaroa the radials are narrowly rounded and channelled only in
the early stages. Later, the radials spread to become broadly
triangular with the addition of a weak margining radial on each
side and one or two secondaries in each intercostal space. Ribs
with weak, irregular scales. Primary radials number 13 - 20,

Colour pink to orange, alternating with growth stages. Colour
strong inside shell. Length 42 mm. Typo Otago Heads 5Q. ~ 70.,

fathoms. Apparently not yet knoxm from elsewhere.

Chlamys dichroa (Suter)

Rather difficult to identify satisfactorilj'- and is not
often collected. It has the shape, but differs from radiatus
mainly in the development of the sculpture which approaches
that of C.dieffenbachi . The main ribs are prominent anteriorly,
so that, at the margin there are about 20 strong ribs, bordered
on each side by laterals and >jith even weaker ribs developed for
a short distance in the interstices. In C. radiatus there are
some 80 sub-equal fine riblets. The scaling is fine, close and
low. Occasionally ribbing is fine and distant. Right valve
usually whitish, sometimes tinged with pink^ left valve always
darker, often X'fith pattern of concentric spots or mottled with
white.

Length 30 mm. Type Stewart Island stomach of Blue Cod -

also from Oamaru, 40 fathoms., Lyttleton 100 fathoms and
Chatham Islands.

Chlamys ( Zygochlauays ) delicatula (Hutton)

This name was given to a fossil species from the
Nukumaruan series. The range of the recent shell is from Otago
Heads and Canterbury Bight to Macquarie Island. Apparently
does not exist on the Chatham Rise.

Benthic range is said tc be from 40 fathoms to 4OO fathoms.
This handsome species grows to 3 inches, usually x-ri.th one valve
orange to yellow- and the other, white, darker colouration near
the beaks. VJings not as pronounced as in the sub-genus
Mimachlamys . There are 26 raised ribs, with secondary riblets -

one or two showing near hinge but increasing to about six near
margin. All these ribs have fine close even scales. . .
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Pallium (Mosopeplun) convGXum (Quoy & Gaimard)

iln attractive species of about 50 mm. Both valves convex
v;ith. tlie disc of the shell trian^lar above, distinctly shouldered
at ears, and rounded below. Surface of shell corrugated with

4 or 5 broad, rounded radiate ribs and numerous small unequal
and inequidistant ones in interspaces. Margin crenulated.
Colour vfhite, generally spotted xd.th pink, red or purple. Ears
unequal. Most species are obtained by trawling in about or

below 25 fathoms. Odd valves often wash up on ocean beaches.
Found throughout Now Zealand,

Palliolum forstorianum Powell 1933

Grows to just luider 1 inch, which is considered to be a
moderate size for the genus. Shell is subcircular, convex,
very thin and almost transparent, with faint divaricating
striations on surface. Hinge line fairly straight, ears
unequal. Byssal notch deep and wide. Interior glassy,
polished. Obtained from deep sea cable 400 miles off New . .

Plymouth. ( 4OO - 6OO fathoms)

Parvamussium maorium Bell 195 6

A small deep water species which although considered big
for the genus, grows only to about I 5 mm. Shell is practically
equilateral and not greatly inflated. Both valves sculptured
internally with $ raised lamellae. Ihese internal ribs which
start at the beaks and stop short of the margin show through the
almost transparent slicll. External sculpture is of fine regular
concentric incised grooves. Typo from 260 - 35^ fathoms off
East Otago Coast, Tlie species has also been taken by deep water
trawling off the Northland and Bay of Plenty coasts.

Cyclopecten transennus (Suter)

A tiny shell of some 8 - 9 nim,
,
white, very thin and

fragile. Ears subequal. Sculpture of loft valve consists of

numerous radial riblots crossed by concentric threads, which
results in a netted pattern. Points of intersection said to be
slightly nodulous. Sculpture is not distinctly marked off at

the ears.

Right valve with finer sculpture, concentric ribbing
being dominant. Type from 50 fathoms off Tlie Snares, not
uncommon at Stewart Island. Recorded from Lyall Bay, Wellington.

Cyclopecten aupoufia Powell

Smaller than preceding species. The left valve sculptured
with thin distant, regular concentric ribbing, about 6 per mm.,
and weak radial threads. Right valve sculptured with separated,
dense concentric threads in radial series (Bell 1956)« Originally
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taken off Three Kings (Discovery II Reports) and later
recorded from Chatham Rise 300 fathoms, Chatham Islands (Fitt
Island)

5
off East Otago Coast 25O - 30O fathoms. Size 3*4 nrai.

Cyclopecten secundus Finlay

Of this species, Dell ( 195^) TOites, "the right valve
of this shell is still unknowio In the left valve the radial
sculpture is most prominent but the concentric ribbing is also
very strong; the two systems giving a netted effect. The shell
is much more equilateral than C. transennus "

Tlie species does not seen to have boon collected again,
the type remaining unique. Finlay’s description notes that it

is much larger than transennus and has tiri.ce as many ribs.
Trawled 6^ miles off North Cape in 75 fathoms.

Cyclopecten powelli Dell

Apparently close to C.aupouria in appearance. Differs in
having finer, loss closely spaced, concentric ridges on lett

valve, obsolete towards outer edge. Radials weak, but crossing
the concentric ribs. Right valve close concentric lines, about

14 - 15 mm. and very fine radials. Length 4.0 nun, height

3«4 mm.

Type locality Galathea Station 626 (69 metres) Tasman
Sea.

Cyclopecten mestayerae Dell

From North Cape in deep water and differs from other
species in that the left valve is thin, tra,nsparent

,
and shining;

the only other sculpture being sparse, irregular microscopic
radial scratches. Right valve with more regular concentrics
crossed by fine close irregular radials, more obvious on gro^rth
lines. Strong byssal sinus. Length 2.6 mm. height 2.4 mm.
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"To determine right from left valve of Pecton, hold open shell

in front of you, internal surfaces upwards, hinges touching with
the two large ears nearest to you - the right valve is on your
right hand ,

"

Bucknill "Sea Shells of New Zealand"

oOo N.G.

PARYPIiANTA IN I^T NELSON

THE GILLIESI SERIES

By Bo Elliott.

Visitors to Golden Bay may appreciate a few notes on

whore to find Paryphanta gilliesi and its subspecies. Tiiis

article is not meant to be a complete g-uide, and anyone requiring
more precise information is welcome to come and see me before
going over Takaka Hill.

Paryphanta gilliesi gilliesi is the easiest of the series
to obtain. It is found at Mount Burnett, bctx\roen Colling’wood
and Palcawau. If you wish to go up the mountain, permission must
be obtained from the Golden Bay Dolomite Company, but the snails
can be found in the bush right at the bottom of the mounta,in.

I have not found any snails halfxfa,y up, but at the 2,098 ft.

summit they are plentiful, and the magnificent view helps to
make this a worthwhile walk. The snails at the summit appear
to be exactly the same as those at the bottom. In spite of the
unwelcome attention of wild pigs, P. gilliesi gilliesi is ea,sy

to find,

Par.yphanta gilliesi subfusca is also easy to find at
Kail' oka Lakes (the type loceJity), at Traver's Bush, Oyster
Point and lilhite Pine Creek (all on the shores of the Westhaven
Inlet), at Ngairoa, and at Green Hills Creek, Ivhararxki.An hours
searching at any of these localities should yield round about
a dozen specimens, alive and dead.
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Surprisingly P.subfusca also occurs at Mount Drumduan
near Nelson, sixty miles south-east of the other colonies, and

this is tho only gilliesi colony cast of Takaka, as far as I

knowo How did they get there ??? I'm told by local residents
that they were known to be there one hundred years ago, so

possibly tho Maoris were responsible for the establishment of

this colony, as it seems that they occur there naturally.

Paryphanta gilliesi fallax is widespread over a large

area of Golden Pay, and can be found in various localities
near Puramahoi, Qnekaka and Parapara, from almost at sea level
to about 3? 000 feet on Parapara Peak whore it is found
together with P.hochstettori anatokiensis . It is always hard
to find, and wekas, rats and fires have taken a great toll.
I have found them plentifully only once - when a few acres
of-gorse was burnt off at Parapara Bend, several miles up the
Parapara Stream, I was there a few days after tho fire and
found dozens of freshly dead fallax , some scorched by fire,
but the shell mostly in perfect condition. It would appear
that they prefer gorse to native bush, - so they are well
protected from collectors.

Paryphanta gilliesi brunnea is found only in one small
patch of bush near the Patarau River. This beautiful red -

brown snail was once almost extinct, but since the folk who
own this area have stopped collectors from takin^^ live snails,
the colony has made a remarkable recovery, in spite of wekas,
rats and cattle. It is still one of the rarest of the
Panyphantas, and one is lucky to find two or three undamaged
dead shells in an hours searching. Living snails are fairly
plentiful, but are best left undisturbed,

• How well I remember my first trip up the
Mangarakau Bluffs after Paryphanta gilliesi aurea . This wa,s ^

going to be easy, I thought, "Will v;e need to take lunch?"
my friend asked, "Oh no, we'll be back by lunch time",
I replied, imagining that P, aurea v:ould be waiting for us in

the nearest patch of bush. But by lunch time our efforts had
yielded nothing more than a few Thalassohelix prousoi ,and it

was 2 p.m, before we loca.ted P. aurea . Having been told how
rare they were, I was amazed and delighted when we each .found

about thirty perfect empty shells during an hours search. 'Ih^o

hungTy girls finally get back for lunch some time after 4 P«m. •

I have since discovered an even better spot, where another
collector and I each found about seventy perfect empty shells
in an hour. There is verj'- little sign of damage by wekas and
rats, but something else is killing the snails in great
quantities.

My latest trip to these Bluffs will also be long
remembered. "'Accompanied by a keen young collector who wanted
to find some snails in spite of the weather, I set off in
light rain. Halfway up it was raining steadily, and by the
time wo reached the top tho rain was torrential. We stayed
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only a few minutes
j just long enough to find about twenty

snails, and almost swam back down to Mangarakauo Oh, the
crazy things we'll do for snails JI

Paryphanta gilliesi compta is the largest of the gilliesi
series, up to 2^ inches in diameter , Although it is fairly
common, and only requires an easy walk of a little over a mile,
I would not recommend that anyone try to find it without a guide.
The difficulty lies in finding the right spot, and in spite of

detailed (and conflicting) instructions from local residents,
my efforts to locate compta were in vain until a friend took me
to the exact place. I had been told that compta was extremely
rare, so I was delighted to find half e, dozen good specimens
without any difficulty, and even more on later trips. P. compta
is found at the Castles, an area of huge limestone formations
south of Bainham, on tho track to Boulder Lake. The seven
mile road from Bainham was only just passable for cars a couple
of years ago, though possibly there have been improvements
since the new swing-bridge was built.

Paryphanta gilliesi montana is only for the more energetic
collector. Four to five hours of tough tramping up the steep
face of Bock Peak in the VJhakamarama Range is liable to make
even the hardiest snail hunter wonder why snails choose to live
in such inaccessable places. You start at Silverstroam, past
Bainham, and the only track as far a,s I know, is the one I have
cut myself, with help from a couple of other snail enthusiasts,
and it is still very inadequate. Round about 2,500 feet one
may be rewarded with odd specimens of Paryphanta suporba suporba ,

but one must climb almost to the 3?500 ft, summit before finding
P. montana . Our "friends", tho wokas, have been extremely busy
here, and it is most discouraging to find dozens of snails, both
suporba and montana , with their tops peoked out, A fex>r arc
undamaged, but live snails are rare. The view from the top of
Back Peak helps to make tho trip v/orthwhile, providing tho
weather has not ohanged to thick fog and heavy rain - and this
can easily happen, as Bainham is xj-ell known for its high rainfall.

Paryphanta gilliesi jamesoni is found in the bush beside
the Gouland Downs Hut on the Heaphy. Tra,ck, This is about eight
hours easy walking from the end of the road at Walsh Creek,
beyond Bainham. Once again tho wekas have been very busy, and
although jamesoni is quite common, I did not find one live
snail during several hours of searching, and very few undamaged
ones. Tliroe to four miles further along the track, past Saxon
Creek, the rod-based form of jamesoni can bo found, with a much
higher percentage of undamaged shells. Paryphanta suporba
mouatae is also found in this area.

I had been unable to persuade any of my friends to come
with me to collect Paryphanta gilliesi kaliurangica , and this
txirelve mile walk along the coastline from Anatori to Kahurangi
is not a trip to attempt alone. So v;hen a group of Takaka
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residents decided to organise a trip to Kaliurangi, I was glad
to take th.0 easy way out. At 3 a,n, one February morning
twenty of us assembled at Anatori^ and climbed into the back
of a four-wheel-drive truck driven by a local farmer. Off wo
went, with tov^ering cliffs on one side and the Tasman Soa- on
the other, though of course we could see very little in the
darkness. After a thrilling journey v/hich included several
tricky river crossings, we arrived at the homestead just

north of Kahurangi Lighthouse, It was still not daylight, but
as soon as breakfast 'was over I went out to the bush just
north of the house, and began to pick up snails as soon as it

was light enough to see them. After visiting the Li^thouse,
a friend and I left the main party and walked south to the
Kahurangi River to see the waterfall. The waterfall was a

little disappointing, but snails were plentiful in the bush
below it ,..,sp. the walk was most worthwhile. Then we returned
to the .homestead,, and I searched for more snails in the nearby
bush, where they are fairly common. At 3 p«m. it was time to

leave, so we all got into the truck and set off in light rain
which became heavier and heavier as we travelled north. Cold
and v/ot, wo arrived back at Anatori, Some vowed they would-

never go again, but others, myself included, had thoroughly
enjoyed it in spite of the rain and the millions of blood-
thirsty sandflies.

oOo

RECENT PUBLICATIONS

The following new papers on recent mollusca have come
to our notice s-

The Mollusca of the Genus Cliaronia (Family Cymatiidae)
by A,G,Bou.

.

Trans. R. Soc, M.Z, Biol. Sciences, Vol,11, No, 16,March 1970
pp. 205 - 223 , “F fig, '5 pis.

Abstract
'

'

The forms of Charonia are placed in two species, C.tritonis
(Linnaous, 1758} and C.lampas (Linnaeus, 1758), C.tritonis
has two geographic subspecies? Cltritonis tritonis in the Indo-
Pacific; and C.tritonis variogata (Lamarck, I8I6) in the
Atlantic and in the Mediterranean. C.lampas has five geographic
subspecies? the nominate one in the Mediterranean and in the
eastern Atlantic

5 C.lampas pustulata (Euthyme, I889) in South
Africa? C.lampas sauliao (Reeve, 1644 ) in Japan? C.lampas
ruhicunda ( Perry, I8II) in Australia? and C.lampas capax
Finlay, 1927 s in New Zealand and in the Kemadec Islands.
C . lampas rub icunda occasionally occurs in New Zealand apparently
a result of transport of larvae across the Tasman Sea. Names
based on deep water ecophenotypes in Australia and in Japan arc
synonymised td.th the earliest available names.
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The genus first appears in the Oligoceno of Europe

j

apparently evolving through genera resembling Vernotriton and
Negyrina .

The Mollusca of the Subgenus Honoplez (Family Cymatiidac)
by A.G.Beu.

TranSo R, Soc. N»Z,
5

Biol., Sciences, Vol,11, No,17»
March I 97 O, pp^ 225 - 237 5 1 Fig. 5 pic.

Abstract

The cymatiid gatropods belonging to the subgenus Monoplex of

the genus Septa are considered to comprise S. (M. ) parthenopea
parthenopea (Salis, 1793) from the eastern and western Atlantic,
the Mediterranean, South Africa, Australia and Nexi Zealand^
S.(Mo

)

parthenopea echo (Kira, I 961 ) from Southern Japan^ and
S.(M.) parthenopea ke^ae n.subsp, from central western America
and the Galapagos Islands. The group first appears in the-

'

Miocene of Europe, and the first records in the Indo-Pacific
arc in the Pleistocene of Nexr Zealand and Japan,

Now Zealand Gastropod Molluscs of the Genus Pteropurpura
Jousseaurae by A.G.Beu.

Trans .R, Soc.Biol, Sciences, Vol. 12,. No. 12, May 1970»

PP .133 - 143 ?
2 figs., 2 pis.

Abstract

The group of "Pterynotus " laetificus Finlay is removed from
Ptcrynotus (Muricinae) and placed in Pt eropurpura (Ocenebrinao).
New Zealand representatives of Pteropurpura arc P .kaiparaonsis
(Fleming) (Lower Miocene), P.laetifica laetifica (late Oligocene
to late Liocene), P.laetifica fiemingi (Beu)' (late Pliocene to
Recent), and a nex^r subspecies of P.laetifica from Lome, near
Oamaru (Upper Eocene)

The Littoral Marine Molluscs of Niue Island
by ¥. 0 , Cernohorsky.

Rec, Auck, Inst, Mus»7s 175 ~ I 86 ,
March 31st 1970.

Abstra,ct

Tv7o hundred and three species of molluscs have been collected
at Niue Island "by Mr„N.McI>ox;all between the years I 966-I 968 ,

These are listed together with six additional species from •

the Finlay and Sorronsen collections of Niue Island molluscs
at the Auckland Institiute and Museum. In the same species
list of Niue Island molluscs, figure references for each
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species have been cited. From a total of 209 Niue Island
molluscs recorded, 83?^ are ivldely distributed throughout the

Indo-Pacific, 14^ are Pacific endemics and 3^^ are Polynesian
endemics

5
none are endemic to Niue Island,

The Tazonomy of Some Austral-Neozolanic Cyraatiidae (Mollusca?

Gastropoda) by W.O.Cemohorsl^y,
Rec, Auck, Inst. Mus. 7? 18? - 191 « March 31st I97O.

Abstract

A living specimen of Prozicharonia palmeri Powell, has been
collected at the Poor Knights Islands during a recent
ezpedition. The dentition is compared to Austrotriton
parkinsonia (Perry) from the same locality, and the taxonomic
value of related genera is discussed.

Now Mitridae and Volutoraitridae

Nautilus, Jan, 1970*

by ¥.0. Ccrnohorsky.

Pour new species are described| two from the Philippine Is.

,

one pair off Pitcairn Island and the other from West Africa
(Congo) 2 figs., 2 pis.

Tlie Types of the Lamarck Collection in the Museum d'Histoire
Naturelle in Geneva, Recent Mollusca of the Genera Mitra,
Columbclla (part) and Cancollaria (part)

by ¥.0, Ccrnohorsky.
Revue Suisse de Zoologie. Vol, 76, No. 49? Lee. I969

PPo 953 - 994 with 58 figs.

MOLLUSCA .° SUBCLASS PULI-IONATA

The mantle cavity in the pulmonates is converted into
a lung. There is no true gill, but in certain aquatic forms,
gill-like structures may be developed in the mantle cavity.
Most Pulmonata are provided i/ith shells, but with the ezeeption
of the Araphibolidae the adults never possess an operculum. The
majority are terrestrial, but some are aquatic and there are a
few marine forms. They are divisable into two Orders s-

Lasomraat ophora and Stylommatophora ,
- Characterised by

the difference in the position of eyes.
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A. The Basominatophora which includes Bllobiidae , Physidae ,

Planorhidae , Ancylidae have a single pair of tentacles at the
base of which the eyes are situated.

Be The Stylonmatophora (the land snails, slugs etc.) are
provided with a pair - in a few cases two pairs - of retractile
tentacles.

More than 10,000 species of Pulnonata are known.

Basoraatophora ;

The Auriculidae chiefly inhabit salt or brackish water.
The largest forms are tropical and found at the mouths of rivers
or amongst the roots and stems of mangroves or in damp wood
near the sea. Auricula auris.iudao from Queensland is a good
example. Other species are found in India and the Philippines.
Heavy shell, vrith strong epidermis and characteristic columella
folds.

The "limpet snails" (Siphonariidae ) look very like true
limpets, but the" shells are distinguished by a slight buldging,
on one side, caused by a groove on the inside which lodges a

respiratory siphon. They arc marine and found on rocks between
tide marks, chiefly in tropical countries.

The Lyrmaeidao are found only in fresh water. Most of them
occasionally rise to breathe, at the surface where they glide
along foot uppermost

,
and at times suspending themselves by a

glutinous thread - after the fashion of a spider. Best knoxm
species is no doubt Lymnoa stagnalis , the common pond snail of
Britain and inhabitant of fish ponds in this country. Our
Simlimnea tomontosa Hutton belongs here

Hie freshwater limpets Ancylidae (which include our Latia
and Gundlachia ) live attached to stones and leaves of plants.
Like the Lymnoeidae, they feed on freshwater algae, conforvae and
also decayed vegetable matter

Stylomraatophora

With the exception of the. cosmopolitan marine family
Onchididao, these Pulnonates arc terrestrial.

True snails (Holicidae, Bulimulidao, Stenogridae etc.)
are nearly all protected by a spiral shell. They are, for the
most pant vegetable feeders, subsisting chiefly on leaves. Our
Paryphantidae is a notable exception, in that it devours
earthworms.

Shells of many of the species are objects of beauty on
account of the brilliancy of their colouration (c.g,- Polimita
of Cuba, Helicostyla of thePhilippine Islands, A. chatinollidao
etc.) Some families have enormous distributional range, for
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instance, Holicidae are found in nearly every part of the world
and in all situations from sea level to a recorded altitude of

12,000 fto They prefer a reasonable amount of moisture, and in
hot, dry weather retreat xirithin their shells, remaining torbid
until the return of rain.

Eggs of land snails vary in texture and size, Tlioy are
usually white, but in some instances are yellow or pale green.
Those of some of the largo South American forms Stropochiolus
are as hard as hen eggs and more than an inch in length.

Our ParyjPhant idae also produce such eggs though on a
slightly smaller scale. Eggs of P, superba have been recorded
up to 14 X 12 mm.

Slugs are anatomically very like snails but possess no
external shelly most of them, however, have a small internal
shelly plate or a few calcareous granules hidden beneath the
skin of the back. Some have a large slime pore at the end of
the foot and others are slightly phosphorescent, Lilco snails,
they prefer damp localities.

Now Zealand representatives are from the family
Athoracophoridae - rather flat and distinctively veined, like
a leaf from a tree.

Tostacella also found in this country, although originally
introduced from Europe, differs from slugs in having' a small
external shell at the posterior end of the body. It is not slimy
a.nd lives under ground, feeding on worms

oOo—

—
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V0I. 5 . 5» Novenbor, 1970*

RIVARILBIA SYDNEYMSIS -Hedley I9O4

Even with all the collecting that is done on rocky shores of

Northland, very little is heard of this attractive -little species
which lives at the low tide level attached hy a hyssus to the
underside of stones.

Some years ago, numhers were located at Whatawhiwhi, Doubtless
Bay, but for the most part it has a rather scattered distribution.
Odd valves occur not unfrequently in shell sand samples and it has
been found occasionally in deeper water dredgings.

r

Shaped a little like bur large southcin Lima zealandica
Sowerby, but with very rounded ventral and basal margins , ( almost an
even half circle) the shell is thin and translucent with the surface
sculptured in fine, close, radiating threads, slightly beaded and
divaricating. Some weak concentric growth linos are also present.
The outside of the shell is pale brown and the interior shiny and
faintly tinged with purple.

Grows to 7 or 8 mm.

The type is from Port Jhekson N.S.W, Has also been recorded
from the Kermadec Islands.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST

There is a great diversity in the extent of parental care amongst
molluscs - from mere temporary association with the parent
in some cases, as in gastropods in which eggs are laid on
the shell, Zeatrophon arabiguus for instance, to the continuous
incubation in special brood pouches in the mother’s body as
in the fresh water snails Vivipora , Hydrobia etc. In some
bivalves - e.g, Unionidae , the young are incubated between
the gill lamellae.

In Argonaut

a

the dorsal tentacles secrete a special
shell in which the young develop.

The resistance of molluscs to adverse conditions is well known.
A freshwater mussel from Australia has lived out of water
for over a year and some land snails have survived after
2 to 5 years without food. An instance is seen in the case
of a specimen of Helix desert orura from the Western Desert
which was fixed to a Museum tablet in March I846 and was
found to be still alive in March I85O - four years in a

glass case without food or water.

Some molluscs seem to bo able to stand considerable
extremes in temperature - a fresh-water snail Melanopsis
perrysii lives in the hot springs in Hungary with a
temperature of 42^ C,

Mrs. D. Green of Napier, on a recent collecting trip, picked up
a very nice example of the rare Fusinus genticus on
Eastern Beach, Houhora.

Mr.Pcnnikot reports finding several more specimens of the unusual
little white bubble shell Atys naucum (Lin,). Those have all
been found at Snells Beach, VJarkworth.

Mr. L, Price, on a collecting expedition in the Fiji Islands xirrites -

"Have already been out and ’done’ the Lau Group. I finally
chartered an ocean going catamaran and spent two weeks sailing
the hi^ seas (mighty high at times, too), I landed on
nine islands and spent an average of 5 hours collecting on
each - got a fine selection of Helicinia , Partula , Trochomorpha ,

Omphalotropis and other odds and ends, but very disappointed
at finding very few Endodontids - only on two islands did I
get a reasonable number, plus a few odd specimens on three
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others, and none at all on the remaining four islands.
However, that*s how it goes - I had lots of fun poking
round the limestone islands - they are smothered in heavy
forest hut the going is really rugged in that jagged coral
limestone".

From Bruce Hazlewood, Otaki s-

"Buring the past years, I have found Maurea cunninghami
with numerous variations, I have taken them to Wellin^on
meetings and some appear to ho crossed with or have some of

the characteristics of Maurea waikanae.

Bpown band on white.

Brown dots on white, as in
v^aiKanaaBsis

Brown outaide, white with

dots in centre.

Also, the tops of some specimens have hrown blotches,"



Mr. and Mrs, A. Alio, our ex Tauranga raeml)ers, are now established in
Taipei, Taiwan, tir. Alio, who is with A.S.P.A.C.Food &
Fertilizer Technical Centre says

"Last weekend we were taken for a drive round the northern
coast, first of all to Keelung, just another big port, and
then through terraced hills and valleys groiring mostly, rice.
Then we passed along a series of beaches. At one of these
there is a small National Park on a promontory jutting into
the ocean, built on a lot of strange rock formations, with
caps of hard volcanic rock sitting on stalks of sandstone
like giant mushrooms. Several girls were selling big baskets
of shells. Fortunately we were the only buyers and had
plenty of time to sort throu^ them and pick out 40 perfect
specimens for the foundation of our collection. They are
collected offshore by men diving from fishing boats. I don’t
think we will get a great deal off the beaches, ¥e did do
a little shelling on one, but most of the shells were pretty
bleached and worn. Evens o, it was exciting to find cowries
in the high tide wash, even if they were poor specimens,"

Among the wonderfully colourful exhibits of shells at the Second
Australian Shell Collectors Convention were two unusual
trays.

One was an artistic arrangement of world wide
Epitoniums - from the large and beautiful species from
Yeppoon itself, to small examples from many countries,
including New Zealand,

The other was a collection of brackish water shells
from about the mangroves of Ross River, Yeppoon. Along with
Ophicardelus , which seemed to closely resemble our species,
were a number of other small interesting looking shells.
Large brown Cassidula , about an inch in height were really
handsome and a spot of colour was given by the orange-yellow
Melaraphe luteola which lives well up on the mangrove leaves.

Incidentally several club members attending the
convention spent a short though interesting time poking about
mangroves in various places during the trip and found among
other species a few very large black strongly ribbed Nerita
grossi .
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SHELL COLLBCTIHG AT YEPPOON

Diiring the five days spent at this very pleasant seaside town
about 27 miles out from Rockhamptonj members who were attending the

Second Australian Shell Collectors' Convention in September, had the

opportunity of having a look at low tide, along the wide stretches

of beach and round the rocky headland at the Southern end of the

town.

Everything was new and exciting - even the large barnacles
which covered rocks in the high tidal zone, and groups of small

bluish Nodilittorina along with species of Melaraphe , Bembiciura

melanostoma and Herita . Limpets were very scarce except for a

small one resembling at first sight, our Notoacraea parviconoidea ,

tucked in among the common rock oyster Saxostrea comroercialis

with its deeply fluted edge. Monodonta labio were particularly
large

The thing that impressed us most was the variety of life
under the stones. Whereas in New Zealand we would find one or

maybe, very occasionally two species of Area , there were often at

least three species under one small stone - a small whitish species,
larger, but not unlike our A«sociella , a Barbatia, Ustularca
renut

a

very much resembling our Barbatia novaezelandiae , and the
curiously winged Navicula ventricosa *

Two kinds of mussel were quite common. Often in groups, on
and under low tidal rocks were the hairy, ribbed Trichomya hirsuta
and Modiolus seemed quite common as well.

Tvj-o small Scutus were found, one vriith a black animal and the
other \d-th a brownish mottled creature. Key hole limpets were a
novelty to us, and we were also interested to see Cypraea errones
and C«xanthodon alive. One of the commonest shells was Cardita
variegata , very like the New Zealand C.aoteana .

Clinging under most stones were feather stars, some green
and black, some orange and others black and white or brown etc.
Among seaweed in the pools were what appeared to be another
species - all \d.th the feathery arms curled in - in the feeding
position, so we were told.

Two species of Brittle Star were seen$ one very like our
dark brown Ophionereis antipodum and the other resembling
Pectinura maculata which occurs more in deeper water about the
Auckland Peninsular,

Buccinulura , so characteristic of New Zealand coasts, was
absent but the rotund Canthaims undosus was there and small
mottled Pyrene versicolor were also plentiful living on an orange
ascidian spread over parts of the underside of rocks.
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At least half a dozen species of crabs scuttled among the
rockso Here again, we ^noticed the variety in the species found in
a small area - not as many specimens as we would find on a New
Zealand reef but a wonderful diversity in size, form, colour and
behaviour. Brown beche de mere were common and some anemones had
to be watched as they were inclined to sting. One or two eels
slithered away as we turned the rocks and two specimens of sea-egg
- much like our 2 inch specimens from the Beehive Island at Kawau
were found.

Byfield

Yeppoon.

Rockhampt6r]

.

Chama iostoma attached in
clusters were foimd and a few of the
larger specimens of Spondylus
ducalis (about 2|- inches) were
attached to the upper side of rocks.
At a glance, these reminded us of
the habit of our Cleidothaerus «

To Keppel Finer specimens were attached under
-> Islands .-t^e rocks and there we left them, as

they were almost impossible to
dislodge. I took one which happened
to be on a piece of softish rock but
nearly all had one valve firmly
cemented to the rock.

Cooe Bay

Lariimer-
moor

r-
/ -

Bch. Lying horizontally just below
the surface of sand between mid-tidal
rocks, we came across a colony of

Corithium obeliscus . Mancinella
kieraeri were laying eggs in the sane

sort of habitat as our Neothais
scalaris - towards the bass of large
boulders surrounded by a pool at

about half-tide. 85 specimens were
counted in an area of about 2ft. x
1 ft.

Monula of various kinds were
very plentiful and a few small
varieties of Cerithium.

On seaweed, at the entrance to a small stream, were several
greyish brov;n Nassarius dorsatus along with miioors of colourful
little shells very like our Cantharidella tesselata.

As we xirandered along the sand flat near low 1:110 and followed
various trails, we found the tall Uber conicum to be quite common
along with small flatter Uber incei which varied in colour from
pearly white to brown and almost black. One or two specimens of the
large flattish, two toned Uber didyraa ,- and also Conub er sordidum ,

grey with a bright orange inner lip and a- trace of orange at the
sutures, were seen.
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Washed up on the heach were drifts of little Turritella
cingulifera with Pervicacia , Oliva caldania and numerous tiny
shells intermingled i'ri.th the odd Epitonium and some of the small
Phasianella variegatus .

After storms these heaches are a shell collectors paradise.
We could just imagine the thrill of picking up the large and lovely
Epitonium scalaris which come ashore quite often at times. We
picked up the odd Stromhus , one or two Cymatium and a few
Architectonica in quite good condition and one or two little Cypraea
were nice to have. A specimen of the pulchra volute - white with a
few "black dots was also found.

:

Bivalves were common - Austromactra caloundra , Telemactra , a
large species somewhat like Mactra disc or

s

which is so common on
West Coast "beaches here^ and a small mauve roundish shell Strigilla
euronia 7 one of the Tellens,

Many shells of Potiarca pilula were washed up - a few whole,
"but the halves were much sort after "by folk who like to make shell
ormaments.

Two of our mem"bers discovered some real treasures washed up
among the rocks. These included a perfect '"baler* about 8 inches
long, a Tonna , a large Peryglypta and several other quite choice
sizable shells.

Two dredging trips were made during the Convention. The first

was voted quite a successful day with live specimens of Mures
penchenati (huttoni) and other nice little shells turning up, but
the second trip was spoilt by the v/’oather which prevented the party
from going far out. Undoubtedly some of the very small stuff would
have been very interesting in any case#

HALFI-JAY ISLAM)
E.N. Gardner,

During the Convention, an afternoon field trip was made to
Halfway Island, one of the Kepple Group, about an hoin?'s run from
Roslyn Bay, a few miles, out of Yeppoon.

We anchored a short distance offshore, went ashore by a small
boat, and landed on a typical vrhite, fairly steeply sloping coral
sand beach. The re©f was quite close and we were soon admiring
lime green and yellow soft corals, clumps of various kinds of hard
corals and numbers of clams, Tridacna maxima from 3 to about 8 inches
in length. The mantle of this animal varies in colour from shades
of brown, to green, yellow or mauve#

As I bent over to take a closer look, one 8 inch specimen
sent a well aimed jet of water straight up into my face, causing
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much, amusement - especially as in the morning we had attended a very
interesting talk on Clams hy Dr«D. McMichaelj in which he particularly
mentioned the clams’ habit of squirting jets of water - and aiming
the jet in the direction of a noise or even a shadow.

There were several large dark ’horse mussels
’ 9 Pinna , protruding

above the surface of the sandy mud between stones, and a few six
inch specimens Finctada attached to sides of coral blocks.

Most local collectors were bent on finding Cypraea stolida ,

a small, bluish cowrie with a brown splotch on the back, and
during the afternoon several \jere found along with one or two

CSibraria with a beautiful red animal, C, macula , also with a red
animal, C.erosa , C, errones , C, caputserpentis and C, annulus . Two
pairs of a small white Trivia with a jet black animal were among
the low tidal rocks. These apparently almost always occur in pairs
and I noticed that, in both pairs, one shell was considerably
smaller than the other.

Rocks between high and mid tide had a very interesting fauna,
Haliotis was common and under rocks we saw Stomatella rufescens
and the tiny paua-like Gena , for the first time.

Under one stone were three specimens of an inch long creamy
bivalve Scintilla . This shell has a fleshy ’skin’ covering the
valves and nestles under raid tidal rocks, I have seen them also
from the Solomon Islands and the South West Coast of Fiji,

Several chitons were common - Onithochiton quercinus looked
very similar to our Onithochiton neglectus .

Other shells were Area ventricosa , Herpetopoma atrat

a

,

Cantharus undosus , Ratifusus ? (bearing quite a resemblance to

our northern Ratifusus mestayerae , and numerous small C^tharidus
and Monodonta . Hermit crabs yielded Murex penchenati (also known
as huttoni), Nassarius albescens , daelatus and the small
dermastinus , along with numerous Morula including kiena and
margariticola .

MURICIDAE - SPECIES FROM AUCKLAWP

PROVINCE

Not many species of tMs family, as a whole, excite the

interest of shell collectors in New Zealand, as many are on the small

side with a very similar typo of sculpture and so are quickly passed

over in the quest for something more spectacular. Further, quite a

number are from deeper water and are therefore beyond the reach of

all but a few of the lucky ones with the right contacts.
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Muricids are a world wide group of carnivorous molluscs
embracing many genera, but the most stliking, and therefore the
most popular, are those from tropical areaso

Because of the variability in foiro of the shells, many
genera are not at all well defined, being based in some instances
on rather minor shell differences such as the number of varices
or ribs etc. In many cases little or notMng is known of anatomy.
For the most part they feed on bivalves and are said to do a
certain amount of scavenging. Some have developed a spine at the
base of the aperture to assist in the opening of bivalves, others
drill a neatly chiselled hole through their victim’s shell through
which the long proboscis is inserted to reach the soft tissue
within. (One tropical species is reputed to feed on the ’notorious’
Crown of Thorns star fish).

The radula is of the Rachiglossate type usually with three
large heavy teeth per row - well designed for tearing flesh.

New Zealand representatives of Muricidae have been allocated
to some sixteen or seventeen genera s-

Pteronotus Swainson 1833

Shell small, with three wing or blade-like varices which are
generally laminated, and spines very much reduced or nearly absent.
Siphonal canal moderately long and usually narrow.

Pteropurpura Jousseaume 1879

Shell triangular with three fin-like or foliated varices,
whorls rounded, canal moderately straight, nearly closed, outer
lip generally simple but sometimes crenulated.

Poirieria Jousseaume 1880

Of medium size and characterized by possessing 5 to 9 varices
on the latter whorls, and elongated spines. Siphonal canal short
to moderately long and usually narrow,

Murexsul Iredale 1915

Ovate, with 4 to I 5 scaly or foliated varices, spiral
sculpture well developed, canal of moderate length, curves and
outer lip crenulate.

Typhis Montfort I 8IO

Shell small, having tubular spines between the varices of
which the last is open and occupied by oscurrent siphon.
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Zeatroplion Finlay 1 J27

Shell with numerous sharp laminated varices, interstices
smooth or spirally ribbed, canal short. Apez of more than 2 whorls.
Conic and manillate.

Xymene Iredale 1^15

Small, fusiform, whorls spirally grooved, transvcrsly
plicated, canal short. Protoconch smooth,

Xymenella Finlay 1^27

Small fusiform shell, protoconch smooth, numerous varices
crossed by spiral cords with points of intersection produced
into spiny scales. Outer lip crenulate, canal moderately long
and twisted.

"
• te^ene' Finlay' T9'27

Small, short, fusiform, longitudinally ribbed or undulating.
Apex of one or two whorls, papiUite, asymetrical, nucleus
lateral and large,

Paratrophon Finlay 192?

Shell ventricose, short spire, lacking varices, spirals
dominant, aperture toothed inside, tubercle close to canal,

Comptella Finlay 1927

Small fusiform, protoconch small smooth and papillate.
Reticulated sculpture of spiral ribs and fine, sharp, axial
threads.

Terefundus Finlay 1927

"Very small, sculpture reticulated by axial crispate varices
and a few spirals. Spire higher than aperture plus canal.
Protoconch small, papillate, of 1-g- smooth, convex whorls, slightly
lateral.

Galfridus Iredale 1924

Small, fusiform, rounded varices, close spirals,

_, B:aozamia Iredale, 1.924 .

Broadly rounded, lox7 spire with few narrow fluted varices.
Spirals do not cross varices but produce processes at crest of

same.

Utt leya Marwick 1934

Small, fusiform, tall spire, rounded spiral cords.
Protoconch smooth.



Chathamidia Dell 195^

Medium size, fusiform, long canal, whorls angled at middle,

axials above angulation.

The following species occur around, or off the coastline

of the Auckland Province s-

Pterynotus angasi eos Hutton 1873

The so called 'pink murez' so

keenly sort hy collectors in New
Zealand as it is considered a rarity.

Only about f- of an inch in length,

this shell has three distinct
varices disposed at equal distances
apart and running longitudinally
from apex to base of shell.

The varices are thin and
lammellar i.e. drawn out into
spines pointing upwards at the
shoulders of the whorls. Beach worn
specimens do not show these
features very well.

Specimens from some areas are
dirty white, others yellow in colour
- notably about Whangaroa, Ranges
from Cape Maria to the Bay of Plenty
(Mahia ? Sounds ?)

Pterynotus zelandica Hutton 1873

Long Icnown as a fossil ancestor
of eos , present in Castlecliffian
Stage, this species has been shown
by Bell and Fleming (I964) to be still
living in the Cook Strait area. A
specimen is also known from off
Wanganui, It differs from P. angasi
eos in the structure of the siphonal
canal which appears to be 'sealed
over'. The peripheral spines are
much more raised and the frills are
foliaceous. Specimens obtained from
Poor Knights Islands and certain
other area by skin divers, are
apparently considered to be this
species. They are very large
specimens of pale coloiir with brown
markings

.
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Pteropurpura ?;.aetlflca flemiagj Beu.

Very few ezaraples of tliis

mollusc are known as yet. All have
been from Northern New Zealand in
fairly deep water. Grows to around
21 mm,

, is distinctly and
attractively winged, (much more so
than Pterynotus), a nodule between
varices and with low rounded
spirals.

Type is a fossil shell from
Pallisor Bay (Mangapanian). Recent
records Off Ninety Mile Beach
in 482 - 485 metres^ between Three
Kings Is. and North Cape,

Poirieria zelandicus (Q. & G. 1833)

The emblem of our Section, so doubtlessly needs no introduction.
This very attractive long spined species occurs around most of the
New Zealand coastline. Sometimes it washes ashore after storms,
but the really fine long spined examples come from deeper water,
away from the action of abrasive moving sand (Por illustration
see cover),

A few out sized specimens of 3'5’ inches or over are known.
Number of spines variable.

Poirieria kopua Dell

Smaller than zelandicus and the
spines are less numerous and
stouter - (5 on body whorl
compared with 8 for zelandicus )

There appears to be little
difference otherwise and could be
only a benthic variation of
zelandicus.

Height 19*3 ima. Diameter I5 ram.

Type locality Chatham Rise -

290 fathoms.

Specimens agreeing with the
above have been taken in 29O
fathoms off Motiti Island and in
340 fathoms off Pluti Island, Bay
of Plenty and off the Aldermans
in similar depths.
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Murexsul octogonus (Q, & G, 1833)

Is sculptured with spiral ribs
set closely together. There are

eleven to thirteen varices. In some
examples the variceal spines are up-
turned and pronounced as they
approach the lip which is crenulate.
Shell of broim colour and with
white aperture. Usually grows to

about 2 inches but a few examples
of 3 inches are knoTO. Quite
common on flat tidal platforms, but
very often encrusted badly. Better
specimens are found under ledges
and rocks.

Deep water examples formerly
known as M.cuvierensis Finlay,
having fewer ribs and long spines,
are not now recognised, being shoim
by Ponder I 968 ,

to intergrade \ri.th

octogonus .

Murexsul espinosus raariae Finlay

Smaller and more squat than the
preceding species, whorls rounder
and the canal often shorter. Axial

s

number 12 to 13<> There are no
sharp spines on varices. Spirals a
little less than their own width
apart. The shape of the protoconch
also separates mariae from
octogonus , that of the former being
evenly rounded while that of the
latter is keeled.

Height 17 mm. type locality
Cape Maria, and extends from there
to East Cape.

Typhis pauperis Mestayer

A tiny but beautiful little
species, somewhat like a dwarf
Piorieria . It occurs in deep water
of the Aupourian Province. White
to pale pink, it grows to just
8-10 mm. and is readily distinguish-
ed by the spines on tho periphery
of the whorls - hollow little
tubes. A rare mollusc only
occasionally seen in dredged
material.
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Zeatrophon ambi^ruus (Philippi 1844)

A common species which lives
helow low tide level and is found
throughout New Zealando A white,
fusiform shell of about 2 inches,
reticulated by spiral and axial
ribs - 2 spirals on spire whorls
and unequal spirals sometimes
present on"' body whorl. Points of

intersection nodulous. Younger
specimens strongly and attractively
latticed. Very large specimens
occur at the Chatham Islands and at

Stewart Island.

Zeatrophon caudatinus Finlay 1930

Considerably smaller than
ambiguuB and appears to be
restricted to deeper waters of the
Auckland East Coast. Axials number
12 per whorl and are stout and
rounded. Not very lamellar except
for those on body whorl. Cord-like
spirals are present, finely
lamellar but these do not cut up
the surface of shell into pits and
the intersections are merely
bluntly tubercular at the peripheral
area. Body whorl angled at peripheiy,
outer lip crenulate. Height 12.5mm.

T^e iHauraki Gulf )» Specimen in
writer's collection 25 mm.

Zeatrophon^ pulcherrimus Finlay 1930

Shell small laraellose,

fenestrate, keeled at periphery.
Axials 11 - 15 pe^ whorl ,narrow
and sharply raised, doubly lamellose.
Two prominent spirals on spire
whorls. Surface of body whorl
below periphery cut up into
transversely oblong, concave pits.

Intersections of spirals and
axials raised into prickly, but
not tall tubercles, white with
reddish peripheral band. Height

11.5 mm. (Type Otago Heads 60
fathoms) Occasionally seen in

dredged material from Hauraki
Gulf and Bay of Plenty.
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Zeatrophon tmetus Finlay 1930

Dense lamellation as in

caudatipus but spirals not so rasp-

likb. G^al shorter than in previous
spiles?;:;.; Axial s 11-13 per whorl
e^rten^irj^hfrom suture to suture,

liuberculkE’ at periphery. Spirals

6 per whorl, the topmost one stout
margining suture, the next two

at''the 'Shoulder. Several specimens
seen, cpllected from the littoral
zone, seem to be this species.

Height 16.5 mm. (Stewart Is. Type)
in a few fathoms also Otago Heads.

' 'Xymene plebejus (Hutton 1873)

A small intertidal shell with
reticulated sculpture, brown in
colour often with a bluish tinge
when ' alive'; Sometimes has a light
coloured band just below the
shoulder of the whorl which is

distinctly angled. Axials I 8 per
whorl, crossed by spiral cords
3-5 on spire whorls. Intersections
nodulous. Height 20 mm. Found
throughout Hew Zealand. Quite
common on sand or mud flats
between tide marks, particularly
where there are piles of o]d
Amphidesma or Chione shells.

Xymenella pusilla (Suter I 907 )

Small with strongly nodulous
varices. Nodules oval at points of
intersection. 11 varices on last
whorl - 3 spirals on penultimate,
10 on body whorl. Colour yellowish
white, or buff. Quter lip crenulate,
thickened, toothed on inner side.
Washed up in shell drifts and can
bo found at low tide. Common in a
few fathoms of water around the
Northland coast. Has been
recorded as far south as Lyttleton.
Height 6 mm.
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Axynene corticatus (Hutton 1873)

Small, fusiform, solid, yellow,
sometimes 'brovni and often badly
encrusted with mulliporites and
so sculpture is concealed. This
consists of distinct broadly
rounded axials about 12 on a whorl.
Spirals generally weak. Aperture
white or tinged with light brown.
Canal straight. Height I 9 mm.

Found throughout New Zealand on
low tidal rocks and washed up in
shell sand. Fine large specimens
obtainable at Muriwai.

Axymene waipipicola (Webster I 9O6 )

Small, turretted, noduled keels,

grey. Body whorls with 3 keels,
middle one smallest. Nodules

''

lengthened in spiral directed and
are situated on axial buttresses.
Four spirals on base, the lowest,
strongest. Canal short, straight.
Outer lip angled by keels.
Columella brown. Height 10 ram.

Occurs at Waipipi, Manukau
Harbour on mud flat (Type).

Paratrophon cheesemani (Hutton 1882)

Quite common on Auckland West
Coast. A solid chunky species,
whitish, vfith very strong spiral
ribs, flatly rounded - one on

spire whorls, 5 body whorl.
Interior purple, 4 or 5 white
teeth within the aperture.

Height 15 mm. Occurs from
Port Waikato to Ahipara. Specimens
from the latter locality rather
small.
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Paratrophon stan^eri (Gray 1843)

attractively latticed species
j

no ddulit well known to most local
c^plleer^ors. It is not uncommon un

^ ’ rddky>-.^ound and is known from
P^enigaronga Harbour to East Cape»

Sculptured with prominent and
comparatively large? rounded?
spiral ribs? seven on body whorl.

Aperture white at margin,
purple within. Grows up to

Terefundus cuvierensis Mestayer I 919

Minut^, size, has a few thin
spiral cords with azial leraellation

and a totally smooth base and
canal, Prbtoconch of 2 smooth
whorls. Sculpture - 4 spirals on
body whorls,- Azials fine sharp
hearly’ equidistant tlireads

rendering 'spirals nodulous. Fine
grovrfch line^ only on canal, "White

canal fairly long, open, inclined
left.

Height 4.5 rara* Diameter 2 mm.

Hen & Chickens Islands. Type
Bay of Plenty.

Galfridus virginal is Suter 1913

Small, white, semi transparent,
fusiform, with distant rounded
varices, 5 body whorl and close
spiral cords (12 on penultimate
whorl) passing over axials. Slightly
gemmnate at intersections. 5 whorls,
convex, somewhat flattened below
sutures, body whorl slightly
ventricose and contracted at base.

Height 16 mm. 7 ram. diameter.
Type from Cape Maria. Also found at

Bay of Islands. (A rare shell in
New Zealand but Genus common in
South Australia).
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Bnozaraia licina(Hedley & Petterd I 9O6 )

Lightly built ,
broadly rounded

with low spire and sculptured with
vertical low, rather rounded fluted
varices -

,
eight per whorl, Spii/e

whorls with single, rounded spiral
cord. Body whorl with additioii of
fine similatr ones. Surface of
shell smooth, colour pink to buff.

Height 16 mm, Diamter 12 mm.

North Cape to Bay of Plenty -

Deep water. Occurs also in Eastern
Australia,

Uttleya abiiparana Powell

Small, narrowly fusiform, thin.
Protoconch of txiro, and a half
smooth whorls. Spire whorls with
distinct spiral riblets, body whorl
only faintly lined except for
eight spirals on base. Faint axial

s

present. Colour pale buff, with
broad peripheral and basal band of
darker colour.

Height 8,25 mm, Diamter 3 mm.

Type from 25 fathoms off Ahipara,

Uttleya williamsi Powell 1952

Small, narrowly fusiform, spire
tall, a little less than height of
aperture.' Sculpture consists of
regular, rounded, distinct spiral
cords xd.th linear interspaces,
|'1 “ 12 on 'penultimate. Weak on

'Upper part of body whorl.

10*7 nun x 3»7 nun, (Holotype)
l^^'ifrom off Mt. Maunganui in 18

, ’t-j yi'athorns•
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Chicoreus ramosus (Lin. 1758)

This species must also he considered s- Dr, Powell has this to say
about it.

" This well known Indo-Pacific shell was first recorded for New
Zealand waters by EoG.B. Moss (I9O8 l.c.) on the basis of 2 specimens,
one said to have been taken alive from Tauranga Harbour. Dr,C,E.R,
Bucknill (1924 l.c*) who verified the specimens, then in the

possession of the finder, Mrs, T.M, Humphreys of Tauranga. Stated that
they were found in the Waikareao Estuary, west of Tauranga. It is

of interest that two authentic New Zealand records can now be addeds

Takou Bay, East Coast, Northland, one adult, somewhat bleached
but in good condition. Collected by Mr, C,H,Robinson ca, 1936.
Same locality, a small but very fresh specimen collected by Mrs.
I. Worthy, ca, 1920.

Despite the above three records, there is no evidence that the
species actually breeds in local waters"
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SOME TERMS USED -

crenulated

fusiform

benthic

lamellae
lamellated

cut into rounded notches or scallops.

spindle shaped, swelling at the centre and
tapering to the extremities.

bottom dwelling,

scale like.

papillate
papillose

nipple-like projection.

periphery
peripheral

that portion of whorl which extends outward
the greater distance.

varices ridges on whorls, which are originally formed
at the outer lip in some univalves.

ventricose inflated.

oO-

NHV PAPERS DEALING WITH N.Z. MOLLUSCAN FAUNA ?

A Revision of the Genus Philine in New Zealand with
Descriptions of Two New Species (Gatropoda Opisthobranchia)

W, B. Rudman.
J. Malac. Soc, Aust 2 (l)s 23 - 34. Aug. 1970t

Summary

The Tertiary and Recent species of the genus Philine in New
Zealand are reviewed. Two new species are described, one from both
the Recent fauna and Pleistocene (Castlecliffian) deposits, the
other only from the Castlecliffian. The other species tocordcd
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from Nevr Zealand are redescribed and photographs of the type
specimens are included. Suter's type material of Philine auriformis
contains three different species, two of the genus Philine and one
of Aglaja .

(The new recent species which will be of interest to members is

called Philine powelli . It is recorded by Mr.Rudman from the
following stations s- Paraparaurauj Tokomaru Bay, Waikanae Beach,
Sealers Bay, Codfish Island^ Off Manawata Coast 58 faths^ Hawkes
Bay, deepwater. Philine powelli has apparently been mistakenly
identified by several workers as P» auriformis . Specimens in the
Dominion Museum have been so labelled and the illustration in
^Shells of New Zealand’ A. ¥.B. Powell , is of this species. It is

readily recognised by the spinous process on the outer lip which
extends beyond the spire of the shell. The sculpture on the
surface of the shell is of "strong, spiral pitted grooves producing
a punctate pattern".

In auriformis sculpture is of spiral markings, bead like in

pattern, each separated by a wide smooth area.) Ed.

A New Genus and Species of Freshwater Snail (Hydrobiidae)
from Northern New Zealand.

N.¥. Gardner.
Trans. R.Soc. N.Z. Biol, Sciences, Vol,12, No. 16

pp.181 - 184, 8 figs, October 1970*

Abstract s

A New genus, Paxillostium , is erected in the family Hydrobiidae
for a minute freshwater snail recently found in Northland, The
distinctive pegged operculum of this species resembles that of a New
Caledonian species of the rissoid genus Hemistomia Crosse. The
relationship of Hemistomia and Paxillostium is discussed.

Notes on Two Neoleptonid Bivalve Molluscs.

¥,P, Ponder
New Zealand Journal of Marine & Freshwater Research

V0I.3, No. 2, June 1969*

Summary :

¥ithin its range of variation, the small New Zealand bivalve,
Notolepton antipodum (Filhol), included two Recent and two fossil
forms previously described as species. The animal is common around
all New Zealand and some details of its ecology and habits are
presented. The foot and mantle cavity of the living animal are
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described and its anatomy briefly outlined. The relationships of
Notolepton to Neolepton are discussed.

Some details of the movements of the foot, mantle ciliation,
and gross anatomy of Pachykellya minima Powell are described and
its known distribution is extended from the Subantarctic to North
Auckland.

Seven Recent species have been named from New Zealand but two of

these, N.citrinum (Hutton) and N.sanguineum (Hutton), have been
merged with the type sp, N.antipodum (Filhol). N.antipodum is said
to be a most abundant bivalve mollusc living in coralline algae
of lower tide level around most of New Zealand and also occur
quite commonly in deeper water off shore waters,

(Dr, Ponder also includes in this paper some data on Pachykellya
minima Powell, which is a very small bivalve originally described
from 85 faths, off Enderby Island, It is now shown to occur
commonly in algae at VRiangarei Heads and Leigh, and is thought to
occur throughout New Zealand, having been recorded also from
Wellington and L^-ttleton, Lives sometimes in coraline 'turf’ at

low tide, but can be easily overlooked because of its small size -

0,9 mm.

Some Aspects of the Morphology of Pour Species of the
Neogatropod Family Marginellidae with a Discussion
on the Evolution of the Toxoglossan Poison Gland,

W.P, Ponder.
J.Malac, Soc. Aust, 2 (l)s 55 ~ 8"! » Aug. 1970*

Summary ;

The living animal, alimentary canal and reproductive system of

Mesoginella ( Sinuginella ) pygmaea (Sowerby), Volvarina ( Haloginella )

mustelina (Angas) Volvarinella cairoma (Brookes) from New Zealand
and Diluculum sp, from, the New Hebrides are described. V. cairoma
has the duct of the gland of Leiblein opening into the buccal cavity
and has no buccal mass or radula, whereas the other species have a
well developed buccal mass and the gland of Leiblein discharges into
the oesophagus behind the nerve ring. An unusual feature of the
oesophagus of M, pygmaea , V. mustelina and Diluculum sp. is a tube,
derived largely from the ventral channel of the anterior oesophagus,
which by-passes the valve of Leiblein and then opens into the mid-
oesophagus just behind the valve. The male genital system has a
large prostate gland which is closed except for a small posterior
opening, and the female system has no gonopericardial canal and has
vesicular seminal receptacles that do not ingest sperm. The albumen
and capsule glands are similar to those of other Rachiglossa,
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An hypothesis is presented on the possible evolution of the

tozoglossan poison gland from the combination of the gland of

Leiblein, glandular dorsal folds of the mid-oesophagus and ventral

channel of the anterior oesophagus.

A New Archibenthal Species of Fasciolariidae from New
Zealand.

N.F. Ponder.
J, Malac. Soc. Aunt* 2 (l)s 1 - 5* Aug. 1970.

Summary ;

A new species, provisionally placed in the New Zealand
Palaeocene genus Microfulgur Finlay and Marwick, is described from

730 metres off the Otago coast, South Island, New Zealand. The
radula, operculum, shell features and the gross morphology of the
animal are described, Microfulgur has been previously placed in
the Galeodidae but, on the radula characters of the Recent species,
is transferred to the Fasciolariidae.

(Four specimens of this new species were obtained at the type
locality. Three were alive but the fourth, the only mature shell,

was dead and this was selected as the Kolotype. Height 25.0 mm.,
Diam, ^,6 mm. Material was obtained in 720 - 540 metres in the
Papanui Canyon, Otago Coast. This species doe^ot appear to have
any recent Australian relatives) Ed.

Editors; N. & N. Gardner,
6 Tui Glen Road,
Birkenhead,
Auckland. 10.

New Zealand.
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LOPHA CRISTAGALLI (LINNE)

Ten specimens of this distinctive oyster-like bivalve
have been recently obtained from just outside Parengarenga
Heads, in the far North of New Zealand. The shellfish
were freshly dead and firmly attached to a length of
synthetic rope which was hauled up by a local fisherman.

Although they are fresh and in excellent condition
(some in the vicinity of 3 inches from hinge to margin),
there is no proof that they had actually been living in
this area. The occurrence here of a North West Pacific
shell may have, in some way, been connected with the
presence of some overseas fishing vessel.

Lopha, always of irregular shape, has a most distinct-
ive ventral margin which is, edge on, strongly zigzag.
These undulations are the termination of acute folds which
irregularly radiate from the hinge area. Surface sculpture
is of numerous rough scales arranged in a more or less
concentric manner.

We are indebted to Mr. & Mrs. Hunt Seelye, Pukenui, for
bringing this discovery to our notice.
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CHARQPA (EgESTULA) CHAROPIFORMls
Gardner

This small land snail originally found on the Northern
Block (Cape Maria - North Cape) and thought to be endemic to
the area, can now be recorded from several other localities;

Herekino Gorge
Taipa .

Inland from Waipu
(in limestone areas, very common)

North end Waipoua Forest (N.G.)
Opononi (Dr. Climo)

No great variation in profile is apparent over the range
of this species, but axial ribbing does tend to be weaker in
specimens from Southern known limits.

*A live specimen of Dolobrifera brazieri (Sowerby) has been
collected by R. Willan from the wnangaroa area.
This slug-like mollusc is from 3-4 inches in length and
\\-2 inches wide. It tapers toward the anterior end.
Colour is olive-brown, variegated with buff and margin
tinged with green. The back is covered with warty
protruberances . The oddly shaped internal shell is
hatchet-shaped, some 16 or 17 mm. in height and 7 -8mm.
in breadth.
Previous specimens - Mrs. Worthy 3, Mr. & Mrs. Alio 1,
were obtained from the Whangarei Heads area.

SHELL COLLECTING IN TAIWAN
A. Alio

When Jeanne and I left New Zealand last September, we
had visions of buying a car up here and spending all our
spare time on the beaches of this small island province.
Just how naive can you be?

For a start, traffic conditions here are such that I
would not be prepared to drive, while civilians are not
allowed on most of the beaches because of defence regulat-
ions. The only way we could start a collection was to buy
our shells. There are several dealers on the island, most
of them part-time, doing the bulk of their business in
America. They buy their shells from fishermen who dive
among the offshore reefs. In many cases specimens are
ground down to bring up the colours, while in others they
are treated with acid. We fell in badly at the start
when several lovely Cypraeas we bought turned out to be
acid-treated. We are now more careful.
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Our first shells were purchased at a little
fishing village, Yeh Lin, where there is a small
National Park on a promontory running out into the
ocean. When we visited this place we found several
women and girls with baskets of shells for sale.
Many of them were acid-treated. None of the girls
could speak English, but the Chinese friend who was
with us did our bargaining and we bought some nice
specimens at reasonable prices.

•t.

A few weeks later we got venturesome and set off
one dull Saturday for a beach called Jnipin. It
entailed two bus trips each way but we finally reached
our destination, a small sandy beach, very popular in
the summer but quite deserted except for a boy fishing
off the beach. The pollution on the high tide mark was
pretty bad, with household rubbish, etc. lying in pro-
fusion. We found some shells, mostly Cypraeas and
Trochidae, but most were badly worn and eroded. Then
it came on to rain and by the time we reached shelter
we were soaked. In the New Year we went to the southern
end of the island and bought a lot of shells from a
couple of dealers to whom we had letters of introduction
from a dealer friend in Taipei. We had lots of fun
finding them and bargaining as neither could speak
English, but it is amazing how far one can get with
mutual goodwill and friendliness. We also spent a day
at Olwampi at the Southern tip of the island and found
several stalls selling shells. When we returned to
Taipei my suitcase was full of shells, packed among
dirty clothes.

Little or no attempt is made to remove the animals
from shells, which are kept outside in boxes for the
creatures to rot out. The smell is rather terrific,
but these are the shells we like as they still have
operculums, and have obviously not been acid-treated.
Our flat "ponged” a bit after we got home, but it was
worth it to get such good specimens.

We have found it pretty difficult to identify our
treasures. Two volumes of SHELLS OF THE WESTERN PACIFIC
we brought up with us, but although they have been a big
help, they do not mention shells found only in Taiwan.
There does not seem to be any book on Taiwan shells.
We have as yet found no one with a really top knowledge
of Conchology. They know the rare shells, of course, but
all other identifications are done from Japanese books.
If the shell they have is not listed in the book, they
don’t seem to worry. Nobody seems interested in small
shells, shell sand - or anatomy.
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Last week we attended a shell exhibition put on by
the most knowledgeable collector on the island. It really
rocked us. Half the specimens were not named, which was a
pity. We had taken some for him to identify, but he was
quite unable to help - being far more interested in
selling shells at his sales table. It is interesting
to note that he provided the shells illustrated on their
new shell stamps of Taiwan and he had these shells on
display. We were rather disappointed after expecting
something really good.

Since we arrived over five months ago, we have
acquired over 250 species which we have managed to
identify and have another 50 or so which so far have
us baffled. We found the Cowries and Cones hardest to
sort out. Our favourites would be a perfect Voluta kurodai ,

Charonia tritonia I5y'* long, Xonna canaliculata cepa 22"
diameter and 10" long, and Conus lyceus , but they are all
lovely shells in these parts. Even so, we would swap the
lot for a week up North Auckland. There is nothing to
compare with our own beaches and our own shells, and we
long for the day when we can be back on our New Zealand
beaches again.

N.Z. RECENT FISSURELLIDAE

N . Gardner

Generally limpet-like in appearance, fissurellids
have discarded the usual coiling of univalve gasteropoda,
but the spiral nucleus is still prominent. The true gills
are equal with a return to bilateral symmetry.

Worldwide, there are about 27 genera, and some 500
species are recorded.

Members of the family are vegetarian and many browse
on algae-covered rocks in the intertidal zone - or just
below. Some genera, such as Emarqinula , retain a slit in
the front margin of the shell (a primitive feature), but
in others, such as key-hole limpets, this slit closes at
an early age to form a small hole or foramen near the apex
of shell. Water is drawn in under the shell, passed over
the gills and then ejected through this opening. Fecal
matter, etc. is also passed out through the opening.
The family is represented in New Zealand waters by
9 genera.
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Incisura Hedley 1904

Shell minute, sub-auriform smooth, apex sub-marginal,
few whorls, last one large. A short slit on outer lip
above periphery.

= 1 species

Emarqinula Lamarch 1801

Shell oval, conical, recurved apex directed backwards,
frontal slope with a deep incision in margin. A distinct
anal fascicle extends up from the slit.

= 1 species

Tuqali Gray 1843

Shell oblong, depressed apex posterior, front margin
without notch, either rounded or sinuous, no internal
anal groove.

= 5 species

Montfortula Iredale 1915

Shell oval, conical, recurved apex. Strongly ribbed,
without internal groove and no interior notch in margin.

= 2 species

Monodilepas Finlay 1927

Shell ovate, conical orifice in front of centre.
Spiral apex inclined backwards. Cancellated sculpture.
Foramen ’’keyhole" shape.

= 6 species

Puncturella Lome 18 2 7

Small, apex persistent, fissure at or near summit,
internal plate with or without side props.

= 1 species

Vacerrena Iredale 1938

Shell oval, aperture large, apex near rear margin.
Sculpture of fine threads, no granules. Septum length
of shell.

= 1 species

Zeidora A. Adams 1860

Small, long, narrow arched; incurved beak, anal
fascicle shallow, full length of shell. Marginal slit.
Interior with shelf.

= ^ species

Scutus Montfort 1810

Shell oblong, depressed, no anal groove or slit, front
margin more or less truncated and sinuous. Surface without
radiating sculpture.
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Incisura
lyttletonensis

(smith] 1894 .

A very small
species seldom
exceeding l,5mn\
of 2 whorls,
last one largest.
Shell smooth with
only a few growth
lines. Aperture
large, oval:
margins united
by a strong
callus. The slit is situated above the periphery, is short,
white, sometimes horny.

Diameter: 1.3mm, height 1mm. (Type)
Distribution: throughout New Zealand. Can be obtained alive
from seaweed washings from rockpools on open rocky coasts.
(See Bulletin No. 17).
Frequently seen in shell jfand samples.
Recorded from Snares in 50 fathoms.

Emarqinula
striatula

(Q. & G. 1843).

Our common slit
limpet is also
to be found
throughout
New Zealand
( including
Chatham Is. &
the Southern
Islands ) . It
is seldom
collected
alive, but washed up shells are not uncommon. The known
benthic range is 0-170 fathoms (Del].).

Readily recognised by the deep slit extending in from the
anterior margin. Shell is thickened on the inside in this
region. Margin of shell crenulate. Sculpture of both radial
and concentric ribbing. Generally white but some specimens
range from grey to a greenish colour. Average size about
15 mm. but very large specimens of 20mm. are to be found at
Cape Maria and Suter records even larger specimens from
the Chatham Is.
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Tuqall eleqans

Gray 1843
( Genotype)

Roughly oval In
shape but
tapered a
little at the
anterior end, '

this shell is
lower in the
apex than
Emarqinula , and with only 3,,^^ ^ indication of a sin^s
at the frontal margin. Ti-ie shell is white and the animal,
dull yellow, usually streaked with brown, is larger than
the shell. Surface of shell finely latticed all over but
radials are heavier. Margin crenulate.

Occurs quite commonly under rocks at low tide in the
Auckland area but possibly a little less so in the Cookian
Zone. Has been recorded from as far South as Otago.
Benthic range 0- 110 fathoms.' Grows up to 45 mm.

Tuqali
colvillensis

Finlay 1927

Generally smaller
than the genotype-,
being more later-
ally compressed and
narrowly elongate.
There is a weak
sinus in front.
Sculpture more
netted than
eleqans . Central sinus rib at first single, wide and
strong but soon breaking into three narrow ribs which
continue with weak interstices to the margin.
Length 21.5 mm. Width 13mir,, height 8mm. (Holotype).
Most specimens seen are a little smaller.
Hauraki Gulf 20 - 30 fa-thorns, trawled Bay of Plenty.

Tuqali
stewartiana

Powell 1939

More coarsely
sculptured than
any other species,
the radials this
time' being dom-
inant and
regularly alter-
nating in stretvg-tdi.
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stronger and fewer than in elegarisv^-Sinus rib divides into
three^.- Shell elongate oval and less tapered. Granulation
of margin less ^regular . Frontal sinus' yeak.

Grows up to Hre^dth 12'. 3mm. Height 6,25mm.
Not uncommon.;,.at Stewart Is., especially in shallow water
dredgings, also known from Otago weads*'''

Tugall suteri

Thiele

Smaller than
previous members
of the genus. It
is easily located
under stones at
low water, also
frequently en-
countered in shell
sand samples. The
white shell is elongate and parallel sided. Scupture of
radiating and concentric ribbing, granulated at intersections
Radials often alternating in strength. No sinus in margin.
Crenulate margin. Length 19mm, Breadth 11mm. Height 6mm.
(type). (Previously known as bascauda Hedley).
Cape Maria to Chatham Is. >

Tugali suteri Sutherland! Fleming 1948

More regularly oval in outline, with the sides less' straight.
Typical suteri has about 46 radial riblets, but the above sub-
species’ is credited with having 65. The concentric lamellae
are not strong enough to form a- netted sculpture.

Length 15.6mm. Breadth 10,6mm, Height 5.7mm. (Holotype).
Type locality: Breaksea Sound 22 fathoms, in coarse shell sand

Montfortula
chathamensis

Finlay 1928

An oval shell ,

with the apex
only slightly
in front'-Vb'jf/ >

,

centre ‘ Of shelL
Anterior slope
almost straight-
Scii^ture "o*’f

strong, radial ribbing, uneven in strength - alternating from
a heavy rib to a weaker one with weak interstitial threads in
between. Ribs extend just beyond the margin of shell.
Length 13.|mm’. Width 10.5mm. Height 6.5mm. (Holotype).
A rare shell known only from the Chatham Islands.
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Montfortula
lyallensis

Mestayer 192L

Differs from
the previous

I
species in
(having the
iribs sharper,
with greater
marginal pro-
jection and
different
sculpture. The shell is very much narrower in proportion to
length and has a different profile. Apex nearly central,
colour white and margin crenulate. Anal groove forming a
slight notch. There are three weak threads between each
main rib which is nodulous.
Length 13mm. Width 4mm. Height 5mm. (Holotype).
Type locality: Lyall Bay, Cook Strait.
Apparently a rare shell ~ no recent finds have come to notice

V

:

Monddilepas
monilifera
monilifera

(Hutton) 18 73

Has a range
extending from
the Snares,
South of New
Zealand to
Cook Strait.
The oval shell
has a narrow anterior outline, a sub-trianguiar muscle scar,
netted sculpture with the concentric and radial ribbing,
sub-equal and nodulous at intersections. Foramen of keyhole
shape, a little in front of middle of shell. Inside, foramen
surrounded by a triangular white callus.
Length 15.5mm. Breadth 11.5mm. Height -5 . 0mm.- (-type).
Type locality: Stewart Island, 15 fathoms. .

Monodilepas
monilifera
CQokiana

Dell 1953

Shell small (12mm),
oval outline, with
only slight anterior
attenuation. Sculpture
is of a , reticulation
of strong radials crossed by weaker concentric ribs. Foramen
larger than that of monilifera monilifera . Shell also
higher in profile. Type specimens 62 fathoms Cook Strait.



Monodilepas
monilifera ^

sk inner!

Finlay 1928.

Dinstinctive feat-
ures of this sub-
species are the
quadrangular out-
line, the sub-
parallel margins
and comparatively
narrow shell. Sculpture; weak concentric ribs und radial
sculpture, but somewhat indistinct.

Foramen long. Length 21.5mm. Width 14mm. Height 5mm.
Chatham Islands.

Monodilepas
diemenensis

Finlay 1930.

Two features
distinguish this
species from all
other N.Z. keyhole
limpets. The interna]
callus under the
foramen is oval in
shape or irregularly
hexagonal in marked
contrast with the
triangular shape of
the other species (Dell 1953). The other feature is the
raised posterior margin. Foreman is comparatively larger als'

Length 16.4mm. Width 12mm. Height 5.4mm.
Cape Maria, common as washups;
Off Three Kings Is; Spirits Bay -1-51.

Monodilepas
otaqoensis

Finlay 1930

.

Very few examples of
this species are
known. The shell is
rather broad with a
rounded anterior end.
Proportionately it is
wider than other species

.

The radial sculpture is
coarser than monilifera
and less affected by the
be smaller than " that^ of ”c

concentric ridges. Foramen
ther'kno.wn species.

said to
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Length 10.0mm. Breadth 7.8mm. Height 2.5mm. (Holotype)
Type locality: 50 fathoms off Otago Heads
Apparently restricted to this general area.

Puncturella
manawatawhia

PoWell 1937

.

jyiinute, conical,
oval, with
flattened sides.
Diamond- shaped
fissure near
centre of shell,
with the charact-
eristic spiral
-incurved apex.
Surface sculptured
with a series of minute triangular projecting scales. Shell
white. Interior with a straight edged septum or shelf half
covering the fissure.

Length 1.5mm. Breadth 1.15mm. Height 0.8mm.
Type locality - Off Three Kings Is., 260 metres.

Vacerrena demissa

{Hedley) 1904 .

Shell small, thin,
low arched with
summit at posterior
end. Anterior slope
gentle, posterior
steep and straight.
There is a long slit,
three times long as
broad. Septum drawn
down to \ of the
length of shell,
completely screening
the slit. No sculpture
apart from occasional fine radiating growth lines
specimens. 'Length 1.8mm. Breadth 1.2mm. Height

on some
0. 5mm.

Type locality - Foveaux Strait (Type)
Apparently restricted to the South of the South Island.

Zeidora maoria Powell 1937

Shell small, white, narrow, elongate, back arched and apex
obliquely incurved. Slit extending in from margin for about
one quarter length of shell. The anal fasciole shallow and
long, but well marked.
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(Zeidora maoria 'contd:';

Sculpture very fine,
delicate, minutely
latticed, with closely
spaced concentric lirae
crossed by dense
divaricating radials*
Internal shelf well
developed and extend-
ing for length of
shell. Margin crenulata

Length 2.9mm, Breadth 1.4mm. Height 0.9mm. (Holotype)
Type locality - Off Three Kings Is. 260 metres.
A rare species.

Scutus breviculus

Montfort

This well known,
oblong , shield-
shaped shell,
which is incurved
at the front margin,
is sometimes referred
to rather aptly as the
duck-billed limpet. It
is by far our largest
fissurellid and possibly
the only one in which
the animal is well known.
It is, according to
Bucknill, a somewhat
unpleasant- looking
creature of slug-like
nature, large in comparison with shell, blue black in colour
and which adheres firmly to the under surface of overhanging
rock ledges. It is also referred to as a sluggish beast
which shuns light. Certainly, it is seldom seen on the move
A large animal will produce a shell of up to 70mm. in length

Occurs in both the North and South Islands, but is much more
prevalent in the North.
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Another foreigner in these parts is Rapana
thomasiana Crosse. (Figure natural size)

The specimen illustrated contained a hermit crab
and was obtained from a cray pot set in the vicinity of
Three Kings Is. The spire whorls are damaged and the
lip broken back a little but surface details are quite
good. It is by no means a fresh shell. Most specimens
in collections have been sent from Japan or Taiwan.

Here, again, this occurrence can hardly be a natural
one, but possibly was dropped overboard from some ship.
Japanese fishing boats are frequently in the area.
Surely it must be long odds for such a shell to be
hauled up again from the bottom of the oceanl

It was obtained from the fisherman concerned by Mr.
& Mrs, Hunt Seelye and placed in their collection.
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L. Price
SAILING & SNAILING AROUND FIJI

During -the latter half of 1970, from • September to
November, I spent a period of two months in Fiji, collecting
land molluscs. - Included was a 16-day trip, under sail, to
the remote Lau Group.

Although administered as a part of the Fijian
Archipelago, the Lau Group is almost half way between the
mainland of Fiji and Tonga •- around 150 miles to the east
of Suva. These Islands form a long string, running north
and south, and spread over 4 degrees of latitude. They are
all "high" islands, composed of either o,ld coral limestone
or red volcanic soil - many, a combination of both. The
limestone areas are extremely rugged and densely wooded -

a situation much favoured by snails, the world over.

Many of the outer islands of Fiji have been super-
ficially examined for land snails in the past. However,
earlier collectors were mainly interested in the shells
alone, nothing much having been done as regards anatomy,
and possible relationships with other areas. Thus, I was
particularly keen to obtain a series of living specimens,
suitable for research purposes.

On arrival in Suva, I visited several Shipping Agents
and interviewed numerous Government Officials, with the
idea of arranging transport and accommodation. However,
after the first few days it became apparent that there
would be certain difficulties in achieving my aim.
Actually reaching "most of the islands in question posed
no problem, but once there - getting from island to island
without too much delay, and being able to spend a long
enough time ashore for collecting - that was the crunch.

As a last resort (due to probable high cost), I
decided to try for the charter of a private yacht. With
this in mind, I paid a visit to the Tradewinds Hotel, about
4 miles around the bay from Suva. This luxurious outpost
occupies a sheltered spot on the water's edge, and is a
popular haven for overseas cruising yachts, which moor in
a line along the terrace.

I -was in luck. There was, in fact, a boat available
immediately - "Longships" - a 50ft. Bristol built catamaran,
with twin outboard motors and 1000 sq. ft. of sail, a 20 ft.
beam, and accommodation for eight persons. The owners and
crew were a young English couple, Merv and Meg Lippiat,
together with their small daughter, Jenny, and Bill, a
Fijian lad from Koro Is. Although it would cost $F60 per
day, my transport and accommodation problems would be
solved, as well as a chance to collect when and' where I
wished. I soon made up my mind, and so it was arranged to
spend the next two weeks cruising amongst the distant islands
of the Lau Group. ::



Sept* 23rd : Packed up, and down to the Tradewinds Hotel by
10.30 am, where "Longships” all set to go - we were away -
headed north up the coast of Viti Levu, inside the main
reef for some distance, then into the open sea. Seas very
confused, but little wind until mid-afternoon, when the
outboard motors were stopped and sails set. We made good
progress until just after dark, when the mainsail split
along the seam, and had to continue on the jib all night.
Pulled inside the reef off Wakaya Is. in the early hours,
and anchored until dawn.

Sept . 24th

;

Motored into the bay at Wakaya first thing this
morning. Took the mainsail ashore, spread it on the village
green, where most of the day was spent in repairing it. This
island is all volcanic, about 5 sq. miles in area, with patche
Of forest and coconut plantations. It is privately owned. I
spent a couple of hours collecting, but rather poor - only
found - Helicina Isp. (Common, under dead leaves);
Omphalotropis Isp. (Common, amongst stones and dead leaves).
Decided to stay at anchor in the bay for the night, as a
strong E. breeze blowing, and rather rough outside for
night sailing.

Sept . 25th

;

Away to an early start in choppy seas, sailing
on a long tack SE past Batiki Is. On past the S. coast of
Fau Is., and then another leg to the shores of Nairai Is.
We were now in a position for a direct run to Moala Is.,
far to the SE. Arrived off the lee shores around midnight,
and hove-to until daylight.

Sept. 26th

;

In through the reef after sunrise and anchored
in a large bay near a native village. Rowed ashore with
Bill to obtain permission for collecting. Later, I followed
a track up a broad valley, then clambered to the top of a
steep ridge, where I spent the remainder of the day collect-
ing in thick forest. At an altitude of 500- 1000 ft., I
found - Partula Isp. (uncommon, on leaves of shrubs);
Trochomorpha Isp. (common, on tree trunks); Helicina Isp.
(common, on leaves of shrubs); Zonitids 2 sp. ( uncommon, under
rotting wood). Moala is a large volcanic island, with peaks
up to 1500ft. It is forested on the higher slopes, open
grassy areas and cultivations lower down. Had a quiet night
at this pleasant anchorage.

Sept. 27th

;

Off after breakfast, sailing in a good NE breeze
and moderate seas, heading SE for Totoya Is., which we
passed about mid-morning. Had fresh fish for lunch, after
hauling in a 16- lb. dolphin fish with the lure trailing
behind - delicious'. Wind continued moderate NE all day, but
strengthened and turned SE during the night. We reached the
vicinity of Kabara Is. after midnight, but carried on past,
because of the tricky reefs and rough seas.

Sept. 28th

:

By 10 am we had arrived off the Yagasa Cluster,
and after careful negotiation of the extensive reefs, we
glided into anchorage in a snug inlet of Navutu-i-Loma Is.
It was a truly delightful spot -deep water, almost
surrounded by limestone outcrops, off a fine, sandy beach-



here we remained for the day and night. This small, unin-
habited island is composed entirely of jagged limestone,
only 210ft. high,‘ and covered with heavy forest. Collecting
was very good and ! picked up - Helicina 3sp. (common, under
dead leaves, on limestone and on leaves of shrubs);
Omphalotropis 3sp. (common, under dead leaves and limestone);
Georissa Isp. (common, under rotting wood); Trochomorpha Isp.
(common, on branches and tree trunks).

Sept . 29th

;

In sunny weather and moderate SE breeze, we were
away by 7am, skimming NW tc- wards the island of Namuka-i-Lau,
about 15 miles distant. It is another limestone area, 5

miles long, and of 260ft. altitude, with plenty of cover,
but sparsely inhabited. By mid-morning, we were at anchor
again in a sheltered bay. Half out of water on the beach,
was a Government boat from Suva, which had been holed on the
reef a week ago and was now under repair. After rowing
ashore, introductions and kava all round, I set off inland
to spend the rest of the day collecting. I found - Trocho-
morpha Isp. (common, on tree 'trunks and branches); Helicina
3sp. (common, under dead leaves, on limestone and on leaves
of shrubs); Georissa Isp. (common, under dry wood and lime-
stone); Assiminea Isp. (uncommon, under rotting wood);
Zonitid Isp. (common, under rotting wood); Endodontid Isp.
(scarce, under bark of fallen tree); Omphalotropis Isp.
(common, under dead leaves and woodK Had another peaceful
night at anchor in calm waters.

Sept. 30th

:

Upped anchor before Sam and s,hot off westwards to
Waqava Is., some 20 miles away, in a^ good stiff breeze. Once
in through the reef, we anchored off a dasrzling white beach,
about 10am. The island is uninhabited, all '.limestone, with
the usual dense vegetation, about 3 miles I'ong^', and 300ft. on
top. Here, I had only 2 hours for collecting, but it was
very good - Endodontids 2sp. (common, under limestone);
Helicina 2sp.( common, under leaves and limestone); Omphalo-
tropis 2sp.( common, under leaves and limestone); Assiminea
Isp. (common, under limestone); Georissa Isp. (common, under
limestone); Pupillid iSp. (common, under limestone). After
lunch, we popped over to Kabara Is., only about 3 miles to
the SW, where we pulled into a sandy bay, opposite a neat
village. Out in the lagoon, several topless damsels were
busily gathering seafood. Ashore, with the local chief’s
blessing, I was soon off collecting amopg-st massive lime-
stone outcrops nearby. Species found included - Helicina 3sp.
(common, under leaves, on limestone and on leaves of shrubs);
Georissa Isp. (common, under limestone); Assiminea Isp.

•j'"(common, under leaves and limestone); Trochomorpha Isp.
(scarce, under dead leaves); Omphalotropis Isp. (common.
Under leaves and limestone). Kabara, a rounded island of
12 sq. miles, is comprosed of limestone, although the
highest point is a volcanic hill of 470ft. Within the
forests ar^ some valuable hardwood trees, and the people
have become noted for their choice 'wood carvings.
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Oct . 1st

:

After a quiet night, we were off at 7am, pointing
north, on a stretch of some 45 miles, to Lakeba Is, V/ith
a strong easterly blowing, we fairly flew - although the
numerous flying fish, skimming the waves, left us for dead.
Around 1pm, we crept in through the reef off the main
settlement.. However, the passage was so narrow and
dangerous that we decided to get out of it again, before
we became stranded for evermore. About 3 miles up the
coast, we found a safe and calm anchorage, which we
occupied until the next morning. I was soon ashore,
scratching around amongst the limestone, and came up with -

Helicina 4sp. (common, under dead leaves, on limestone and
on leaves of shrubs); Omphalotropis 2sp. (common, under
leaves and limestone); Georissa Isp. (common, under lime-
stone); Assiminea Isp. (scarce, under limestone). Lakeba
is 25 sq. miles in area, mostly volcanic, with scattered
lumps of limestone. The grassy volcanic slopes, rising to
720ft., contrast sharply with the forested limestone outcrops.
Population exceeds 2000.

Oct . 2nd

:

Our luck was still holding, and the consistent
easterly gave us another fast run of 30 miles further north
to the island of Tuvuca, which we reached about midday.
Just outside the reef, we caught a 28-lb, yellow-fin tuna,
which made a most welcome addition to our larder. As the
tide was low, we had some hair-raising moments, dodging the
shallow patches and coral heads coming in, but eventually
anchored close inshore. The island, of 5 sq, miles, is
even more rugged than usual, and very high - 800ft. - for
a limestone region. It supports only one small village.
Collecting during the afternoon was hazardous, but some
choice specimens came to light - Helicina 2sp. (common, on
limestone and on leaves of shrubs); Omphalotropis Isp.
(uncommong, very large, amongst dead leaves); Endodontids
2sp. (scarce, under limestone); Georissa Isp. (common, under
limestone); Assiminea Isp. (scarce, under dead leaves);
Trochomorpha Isp, (common, on tree trunks),

Oct . 3rd

:

Moved off on the high tide after breakfast, and
set sail for the island of Vanua Balavu, some 22 miles to
the NW . With lots of sun and breeze, we had a pleasant
run, and reached the southern shores near 10.30am. Con-
tinuing up the lee coast, then in through a wide passage
of the outer reef, we dropped anchor in deep water off
limestone cliffs behind a small island. Here we spent
the remainder of the day and night. Vanua Balavu is a long,
narrow island, about 14 x 2 miles. Limestone pinnacles
dominate the north and south extremities, with volcanic
hills up to a height of 920ft, in between. There are 11
villages. Above the cliffs, snails were plentiful amongst
the limestone, and I found samples of — Helicina Isp.
(common, on leaves of shrubs); Endodontid Isp. (scarce,
under dead leaves); Trochomorpha Isp, (common, under wood,
leaves and limestone); Diastole Isp. (common, on leaves of
taro plants); Omphalotropis 2sp. (uncommon, under leaves.
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wood and limestone); Zonitids 2sp. (uncommon, under rottinc
wood )

.

Oct . 4th

;

Overnight the weather worsened somewhat. In the
face of high winds and overcast skies, we decided to
remain in sheltered waters for another 24 hours. After
breakfast, we motored about 3 miles down the lagoon to
the nearest village. Coming in close, we woke up with
a jolt, as ’’Longships” bumped and scraped on the coral.
With a few choice words and frenzied activity. Skipper
Merv gingerly back- tracked, to drop anchor in deeper
water. Hull inspection showed no damage, fortunately.
We picked up 20 gallons of fuel (75c per gallon) from
the village store, and then returned up the coast to an ,

anchorage near the cliffs. During the afternoon, I hi>^d
some distance inland, and collected a fine selection of
snails. Additions to species found yesterday were -

Partula Isp. (common, on leaves of shrubs and creepers);
Trochomorpha Isp. (common on tree trunks); Helicina Isp.
(common on tree trunks); Endodontid Isp. (uncommon, under
bark of fallen tree).

Oct . 5th

;

Conditions were rather rough outside the reef
this morning. Nevertheless, we were away early, on a SW
course for Cicia Is., about 40 miles distant. While
passing close by Mago Is., we hauled on board a Pacific
mackerel, and a yellow-fin tuna, which eventually ended
up in the pan. By midday, we had anchored off the lee
shore of Cicia, opposite a small village. The island,
of about 13 sq. miles in area, is of volcanic origin, with
a few limestone outcrops around the coastline. The grassy
hilis reach an elevation of 540ft. As there was a wooded
limestone area handy, I spent the afternoon busily gather-
ing snails - more or less aided by several local lads.
Some interesting varieties turned up, including -

Helicina 3sp. (common, on leaves of shrubs, on limestone
and under dead leaves); Endodontid Isp. (common, under
limestone); Partula Isp. (common, on leaves of shrubs and
taro plants); Omphalotropis Isp. (common, under leaves and
rotting wood); Zonitid Isp. (common, under limestone and
rotting wood)

;
We settled down here for the night - with

2 anchors out, and the wind gusting overhead at the rate
of knots. ^

•

Oct. 6th

;

Ashore early this morning for more collecting , unt:
midday - found a really good series of live specimens, too,
As it was time to be heading back for the "Big Smoke", we
set sail, after lunch, in the direction of Suva. However,
after an hour of battling in a SE gale and mountainous
seas, we gave it away, and scrambled back to our former
anchorage off Cicia - what a relief*. Just before dusk,
we were joined by M.V. "Uluilakeba" - a large passenger
and copra boat from Suva.



Oct. 7th; The weather continued cloudy, showery and windy
all day, so we are staying put - at least until the morning.
I spent most of the day ashore, building up my collection of
local snails - an unexpected opportunity, indeed.

Oct. 8th; Nice to see the sun shining brightly this morning.
We were up and away to an early start, in moderate seas and
a brisk SE breeze. Although our destination was some 130
miles to the SW, we made good progress and reached the
vicinity of Gau Is. around 4pm. At midnight, we were off
the town wharves - somewhat bedazzled by the bright lights
of Suva. There was hardly room to swing an anchor in the
harbour. Boats of every shape, size and vintage were
clustered about, in anticipation of the forthcoming
Independence Celebrations.

During past collecting trips in the Pacific, I have had
to rely on a wide variety of transport. Snailing under sail
was a completely new experience - sometimes scarey, most
times delightful - with always something different over the
blue horizon.

Reference

;

Derrick, R.A. 1965 - ’’The Fiji Islands”

L. Price
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NEW PUBLICATIONS
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, Classification of New Zealand Arionacea

F.M. Climo

Part III
Rec.Dom.Mus.Vol.6, No. 18, pp 285 - 366 Feb. 1970

Abstract ;

The revision of the genus Charopa Albers, redefined
in an earlier paper ( Climo , 1969 ) , is concluded. Mocella
Iredale, 1915, Eqestula Iredale, 1915, Aeschrodomus Piisbry,
1892, Geminoropa Iredale, 1933 & Subf^cto la Powell, 1939
are reduced to subgenera within Charopa Albers, 1860.
Subgenus Cavellioropa Dell, 1952 is synonymized with
Geminoropa Iredale, and subgenus Pseudeqes tula Dell, 1954
is considered a polyphyletic assemblage, the component
species referable to other taxa. The systematic position
of Phenacharopa Piisbry, 1893 is discussed. A new genus,
Flammocharopa , is erected for Amphidoxa costulata Hutton,
1893 (type species) & Patulabianca var. montana Suter, 1891.
A new species of Charopa (Mocella) is described.

Two New Species of Punctid Land Snail from the
South Island, New Zealand

F.M. Climo

Trans . R . Soc .N .Z .Biol . Sciences, Vo 1 . 12 ,No . 18

,

pp 209 - 212 Dec. 1970

Abstract ;

Charopa (Ptychodon) paytoni n. sp. (Punctidae

;

Charopinae) is described from the Waiatoto Valley, South
Westland, and Laoma (Phrixgnathus ) academia n.sp.
( Punctidae ;punctinae ) is described from a Quaternary
deposit in Christchurch city.

The Systematic Position of Cytora Kobelt & Moellen-
dorff 1897, and Liarea Pfieffer 1853 (Mollusca:
Mesogastropoda)

F.M. Climo

Trans .R . Soc .N . Z .Biol . Sciences , Vol . 12 ,No . 19

,

pp 213 - 216 Dec. 1970

Abstract ;

Cytora Kobelt and Moellendorff ,
1897 and Liarea Pfieffer,

1853 are regarded as only generically distinct and both are
classified in the endemic New Zealand family Liareidae Powell,
1946. Cytora bicarinata ' (Suter, 1907) is transferred to
genus Liarea Pfeiffer.
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Notes on the Subgenus Pelicaria

G. Neef

New Zealand Journal of Geology & Geophysics
Vol.13, No. 2, pp 436 - 476

Abstract

The marine mediuir;-- sized gast; opod Pelicaria, a sub-
genus of Struthiolaria, is endemic to New Zealand. Extinct
species of the subgenus evolved rapidly in separate parts
of New Zealand during the early PHocene. They are common
fossils in shallow water sediments and are useful for
local correlation. Sixteen species and subspecies of
Pelicaria are illustrated and the following new species
and sub-species are described: clarki; m.
wellmani

,
vermis fleminqi

,
vermis powelli

,
vermis

qrahami , vermis bradleyi and canaliculata becki .

This paper has three main parts
phylogeny and systematics. The first part describes the
distribution of races of recent Pelicaria. Fossils
identical to the recent races are present in the
Pleistocene marine sediments at Te Piki and Wanganui.
Four cool periods are recognised in the sediment at
Wanganui by their contained Pelicaria fauna.

The Relationship Between the Number of Varices
and the Total Shell Length in Some New
Zealand Cymatiidae. (Gastropoda; Proaiobranchia

)

and its Ecological Significance

J. H. Laxton

Veliger Vol.13, No . 2 pp 127-134 Oct.l, 1970

’’Members of the 'Molluscan family Cymatiidae exhibit an
extreme form of discontinuous grov;th (Laxton 19 70).
Individuals of a species may grow rapidly in a few weeks,
after which the shell growth ceases for periods ranging
from a month to as much as two or more years. A flared lip,
or varix, bordering the shell aperture, is laid down at
the end of each grov/th period. These varices are partially
buried by succeeding whorls and provide a permanent, visible
record of the number of growth stages taken by an animal
to produce its shell.

Varix production in the Cymatiids studied is neither an
annual or seasonal phenomenon, and is in no way indicative
of the age of the individual.

For a particular cymatiid species, the distribution
of varices on the shell appears to be regular, with the
angle between one varix and the next more or less constant.
Thus, within a species, shells with the same number of
varices may be expected to have approximately the same



total length provided the spiral pattern remains constant
throughout growth.

The distribution of varices was examined for 13 species
of recent New Zealand Cymatiids. Both inter and intra
specific variations were examined and an attempt was made
to link intro specific differences to environmental
conditions, especially food availability”.

Editor s_:_ N . & N . Gardner
6 Tui Glen Road
Birkenhead
Auckland 10
New Zealand
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FUSINUS GENTICUS Iredale 1936

Odd specimens of this shell are still being obtained
from Northland. Usually they seem to come from crayfish
pots, but now and again a specimen washes up on an ocean
beach, especially places such as Spirits Bay, Great
Exhibition Bay and Eastern Beach.

It is very much like a Penion and grows to about
165mm. Colour, white, with spiral ribbing and can readily
be identified by its long, straight canal.

The type locality is Sydney Harbour, NSW, Australia,
obtained from Harbour dredgings.

Illustrated specimen is in the collection of Mr. S.
Turner

.



PESCADORES TRIP by Jeanne Alio

About twenty minutes after we left Taichung our plane
began to lose height and we could ..see that we were flying
over a series of small, low islands; we were arriving at
Penghu (Pescadores). As the plane approached the airport
we saw stretches of white beach below us - a promise of
lovely days ahead. After landing we were driven through
gently rolling country where everything seemed to be in
shades of brown and grey: brown ploughed fields, as the
crops of sweet potatoes, sorghum and peanuts were scarcely
showing as yet; grey stone walls and grey towns and villages,
the homes of farmers and fishermen.

One of our first visits that afternoon was to the fish
wharf where the last fish were being sorted for the day.
The women immediately caught our eye, heads and faces all
wrapped up in scarves and towels, leaving only the narrowest
possible slit for the eyes. Thus they protect themselves
from sun and wind. V7e were invited to step on to a fishing
boat to look at some shells in a bowl. Albie chose several,
for which no charge was made.

Every morning during our week’s stay we visited this
fish market, walking along the concreted waterfront where
there was always much activity, all connected with fish and
fishing-boats. Veiled women sat along the edge and on
adjoining streets, making or mending billowing yards and
yards of fishing net. On the unloading market wharf piles
of fish lay everywhere, many known and unknown varieties
from sharks, swordfish, giant sting-rays, the occasional
dolphin (alas I ) to prawns, shrimps, herrings and sprats.
Groups of buyers gathered round auctioneers, others packed
fish into baskets or took it away on bicycles. We
wandered along looking along the edges and on the steps
for small shells that were often dropped there, and soon
we were known; men produced bags or handfuls of shells from
boats; women and small boys came with them, too. Sometimes
the prices were reasonable, some were too high and occas-
ionally money was refused. Many of these shells still had
their inhabitants, at various stages of deadness’. Perhaps
it was just as well that the only available hotel was only
about half-star grade. Every morning Albie rose early -

anyway the sound of boats’ motors and of crushed ice going
down the chute into boats' holds always woke us early -

and cleaned shells in the bathroom. Plastic boxes and bags
gradually filled up, and by the time departure hour arrived,
all suitcase gaps were filled and there were a few extra
parcels as well.

Daily visits to the beach were a joy, with walks
along golden sands with patches of white coral, clean
air and blue sea. There were shells to be picked up,
too, mainly cowries and cones. Many of them turned out
to be too small and bleached and all alike, but there were
a few good ones, and it was all good fun . Reefs and rocks
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yielded nothing, as the local people collect every edible
creature.

It was fun, too, wandering through the almost traffic-
free (compared with Taipei) streets of Makung, the chief
town, where we stayed. Many small shops displayed shells,
but they were often poor specimens, or acbd treated. There
were turtle shells, too, and blown-up porcupine-fish skins
and very ugly shell work lamps and vases; and there is much
coral shown, as it is found in the surrounding seas. Taiwan
is famous for this coral .which appears as decorative branching
mounted pieces, and in brooches, rings, necklaces, etc., all
very expensive.

Although 3*2- months have passed since our Pengh visit,
we have not yet identified all our specimens, lack of a
suitable book being our chief difficulty. But we have
already added 128 new ones to our collection, including 12
cowries, 11 cones, 8 olives, 4 turrids, 7 naticas. Among
our new treasures are -

Bullina nobilis ' (very like Bullina lineata ; Tonna
maqnifica ; Mammilla simiae ; Latiaxis winckwor thi ;

Amathina tricarinata and 5 small Onustus exutus {picked up
on the wharf); a beautifully marked unidentified
Architectonica ,

2-|-'’ in diameter, complete with operculum;
Subula maculata ; Hemifusus colosseus.

* * *

NOTES ON THE RECENT NEW ZEALAND TURRITELLI DAE
N .W . Gardner

The screw shells, on the whole, have a short free swimming
stage and therefore have a comparatively limited colonizing
ability. Populations, then, are subject to isolation through
changes in land masses, depth of sea, variation in water
temperature, etc. Examples of this limited distribution
given by Marwick (1957) are quoted, "The 1100 miles of Tasman
Sea presents a complete barrier to migration of Turritella ,

for, in spite of favourable winds and ocean currents, not
one Australian species is known either recent or fossil in
Mew Zealand".

" ~ Oliver 1915, found no Turritella at the Kermadecs
600 N.E. of New Zealand and (he) rejected Suter's record of
T. carlottae Watson (= vittatus) from here".

Maoricolpus occurs at the Chatham Is. The Genus
apparently existed in Chatham Is. seas before the
Pleistocene. The sole species M. solomoni is not con-
sidered to be closely related to any known mainland species,
either recent or fossil, the inference being that the
Chatham Is. area was too isolated for successful immigration
of more recent species from the NZ mainland. However,
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Maorico Ipus may have been able to colonize by means of
surface transport, in the free swimming stage, under
present conditions, but it is interesting to note that
the distance to be covered in one lap would be consid-
erably less during the Pleistocene, when lowered sea
levels probably exposed the Mernoo Bank as an island.

Maoricolpus has also been recorded from the Snares
by Powell 1955, "Mollusca of the Southern Island of NZ”
(Cape Expedition).

Marwick - "no Turritellidae have been reported from
Auckland or Campbell Islands, 230 and 360 miles respectively
to the south of Stewart Island".

The various species of our screw shells are not at
all easy to identify, apart from one or two of the common
littoral species. The deposition of the spiral keels on
the neanic and adult whorls, the protoconch, and to a
lesser extent the labial sinus, are the key points in
classification.

Diagnostic systems involving the relative strength
and position of spiral ribbing have been devised and used
by Finlay and Marwick. That which is advocated by Marwick,
being more recent, is referred to in this paper. _ The
diagram below gives the key:-

Recent N.Z. Turritellidae are contined in two genera:-

Maoricolpus __ Finlay 1927 (3 species)

Zeacolpus Finlay 1927 (1 species)

sub genus
Stiracolpus Finlay 1927 (11 species)
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Maoricolpus roseus roseus ( Q . & G . )

Has a smooth protoconch of
2-| whorls. On the neanic whorls

,

spirals B & C appear at the
same time but the latter
becomes dominant. On adult
whorls, C remains strongest
while A & B may be rivalled
by the secondary spiral, 'S’

.

Colour brown, or yellowish
brown, with the spirals
spotted. Average size about
2-^" but some do reach just
over 3". Specimens trawled
off Timaru reach this size.
This shell is quite common
throughout NZ & the Chatham
Is. Shell proportionately
wider than other species.

Maoricolpus roseus manukauensis Powell

Differs from roseus roseus in having a more slender
profile with a spire angle of ^pprobcd size
similar to the typical form. This is the form commonly
found on the mudflats of the Manukau Harbour and is
apparently not known from elsewhere.

Maoricolpus finlayi Powell

Also a broad, stout species with the general outline
of roseus . Protoconch smooth and there are 10 whorls.
Sculpture consists of 3 main spiral cords and a number
of subsidiary ones with linear interspaces. Main cords
are placed with one at about 4/5 of the height of whorl
and the other two at the lower extremity. Colour, pale
buff. Tesselated pattern consisting of squarish dots on
the cords and sinuous lines arranged axially.

Height 14.4 mm (Holotype)

Type locality 32 fathoms off Spirits Bay.

This is not a common or well-known species.
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Z&acolpus vittatus (Hutton)
= car lo ttae Watson

A large, long slender shell
having 14 whorls. Protoconch
paucispiral. At the 6th whorl,
C is as strong as B,but be-
comes more prominent on later
adult whorls. Whorls rather
flat and straight-sided.
Suture slight. Grows up to
3”. Fresh specimens have a
pale background and spirals
of reddish brown.

Found in both Islands and
down to 110 fathoms.

(H.Suter) Not nearly as
plentiful as M. roseus.

p o'- colpus ( Stiracolpus )

symmetr icus Hutton

The very common small screw
shell found in great numbers
in shell sand drifts at
Stewart Island. The shell is
white and some 17 or 18 mm in
length. Characteristic feat-
ures are: Three, subequal,
thick, rounded, equally
spaced primary spirals.
(A is almost as strong as
B & C )

.
I

Range is from Stewart '

Island to Otago Heads.
Dredged specimens are
generally smaller.

Zeaco Ipus ( Stiracolpus )

delli Marwick

A medium to small shell
(20 - 30mm). Whorls fairly
convex. Primary spirals of
only moderate ‘strength , separ-
ated by much wider interspaces.
Protoconch smooth , spiral
ribbing:- B dominates through-
out, C is a little stronger
than A on early whorls, but
later becomes the weaker.
Colour whitish cream crossed
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by irregular bands of fawn. . .

Localities: Wellington Harbour, D'Urville Island,
Tasman Bay, Cape Campbell,. Lyttelton, Dusky and Milford
Sounds. Formerly confused with symmetr icus but dis-
tinguished by weaker primary spirals, the greater
dominance of B and wider A - B interspace.

%cacolpus ( Stiracolpus )

blacki Marwick

Said to be large for the
Genus, slender, whorls almost
flat in adult. Protoconch
smooth. By the 8th whorl, the
shell has its normal adult
sculpture of 3 almost equal
evenly spaced, thin primary
spirals with 3 or 4 almost
equal secondary threads in
each wide interspace. Base
with about 15 spiral
threads tending to alternate
in strength.

Recorded from Paraparaumu;
off Kapiti Island in 113
metres; Waikanae Beach;
Mernoo Bank east of Banks
Peninsula

.

Zeacolpus ( Stiracolpus )

ascensus Marwick

Shell of moderate size,
convex whorls, protoconch
smooth, relatively large A&
C, remainder very weak, not
much stronger than background
spirals. B is a little closer
to C than to A. Whorls become
greatly angled at A and
finally at C, producing a
convex outline in adult
whorls

.

Height 11mm. Recorded
from Chatham Rise 366 - 530
metres and off Forty-fours
240 metres.
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Zeacolpus ( Stiracolpus ) knoxi
Marwick

Moderate size 12 - 14mm.
Protoconch small for group,
smooth. Sculpture of later
whorls, A equals C. After 6

whorls B remains medial and
slightly stronger. Late devel-
opment of A gives first 2

whorls a concave shoulder.
Glossy, when fresh.

Localities: Petre Bay, 90
metres; Chatham Islands;
Western Reef 170 metres;
NE Kiangaroa 220 metres.
Subspecies tar dior Marwick,
differs from the typical sub-
species in having a consistently large protoconch and more
retarded primaries A and C. Spire angle is generally greater.
Height 10.4mm (incomplete).

Localities: SE of Pitt Island, Chatham Islands 284 metres;
Chatham Rise 366 metres; E. Forty- fours, 240 metres.

Zeacolpus ( Stiracolpus

)

ahiparana Powell

Occurs on the Northland West
Coast - quite commonly at Ninety
Mile Beach, but less so on the
Auckland West Coast. Ribbing,
A is extremely weak, C is
fairly weak - only about half
the strength of B on adult
whorls. B forms a prominent
keel somewhat below the middle
of whorls. Colour uniform
reddish to fawn.

Height 25mm. Considered to
be closely related to
pagoda (Reeve).

Zeacolpus ( Stiracolpus )

pagoda (Reeve)
= fulminate (Hutton)

Is a common shell on North-
land beaches, being recorded
from N.Cape to Bay of Plenty.
Grows up to 30mm. A slender
shell. Sculpture, Primary B,
starts first on the upper
whorls. A appears later and
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forms a prominent angle on the whorl, but remains weaker
than B. C is insignificant. There is -a longitudinal zig-
zag colour pattern. Occurs down to 90metres (E. of Hen &
Chickens. G . A.Bollans )

.

Zeacolpus ( Stiracolpus ) pagoda
powelli Marwick

Different from pagoda typ-
ical, in its weaker develop-
ment of primary A. This is
especially clearly seen in
the early whorls, where B
remains in the middle of
several whorls. In the adult
whorls, B dominates, vjhile A
scarcely angles the whorl. B,
however, is not as prominent
as in ahiparana ,

nor is the
upper part of whorl concave
as in this species. Size
about the same as typical
pagoda. Occurs in deep
water off the Auckland E.
Coast and also recorded from
200metres off Gt. Barrier Is.
Previously known as pagodus
Reeve

.

Zeacolpus ( Stiracolpus )

maorianus Powell

Shell narrowly attenuate,
outlines straight. Ten whorls
which have 12 fairly even
spiral cords with tiny threads
in each interspace . Colour white,
with a pattern of regularly
spaced streak s of reddish brown

,

which are interrupted by the
peripheral cord but continue
over the base.

Height 15.75mm; diameter
4.25mm (Holotype). Recorded
from between Spirits Bay and
Three Kings Is. 92metres;
Whangaroa, and Bay of Plenty.
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Zeacolpus ( Stiraco Ipus ) mixtus
Finlay

Early whorls angled at B,
which rapidly becomes stronger.
Above B, the whorl is concave
and A is just discernable. On
later whorls, B is still the
strongest, A weaker than C -all
3 equally spaced. Secondaries
well developed and equal.
Similar to pagoda powelli .but
less strongly keeled.

Height 22mm, width 6mm.
Type locality 60 fathoms off
Poor Knights Is.

•/

l«c i)c ^ i|[
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NOTABLE FINDS and NOTES OF INTEREST

* Mr. & Mrs. Hunt Seelye have had further specimens of
Lopha cr is taqal li from the entrance to Parengarenga

.

These, also, were attached to a nylon rope and were of
course dead specimens. They ranged from juvenile to
fully adult size and were more numerous than those
found previously.

* Mrs. Ballard mentions obtaining a fine Ellatr ivia
memorata from a beach North of Napier.

* Mr. J. Penniket ruefully showed, at a recent meeting, the
basal portion of a very large specimen of Pictabalcis
which he had picked up at Matapouri. V\Jhy is it that so
many of this beautifully patterned shells turn up in
this condition?
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* Errol Willis, while away on trawling operations, kept a
live specimen of Euciroa galatheae in a jar for some
time and reports that the shell glowed quite brightly
at night. This species comes from deep water^ 200
fathoms or so. (E. delectabile is a synonym).

* Mr. N. Douglas returned from a trip to the Far North
with 2 very rare shells - a specimen of Herpetopoma
mariae , a small, white, globose shell with a sculpture
of gemmules somewhat like an overgrown H. bella ,

and a
very fine large example of Eulina maoria , a tall,
slender, white shell illustrated in Shells of New
Zealand by A.W.B. Powell, Plate 22.

* Cucumerunio webs teri - several specimens were obtained
lately from the Waikato River at Hamilton by a friend
of Mr.Penniket. These were scattered through a large
number of H. menziesi . A specimen from Mercer is in the
Brookes Collection and some years ago, the late Captain
Short also collected a couple of examples from a stream
at Ngarua near Morrinsville

.

* Mrs. J. Boswell has been processing cod gut from fish
caught off Wanganui, and has sent in the list of species
she has so far founc^ by this often rewarding method of
collecting

.

Chlamys ze landiae

Pecten novaeze landiae

Baryspira australis

Tanea zelandica

Zeatrophon ambiguus

Zeatrophon caudatinus

Pallium convexum

Gari stangeri

Longimactra elongata

Dosinia subrosea

Marikellia rotunda

Glycymeris modesta

Maoricolpus roseus

Scalpamactra scalpellum

Baryspira novaezelandiae

10 complete

12 juvenile complete, to 1|”

3-2 still had animal and
operculum complete

3 - with hermit crabs

3 - with hermit crabs

1 - with hermit crab

6-3 are the very fine, flat
species

5 various colours, but all
broken on one side

1 one valve broken, but the
animal was still attached
to the whole valve

1 broken

1

1

2

1 complete

- hermit crab
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Cryptoconchus porosus

1

- portions of all 8 valves
were there, only the front
& rear ones being complete.

4 different species of crabs along with various
species of small fish.

Mrs. Boswell is hoping she might be lucky enough to
get a Ptej^otus zelandicus.

* Two geologists carrying out a survey at Resolution Island,
in the Fiordland area, report seeing brown snails, about
an inch across, on this island. From the description
given it would seem they could be either Wainuia sp. or
a representative of the high country Paryphanta rossiana
group. Shells were apparently not uncommon but at
present we do not know the exact locality or altitude at
which they were found. No previous records of large
snails are known to us. It is the type locality for
Phelussa henryi which appears to be endemic and grows
to 10mm in diameter.

* Beverley Elliott , Nelson, writes:- *’I recently found 2

valves of Tahunanuia alata in some dredged grit from
Golden Bay. I was surprised to find a bleached fragment
of a Paryphanta at Motupipi, Takaka, while hunting for
Rhytida webbi ; R . webbi is making a "comeback" - my friend
and I saw 7 lives and I had never found a live one before.
I hope the owner of the property does not burn off the
area again. It is a mass of barberry, hawthorn, totara,
fern, gorse and tea tree - good cover for Rhytida but
most uncomfortable for collectors'. "

ACAR SANDERSQNAE AT MANIA PENINSULA

Powell lists his Acar sander sonae as being found in the
Aupourian & Moriorian provinces. The only places .where I

had previously found this species was in shell sand around
the Cape Maria van Diemen area. Mahia Peninsula is so very
much further south that it is hard to know whether it still
rates as Aupourian or as Cookian. On 6 January 1971 I called
in at Opoutama Beach, 10 miles E. of Nahaka, but the beach
looked grey and desolate, w^-th scarcely even a spisula or
mussel shell around. Patieht searching in the fine pumice
grit along the high tide revealed occasional small and light
bivalves blown into the little pockets of sand, so the
apparently utterly desolate beach yielded a few treasures,
but only single valves

2 Acar sander sonae , 8 x 4mm, 6 x 3mm
1 Dosinula striatula
4 Leptomya retiaria
3 Maorimactra ordinaria
6 Marikellia rotunda
5 Rochefortula reniformis
1 Zemyllita stowei
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(Mrs . D. Greene has just sent up a small
specimen of Acar Sandersonae, collected
from Mahia. Ed.)

A SEARCH FOR MT'l EGMO-NT PARYPHaNTA q.J. Mars ton.

’’Poirieria” Vol.2, Part 2 carried a very informative
article and map by the Editor about the Mt.Eqmont Pary-
phanta . Until I' began studying all available maps and
aerial photographs of Mt. Egmont, I had never noticed the
existence of the Pouakai Range on the NV\/ slopes of Mt. Egmont.

Good Friday 1971 saw Bruce Hazelv«/ood of Otaki, Noel
Peterson and me heading for the northern side of Mt. Egmont,
via Stratford. The first obvious place to search was the
banks of the Mangorei River, but despite the fresh flood
debris and our painstaking searching we couldn* t locate any
empty shells. Next step was to search the high country, on
the analogy of the high altitude Paryphanta from the Tararua
Ranges and northwards. Mangorei Rd. leads to the track which
leads to the summit of the Pouakai Range, so we tackled that.
Hearing of a local ’’ranger", we called to ask his advice, and
thus met Mr. John Ingle of "Tamar iki - a - Tane"

,
a keen botanist,

Forest & Bird leader, and a conservationist. Of interest to
future search parties - he plans to extend huts where
botanists, parties, etc. may camp overnight. That place is
at 1700 ft., so it is already a start in the ascent. First
rest was at 2500 ft., to look for Schizoqlossa ,

but no luck.
Bruce was lucky to find an eaten Rhytida ,

though. Having
reached Pouakai Range- Hut in such good time, we pressed on
to the summit and the open snow tussock areas. Our only
reward that day was a truly magnificent view of Mt. Egmont -

and not one of us carried a camera, but that was really just
as well in view of the rough scrub we had to fight through.
Clear views everywhere enabled us to locate the tarns, and
fight our way through the "Leather leaf" on the border of
the snow tussock and the bush proper.

Next day we abandoned tracks - obviously the Paryphanta
weren't there, or usual trampers would have found them much
earlier. VJe fought our way into the bush, then made a
traverse under the canopy, up and down all day, and parallel
with the snow tussock. Conditions such as shade and rich
leaf mould were just splendid, but no Paryphanta. We became
sidetracked into collecting Schizoglossa novo seelandica but
they were very difficult to locate in the shade. Their eggs
were easier to see, and a few broken ones showed almost full-
term young snails inside them, ready to hatch out. That day
was 11 April. Bruce found a live Rhytida , and it was the
only perfect one we saw.

Our last day was an effort to test all likely places
from the tarns right down to the Mangorei River. We lost
time by having to skirt a high waterfall not marked on our
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map, and then came to bluffs which were worse. From them
we could see to the E. yet another basin tributary of the
Mangorei, not visible from the summit, so we cannot claim
to have exhausted all the tributaries of the Mangorei yet.
We were exhausted, though, darkness fell early, so we
camped out and were glad it didn’ t rain on us as we had no
tent; we had hoped to get out to a hut.

Before leaving for Wellington on the Tuesday, we made
a final search for Rhytida , Schizoglos sa , and minute snails,
but found all very scarce. The introduced birds obviously
eat Rhytida , and presumably Schizoglossa too. Apparently
misguided "bird lovers" are liberating wekas in the area to
breed there, and they will finish off what snails there
are there.

Queen' s Birthday weekend we three tried again, but no
luck. At 1700ft. we were in continuous rain and cloud all
the time. Our effective searching time was over by 2pm
each day as it was too dark in the wet bush after that.
Despite the dark and wet conditions, we could not locate
any adult Schizoglossa npyp seel and ica , but I found a
juvenile live one among Kiekie leaves at least 3ft. from
the ground. Live Phenacopelix perplexa were also in the
Kiekie leaves. On leaves of young Tawa trees were Serpho
ki\/ i

.

On the Monday on our return to Wellington, we went
via the western side of Mt.Egmont, searching for Nikau
palms and Liarea ,

but located neither. Pouring rain
continued, but we stopped at the Kahui Track,' beginning
near Parihaka, where we found more Phenacopelix perplexa
and Serpho k iy; i as well as Therasia traversi , Flammulina
zebra and Phr ixgnathus glabr inaculus . All were alive and
mostly in Kiekie vines - good conditions for them in the
persistent rain which was so unpleasant for us.

Search for the Mt.Egmont Paryphanta will continue as
we are gradually eliminating each bush area as the
possible locality.

0. J. Mars ton

GRAEME AtJNABELL, just returned from Vietnam, where he has
been working as a chemist with Project Concern for two
years, writes -

• "As you may gather, collecting would not be the easiest
in Vietnam, although I did manage to collect a very few
land and fresh water shells.

''AS can be imagined, there are quite a few things to
consider before one ventures off the "Road" to investigate
the collecting potential. One can easily fly over many
miles of triple canopy jungle, and conjure up all the
magnificent specimens that are lurking below waiting to
be found?’. One also gets a similar feeling when driving
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by, from the apparent security of a vehicle.

After deciding that the hazards of collecting are not
that important, then it is just the time to consider the
following minor points;

Snakes. There are some poisonous varieties about,
and especially a little fellow - iridescent green and
about 10" long. If bitten, you will never have any more
worries in life as you have only one minute to live. (We
gathered, in the hospitals we worked in when treating other
cases of snakebite, that - according to the natives - there
just wasn't time to bring in someone who had been bitten by
this "Bamboo Snake" - they just died). Ignoring all other
small creepy crawlies, including a fair range of spiders,
there was the local animal population to worry about. As
a point of interest, tigers were still being shot in our
area and there was the occasional booby trap intended for
military personnel. And finally, the ARUNs (Army Regulars
of Vietnam) - the friendlies - were very casual where and
when they fired.

In spite of all this, I did try scratching round in
secondary growth areas after most of the trees had been
milled. The ground was hard when dry and very soft when
wet - I didn't find a thing. Most land shells were found
in established areas - around our buildings. Fresh water
shells were more plentiful. Each hospital was beside a
river and we often went down to the river for a swim, a
wash or a sunbathe. Most rivers were very polluted -

disease wise - and were nearly always a murky brown in colour.
A dreaded dysentery was easily caught from Entamoeba
histolytica in contaminated water. Thus one had to be
almost out of one's mind to do a little collecting, but
enthusiasm for my hobby overcame all obstacles now and again".

+ _ + _ + _ + _ + _ +

ANTARCTIC MOLLUSCA

(Notes from a talk by Dr. A.W.B. Powell, May 1971)

The reTTc-.te continent of Antarctica, larger than Europe,
extends some 3400 miles from Joinville Land to Adelie Land,
2800 miles from Charcot Land to Gaussberg and 2500 miles from
Coats Land to Oatas Laddo

The average height of this ice-capped continent is
approximately 6500ft.

For a large part of the year the coastline is Surrounded
by a thick ice shelf, its extent varying a great deal during
seasons. As would be expected, the summer shore lines have
been swept dean and rendered almost bare of fauna. However,
below this level, out of the way of the scouring ice, a
wealth of marine life does exist.
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Down to a depth of 25 fathoms, an abundance of algae
provides food .and shelter for a considerable number of
animals. Sponges are especially prolific. Present in
these waters are concentrations of phosphates and nitrates
which are associated with immense quantities of phytoplankton
In these southern regions the number of species is few,
though each exists in countless numbers. In tropical
waters, the reverse is the case.

The terms Antarctic and Subantarctic have been loosely
applied, for whilst the former is plainly from the edge of
the continent, the latter, in theory, occupies the zone
between the Antarctic and the subtropical convergence and
is not so clearly indicated, especially where it encounters
the southern parts of the continental and other land masses.

The Antarctic Convergence marks a more or less definite
boundary where ice-diluted cold water of the Antarctic, 300ft
to 400ft. in depth, meets the warmer and more saline lighter
water of the subantarctic zone.

At this fluctuating line, the cold Antarctic water sinks
abruptly beneath the warmer water and flows northwards as a
deep intermediate layer.

Further north, at approximately latitude 40'^S, there
occurs the Subtropical Convergence, which is a similar but
less pronounced phenomenon.

Unlike the Antarctic Zone, that of the Subantarctic
is comparatively free of ice but is dominated by the per-
sistent and vigorous V/est Wind Drift which sweeps around
the whole of the Southern Ocean.

Bipolarity
The early workers on the Antarctic mollusca noted the

general similarity of this fauna to that of the northern
polar regions and were influenced to some extent by the
fauna of both regions, which is for the most part devoid of
colour. The shells are characteristic of the quiet depths
at which they live and the absence of colour may be due to
restricted light penetration.

Later workers discarded , many molluscan claims to bipolar
distribution, either by anatomical study or by showing a more
or less cosmopolitan distribution for many species formerly
thought to be restricted to high latitudes.

Three main hypotheses have been advanced for the
phenomenon of bipolarity.

A. Bipolar animals are relics of a former widespread fauna,
the tropical portion of which is now extinct.

B. Animals have migrated from one polar region to the other
through the cold deepwater regions of the tropics.
(Examples: Aforia , Fusitriton and Puncturella )

.

C. Parallel development of the bipolar forms.
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BIOGEOGRAPHICAL PROVINCES

Antarctic area:
Georgian : includes South Georgia and Shag Rocks. The

continental fauna of Antarctica is remarkably uniform, for
a number of species are of circum-polar range.

Subantarctic regions:
Magellan : Patagonia, Tierra del Fuego, Falkland Is.

and Burdwood Bank.
Kergue Ionian : Kerguelen Is., Crozets, Marion & Prince

Edward Is., and Macquarie Is.
Antipodean : Southern N.Z. Islands (Auckland, Camp-

bell and Bounty Is). (Also the Snares which belong to the
N.Z. mainland province - Forsterian).

Many species of mollusca range over both Antarctic and
Subantarctic zones, especially at such places as Kerguelen
and Macquarie Is., where the Antarctic Convergence runs very
close to them and also at South Georgia, where the faunas
are telescoped to some extent, due to the presence of
sizeable land masses and certain ecological conditions.

The West Wind Drift is no doubt the chief agent of
distribution in the circum- Subantarctic spread of marine
mollusca - certainly in the case of those species associated
with algae. The herbivorous Trochoids Marqarella and certain
Patellids ( Nacella and Patiniqera ) , together with small
byssiferous attached bivalves Hochstetteria , have probably
achieved their lateral distribution by this means.

The Cymatid genus Fusitriton is stenothermic (existing
within a narrow temperature range) and exists on the con-
tinental shelf to Archibental stations, reaching a depth of
1800 fathoms in one instance. It has a distributional patter
which more or less follows the continental margins of the
Pacific, from Japan through the Aleutians, down the W. Coast
of the Americas to the Magellan Region, the Falklands, and
thence eastwards to S. Africa, then south to Enderby Land in
Antarctica, to N.S.W. and Southern Australia and finally New
Zealand. Of particular interest is the turrid genus Aforia ,

for it is an excellent example of a molluscan genus which
goes deep through the tropical region. Its distributional
range is from the Western coast of the Americas down through
Drake Strait and into the Argentine Basin, eastwards to the
vicinity of Kerguelen Is., as well as southwards to
Antarctica. The recorded benthic range of the genus is
73 to 1569 fathoms.

The water .temperature at the various stations where
specimens have been dredged does not vary much, the lowest
being 30.9 F. and the highest 41,8°F. - a range of only
10.9®F.

That these molluscs go deep through tropical regions
in order to keep within the desired temperature range is
shown in the records of the species A. persimilis ,

espec-
ially that of an Ecuador occurrence which a± a depth of
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741 fathoms and a temperature of 38o4*^F, is situated
only 1,03° N, of the Equator,

FALKLAND ISLANDS

The fauna of these islands is strongly influenced by
the Cape Horn current of water of Pacific origin and aided
by the West Wind Drift, The molluscan fauna is Subantarctic

,

predominantly Magellanic but with a strong addition of con-
tinental temperate forms from the north, possibly brought
about by a continuity of the Patagonian land mass. Extra
limital warm water forms are: Fissurella (Balboaina),
Calliostoma , Polinices , Trochita , Nassarius , Acanthina ,

Typhis , Adomelon and Marqinella . The latter genus,
represented by 2 species, are remarkable in their large,
polished, colourful shells, equal to tropical members.

Characteristic Sub-
antarctic genera present in
the Falkland area are:
Gaimardia , Cymium , Nacella ,

Patiniqera , Marqarella ,

Laevilitorina , Pareuthria
and Kerquelenella ,

Other important genera
present include Provacator ,

Trophon , Philine , Aforia
and Fusitriton ,

SOUTH GEORGIA

Is surrounded by deep
water of some 3000 metres
and entirely within the
influence of the Cold West
Wind Drift. Even land con-
ditions are glacial. The
southern extension of the
S .American land mass forces
the Antarctic Convergence below the average latitude so that,
unlike the Falklands

,
South Georgia is surrounded by

Antarctic Zone surface waters.

Endemic genera are Promarqinata , Pfefferia ,

Chlanidotella and Canuneptunea ,

Antarctic genera present are Patiniqera , Venusta-

trochus , Laevicumaria , Trichoconcha , Prosipho , Chlanidota ,

Probuccinum ; Gaimardia and Marqarella are also present.

Characteristic Magellan genera, Nacella , Pholinastoma ,

Adelomelon and Photinula are not represented.

N)arginella warreni.
Karrftt.

20 Falkland is. to

'T’terra del Tuego.
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ANTARCTIC CONTINENT

A fejna which is incompletely known, but considerable
collections have been made in the Ross Sea area and to a
lesser extent off Enderby Land, ( B ,A ,N , Z ,A , R . E . Expedition),

The littoral fauna is scant, A ,fascinating bivalve from
deep water in this area is the very large Limopsis marionen-
sis (80 X 65mm) which has a heavy, shaggy epidermal coat of
hair-like filaments.

Some of the: spectacular
species described by Dr,
Powell, from off Enderby
Land

,
include

:

Tugali mawsoni ,

Fusitriton antarcticus
,

Chlanidota smith! ,

Leucosyrinx mawsoni ,

Limopsis enderbyensis ,

KERGUELEN ISLAND

Roughly halfway between
S.Africa and Australia at
latitude 50°S, The
Antarctic Convergence is a
little south of the island
but Heard Island to the SE
is within the Antarctic
Zone, The Kerguelen
molluscan fauna is a rich
one with some 145 species
known

,

Limopsis marionensis "E, A. Smith.
Off Enderbj ,Ani;Qrctica.

PerrisodoTvta mirabilis.
A. B Smith

.

Eoyaj Sound, Kerguelen Id

seotianus.

South Georgia®”:
^07 mm. - 19 -



Shallow water molluscs are of Subantarctic char-
acter, but the deep water species show Antarctic affinity

»

The mud-dwelling S truthiolarid Perissodonta mirabilis and
the deep burrowing bivalve Latenucula elliptica (normally
a warm water genus ) are common species* Malletia gigantea ,

the largest of the genus, occurs commonly in the shallow
water of Royal Sound. . (This species looks a little like
our Neilo )

.

Well represented families are Trochidae , Rissoidae ,

Naticidae , Cominellidae , Buccinulidae , Muricidae and
Turridae

MACQUARIE ISLAND

Is south of the Southern Island of New Zealand and
just within the Subantarctic Zone* Only 54 marine species
are known, possibly as a result of the rugged nature of
the island. There are no sheltered inlets. However,
endemism is high and there is a well marked relic of the
New Zealand mainland influence, with the presence of the
molluscan genera Notoacmea , Actinoleuca , Plumbelenehus ,

Maurea , Pronuoula , Tawera and Chlamys . (Our southern
Zygopecten delieatula is represented here).

Molluscs associated with the West Wind Drift are
represented by Gaimardia , Kidderia , Margarella ,

Laevilitprina , and Kerguelenella . Some other notable
genera present are Cymatoma , Patinigera , Puncturella ,

Trophon , Falsilunatia and Pareuthria .

SUBANTARCTIC ISLANDS OF NEW ZEALAND

The fauna is obviously a relic of New Zealand, one with
a superimposed Subantarctic drift element and at least 3

genera, Plaxiphora , Patinigera and Pareuthria , which are
not considered to have reached this area with the aid of

M
•
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the West Wind Drift

Some of the Antarctic genera present include Marqarella ,

Kerquelenella , Gaimardia and Kidderia o

A number of genera from the New Zealand mainland are
represented by subspecies in the Antipodes » The following
are noteworthy - Haliotis virqinea huttoni , Thoristella
chathamensis aucklandica , Microlenchus caelatus mortenseni
and Eucominia nassoides nodicincta»
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SOME RECENT PAPERS ON NEW ZEALAND RECENT MOLLUSCA

The Rediscovery of Montfortula (Mollusca:
Fissurellidae ) in New Zealand

by Rc Ko Dell

Reco Domo Muso Volo7, No o 5, pp o 37-41, April 1971

Abstract :
-

A species of Montfortula is recorded living between tide
marks on Kaikoura Peninsula » Comparison of this material
with type material of M vallensis , specimens of M » chatham-
ensis and the Australian M o conoidea and M c rugosa indicates
that all should be considered to belong to one variable
species, the first available name for which appears to be
Montfortula rugosa -tQ & G)o

A Specimen of the Giant Squid Architeuthis from
New Zealand

by Ro Ko Dell

ReCo Domo Mus o Vol»7, No » 4, pp » 25-36, Septo 1970

Abstract :

A specimen of Architenthis from Makara, Wellington, is
described and figured » The status of the four species of
Architeuthis described from New Zealand is discussed*. The
new specimen is identified as - Aokirki Robson

»



Classification of N«Z<. Arionacea (Mollusca;
IVcA Revision of the subfamily Otoconchinae

(Punctidae Morse) , „

Pulmonata
Cockerell

M» Climo

)

Reco Dome Mus o Volo7, No«6, pp ® 43-49, April 1971

Abstract ;

Maoriconcha Dell, 1952 is reduced to a subgenus of
Otoconcha Hutton, 1884, and a new species of Maoriconcha
is described o The reproductive system of 0 ooconnori
(Powell) is described o Distribution maps are given for
the four New Zealand otoconchid species » A correction to
the higher systematics in the previous three parts to this
series is appended.

Classification of NoZ, Arionacea (Mollusca: Pulmonata)
Vo Descriptions of Some New Phenacohelicinid Taxa

(Punctidae: Phenacohelicinae

)

by Fo Mo Climo

Reco Dorn, Mus, Volo7, NOoll, ppo95-105, April 1971

Abstract :

Descriptions are given of a new genus showing affinities
with Flammulina Martens, 1873 from the Snares Islands; a new
subgenus of A1 lodiscus Pilsbry, 1892 from Stewart Island; a
new genus superficially resembling Allodiscus , containing
three new species.

New Light on the Variation and Taxonomy of the
Bivalve, Hiatella

by Ac Go Beu

NoZ, Journ,Geol & Geophysics, Vol,14, Nod,
pp o 64-66, Febol971

Editors: N, & N, Gardner
6 Tui Glen Road
Birkenhead
Auckland 10
New Zealand
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THE OCCURRENCE OF FROG SHELLS (family BURSIDAE) in
NEW ZtIALAND

Prior to 1965? no representatives of this family had been
recorded in Nev^ Zealand, and it was not suspected that they
were living in reasonably shallow water in rocky situations
around our coast.

They are carnivorous molluscs and the shell is distinctive in
having a strong posterior siphonal canal (that is where the
outer lip joins the body whorl). The aperture is also strongly
grooved.

It v/as during skin diving expeditions at the Poor Knights Is.,
in 1966, that the first examples of two species of different
genera were found.
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Since then, more have been obtained from further afield.
The larger species, Tutufa bub o Roding, is a handsome

shell with a
striking reddish
aperture. A shell
of similar proport-
ions to the
illustration on
this page was
recently retrfeved ^

from a crayfish
pot set off
Spirits Bay. Live
specimens have
just recently
been secured from
near Cape Karekare
and the Bay of
Islands area.
A wash up specimen
can also be
recorded from
Great Exhibition
Bay. The incurved,
denticulate cmter
lip of the s’dlD-

adult to freshly
adult shell "seems to
give way to ia

smoother expanded
lip in fully mature
examples. The
species occurs
at the Kermadec
Islands, New
Caledonia and
North to the
Solomons

.

The other species, Annaoerena verrucosa Shy, although much
smaller, is a most attractive shell,, having heavy rounded

tubercles which are dark brown against
a pale cream to yellow ground colour.
There are also brown lines running
across the parietal wall. This very
handsome species grows to some 50mm.
Most of the specimens obtained have
been from the Poor Knights Is., but
its distribution is known to extend
into the Bay of Plenty, where divers
have obtained specimens from a reef
off Club Rock in 150ft., SW of White
Island.
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A damaged specimen washed up on Great Exhibition Bay is
in the collection of Mr. & Mrs. H. Seelye, Pukenui.
Occurs at the Kermadec Islands, Lord Howe and Norfolk
Islands and Sydney Harbour dredge spoil.
(A.'W.B. Powell, Rec.Auc.Mus, Vo1.6,No.2,1965) .

J. IvIARSTON COMMENTS ON COLLECTING AT MAHIA PENINSULA

Zediloma atrovirens . With my marine shell collecting being
largely in the South Island and southern half of the North
Island, I have had trouble in collecting enough specimens
to distinguish them from the very abundant Melagraphia
aethiops . Mahanga beach rocks were fascinating at low
tide as at last I had located good numbers of Z. atrovirens ,

and huge specimens too. They were however limited to a
narrow band at mid tide level only. There was a very marked
level where they stopped and where Melagraphia aethiops began
and continued right down the rocks to low tide level. The
zonation of the two species was so remarkably noticeable that
I worked my way around the whole rocky area just to check them.
While Z. atrovirens kept closely to the narrow mid tide band,
I did not stray above or below it. Melagraphia aethiops was
not quite so particular and there were occasional younger
specimens among the Z._ atrovirens.

* ^tabalcj R articulari s.^ A very large specimen of tnis snell

was recently picked up at Cape Maria.

* Mr. J. Marston found among v/ashups at Cape Maria a good example

of the very rare Herpetopoma mariae Powell. Some time ago,

Mr. N. Douglas picked a specimen up in the same area.

* Roconrcis *

Prom Mr. N.^ Douglas Xenophalium finlayi Powell 102mm x 68mm.

This specimen came from Mrs. E. Willa and was trawled by

R. Duff 60- 70 fms. off the Snares Is., December 1968.

Lunella smaragda. Max. diam. 8^mm. )
_l>y caliper.

Collected by"Mi^. Willa 28-10-69 At Stewart Island.

Baryspira australis . Miss J. Coles has picked up on

Kariotahi part of the body whorl of a very large Baryspirq
australis. In order to try and gauge the original size of

the shell, a number of ordinary specimens were measured.

The distance from the base of the shell to the top of the

colour band running around the body whorl of a number of

specimens measured was just over half the total height of

the shell. The broken whorl of Miss Coles' specimen, broken

conveniently at the top of the colour band, measures 1-2
;

therefore we can expect the specimen to have had a shell of

about 2-^" in length.

* From beach drift at Goat Island Beach, Leigh, Mr. Penneket has

obtained a small keyhole limpet which appears to be Monodilepas

diemenensis. This is the most southerly record we have had.
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Tellina inflata Gmelin - A specimen of this attractive,
silky white bivalve , which is found in Broome, Northern
Australia, New Guinea and up as far as Japan, has turned
up alive in a trawl at I 50 fathoms off Mahia Peninsula.
lArs. M. Williams of Gisborne says that the fisherman who
obtained the shell is sure he has seen several others in
this locality and will now keep a particular eye out for
more specimens. It seems odd that a shell found in shallow
tropical waters should be living at such a depth as I 50
fathoms, off our coast.

A LOOK AT THE NORTHLA.ND SNAILS , by Martin Walker

January, 197^1 saw Murray Douglas and myself cruising north-
ward at a stately 40 mph in Murray's old Pord. The purpose -

snail reconnaissance. We wished to pay a visit to the less
v/ell-known localities of the far north while there are still
bush and snails to visit.

First night was spent at Kaitaia. After a quick look at a
bare Ninety Mile Beach, we drove on to the store at Waitiki
Landing for a final stock-up of food and petrol. A few miles
toward Te Hapua we pulled off the road for a check of
Paryphanta busbyi watti on Mt. Kahuronaki. Finding the
approaches to the bush much overgrown since previous visits,
we were unable to reach our intended point of search, so we
followed the ridge to the top. The only products of three
hours were a couple of broken specimens Murray found. We
were in a far-from-ideal spot, so there are almost certainly
Paryphanta still surviving there. Small snails proved
interesting and even in the dry conditions we found Laoma
aupouria . Allodiscus spiritus . Serpho matthewsi , Serpho kivi
(less common here than matthewsi ), Rhytida duplicata vivens ,

and beautiful examples of Gytora ampla . In the last hours of
light we rushed along the dunes behind Spirits Bay to the sub
fossil deposits of Placostylus ambap;iosus spiritus and P . amb

.

pandora . We dug about five of the diminutive pandora (S . F.

)

out of the sand and, pleased at least with this.,' pitched tent
and left the recent P. amb . keenorum colony to the tourists.

Next morning it was packs on early and off up past the
Waterfall Bush with a stiff climb to Mt.Unuwhao (Hint: Keep
to the ridge!) where we were met by broken and battered flax
bushes supposedly harbouring P. amb . annectens . Several hours
spent hanging upside-down on aerial Carex plants down a steep
bank brought several dozen broken tops to light and one
beautiful, live, adult annectens . A truly impressive snail.
However, our policy on the trip being to return all live
specimens, I put it back and we continued dovm the other
side to the Huka Stream empty-handed, observing the
destruction rendered by pigs in bygone days but passing
only one recent pig-rooting. Hot and sweaty, we took the
legendary dip in the warm Huka lagoon and emerged covered
in green slime! That night and next morning many hours were
spent looking for annectens in the Huka valley, but we found
only old, white shells. We failed to locate the right spot.
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G-ot wet passing a rocky bluff on the way to Tom Bowling
Bay, where Murray had wasp trouble in the bushes. We
trudged along the burning hot dunes, resisting the tempt-
ation to fill our packs with the sub-fossil P.amb. gardneri
seen in vast numbers right along the length of the dunes
which run behind this sweeping, v/hite beach. Crossed the
burnt-out Waikuku Flat to the east coast and, at a filthy,
little stream at the north end of V/aikuku Beach, headed up
for Kerr Point. A bad move. Fighting through untracked
and unfriendly titree in bare, sunburnt legs was not
pleasant, but eventually we reached the herbfield and
700ft. cliffs of Kerr Point, where one can look down on
the white specks that are actually soaring gannets. This
is the type (and only) locality for P. amb.michiei . However,
it was so dry that dead flax leaves (and most everything
else) turned to dust on touch. The vegetation is mainly
small, wind-blasted herbs making it hard to imagine
Placostylus ever having lived here, but proof of this was
borne out with a quarter-inch embryonic shell which was all
we found. Liarea aupouria tana and Delos Cordelia were
abundant though mainly dead, crumbling specimens. Also
Cytora kerrana . Leaving this arid cliff-face, we were
struck dumb to see a petrol tanker pulling out of the Kerr
Point serpentine quarry. A wild race across the herbfield
with thumb outstretched brought it to a halt and we hopped
in for a much appreciated ride down to the Waikuku Flat.
Surely the furthest north a ride has ever been hitched,
being only 100 yards from the topmost point of New Zealand!

Next day saw us back at the cliff far another crack at
michiei . Again having no success at the top of the point,
we moved down to where karaka trees sheltered some flax.
In these flax bushes were piles of a dozen or more rat-eaten
Placostylus tops gathered together near rat holes. With
intensive searching in what appeared to be the only area
we turned up only half a dozen whole, dead specimens of
this rather slender, shiny, smooth-lipped sub-species,
(Its beauty is certainly enhanced when one has searched
for it!) This sub-species may be extinct already or soon
will be if the rats are allowed to persist in their diet.
We could not find any live examples.

We then crossed to the southern side of the Kerr Point
table-land for the squatter P. amb . watti . We expected the
worst, but were greatly pleased when we found a small area
of open bush with Placostylus shells lying exposed on the
leaf-mould in goodly numbers. One third of the shells were
alive and no broken shells were seen. They have no natural
enemies here - including man, as I don't think this
particuleir sub-colony had been seen before. They would
be very vulnerable to fires, rats, men or pigs as they
have no protection whatever. In the meantime, this is
certainly the most flourishing mainland colony that we
know of.
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Next day we moved camp south to Whareana Beach, a beautiful
place with a rotting whale. In the dunes here we found a
small scattering of the sub-fossil P . amb . gardner

i

, just a
dozen or two in extent. We then followed up a spectacular,
boulder-strev/n canyon behind the beach, the locality of
F . ainb . whare ana , We eventually got on to them in a restricted
area where we saw about fifteen live shells (and nn dead or
juvenile specimens) in a fairly thorough search. Rhytida
duplicata vivens is abundant in this canyon and a few
L. aup. aupouria were the only small snails to be seen. We
returned to the beach just before dusk, in time to catch our
dinner of cod and Amphidesma subtriangulatum . Early next
morning we found a different sub-colony to the north separ-
ated from the first by a titree-covered ridge. Here, another
twenty lives and a handful of deads were found in an incomplete
search of the area. This sub-species has an attractive
epidermis, and looked great when we coaxed one to crawl on a
log. The second group of snails was more typical whareana
with the heavily tuberculous aperture, while the others looked
closer to hancoxi (this was only a field observation). It
appears from the old rootings that pigs have taken a heavy
toll in the past, and the colony seems to be in the convalescent
stage. Although not in any immediate danger of extinction, they
are not exactly thriving and specimens are very scattered.

Out in the sun again, after a hard morning, it was time for a
swim in the surf in appropriate garb. Our schedule having been
upset by unforeseen delays, we had to move on without a look at
the P. amb. hancoxi colony to the south, and we 'packed-up' and
headed out for civilization

Which was eventually reached with iceblocks all round at
Waitiki Landing where we were very hospitably taken in for a
night. Next day was 'business as usual' and on to Taputaputa
Bay, where we found a couple of Placostylus apertures and some
chips washed out of the banki This is the type locality of
sub-species P. amb . lesleyae (sub-fossil), but on this occasion
no good specimens were found. Cod and butterfish for dinner
preceded a night of torment for the mossies were on the 'zing'.
At midnight a tentful of them drove us up the road to a high,
windy point where we started again.

The following morning we obtained permission to hunt sub-fossil
P. amb . lesleyae at Cape Reinga, but broken pieces were all we
found. The 'seams' seem to be petering out as the shells are
no longer washing out of the banks. A grubby grin for the
tourists who had peered dovm at our strange activity and we
were off to Cape Maria van Diemen in the rain. On Mt.
Herangi and the sand tombolo where the large sub-fossil
Placostylus ambagiosus priscus once was in huge numbers, we
found only the occasional priscus, relatively few and far
between. The sub-fossil Rhytida duplicata duplicata was
correspondingly scarce. With a view of five cray-boats
working, we pitched camp on the sand. Not far away was the
sub-fossil Placostylus ambagiosus worthyi . whose small shells
were scattered on the hard sand with Lunella . large Cellana
denticulata , and obsidian chips brought there by the Maoris,
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We then went to the headland itself and made a dusk search
for the rare, recent P. amh , cOnsohrinus , With some uncanny-
luck, we found four dead shells of this fine sub-species in
a short period, before Murray was again viciously “attacked
by native wasps which put a stop to our hunting. The
following morning we tried again but with wasps in all
directions could achieve little. Although the colony
doesn't appear to be thriving (and never has), the wasps
aj?e doing a great Qo'b of protecting it in the meantimel

On the way back to the car we stopped at the P.amb.para-
spiritus colony, where several specimens both live and dead
were found in a short time. The area here is quite extensive,
although sand has moved in on some of the flax-bushes. The
proposed planting of marram grass around them should ensure
the survival of this sub-species.

Back in the car we headed south after reporting the state of
the snails to a genuinely concerned ranger, and spent a
fishless evening on the Mangonui wharf.
Then back to Auckland and into the shower.

The snail situation in the far north is indeed precarious,
with two sub-species probably beyond saving ( p. amb .michiei .

P. amb . pandora ) ,
and others in poor condition ( P. amb . keenor-um ,

P . amb . whare ana , P. amb . consobrinus . the Unuwhao colony of
P. amb . annectens , and possibly P. amb . hancoxi) . Besides fires
and pests, overcollecting of live specimens in the past has
certainly not helped and it would perhaps pay for shell
collectors to adapt the adage 'Take only photographs,
leave only footprints' to 'Take only deads, leave all lives'.

• ' THE PECEirr APCIBAE OP NEW ZEALAND N.W.G.

Ark shells belong to a very old family which appeared in
Jurassic times and has been found in numerous fossil forms.
Today they are still common shells, v/orldwide in distribution,
and especially prolific in fairly shallow water of warmer
seas. Some 200 species are recognised.

The taxodont hinge is straight with many small teeth.
Between the beaks on the upper surface or cardinal area
is a small blackish horny ligament. The siphons are small
and bordered with fine protective filaments. In some species
"there are simple eyes along the mantle edge, often arranged
in small groups like a compound eye. The family is
represented in New Zealand by the following genera: Key
as below - '

Barbat ia Gray 18^7 ^ Shell oblong, valves covered v/ith
epidermal processes usually rough; teeth small, vertical
in middle of hinge line, longer and more distinct at ends.
Strong byssus . .

-

Acar Gray 1857: Small cancellately ribbed, hinder slope
subcarinate, ligament area narrow. Byssus.
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Anadara Gray 18^7: Shell solid, beaks pointed toward each
other, no gape in valves. Buried in sand or mud.

Bathyarca Kobelt 1891: Shell small, inflated long hinge
margin, teeth few, oblique. Valves discrepant. Often abyssal.

Barbatia novae ze landiae Smith 1915: Found in sheltered
places at low tide mark attached by a byssus to the underside
of rocks and boulders, particularly those with cracks and
crevices in them, e.g. volcanic rocks. The shell is long
oval, inequilateral, v/ith the anterior part shorter.
Sculpture is of numerous unequal close ribs radiating from
the hinge and cut up into oblong nodules by concentric grooves.

The external surface is covered with a long, brown, hairlike
'beard' which is ragged and sometimes missing on aged or
washed up specimens. Shell variable in outline, depending on
the position in which it has grown. Usually found in groups
of a few specimens but a sizeable colony does exist on
Rangitoto Island. Size: up to 70mm. Found all around the
New Zealand coastline, also Chatham Islands and the southern
islands. Benthic range is from low water to 110 fathoms
(Dell 1956).

Acar sandersonae Powell 1935: A small strongly reticulated
species of white, yellow or light brown. The hinge is at the
anterior third, with the beaks pointed forward. Sculpture is
of radial riblets with deep furrows crossed by prominent
concentric riblets, resulting in a coarse, distinctive
cancellated surface. Margins crenulate, the byssus area
smooth. Teeth on hinge small, vertical near beaks and
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oblique at ends of hinge plate. Grows up to 25mm. More
frequently found in the north of the North Island, but
odd specimens are known from as far south as Mahia - as
wash ups. Not uncommon in dredgings from Hauraki Gulf
and Bay of Plenty. Recorded from Chatham Island and the
Chatham Rise. Benthic range - 0-530 fathoms (Dell).
Very large specimens (odd valves) have been found at
Cape Maria van Diemen and Spirits Bay.

Acar sociella Brookes 1926: Compared with the previous
species this shell is much ^mailer. The ligament is long
and straight, extending well-beyond the beaks which project
above and are incurved. The dorsal margin is angled and
distinctly winged. Sculpture of radiating strong, nodulous
riblets crossed by weaker concentric striae. Teeth small.

oblique. Colour generally yellow to light brown, interior
pale cream^^d shining. Usually found in small colonies
attached with a byssus to the underside of boulders partly
embedded in sand near low tide level. Grows up to
Pound on east coast north of Auckland.
Anadara trapesia Deshayes 1859" Sub—recent in New Zealand.
Believed by many workers to be a mollusc preferring warmer
temperatures and the fact that it died out in New Zealand at
the end of the Pleistocene may have been the result of the
cooler conditions which followed this era. It still lives
commonly along the E. Australia coast as far N.as Southern
Queensland buried in mud flatf=? nf*

---
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A large, heavy, ribbed shelli Odd valves, sometimes up to

80mm, 3Lnd some in quite good condition, have for years been
collected at Kapuirairua, Spirits Bay. Sub-recent specimens
have also been recorded from Kohukohu, Hokianga Harbour,
A.W.B. Powell; Waipu Beach, A.E.Brookes ;

Muriwai, 7 miles up
the beach, A. vV.B. Powell; Raingitoto Is., from baked clay
beneath a lava flow, L.B. Moore; Kaiti Hill, Gisborne, 1959;
Houhora Hds,, from post_ hole borings.

Bathyarc a cyb ae

a

Hedley: A very small shell, rather short
and inflated. Beaks inrolled and situated at half length of

shell. Ligament area narrow. Sculpture consists of distinct,
radiating ribs (about 50 at the margin) which are crossed by
weaker concentric striae. Weak 'prickles' at points of

intersection. Margins crenulate. Colour light brown, or

white when without epidermis. TeeV^. - small oblique white
teeth on each side of beaks. Length - 5mm x
Specimens usually obtainable from :airly deep vater dredgings,
but odd specimens have been sorted out of shell sand from
Spirits Bay and Tom Bowling Bay. Becorded ben'^hic range is

15-550 fathoms. Ranges from Three Kings Is. ':o the Snares.

Anterior

benthic

crenulate

dorsal

cancellate

Front. In bivalves ;he umbones usually turn
towards the front.

bottom dwelling

notched, corrugated or wrinkled

back edge cf bivalve, near hinge

lattice-like, criss-cross ribbing.

WELL, V/E WILL GO ON SHELLING TRIPS ! A TRIP TO HEW
CALEDONIA by Harold Whiting

After having visited many islands in the South Pacific, New
Caledonia seemed to te a likely place for collectors to spend
time gathering new specimens - and it seemed to easy to get
there from Tauranga. The French coastal cargo ship "Capitaine
Tasman" was sailing direct from Tauranga to Noumea and the trip



Thursday July 8 was a perfect day - almost a summer's day -

and. not a breath of wind. Before sailing that night, the
crew had lashed with heavy wire rope the tremendous deck
cargo of sawn timber and a bulldozer. The holds, too, were
full of cargo, including many tons of steel and cement.

Passengers were not being carried, but I was allowed to make
the trip as super-cargo, with a bunk in the ship's 2-bunk
hospital. Before morning we ran into a storm that was
developing right on our course. It wasn't long before the
ship was pitching and 'tossing,, bucking and rolling to an
extent that prevented one from standing without support.
As time went on the intensity of the wind increased and the
sea became even rougher and more confused.

At breakfast we were told that all the ship's fresh water had
been contsiminated with salt water. Tea was undrinkable - but
strong coffee wasn't too bad] Nothing could be done until all
the freshwater tanks were emptied and refilled. That was the
last hot drink we had for five days as the salt content
increased with every draw-off of water.

During the day the wind reached a force of between 60 and 70
miles an hour, and waves up to 50ft. in height were encountered.
So all day long and all through the night we made little headway
towards our destination. The deck cargo was now a cause of
great concern as it showed signs of movement. Crew members
had the unenviable job of endeavouring to tighten the wire-rope
strappings holding the timber in position. Extra precautions
were taken to secure the bulldozer as any movement across the
deck could mean disaster.

During Saturday night the storm increased in intensity, but in
spite of all precautions some of the deck cargo still showed
signs of a tendency to move. By this time we were estimated to
be about fifty miles north of Norfolk Island. The Captain had
considered calling there for fresh drinking water, but present
conditions precluded such a course of action. Our speed was
now dovm to about 5 knots instead of about the usual 14 knots,
and our estimated time of arrival at Noumea was sometime
Tuesday, instead of Sam Monday.

To add to the problems, the Chief Engineer reported that three
cylinders of the seven-cylinder engine were out of action.
Owing to an error, salt water had been fed into the cylinder
supply tanks instead of diesel fuel]] It was with difficulty
that sufficient speed was maintained to keep steerage way.
The fault could not be rectified unless the main engine was
stopped for at least a couple of hours. With the present
conditions of wind, sea and cargo, this was too dangerous
to attempt. So we wallowed on all through the day and .all
through the night. Sunday morning found us still in the
storm area with a wonky engine, but worse still - a lot of
the deck cargo had moved during the night.
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AS soon as it was daylight the crew were put to the task of
jettisoning over the side a lot of the timber that was moving,
and securing the remainder in the best possible way. And we
should have been in Noumea at 8 o'clock tomorrow morning, but
we were still only a few miles north of Norfolk Island, At
lunch time I asked the Chief Mate where our position was and
he said "Somewhere between Australia, New Caledonia, Fiji and
New Zealand". The ship was equipped with very efficient radio

-

but no one could work it! So it could not be used as a
navigation aid.

As the afternoon wore slowly on, the wind tended to decrease
and the seas ease down. For many hours we had been forced by
the wind and the seas to steer a course that would have
eventually reached Hobart - not New Caledonia. When the
Captain decided to turn back on to the correct course, the
Chief Engineer and his co-engineer expressed doubt as to the
faulty engine having sufficient power to carry out the
manoeuvre. Should one more cylinder fail when the ship was
broadside on to the heavy seas, nothing could prevent her
rolling completely over and foundering.

Of all on board I was probably the least concerned as it was
not until after the manoeuvre was successfully completed that
I was told of the fears felt by those who appreciated the risks.
The faults in the engine could only be corrected by complete
stoppage, and as the wind lessened in intensity and the
barometer stopped falling, hopes rose of being able to "give
it a go". Unless speed was increased it would be Saturday
before we arrived in Noumea.

During Monday night I was awakened by the silence of the engines,
the banging and clanging of iron doors, pots and pans, and the
unusual motion of the ship. All this indicated that, in spite
of the rough sea, the engine room staff were undertaking the
herculean task of repairing the faults. Though it was not
possible to have the engine out of commission long enough to
complete the job, two of the three mal—functioning cylinders
were corrected.

As we were passing out of the storm area on Tuesday morning,
calmer seas and increased speed created an air of cheerfulness
that had not been apparent for many days. If we maintained
our present increased speed, we could expect to arrive at
Noumea in about twenty-four hours.

To be able to move around the limited deck space was a delight-
ful change after spending so much time stretched out on a bunk.
How the cooks managed to produce the meals they did was a
matter of surprise to me. My cabin was opposite the galley
and many, many times during the days and nights I heard the
clatter of falling pots and pans.

At dinner that night the Captain told us he could now say hov/

near he had been to losing his ship in the heavy seas during
the night when the deck cargo began to move. Had there been a
further mal-function in the engine during the critical time.
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nothing could have prevented the ship from rolling over.
We could all consider ourselves very lucky. So tomorrow,
we would celebrate in Noumea!

Even as we were congratulating ourselves, one of the engine
room staff came and reported further trouble with the engine.
The two engineers left hurriedly, and a minute or two later
the engine stopped again. At sea this creates a weird
silence. Soon the ship was wallowing helpless, without
steerage way, in the still rough, confused sea. Doors were
banging, pots and pans and all things moveable were adding
to the clatter.

To reassure myself I went up to the Bridge. About an hour
later the ship got under v/ay and it was anticipated we would
now arrive in Noumea early in the morning. However, during
the rest of the night, progress was slower than anticipated.
As day broke one could see the comforting beams of Noumea
Lighthouse, and soon after, land ahead.

By 8.50am v/e were safely tied up at the wharf. The expected
3 2 journey had taken 5-2 days to accomplish! It was a
great experience, but I'm prepared to let it stand alone in
my shell-collecting experiences. Frequently I thought how
hellish it would have been had I suffered from seasickness
or not been able to enjoy every meal.

I knew that every shell I collected in New Caledonia would
have a special sentimental value. ... ... ...

. . . ... ... I had hoped to be able to do a considerable
amount of reefing in this area because from conchological
information I knew that there were interesting and beautiful
specimens in the locality. And there were beautiful specimens -

but they were in collections that I had the privilege and
pleasure of viewing.

Madame Revered' has a world-renowned collection of shells endemic
to the area and also a wonderful collection of world-wide
specimens. Her recently built home was designed to show off
to perfection the treasures it has to display. It was a most
rewarding visit and did much to wipe out the nightmare voyage
from Tauranga.

One of the things I found most interesting was the development
of malinastic specimens of Cyprea stolida (Linne). In another
collection the specimens were about or more in length and
jet black, as well as being malformed. In some limited areas
on the Reef, certain types of Cyprea, after reaching maturity,
take on overlays of black colouring. The specimens I saw with
this development were C. stolida . C, seslantina niger . C.mappa
and C. arabica . Unfortunately for the visiting collector, the
Reef is mostly offshore and considerable organisation is
required to enable a search to be made at times when the
tides are suitable.
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When on the beaches it was noticeable the number of shells
that were familiar sights on many other beaches throughout
the islands of the South Pacific. Within the close environs
of Noumea could be found specimens of:

Latona cuneata (Linne), Anadara maculosa (Reeve), Soirula
spirula (Linne), Placemen calophylla (Philippi), Pragum
fragum (Linne), Siphonaria zanda (iredale) and many more of
the common shallow-water ones.

Travelling about I50 miles north to Bourail, I went out to
an inshore reef for a day's shelling. Here were cones,
cov/ries, strombs and other coral dwellers. Amongst the
specimens collected were Conus marmorus , C. miles and
C. eburn»ais ; Cyprea annulus . C. corica and C. moneta ;

Strombus luhuanus . Nothing special, nothing rare, but at
least some more specimens from another locality. The Cyprea
annulus were a much darker in colour than the specimens I had
gathered in Fiji and in Tonga. The colour was more of a blue-
grey and quite attractive. The base of Cyprea moneta has a
darker base than is the case of Fijian and Tongan varieties.

To my sirrprise, I found Strombus luhuanus were gathered as a
rare edible delicacy by the local (French) inhabitants. I,
too, learned that they were very palatable. They are lightly
cooked, eased out of the shell with a spike from a lime tree,
the operculum pulled off, and part of the body discarded, then
dipped in the juice of fresh limes. They are an appetising
shellfish.

There are a number of shops in Noumea where one can buy perfect
specimens of shells, but the prices are very high. Collectors
obtain their best results by working the reefs at night and by
skindiving. Both of these activities are beyond my scope.

It is not possible to be really very successful on one's first
trip to a country. That is too much to hope for. But I can
now look forward to next November when I may be able to follow
some of the trails of this trip. In the meantime, my forthcomii
visit to Darwin, and then the Great Barrier Reef again, will
extend a growing circle of shell-collecting friends.

OUR COmON WINKLES - E.N. Gardner

Although Zediloma and its allies are perhaps the commonest
shells on our intertidal rocks, some folk find them quite a
puzzle to identify correctly. These few unscientific notes
might help in that direction.

Melagraphia aethiops (Gmelin): Very common among intertidal
rocks, especially on the East Coast. The shell is black with
widely spaced incised spirals and the areas between are
ornamented with evenly spaced white dashes around all whorls.
I have heard this species described as 'the one with the tyre
marks all round the whorls ' . The periostracum which usually
covers at leasf the body whorl is quite strong and under a lens
appears stringy, both in appearance and texture.



Zediloma arida Finlay: This species , with the body whorl
quite strongly angled and fairly smooth looking, is
black, speckled with small yellowish or white flecks
on all whorls. Some shells from Muriv/ai shov/ this very
well, but from many localities the speckling is notice-
able only on the body whorl. A localised species, it
seems to favour places where a small trickle of fresh
water is coming dovm amongst the rocks Just below high
tide, e.g. Whangaru Heads, under large Pohutukawa trees.

Z. digna Finlay; A blue-black, smooth winkle, iridescent
inside, and reaches its largest size on the West Coast,
e.g. Muriwai, Cockatoo Bay, Fox River (over 1" diam. ) It
lives, feeding on decaying kelp, amongst mid tidal rocks
and up towards high tide mark. Found sometimes on open
East Coast but is much smaller, e.g. Mangawai. At Bluff
I remember seeing dozens of small specimens covering
every inch of decaying kelp washed up near high tide, and
amongst the usual dark shells was one, bright pink in
colour - minus the blue layer of pigment in its shell,

Z. atrovirens (Philippi): Found between tides on and
under rocks on both coasts. It is readily identified
by the green colouring on the curve of the outer lip
below the columella. Sculpture is of numerous evenly-
spaced, raised spirals, colour black, and if worn,
scattered white dots can be seen on the whorls. One
specimen found under a rock at Stewart Island was bright
green - here again, the outer dark layer was missing.

Z. subrostrata (Gray): Often lives on stones on mud or
sandflats . The shell has quite strong raised spirals, is
cream or yellow in colour with alternating blotches of
purple or brown, and has a characteristic yellow edge -

sometimes yellow and black. The South Island variety used
to be called corrosa . This has a black band inside the
yellow edge to the outer lip. Plumb e

a

is also incorporated
in subrostrata . The fo 2?m zebrina is a striking shell from
Breaksea Sound, with alternating longitudinal stripes of
yellow and black.

Cavodiloma coracina (Philippi): Small, smooth, greyish
green or patterned with alternating longitudinal stripes
of yellow and brown. Body whorl sub-angled. Found at
water level on rocks surrounded by pools in the intertidal
zone. This species is easily identified by the "scooped
out" appearance of the white and pearly underside of the
shell which fits flat against the rock.

Anisodiloma lugubris (Gmelin): A black shell, as the name
implies, with rows of strongly beaded spirals on all whorls.
It likes to get down into really damp spots well under piles
of rocks, but is quite common under intertidal rocks in many
places on both coasts, e.g. 'The Beehive', Kawau Island,
Maori Bay, Muriwai.
A. lenior Finlay: the common southern sub-species, has fewer
rows of nodules with smooth areas between them.
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COLLECTING MARINE SHELLS AT CAPE MARIA VAN DIEMEN
N.W.Gara::o:7.

Mention of Cape Maria van Diemen, which is at the northern
tip of New Zealand, brings to the minds of most enthusiasts
visions of all sorts of fascinating sea shells known to
occur in this area. However, the rather windswept area
of rocky headlands and great drifting sand dunes does not
always produce a rich harvest for the beachcomber, as on
many occasions it can be quite bare, gust as it can be
with other beaches facing open sea. It is necessary to
time one's visit v/ith the right conditions - the aftermath
of some sizeable storm - for it is after these that examples
of a few of the local treasures are cast ashore. Not a
great deal is to be found living between tides on this
rugged coastline. Nerita melanotragus is very common and
a few large, worn Lunella smaragda share the rocks with
the usual crabs.

It is not possible to reach Cape Maria directly by road -

one must leave the car on a ridge on the Cape Reinga road.
From here it is no more than an hour or so's walk - over
the paddocks and across a side arm of the Te Werehi Swamp
(gust lately a foot bridge has been erected part of the way
over) . Then up through scrub and grassland to the drifting
sand which is quite extensive. Most of the hills in the are
show signs of Maori earth works, while across the dunes
behind the beach there are scores of middens .of broken
shell, obsidian flakes and splintered rock - evidence of the
value of shellfish in the early Maoris' food supply. The
trip across the dunes brings one to the mouth of the Te
V\ferehi Stream. In the weed-covered backwashes along the
edge of the stream aj?e numerous specimens of the flatly
coiled freshwater snail Planorbis corina Gray. (It grows
up to 4imii.

A search along the flat tidal area near the stream mouth
produces, on occasions, good examples of the northern cap
shell, Zegalerus tumens Finlay. These are usually a
pleasing pink in colour, with a purplish apex. Some
specimens reach quite a large size - over 30mm. Also
notable is the large size to which Sigapatella novae-
zelandiae grows - some specimens re a^ir3Smm"T:rr"dTamT“
Not uncommon are very large valves of Acar sandersoni
Powell.

To get to more profitable hunting grounds it is necessary
to climb over the high, bare, reddish hill - the highest
feature thereabouts, and thence across to the north side
of the sand tombolo which goins the Cape Headland.
Although it is quite a climb on a hot summer's day, it
is, nevertheless, an interesting place, for it is here
that one walks over a large number of sub-recent Placo-
stylus snail shells lying exposed on the bare ground.
One cannot but wonder at the very extensive colonies of
the snails which must have existed when vegetation clothed
the area. Of course, such a concentration is not proof



that they were all living at the same time; probably what
is to be seen nov/ is the result of the telescoping of
heavy objects as the stratum was eroded away by wind.

The long sandy beach on the northern side of this great
sand spit has yielded some worthwhile specimens. There
are usually great numbers of single valves of the small
bivalve Gomphina maorum E. A. Smith, which is very seldom
found elsev/here. However, it is only after big storms
that whole specimens come ashore and these are soon broken
apart by v>^ind and tide. Fresh specimens are very
attractively patterned - pink or fawn ground with chevron
bars or zigzag lines across the valves. It must really be
a very common mollusc just offshore in deeper water,
judging by the number of valves that are usually present
on this beach. Also found along this stretch of sand is
another bivalve endemic to the area. This is Venericardia
reinga Powell, but here, again, whole specimens are rare.
The shell is said to differ from V. purpurata in being
considerably more elongated. It is certainly much smaller,
but not greatly different.

By lying dovm on the sand at the drift line and carefully
sorting through shell debris, the fascinating little keyhole
limpet

.

Monodilepas diemenensis Finlay, can be found. It is
a hard shell to see but once you have your eye 'in', it
does not take long to collect half a dozen or so specimens.
Offshore it, too, must be fairly plentiful. Very occasion-
ally it is seen from other places in the north - in shell
sand Kapuwairua; dredgings at Cape Karekare, etc.

Pervicacia flexic ostata Suter - dark brown, tall and acutely
spired, is another species obtainable from the sand drifts,
but less frequently than species mentioned previously. It
is much more .slender than our local P. tristis (Deshayes),
has much weaker axial ribbing and the colour is different.

If there is a recent wash up on the beach, examples of a
smallish Cominella are almost certain to be present. This
is the shell listed in the checklist of 'Shells of New
Zealand' as Cominella youngi Powell, in appearance rather
like a squat, rounded C . quoyana . This has been synonimised
under O.quoyana recopinatus Finlay (Dr.W. Ponder. Re'c. Dorn.

Mus.Vol.6,No,4 1968)'.

On a visit several years ago, a specimen of Globisinum
drewi (Murdoch) was picked up near the rocks at Cap.e.
Maria Headland, It is the only specimen of this shell
that the writer has found for himself i H. Suter, in his
manual, records beach specimens from here, too. Other
naticoids seen from this locality are Mamilla simiae
(Desh.) and Notocochlis migratoria Powell. The second
species of Sigapat elia which was described by Dr. C.
Fleming in 1958 bas always been considered rather rare,
but on the last visit a dozen or more of S. superstes
were collected from the tide line. This shell is readily
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distinguished by its high, rounded profile and the dis-
tinctive granulated sculpture (figured in Poirieria,
Vol.5, part 4).

Some very interesting items are to be found lodged around
rock pools and runnels. It is in here that a number of
species of Buccinulum can be obtained, e.g. B. marine
Powell, rather scarce; B. yittatum (Q & G)

,
rare in this

area; B, multilineum Powell, not uncommon; and a form of
similar size with 2 or 3 very wide dark brown spiral
bands on a pale background.

Ellatrivia merces Ire. (or, if you wish, E.memorata Pinlay)
is not uncommon in shell debris. Each visit produces a
few specimens - not as many as at Reef Pt. Ahipara, where
some locals gather numbers of spent shells. One person
had 500 odd specimens in a bottle gathered over a year
or two.

Amongst the more noteworthy shells collected at the Cape at
various times, the following come to mind; Herpetopoma
mariae Powell (2 specimens known to have been found;

;

Pictabalis articularis (1 very large); Heliacus maorianus ,

several; Zellipistes benhami , several; Ratifus<9is mestayerae ,

not uncommon; Morula palmeri Powell (a single specimen);
Q.uibulla subtropicalis Powell, several; Umbraculum
botanicum Hed^ (1 worn example).

BAarginellidae is generally well represented as it is on
most Northern beaches, from Cape Maria across to North
Cape. M.pygmaea Sow. is, of course, common, and also
quite plentiful is the larger M. valei Powell. The species
with several raised 'bumps' on the back of the body whorl,
M. vidae Dell, occurs in shell sand at the Cape, but I have
not seen it as a wash up on any other beach. It occurs,
however, not infrequently, in dredgings from the general
area. Other species present on occasions are M. tryphenensis
Powell; M. musteline (Angas) and M.maoriana Powell.

Very large, but worn and worthless

.

Pterynotus eos have been
seen in rock pools, but never a specimen worth taking.
Strangely, no shells of any size such as a Penion , Tonna .

Alcithoe, etc. have been picked up - perhaps these are
smashed against the rocks and offshore reefs on their
way in.

Baryspira australis (Sby) from Cape Maria are interesting
in that they develop a heavy callosity on the spire above
and around the aperture. They also have a distinct siphonal
groove. This seems to be a constant feature here.

Particularly rich and varied is the 'microfauna' in shell
sand - if you can find a spot where it gathers in a corner
of some little cove. Many species of the terrible tiny
Rissoids and some very puzzling Columbellids and Cantharids
can be obtained from this material - but that is another
story.
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Amongst the limpets from this area, two are interesting -

Cellana denticulata (Martyn) and Hotoacmea pileopsis
cellanoides Oliver. These occur rather sparsely at
the Headland. C . denticulata is well known as the common
species of the Cook Strait area, but it does range as far
north as the Three Kings Is. Some specimens from Cape
Maria equal those of the Southern limits in size.
Particularly large shells are to be seen in the Maori
middens referred to earlier.

Notoacemea pileop sis cellanoides seems to prefer rocky
headlands v/hich jut out into the sea, or offshore islands,
more especially along the east coast of Northland. The
species occurs also quite commonly at Three Kings Is.
Specimens from the far north usually have the distinctive
radiating ribbing rather eroded,

Paratrophon cheesnani , more typical of the Auckland West
Coast, is ar odd^times to be seen at Cape Maria, but the
specimens are always small by comparison and certainly
rare. Another trophon, Axymene corticata .apparently
grows to greater size than it does elsewhere in Northland,
judging by the dead shells which appear in rock runnels.
Murexsul marioe is common, but the larger M. octogonus
seems to be missing just here.

DEEP WATEP. RECOPTS EEOM THE BAY OP PLENTY
by Harold Whiting

Because of the large number of different species found
on its coastline and further out in deep water, the Bay of
Plenty has always been kno?m as a shell collectors' paradise.
Even in the days before European habitation, the abundance
of edible shellfish ensured a constant supply of food for
those who lived on its shores.

Recent trawling carried out in conjunction with the search
for prawns has shovm the marked difference in mollusca
living in this locality at depths divided by as little as
one hundred fathoms. The search for proems has not so far
given any indication that they are to be found in quantities
warranting the introduction of 'prawn fishing' as a
commercial proposition. But some interesting shells have
been recovered.

Comparing trawling results carried out at 30 fathoms, 130
fathoms and 230 fathoms, a marked difference is found, even
in localities that are not a long way apart. Most local
trawl fishing is done at depths of round about 30 fathoms,
and it is at this depth that there seems to be the greatest
variety of shellfish. Of course, the result depends a
great deal on the set of the net and whether the trawling
is done in daylight or darkness.
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The first efforts at prawn fishing here were made about
a year or so ago, and though they were found round the
250 fathom mark, they were not there in sufficient
quantities to warrant continuing effort. Some very
good specimens of Alcithoe larochei were obtained -

average length about 44-" . Coluzea^spiralis from this
depth were up to 31 - in length and a number of a
Coluzea sp . of about the same size were recovered.
No specimens of this shell were found in the shallower
water.

As a result of further indications of the presence of
prawns, it was decided to undertake another search at
a depth of about I50 fathoms. From a shell collector's
point of view, the result was most rewarding.

Trawling at 130 fathoms - Between Plate Island and
Motiti Island

3 Tonna haurakiensis Hedley (2 live, 1 dead)

1

Alcithoe swainsoni Marwick (dead)
1 Struthiolaria vermis (Martyn) (dead)
1 Globisinum drewi (Murdoch) Tdead)

13 Coluzea spiralis (A. Adams) (11-'^") (9 alive, '

5 dead)
10 Austrofusiis glans Bolten very tall spired*.

(3 live, 7 dead)
1 Struthiolaria papulosa (Martyn) a small

compact sp.
17 Baryspira mucronata (Sowerby; (45mm) (10 live,

7 dead)
25 Alcithoe larochei Marwick (average 31")

1 Xenophora neozelanica Suter Perfect live specimen
- This one apparently lived in an area where

little suitable camouflage material was
available. A small dead Xenophora was
included amongst the sparse material used
along with 3 Flabellum corals and a few
oet black pebbles.

1 Alcithoe jaculoides Powell (small size)

Trawling at 20 - 30 fathoms

4 Tonna haurakiensis Hedley (2 live, 2 dead)
- The largest live specimen is a beautiful shell
measuring 8^" x 7"

5 Alcithoe jaculoides Powell Clive)
2 Alcithoe johnstoni Powell (live)
2 Coluzea spiralis (A. Adams) 1-^" (live)
3 Charonia capax Finlay (live)
1 Tolema peregrina Powell (live)
1 Penion dilatata (Q & G) 6" (live)
2 Poirieria zelandica (Q, & G) (live)
1 Fissidentalium zelandicus (Sby) (dead)
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SEA SHELLS OF TROPICAL TOST AMERICA by A. Myra Keen

Stanford University Press, Stanford, California (197^)

This is an outstanding work of over 1000 pages, being a
complete coverage of the shells of the tropical and sub-
tropical Eastern Pacific, ranging from Baja, California
to Peru and out to the Galapagos Islands.

It is described as a second edition of the 1958 work of
the same name, but it is much more than that, for there
are many more plates, 22 of them in colour, there are ^50
more pages, and the total of species dealt with is now
5525.

The price is high - US $29.50 - but the value is there,
and it is a "must" for anyone interested in the shells
of that area.

*** AUSTRALIAN SEA SHELLS by B. R. Wilson, and illustrated
in full colour by Keith Gillett

A. H. and A. W. Reed (1971)

This book deals with 600 of the larger and more attractive
of the gastropod shells found in Australian seas. There
are 106 colour plates, most of them large size.

As a glamour shell-book this one outclasses all its
predecessors for sheer beauty, the text is excellent,
and the nomenclature accurate.

The amazing thing about this book is its bargain price -

so much for a mere NZ $12.95.

A.W.B.P.

Editors

:

N. & N. Gardner
6 Tui Glen Road
Birkenhead
Auckland 10
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ewavi J^$land' ^he
ivLi'cut size anct sko-joe Joy ;Su-rt ^hccclou/ iracm^

.

Lunelle smg.rR^d^ (Gmelin
,

1 791 )

CAT'S-*SYE TUPBAN. AtgPtfJ of the
jYaorip.

Tliustratec specimen ves coll-
ected Pt Lee Bay by the Blair
children, v/it,h their grandma,
yrs V/ille, 23th Cc tober

,
1 969

.

Outside of snell is crownish
black:, showing green. Int-
erior L'lossy nacreous
pearl. Operculum of v’hite
snell v.'ith green pa ten.
Width across shell-base
i s 34mm . ( 3f(," ) .Attach-
ments of tube-worms and
the small pin.< lia.pet
Rad iacmea inconspicua
(Gray 1 ^43X1

Astraea he liotropium
(iVartyn, 1 V84

)

CIRCULAR SAW SHELL

The specimen illust-
rated v;as taken
from a crayfish
pot. Outside is
fawn coloured to
brownish slate.
Inside pearly
white. Opercul-
ums are of v.'hite .

shell. Diameter
109mm. Commonly
dredged alive
by the oyster
boats. Minute
shells can be
obtained from
the encrusted
backs of these
turbans

.
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" snails and sandflies.
B. Elliott.

On the afternoon of feceniDer c:o, '197^1
»
Jim and Martin Lamont and

myself set off for the Leslie Valley to search for Paryphanta
lig;naria oconnori . Leaving Jim's car near the head of the Cobb
Reservoir, we shouldered our packs and started off in light rain
up the steep Pell Ridge. When we emerged panting from the bush
ij- hours later, we found the weather had deteriorated, and our
3-hour v;alk to Balloon Hut on the Mt. Arthur Tableland was
through mist, moderate rain and gusty wind. We arrived at
the hut at dark, cold and soaking wet, but our visions of a
roaring fire and a hot meal were quickly dispelled when we
found ourselves confronted by an antiquated camp stove instead
of an open fireplace. Our efforts to light a fire in this
wretched contraption accomplished little more than to fill
the hut with clouds of smoke, and if Jim had not been carrying
a small spirit stove, we would not even have had a hot drink
before retiring. The comments about the stove in the Visitors
Book were worth reading] We were not the only ones to have
difficulty with it.

Next morning, fortunately, was fine, and soon after 7 am, we
were on our way across the Mt. Arthur Tableland, and then down
to the Leslie Valley. 'We reached the Leslie Hut at 1 pm and
the Karamea Bend Hut at 3 pm. Here we were greeted by swarms
of vicious sandflies. We pitched our tents, as the hut was
occupied,; and tried to have a rest after our long walk. But
the sandflies made resting quite impossible, so v/e set off to
look for snails. The bush on the North bank of the Leslie
River yielded nothing, and the Karamea River was too deep and
swift to cross, so we headed up the Karamea River towards
Slippery Creek. We had seen a few pieces of Paryphanta before
reaching the hut, but now we found our first whole ones.

We returned to our tents to cook our tea. The smoke from the
open fire, plus layers of insect repellent, did little to dampen
the enthusiasm of the sandflies. At last I crawled into my tent,
along with several hundred sandflies, and spent a hectic half
hour killing as many as possible until it was too dark to see.
How I hoped there wouldn't be mosquitoes as well] There were
only one or tv/o, plus minor disturbances with wekas and bush
rats, and I enjoyed a good night's sleep.

Next morning I arose at 4 am and the sandflies arose at 4.15 am,
and attached with renewed vigour. Breakfast was out of the
question. We had to keep moving or be eaten alive. Hastily
gathering our collecting gear and some biscuits and chocolate,
we set off for Slippery Creek before it was fully daylight.



We had been searching for only a few minutes when I found
him - a great big beauty, fully extended crawling along the
forest floor, with a shining brown striped shell 60mm
across. The trip had been worthv/hile after all] It didn't
matter about the weather being too cold or too hot or too
wet; it didn't matter about blistered feet and weary legs
and vicious sandflies - it had all been worth the effort.

Dead snails were fairly common, with a high percentage of
undamaged shells, average size just over 50mm. There was
very little evidence of weka damage, but the rate had been
busy, and "nests" of up to eleven rat-eaten shells were found.
Here and there w^ere signs of pig rooting, but I didn't see any
shells which had been crushed by pigs.

We arrived back at our campsite in the middle of the morning.
We had planned to have a couple of leisurely days exploring
the Leslie Valley - but that was before we knew about the
sandflies. Nov/ our only desire was to remove ourselves out
of reach of these vicious little pests, and so we packed up
as quickly as possible and started out on the long walk home.
The scenery was so beautiful that it v/as with great regret
that v/e left it all behind and started on the long uphill
climb. We arrived at the Tent Shelter about 2 miles from the
Mt. Arthur Tableland about 5 P^i, and spent a relaxed and happy
evening, and a peaceful night, apart from a visit from a noisy
possum.

Next morning we started on the last pent of our journey. After
climbing up to the Tableland, 4000 ft, we stopped for lunch at
Balloon Hut, then past Lake Peel and back to the Cobb. The
scenery v/as superb in spite of mist on the highest mountains,
and the alpine flowers were beautiful. I listed over 60
species of plants in flower including Orchids, Mountain Daisies,
Ran-unculus, Violets and Gentians, while down at the Cobb
Reservoir -the fields of Chrysobactron hookeri were a blaze of
gold, even v/hen viewed from 1000 ft above.

Next day the mountains w^ere covered with thick fog, and the
following day the rain came dov/n in bucketfuls, so maybe it
v/as a good thing that the sandflies had forced us to cut our
trip short]

NOTES ON THE AUSTRALIAN LAND SNAIL
GENUS, PEDINOGYRi'~ - L. Price

Introduction
The genus, Pedinogyra, is a group of large, flattened helicoids,
endemic to North East Australia. The four species are confined
to the dense rain-forests and scrubs of the coastal region, and
up to about 80 miles inland. They range from Northern New
South Wales to the vicinity of Proserpine, North Queensland.
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The animals are brown-grey on top, shading to grey-white
underneath. They lay large, white, hard-shelled eggs.

Family status is, as yet, uncertain. In the past, the
genus has been placed in Pedinogyridae

,
but in recent years

has been assigned to Caryodidae.

Pedinogyra rotabilis (Reeve, 1832 )

Shell medium, average diameter ^^nm. Early whorls tightly
coiled, body whorl becoming large and flaring at the
aperture, strongly keeled at the centre, keel fading out
on the last half whorl. Suture lightly impressed, inner
lip sharply descending to just below the keel. Umbilicus
wide and perspective. Sculpture of fine radial striations,
and moderately strong spirals, surface dull. Lip only very
slightly thickened, and not reflected. Colour uniform dark
red-brown, above and below, a broad purple-black zone
immediately inside the lip, interior blue-white.

Habitat is restricted to the McPherson and Great Dividing
Ranges on the New South Wales - Queensland Border, living
under masses of dead leaves.

This species is very consistent in colouring, but is some-
what variable in size - a small form (47mm) has been named -

Pedinogyra rotabilis elsa (Iredale, 1937), from Canungera,
South Queensland.

Pedinogyra_hayii ( Q?iffitn & riageon, 1833)
Shell large, average diameter 65mm. Early whorls tightly
coiled, body whorl becoming large and flaring at the
aperture, moderately keeled at the lower third, keel
fading out on the last half whorl. Suture lightly impressed,
inner lip sharply descending almost to the base. Umbilicus
wide and perspective. Sculpture of fine radial striations,
and indistinct spirals, surface polished. Lip strongly
thickened and reflected. Background colour yellow-brown,
shading to yellow-^green near the aperture, obscurely banded
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with green-brown above and below the periphery, zone within
umbilicus pale yellow, lip white, clouded with purple,
interior purple-black.

Habitat is from the vicinity of Toowomba, South Queensland,
north almost to Gladstone. Living half buried in loose soil
under masses of dead leaves, large- stones -and rotting logs.

This species has a much wider range than any of the others in
the genus. It is also quite variable in both size and
colouring - two forms, both very large (80 - 9^mm)

,
and

pale in colour, have been named - Pedinogyra allani (Iredale,
"1957), from Port Curtis, South Queensland, and Pedinogyra
allani ultra (Iredale, 1937), from North Pine River, near
Brisbane, South Queensland.

Pedinogyra effossa (Iredale, 1957)
Shell large, average diameter 65nim. Early whorls tightly
coiled, body whorl becoming large and flaring at the aperture
periphery rounded. Suture moderately impressed, inner lip
sharply descending to the base. Umbilicus ^ very wide and
perspective. Sculpture of fine radial striations, and almost
obsolete spirals, surface dull. Lip slightly thickened and

reflected. Colour yellow-brown above, red-brown below,
veiriously banded with darker brown, a broad black band
around inner edge of the base, lip white, with a broad

^

purple-black zone immediately behind, interior blue-white.

Habitat is from Boulder Creek, north of Mackay, to Mt.
Bryander, north of Proserpine, North Queensland.
Living under masses of dead leaves, Isirge stones and
rotting logs.

This species is also very consistent in both size
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and co]^ourins.

PedipQgYj.-a naniia flredale. -1937)
, 4.-„v,-mvShell small

^ average diameter 50nuii. Early whorls tigarj-y

coiled, body whorl hecoming large and flaring ah
aperture, periphery rounded. Suture moderately impresse ,

inner lip sharply descending almost to the base. umoili
deep and perspective. Sculpture of fine radial striations,
and indistinct spirals, surface polished. Lip moderately
thickened and reflected. Colour red-brown, variously banaea
with darker brown, a broad black band around outer edge ox

base, zone within umbilicus bright yellow, lip pure white,
interior blue-white.

Habitat is from the Mt. Larcom Range, north of ^Gladstone ,
to

the Bersaker Range, Rockhampton, Mid Queenslann. Living
under masses of dead leaves, amongst large stones.

This species is the smallest of the series,, and is very
consistent in both size and colouring.
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1Field Observations
According to Iredale, the name 'Pedinogyra' means 'wound on
the flat', which is a most apt description of these shells.
The flattened shape, combined with a generally dark colour-
ation, and habit of half burying themselves in loose soil,
makes for efficient camouflage. Nevertheless, a great toll
is taken, in many areas, by the indigenous brush turkey - a
large, active bird with sharp eyes and strong legs. However,
individuals still seem to survive in reasonable numbers
throughout their range.
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Each species is restricted to its own area, which do not
appear to overlap - there is never more than one variety
at any given locality. However, the two southern-most
species, P, hayii and P. rotabilis, occur on the Great
Dividing Range, north and south of the Border. This poses
some intriguing questions, e.g. Exactly where does one stop
and the other begin? Is there a sort of 'no-man' s -land'
between? Or, do they in fact
remain unsolved.
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CAECUM PpiTULUM Hedley
This is the only species of the genus to occur in New Zealand.
It looks very much like a tiny tusk shell, but is not even
closely related.

The adult shell of Caecum digitulum is very small (2.5mm x
0.5mm), smooth, except for very faint growth lines and dull
white in colour. The aperture is circular and there is a
small horny operculum. Found alive from around the sides of
smooth stones or in rock crevices at about mid tide level often
in rather muddy situations, it is also known to occur in a few
fathoms in shell gravel. Some collectors have had success in
finding Caecum by sieving the sand between stones in sheltered
areas

.

There are three stages of grov^^th;
the young shell is discoidal (a
flat disc), but this nucleus is
lost when the second stage, which
is a small , slightly curved tube,
is reached. Finally, a larger
adult curved tube is added with
the apex closed by a mamillated
septum.
Lyall Bay is the type locality for
our species, but it can be obtained
from suitable localities through-
out NZ. Shell sand which accumul-
ates in sheltered areas would most
certainly contain numerous speci-
mens of this odd little gastropod.
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Shell sand from Mahia Peninsula, sorted through recently,
contained numerous specimens.

+ + +

A SHELL REPORT FROM WAIUKU, WEST COAST - Norman Douglas
The storm of October 197'^, some will remember, was severe.
At the time it brought in much floating material, amongst
which were net-covered floats, one of which had 3 species
of foreign shells living on it. Since then, more material
has been deposited along our West Coast beach here at Waiuku,
The largest Janthina violacea .Roeding 1798, I picked up off
high v/ater mark, measures 55*5inm at maximum width. There were
only a small number of these large ones washed in - about one
specimen per 3 miles of beach. The sea was a long time in
becoming calm enough to deliver the heavier shells from the
storm, but this occurred eventually, in 2 lots, the best to
me being the last one.

On 14 December, I walked from Kariotahi Gap to the Waikato
River mouth, finding it very interesting all the 6 miles along -

especially at the Maioro end near the river. Here, aimongst the
numer'ous Xenophalium pyrum (Lamarck, 1822) was a fine example
of Xenophalium collactea Pinlay 1928, washed in. It measures
61 X 43mm^ This is the first specimen I have ever found myself
and the first record I know of from this coast. As species of
shells, like other animals, live in colonies or pairs, I went
back again every few days to the area, hoping its mate v/ould

turn up also, before the seas roughened too much again.
Success came on 26 December, when a smaller one was wa.--;;^ed in,
in the same place. It measures 45 x 35iMa* My guess is that
the smaller one was a male and the larger, the female of the
pair. Both shells are in similarly good condition and probably
died together in the October storm. Isn't it strange that
these X. collactea produce nodules only on the backs of their
final, adult body" whorl? - not a trace of a nodule anywhere
else I The row of brown spots, just below the suture on a
smooth spire, make this shell distinguishable from X. pirum
at a glance.

THE_ KERMDEC IS . . WITH SOIVIE COMMENTS ON THE MOLLUSGAN PAUM
I'l.W, Gardner

Because the Kermadec Islands are very isolated and off the
beaten track - 670 miles North-East of Auckland and roughly
halfway to Tonga - little is seen or heard of the molluscan
fauna. It has nevertheless a distinctive endemic element,
apart from the strong New Zealand and tropical influences.

The group comprises several islands of rather small size ^d
a number of tiny rocky islets of volcanic origin. Raoul is

the largest (it is sometimes called Sunday Island), about 7266
acres in extent, while McCauley Island, approximately 67 miles
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to the South, is of 756 acres. Curtis Island, another 20
miles southward, is only a mere 128 acres.

This group of islands appears to be situated on the eastern
edge of a submerged continental complex. All the islands
are of recent volcanic formation and two are considered to
be still in the solfataric stage. Raoul is really quite a
mountainous island, six miles long and J'^st under five miles
in width. A large central crater, nearly two miles across,
is surrounded by steep walls rising to over 169^ ft. in one
place - the highest on the island - and is called Mt.
Moumoukai. Outside the crater area, the terrain is rugged
and broken with high cliffs around much of the shore line,
but at Denham Bay, there is a gravelly beach and a sandy
stretch at North Beach at the base of the cliffs.

A
I

I

RAOUL OR SUNDAl IlLAND.
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The vegetation of Raoul is of forest type, Pohutukawa being
the dominant species, with Nikau palms quite abundant along
with tree ferns. Cheeseman & Oliver 191O considered that the
flora had a predominance of NZ forms but with a strong Poly-
nesian element as well. Both McCauley and Curtis Islands are
barren and rocky, with little vegetation. In the case of the
former, it has been modified considerably by goats, but was
recorded as being bushclad when discovered in 1788. Curtis
Island is thermally active.

The Kermadecs have a sombre history with regard to volcanism.
The first recorded eruption was in March 1814, when Captain
Barnes of the whaler "Jefferson" observed a high smoke cloud
and flames at night from a distance of 20 miles. In 1872 the
Green Crater lake on Raoul erupted and an island appeared in
Denham Bay. (Several settlers there at the time were evacuated
by whalers). The island is subject to frequent earthquakes and
in November 1964 a series of shocks heralded a further eruption,
forcing the temporary evacuation of Meteorological Station
staff along v/ith an Ornithological research team.

In 1837 the first European settlers Baker and Reed arrived with
their Samoan wives. They successfully grev/ bananas and
produce, preserved muttonbirds and fish for trading with
passing whaling ships, but left in 1848 after an alarming
series of earthquakes. Several other would-be settlers tried
their luck between the years 1851 and 1872; however, the best
knov/n sind most successful of the Eermadec settlers was no
doubt the Bell family. Thomas Bell came from Samoa in 1878
and settled on Raoul with his wife and young family. The early
part of their story v/as one of hardship. The captain of the
whaling ship (en route to New Zealand) which transported them
to their nev/ home also sold them a supply of food to last them
for three months. All this was later found to be old stock,
mouldy and quito unuseable. Further to this, he did not return
from New Zealand with a considerable amount of supplies promised,
nor did he tell anyone that the family had been set down there.
So they were literally marooned for some time and food became
very scarce after a while. For a time they lived on the giant
limpets which were found to be quite plentiful at lower tide
levels. Rats at Denham Bay eventually became so bad that the
family were unable to grow anything successfully, so they
abandoned their huts and moved across the island to start all
over again on the north side.

By this time several whaling ships visited the Bells and for a
time they employed a gang of Nuie Islanders in their efforts
to crop and raise stock. After these early hardships the
family settled down to a contented and healthy existence,
and some stayed on until after the outbreak of the 1914-18
war.

Between the two World Wars there were several more attempts at
settlement, none successful, however. No one, apart from
Meteorological staff, has lived on Raoul since World War II.
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In 1907 ,
a party of scientists visited the island to make

the first investigation of the flora, fauna and geology,
etc. The party consisted of Dr. W.R.B. Oliver, Messrs.
S. Oliver, T. Iredale, W. Wallace and C. E. Warden. Both
Roy and King Bell, sons of Thomas, took part in many of
the collecting trips, and Roy became particularly
interested in natural history - an interest he retained,
after settling on Norfolk Island after the war.
Some valuable Lord Howe and Norfolk Islands land snail
collections were made by him and these were subsequently
written up by T. Iredale-. Several genera and a number of
species were named after him - Roybellia . Belloconcha ,

Allenoconcha ^pelli Preston, Palaina belli Preston and
Placostylus bivaricosus royi are some that come to mind.

Probably the best known of all Kermadec Island molluscs
would be Scutellastra kermadecensis Pils. - a magnificent
large, heavy limpet (referred to earlier in passing). The
shell is of pale cream colour on the inside with an orange
horseshoe-shaped muscle scar. The outer edge is also
orange in colour. Some shells, recorded up to 7" across,
are very thick and heavy. Dr. Oliver recorded one example
weighing 5^5 grams - roughly |:lb.,and writes that they
live on rocks just above low water down to 2 or 3 metres,
with the largest specimens generally obtained in less than
2 metres of water.



The large shells of this group of islands form a remarkable
collection of species, one which would scarcely b^-,expected
to occur on isolated volcanic islands in this gens'hal
region. Some appear to have no closely related relatives
in adjacent regions, but there are affinities with the north.
Four such species are Scutellastra kermadecensis Pils.,
Tectus royanus Iredale, Conus kermadecensis Iredale and
Spondylus raoulensis Oliver.

Although we look upon Xenophalium royanum , Iredale , as one of
our shells, the actual type specimen was brought back to New
Zealand by T. Iredale from Raoul Island. Apparently beach-
worn specimens wash up very rarely.

Not an attractive shell, and without colour pattern, Tectus
royanus Ire. is nevertheless distinctive, particularly the
strong columella process. It lives on rocks at dead low
tide down to 6 or 8 metres, but is said to be very hard to
find as it is covered with coralline growths.

The right valve of Spondylus raoulensis Oliver is attached
securely to a rock face. The shell is pink to orange in
colour with purple near the hinge and the apex mostly white.
Single "outer” valves of quite large size (up to 125mm) wash
up on Denham Bay. Young specimens have rows of spines which
are replaced in older shells with a sculpture of 12 prominent,
but very irregular, radiating ridges.

Conus kermadeceiELS Ire. is a littoral species of uniform
colour except for a pale central band. This shell has lately
been in the news with the finding of a live specimen on a
northern mudflat in New Zealand.

Tec tu s royanu s

(Natural size).
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With such a rocky coastline it is not surprising that
limpets are common. Cellana cratericul^is Suter, which
grows up to 4-5mm, is especially abundant on rocks between
tides throughout the various islands. It has the usual
array of puzzling forms and several of these were described
as species by Oliver in his survey of the fauna. Quite a
number of the species recorded are common both to New
Zealand and Kermadec Islands. The following have been
recorded:

Hinea brazilliana (Lam.

)

Austronoba carnosa (Webster)
Austronoba candidissima (Webster)
Notosinister ampullus (Hedley)
Xenophora neozelanica Suter
Notocochlis sagittata Menke
Mammilla simiae (Deshayes)
Lamellaria ophione Gray
Cypraea cernica tomlini Iredale
Charonia lampus Linne
Gabestanimorpha exerata (Reeve)
Cabestana spengleri (Perry)
Monoplex australasiae (Perry)
Particymatium strangei (Angas)
Cabestana waterhousei Adam & Angas
Argobuccinum tumidum Dunker
Xenophalium royanum Iredale
Xenophalium pyrum (Lamark)
Casmaria perryi Iredale
Mitra carbonaria Swainson
Thais oblita Gmelin
Neothais smithi Brazier
Marginella mustellina Angas
Marginella angasi Crosse
Gylichna thetidis Hedley
Umbraculum bontanicum Hedley

Bivalves are apparently not numerous, which is only to be
expected with such a rocky shore, but the following NZ
species are said to occur there. They would scarcely
excite any great interest;

Monia zelandica Gray
Perna conaliculus (Gmelin)
Cosa costata Bernard
Septifer bilocularis (Linne)
Ryenella impacta (Herman)
Diplodonta zelandica Gray
Hiatella arctica (Linne)
Divarilima sydneyensis Hedley

The Royal Danish Research vessel, Galathea, in 1952 obtained
some material from 58- 85 fathoms off Raoul. A number of
new species were described by Dr. Powell in Rec. Auck. Mus.
Vol.5, from the coarse shell sand and gravel bottom, the
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most outst arid iiigteing the Cass id, Oniscidea ‘bruuni Powel'i

and a cone- shell with, prominent .gemmate spiral c<^ds -

Conus (Kermasprella) raoulensis Powell. One species
included in the faunal lists of Oliver (19'15) as Pecten
medius is described in this paper as Pecten raoulensis
Powell.

In the tropical element of the Kermadec fauna both Cypraea
and Conus seem to be well represented, with the following
species having been recorded: Cypraea caputserpentis Linne;
carneola Linne

;
isabella Linne

;
erosa Linne

;
poraria Linne

;

and cernica tomlini Schilder.
Conus vermiculatus Lamarch; minimus Gmelin; maculosus Sby;
Virgo Gmelin and planorbis Born.
Also present are Turbo argyrostoma Linne; Nerita plicata
Linne

;
Mitra mitra Linne

;
and Terebra venosa Hinds - which

is said to wash up in large numbers.

The chitons in this area show affinity with NZ species. The
presence of a number of genera represented in New Zealand is
noteworthy, i.e. Terenochiton . Parachiton . Ischnochiton .

Eudoxochiton . Plaxiphora . Rhys soplax and Onithochiton .

Although there are three lakes, swamps and a small stream at
Denham Bay, no freshwater molluscs have been recorded. This
is not surprising when one considers the volcanic history of
the area.

The Kermadec land mollusca are comparatively few in species,
rather small and nondescript. They are believed by Iredale
to be of Polynesian origin, having arrived from the north.
Some 20 species have been recorded, the largest being
Helicarion kermadecensis Smith, which is to be found living
on the underside of leaves, on the higher reaches of Mt.
Moumoukai

.

Endodontids are quite well represented, some being arboreal
in habit.

Fanulum expositum Mousson, about
,
must be a plentiful

species as this is one that is sometimes seen in private
collections in this country. The type species of our minute
NZ Paralaoma snails is P. raoulensis Iredale, from Raoul
Island. Ptychodon . Charopa . Flammulina , Calymona , Kieconcha .

Tornatellina and Elasmias are other genera represented.

References :

Edgar A.T. 1965 The Kermadec Expedition 17-25 Mar 196^
Notornis Vol, 12-15

Iredale T. 1915 A comparison of the Land Molluscan
Faunas of the Kermadec Group &
Norfolk Island

• V. Trans. NZ Inst^ Vol ^7

. Morton E.K. 1957 Carusoes of Sunday Island .

A. H. & A. W. Reed
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Powell A.W.B. 1958 Molluscan Systematics
Rec. Auck. Mus. Vol 5, No. 1

Smith S.P. 1887 The Kermadec Islands
Gov. Printer

Quite a notable find over the holiday perio is that of R.
Willan who picked up a sizeable portion of a fresh Cypraea viteiiua
washed up into a pool at Whangaroa. This species has previously
been recorded only from Poor Knights Islands at about 100'.

Most members will by now have heard or read of the finding
of a live Conus on a sandflat in the Parengarenga Harbour.
This shell, we are informed, is a Kermadec Island species,

kermadecensis . (Whatever turns up from now on will not _

surprise us at all!)

Mr. K. Grange has a very fine large example of Natica
sagittata hancockae Powell, washed up after the January
cyclone Carlotta had passed. Por further information on
this subspecies, see paper by Dr. Powell, NZ Molluscan
Systematics. Rec . Auck. Mus . Dec. 1971.

Tony Barnes, Motueka, writes that Xenophora neozelanica is
commonly trawled in 40 fathoms off the North-wesb Nelson
Coast - the Patarau area in particular. As "is often the
case, they are often damaged during trawling. A fisherman
friend at times gets them by the dozen.

Mr. Sutherland, Timaru, has had a pale coloured specimen
of Maurea foveauxiana Dell, from North Otago in 50 - 40
fathoms - his first from this area. Specimens in local
collections seem to be from Otago Heads and South of there,

Mrs. Boswell, Wanganui -

"On 7th August, Hubby and I went to the Ototoka beach,
which is about I 7 miles north of Wanganui; low tide at
5.30 pm revealed a number of colonies of Mactra discors ,

all alive and very healthy. There has always been the
odd specimens of these shells along this beach, but I have
never seen them in such numbers as they were this day. I
wondered, could they have moved into shallow water for
spawning, as some of the ones that I opened seemed to
have a very full egg sack - or that is what it appeared
to me to be. Also in these colonies there were two
definite different shaped shells, in each case the more
globose shell contained the egg sack, while the other had
-no sign ,pf it. "

'
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MOLLUSCS PROM SOUTH OF V/AIKATO HEADS - A. Mannering

Being in an area which is new to most of you. I shall try to
tell you a little about it. We live about 18 miles north of
Port Waikato and our farm is approximately 2^ miles from the
coast

.

Just to the north is an area of basalt boulders. These extend
from sheer cliffs at low water at one end to a bank 10 ft
above extreme high water spring, to about mid-tide at the
other. The most common shells are Perna . Cellana radians .

Zediloma atrovirens . neothais scalaris and of course Lepsiella
scobina . At splash zone, where there is a hint of fresh
water, there are to be found countless numbers of Marinula
filholi among the rocks, some shells being almost white.
Less common here is Nerita . Gadinalea nivea and Cryntoconchus
porosus .

From basalt boulders to black sand beach - and here we have
about 2^ miles of it. At first glance there appears to be
nothing, but near low water we may find beds of Amphidesma
subtriangulatum and I have reason to believe that there is
A. ventricosum . Further out there must be extensive beds of
Mactra discors and Spisula aequilateralis . Amongst shells
washed up are Soletellina nitida . Angulus spenceri , A.gaimardi .

Alcithoe swainsoni (one live shell), Janthina exigua .

J. violacea . Sepia apama and Atriva zelandica .

Now the bulk of our coastline is a soft limestone, sometimes
dropping straight into deep water, but generally with a wave-
cut platform which is exposed at low tide. This is dissected
into many channels and crevices covered with numerous types
of algae. Amongst this week the most common shells are
Neogaimardia finlayi . Hochstetteria munjta and Epitonium
nukesianum . The most common form of life is Chameosipho
columna with Modiolus neozelanicus . Lepsiella scobina and
Melarapha cincta . I must point out a strange fact here._
Melarapha cincta is very plentiful, with a few M. oliveri
to be seen, but at Crayfish Pt., about 5 miles south, bhere
is only M. oliveri .

One part of our coast line has tussock and grasses right to
splash zone and amongst the plant Lobelia anceps is to
be found Suterilla neozelanica . and if there is fresh water
seepage, countless Potamopyrgus sp. are present.

Our local freshwater fauna covers most NZ genera - these
include Hyridella menziesi . Sphaerium novaezelandiae .

Psidium novae zeland iae , Physastra variabilis , Planorbis
corinna . Latia neritodoides , Simlimnea tomentosa , Pot^opyrgus
antipodum . P. corolla . P. spelaeus and Melanopsis trifasciata .

We have no large areas of native bush left, only small patches
of from 10 - 100 acres, and the amount of molluscan fauna is

slowly becoming smaller with the inroads of stock. I have
listed those that are found here.
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The shell of most interest would he the sub-fossil SchizQr*

glossa ma,ior Powell. This was found in a small outcrop of

jumbled limestone blocks. We have found 7 whole and about
4 damaged specimens, the largest being 46 x 30Dim* We have
found numerous Otoconcha shells with the Schi z oglossa, and
at first thought they were juvenile S. worthy!, because the
outer periphery of the shell had been worn off or possibly
eaten by Schizoglossa.

(A footnote to collectors:
All beach and coastal access is through private
property, so permission must be obtained)

Marine Shells

Eudoxochiton nobilis (Gray)
Cryptoconchus porosus Burrow
Amaurochiton glaucus (Gray)
Sypharochiton pelliserpentis

(0, & G)
Guildingia obtecta (Pilsbry)
Acanthochiton zelandicus (Q&G)
Haliotis iris Gmelin
H. australis Gmelin
Scutus breviculus (Blainville)
Tugali Suteri Thiele
Notoacmea daedala (Suter)
Radiacmea inconspicua (Gray)
Maurea punculata Mart .n

Cookia sulcata (Gmelin)
Lunella smaragda (Gmelin)
Cantharidella tessellata

(A. /.dams)

Cavodiloma coracina (Philippi)
Fossarina rimata (Hutton)
Rissellopsis varia (Hutton)
Zediloma subrostrata (Gray)
Dardanula olivacea (Hutton)
D. limbata (Hutton)
Rissoina chathamensis (Hutton)
Merelina lyalliana (Suter)
Suterilla neozelanica (Murdoch)
Zaclys sarissa (Murdoch)
Notosihister ampullus (Hedley)
Zeacolpus pagoda powelli

(Marwick)
Epitonium jukesianum (Forbes)
Maoricrypta monoxyla (Lesson)
Lamellaria ophione Gray
Xymene plebejus (Hutton)
Axymene corticatus (Hutton)
Paratrophon cheesmani (Hutton)

Lepsiella scobina (Q & G)
L.s. albomarginata (Desh.)
Neothais scalaris (Menke)
Zemitrella chaova (Reeve)
Paxula paxillus (Murdoch)
Buccinulum heteromorphum Powell
Cominella maculosa (Martyn)
Baryspira depressa (Sowerby)
Austromitra rubiginosa (Hutton)
Neoguraleus finlayi Powell
N. Sinclair! (Gillies)
Aoteadrillia rawitiensis

(Hedley)
Phenatoma zelandica (Smith)
P. novaezelandiae (Reeve)
Agatha georgiana (Hutton)
Be Is a vaga Laws
Chemnitzia finlayi Powell
Pervicacia tristis (Deshayes)
Siphonaria zelandica (Q & G)
Gad-inalea nivea (Hutton)
Barbatia novas;el and iae Smith
Glycymeris modesta (Angas)
Hochstetteria munita Finlay
Ryenella impacta (Hermann)
Zelithophaga truncata Powell
Neogaimardia finlayi Powell
Diplodonta striatula Finlay
Rochefortula reniformis (Suter)
Notirus refLexus (Gray)
Hiatella australis (Lamarck)
Protothaca crassicosta

(Deshayes)
Myadora novaezelandiae

E. A. Smith
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Land Shells

Liarea egea (Gray)
" cdrinella (Gray)
" hochstetteri (Pfr.)

Cytora cytora (Gray)
" hedleyi (Suter)
" torquilla (Suter)

Omphalorissa purchasi (Pfr.)
Otoconcha dimidiata (Pfr.)
Allodiscus miranda (Hutton)

" planulatus (Hutton)
" dimorphus (Pfr.)
" tullia (Gray)

Serpho kivi (Gray)
Therasia zelandiae (Gray)
Therasiella celinde (Gray)

" tamora (Hutton)
Ohanella rimutaka Dell
Phenacohelix pilula (Reeve)

" chordata fPfr.)
" ponsonbyi(Suter)
" given! Cumber

Suteria ide (Gray)
Flammulina perdita (Hutton)

" Chiron (Gray)
” crebriflammis (Pfr.

)

" zebra (Le Guillou)
Flammocharopa costulata (HuttorO
Charopa coma (Gray)

" bianca (Hutton)
" eta (Pfr.)
" tullia (Gray)
" pseudoleioda (Suter)
" colensoi (Suter)

Charopa varicosa (Pfr.)
" hectori (Suter)

Subfactola caputspinulae
(Reeve)

Laoma leimonias (Grar)
" marina (Hutton)
" pirongiaensis (Suter)
" poecilosticta (Pfr.)
" mariae (Gray)
" erigone (Gray).
" glabrisculus (Pfr.)
" ariel (Hutton)
" phrynia Hutton

Phrixgnathus conella (Pfr.)
" cheesemani Suter

Paralaoma allochroida (Suter)
" lateumbulicata

(Suter)
" pumila (Hutton)

Tornatellinops novoseelandica
(Pfr.

)

Delos coresia (Gray)
” Cordelia (Hutton)
" jeffreysiana (Pfr.)

Rhytida greenwood! (Gray)
Schizoglossa major Powell
Phrixgnathus spp.
Allodiscus sp.

Introduced Snails
Helix adspersa Mull
Vertigo pygmaea Drap,
Vallonia excentrica Starki
Oxychilus cellarias Mull

" " alljarius Mull
Coinella lubrica Mull

SOME NEW PAPERS DEALING WITH THE RECENT MOLLUSCAH FAUNA
OF NEW 2;ealand

* The Subfossil Species of Rhytida Albers
(Mollusca: Paryphantidae)

P. Parkinson, University
of Auckland

Journal of the Royal Soc. of NZ, Vol.1, No.1
pp. 1-6, 14 figs.

Abstract ;

^he known subfossil forms of Rhytida Albers 1850 are
discussed and all are shown to be conspecific with living
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taxa: R, spelaea Powell, 1953 is synonymised with R, g;reenwoodi
( Gray « 1850); Rr~yaldwyni Dell, 1955 is synonymised with Wainuia
Tirnula urnula (Pfeiffer, 1955); R. hayieldi Powell, 19^6 is
synonymised with R, oconnori Powell, 19'^8 and R, duplicata vivens
Powell, 19^6 is synonymised with R. duplicata duplicata Suter,
1904.

* * *

)|C

New Zealand Molluscan Systematics with Descriptions of
New Species, Part 7

A.W.B. Powell, Auck.Inst. & Mus.

Records of the Auckland Institute and Museum 8;
209-228 December 17, 1971

Abstract ;

In this part sixteen species are added to the New Zealand
Recent fauna and of these, eight are either new species or new
subspecies, and seven are representatives of genera not recorded
previously from the recent fauna of these seas - they are
Cantharus , Claraxis , Gregaria , Latiaxis , Pictobalcis , Terebra
and Volva .

The pleistocene muricid Pterynotus zelandicus (Hutton),
previously considered extinct, is now known to occur living
in shallow water, both at the Poor Knights Islands and at
Whangaruru, and the record by Hedley (1910) of a Kerguelen
species, Trophon albolabris (E.A. Smith) from Macquarie Island
is confirmed.

(Two name changes are advocated for two of our
more common shells - Thais orbita (Gmelin 1791)
should replace Neothais“tT^alaris (Menke) and
Philippia (Psilaxis) oxytropis A. Adams, 1855
should be used instead oi roiiippia manifesta
Iredale. t-,. x

* =|c

* Additions to the Landsnail Pauna of the Poor Knights
Islands, New Zealand

F.M. Climo, Dominion Museum

Journal of the Royal Soc. of NZ, 1971, Vol,1, No.1
pp. 65-69, 1 fig.

Abstract :

Three new species of punctid land snails (Punctidae,
Morse 1864) eire described from the Poor Knights Islands, and
a^list of the known species occurring on the islands is also

V given. The origin of the Poor Knights Placostylus is discussed.

* . .
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* A Review of the Recent and Fossil Species of
Bnccinulum Deshayes (Mollusca: Neogastropoda
Buccinidae)

W.F. Ponder

Journal of the Royal Soc. of NZ, 197^, Vol.1, Nos.
3 & pp. 231-285, 16 figs.

Abstract :

The Recent and fossil New Zealand species of Bnccinulum are
reviewed and the variation and polymorphism within many of the
species are discussed. The total number of Recent and fossil
Bnccinulum species and subspecies in usage at the time of
writing is 49, of which 24 species and subspecies are recognised
here. The subgenera Evarnula Finlay and Euthrena Iredale and
the genus Tasmeuthria are considered to be synonyms of
Bnccinulum s. str . The type species of Bnccinulum

,
B. lineum

Martyn, is shown to be a very variable species including the
forms previously known as striatum Hutton, fuscozonatum Suter,
costulatum Suter, dubium Mar*wick, thorns oni Marwick . s uf‘f1aturn
Finlay, characteristicum Finlay, cae latum Pow( ’’I, decoratum
Powell, multilineum Pov/ell, saualidum Powell

^
weitangiensis

Powell, gracillimum Powell, and aunouria Powell. Buccinulum
caudatum is here regarded as a fossil subspecies of lineum ,

wh£reas flexicostatum Dell is a deepwater representative of
the species. A new name, pallidum nowe lli, is provided for
lineum of recent authors, while pallidum pallidum Finlay is
a composite of pallidum and tenuistriatum Pov/ell.

A complex species, vittatum Quoy and Gaimard, is shown to
consist of four geographic subspecies: vittatum vittatum (with
maketuense Powell, heteromorphum Powell, bucknilli Powell, and
motutaraense Powell as synonyms) in the northern half of the
JMorth Island; vittatum colensoi Suter on the south-eastern
coast of the North Island; vittatum littorinoides Reeve (with
martensianum Hutton, flavescens Hutton, strebeli Suter,
mestayerae Powell, kaikouraense Pov/ell, and exsculntum Powell
as synonyms) in the southern part of the North Island, the
South Island, and the sub-antarctic islands; and vittatum
bicinctum Hutton at the Chatham Islands. Pj.sania media Hutton
is regarded as an ancestral form of vit

u

atum
,
and B. wairara-

naensis Powell is also closely allied. G[n uhe southern half
of the South Island and at the sub-antarctic islands lineum is

replaced by pertinax Martens (with marwicki Finlay, mutabile
Powell, and stewartianum Powell as synonyms), which has a
deepwater subspecies f inlayi Powell, of which benthicola Dell
is a synonym; and an ancestral form, pansum Marwick, is here
also regarded as a subspecies. Buccinul-um robustum Powell
(of which suteri Powell is a synonym ) and "BT memae Powell
are restricted to the northern part of the North Island.
The fossil species compactum Suter is considered to be the
same as crassatinum Powell, and tetleyi is a subspecies.
Buccinulum grindleyi Marwick, B. protensum Powell (with
longicolle Powell as a synonym), B. rigidum Powell and B.
tuberculatum Powell are also fossil species*. B . ectypum Marwick
and B . scottae Marwick are removed from Bucc inulum to Falsicolus
and Taron respectively.
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Fossil and Recent Cypraeacea (Mollusca: Gastropoda)
of New Zealand with Descriptions of New Species

W. 0. Cernohorsky
^
Auckland
Institute
& Museum

Rec. Auckland Inst. Mus.8: 105-129, December 17,
1971

Abstract :

The superfamily Cypraeacea is represented in New Zealand
by 4 families and 56 species. In Triviidae, 20 fossil
species of Eratoinae and 5 species of Triviinae have been
recorded; only one triviid species is found living in New
Zealand waters. The Cypraeidae number 5 fossil species,
2 of which are described as new to science, and 2 recent
species are firmly established members of New Zealand's
molluscan fauna. Ovulidae are represented by 2 fossil
species and 1 living species and only 1 species of
Pediculariidae occurs living in northern New Zealand
waters

.

(Pedicularia maoria Powell is shown to be a
synonym or peaicularia pacifica, the type
locality of which is Gilbert Islands

Ed.)

* *

* Indo-Pacific Pisaniinae (Mollusca: Gastropoda) and
Related Buccinid Genera

W. 0. Cernohorsky
,
Auckland
Institute
& Museum

Rec. Auckland Inst. Mus. 8: 157-167, December I 7 ,

1971

Abstract :

Genus groups of the subfamily Pisaniinae and their
relationship to other buccinid genera are evaluated.
Species of Buccinidae living in the Fiji Islands are
described and illustrated.

(Of importance to NZ collectors are the sections
on the genera. Ratifusus Ireland 1929, Iredalula
Finlay 1926, and Buccinulum Deshayes 1 850

)

Ed.)

0000000 ) ( ooooooo

Editors: N. and N. Gardner
6 Tui Glen Road
Birkenhe ad
Auckland 10
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Part 4-

A NEWCOB/IER ON THE LOCAL SCENE

The
I

continual occurrence of new extra limital
molluscs on the New Zealand scene is of considerable
interest. There seems to have been about a dozen in
the last couple of years.

As for the reason for the appearance of these
strangers, one can only guess - perhaps they have been
assisted 'by human agency in some cases, or exceptionally
favourable currents and winds in others. Not all are
success stories. Some appear briefly, then vanish
without becoming established.

The latest species to make the local scene is a
rather , attractive small Lima , one which normally is
found in; South-Eastern Australia and northwards tp, the
Philippines. This is Limaria orientalis (Ad. & Rve.)
which has a white shell with fine ribbing. The animal
has a red foot and long pinkish tentacles and can ''dart'''

about in a most energetic fashion when disturbed. Here
it is living under stones in pools between tides or in
crevices between oysters. It builds a 'nest' of Small
stones and shells

The surprising thing about this occurrence is the
sudden appearance of numbers of specimens along the East
coast North of Auckland. Fully adult specimens grow to
about 20 mm. It seems to be establishing itself quite
well as there are now adults' and Juveniles of " various
sizes in some colonies. There is the possibility, of
course, that the various growth stages could be accounted
for by successive spat falls.

We hope thaf' collectors will give this interesting
bivalve every chance and not pursue it relentlessly. It

does appear to make off and
leave the nest if once dis-
turbed. A few odd valves have
been seen.

(File shells are so named because
of the rough surface of the shell.
The tangle of thin sticky ten-
tacles make it difficult for
crabs and fish to eat these
molluscs .When disturbed they
swim away by waving their ten-
tacles sind snapping the valves).
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OBSEEVATIONS ON HERMIT CRABS

An article written by Marc D. Binder, Columbia
University, USA, and published in a tropical fish
magazine, gives some interesting observations, on the
behavioural adaptations of hermit crabs in that country.

There are some who assert that these crabs always
inhabit empty seashells and never kill the original owner.
However, the writer of the above-mentioned article is
certain that Pagurus longicarpus .. a North American hermit,
utilises an effective mechanism for killing Littorina
littorea and taking over its shell.

He writes of an experiment carried out in which two
hermit crabs of approximately equal size were removed from
their shells - a difficult task which was eventually
accomplished by heating the spires of the occupied shells
with a lighted match while holding them with forceps oust
above the surface of water in a plastic aquarium. One
live Littorina of similar size to the two removed from
the crabs was introduced also to the aquarium.

The two crabs were frantic at the loss of their pro-
tective shells. After moving around the aquarium for some
minutes, and after a'brief 'athletic encounter', they both
attacked the snail. They fought each other strongly for
the control of a potential source of shelter. Attempts
were made by the crabs to remove the snail from its shell
by using their chelipeds, but this was of no avail as the
snail merely withdrew into its shell, blocking any
intrusion with the hard surface of the operculum.

After numerous onslaughts, one crab, which had been
pushing the snail back into its shell while lodged against
the side of the aquarium, continued to apply pressure until
he was able to attach his uropod to the inner surface of
the aperture of the shell. At this point, the crab had
gained sufficient hold on to the shell to be able to walk
around with the shell remaining in place over its soft tail.

Each day the crab's body seemed to move further into
the shell and by the eighth day it was able to withdraw all
buts its anterior pair of legs into the shell. It was
evident that once the hermit crab could push the snail far
enough back ^^o allow it to gain hold with its uropod, it
could exert constant force on the snail. At this stage it
was obviously unable to obtain food, and after a period of
two weeks the crab was found feeding on pieces of snail's
flesh attached to the operculum. It was now able to with-
draw completely into the shell.

This is not an odd instance of a hermit crab acquiring a
home, for the experiment was repeated on several occasions
with the same result. (Acknowledgement to Mr. D.Lamb, who
brought this subject to our notice).
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' " ah AUS''th1lIAN “chiton in new ZEALAND
. V.. r

^ R. Willan

While studying the animals of high-tidal rock pools at
Beachlaiids Beach," near Maraeti, in Auckland's Waitemata
Harbour on Christmas Day 1970, I discovered a chiton that
was 'completely . unknown to. me.* It was found in a pool with
numerous Sypharochiton pelliserpentis , which are very
characteristic animals of this habitat. Other common
inhabit^ts of these pools are Melagraphia aethiops ,

Lunella‘-'smarap;da arid Lepsiella .scobina r

This chiton was not one of -the listed New Zealand
species, so I searched through the literature on Australian
chitons, where I found this species mentioned and figured
as Kopionella matthewsi (Iredale, I910). It is apparently
quite common in Australia, being recorded from Tasmania,
South Australia and West Australia.

Kopionella matthewsi is not like any other New Zealand
chiton. (My specimen measures 21 x'19nun (the size of an
average Sypharochiton pelliserpentis) . The valves are
creamy, sculptured with wavy lines, the anterior valve is
black with -radiating ribs. The girdle has a felt-like
appearance, being banded with alternating green and black
stripes. There is a small bunch of spicules at the post-
erior insertion of each valve into the girdle. Kopionella
matthewsi can readily be distinguished from Sypharochiton
pelliserpentis by its girdle, which in the latter spdci.e^
is covered with scales and has no spicules.

The specimen is in particularly good condition, indicat-
ing that it had not long arrived in this high-tidal pool, for
its valves lacked the corrosion so often seen in Sypharochiton
pelliserpentis from the same habitat.

The appearance of this Australian, chiton so close to the
Port of Auckland suggests that its arrival had been via
shipping (the New Zealand species. Amaurochiton glaucus is
established in the Derwent Estuary, Tasmania, very likely
as a result of the same transportation) . It is possible
that other individuals of Kopionella matthewsi have managed
to reach New Zealand, and it is to be hoped that club members
will take a second look. at Sypharochiton pelliserpentis
populations to establish further records of this species
in New Zealand.

. u ".r.-'r'.i. :
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PLIOCENE FOSSILS ^ KAAV/A. - -

A. A. & R.3. Marmering.

A visit to the Kaawa fossil bed on 11th May proved
most interesting, as the students of Auckland University's
Geology Department with Mr. Grant-Mackie were making a
study of the formations there. Although this place is
not very large in area (the fossil stratum is only about
200 yards long), there is a large variety of geological
features present and some details are still rather baffling.

Three ages are present; the lowermost and oldest is
Te Akatea siltstone, about mid Oligocene - a fairly hard
calcareous rock with fossils such as Lentipecten hochstetteri ,

Glycymeris sp. and Dosinia sp. Prom the same type of rock
further south we have obtained quite good specimens of
Cirsotrema lyrate .

The next layer is Vifaikawau Sandstone - age, Lower
Miocene. In this stratum can be found numerous internal
casts, complete shells like Glycymeris . Venerids, Cardiums,
Shark teetch and Myliobatis plates all turned black -

probably phosphatized. On the upper surface there is
channelling and borings of marine organisms. The cavities
are filled with Kaawa sediments and some of the shells still
in situ; Zelithophaga , Rochf ortula and Pholadidea .

The Kaawa formation lies about 60 feet above the beach
and is quite inaccessible, but fossils may be obtained from
the numerous boulders on the beach. These fossils though
well preserved are crumbly in nature, so extreme care is
needed in collecting.

The following is a list collected on this day. As
-there had been no new fall of material, we didn't get as
many specimens as we had hoped for:

Glycymeris kaawaensis
Saccella bellula

- Polinices waipipiensis
Venericardia

penerect angularis
Dosinia crebra
Oculina virgosa (coral)
Rochfortula reveformis
Stiracolpus kaawaensis
Maoricrypta Turnialis

Maorimactra ordinaria
Gari lineolata
Amalda (Baryspira) subhebena
Pteromyrtea dispar
Sigapatella novezelandiae
Alcithoe arabicula
Glabella hesterana
Spisula aequilateralis
Mactra discors
Scalpomactra scalpellum

Collected on a previous trip: Dentalium solidum,
Mytilus, Atrina, Zenatia, Lima, Resania, Ostrea, Austrofusus,
Marginalia 2sp.

,
Struthiolaria, Tugali, Emarginula. Many

tiny shells were sieved out. About a fifth of those obtained
are still living today.

To round off the day we collected some Marinula filholi at
Ngatutura Pt., a quarter of a mile south. Also discovered
a colony of Gadinalia nivea . all clustered into one boulder.
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Ngatutura Pt. is an outcrop of basalt with several stacks
Just offshore and an abundance of rounded boulders
piled along the shore.

Part of the Section's activities during the weekend
spent at Pukenui, Northland, involved several dredging
trips in Karikari Bay - that area between Mt. Camel and
Cape Karikari at the end of Doubtless Bay which is shown
on charts to be rather shallow and seldom exceeding 20
fathoms

.

Numerous stations were worked from the three craft
available over the two days, and much of the material was
brought ashore for close scrutiny.

The texture of these dredgings from the various
stations were all of a very similar nature - coarse shell
grit composed chiefly of broken valves of Tawera spissa
(Desh. ) and some light-coloured sand.

This is a type of sea bottom which does not, as a
rule, seem to support a very large or exciting fauna to
work over. These Tawera beds must be enormous, and seem
to extend over much of the extensive Karikari Bay, but,
strangely, not in any dredging shots were there any
quantity of live specimens to be seen. Many of the
shells in this material are broken in pieces or have
the tips nipped off, possibly as a result of hungry

^ , TeAl^atea silts tone.
2. Waikawau limestone.
3. Waikawau brown sandstone,
h. Kaawa formation (Fossils).
5. Pleistocene sand.
6. Scrub and flax.
7. Beack.

.

/.

DREDGING IN KARIKARI BAY

fish.
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other dominant molluscs were:

Zeacolpus pasoda Reeve - many fine, -large and well-marked
specimens

.

Zeacolpus roseus (Q' & G) - of average size. Many
inhabited by hermit crabs.

Zeacolpus vittatus Hutton - beautiful, large examples
from some stations.

Cominella quoyana (A. Ad.) - plentiful in most samples.
Rather squat and nodular.

Pervicacia tristis Deshayes - evenly dispersed through
dredgings

.

Notocallista multistriata (Sowerby) - very well-coloured
specimens

.

Although odd valves of Dosinia maoriana Oliver were
present in most samples, not a live example was recorded.

Talabrica bellula (A. Ad.) - very well-marked with chevron
patterns

.

One live Leporemax fusus haurakiensis Dell and a very
large specimen of Glaphyrina vulpicolor (Sowerby). with a
hermit crab were obtained from off the entrance to Ranganui
Bay in 9 or 10 fathoms - an area which abounded in hermit
crabs carrying for the most part Cominella adspersa and
Struthiolaria papulosa shells.

Vi

\ Karikari
Cape Karikari.

Pukemili^V I !\ /

'v-

/ A

%
1

••a

vi\

/•••

!. Doubtless Bay
/'

\ \I^ngaunif, \
Bay.

j \

\ "
. .

edging Stations

)

shown thus- +
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other species recorded from lists sent in are

Notoacmea subtilis Suter
Trochus tiaratus (Q & G)
Micrelenchus rufozonus (A. Ad.)
Micrelenchus sanguineus Gray
Zeminolia plicatula (Mur.& Suter)
Antisolarium egenum (Gould)
Argalista fluctuata Hutton
Powellisetia subtenius Powell
Eatoniella pallida Powell
Eatoniella minacrassa Ponder"
Estea subrufa Powell
Rissoina pictor Finlay
Notosiela terebelloides (Hutton)
Notosinister ampulus (Hed)
Cirsotrema zelebori (Bunker)
Eulima mangonulca Powell
Zegalerus tenuis (Sow.

)

Maoricrypta monoxyla (Lesson)
Struthiolaria papulosa (Martyn)
Struthiolaria vermis (Martyn)
Xymenella pusilla Suter
Aoteatillia larochei Powell
Baryspira australis (Sow.

)

Baryspira novoezelandiae (Sow.

)

Peculator hedleyi Murdoch
Microvoluta biconica (Mur. & Suter)
Marginella larochei Powell
Marginella c . f .aupouria Powell
Mic antapex angustatus Powell
Splendrillia aoteana Finlay
Neoguraleus murdochi Finlay
Pupa kirki Hutton
Retusa oruaensis (Web.)
Retus a aupouria Powell
Odostomia pudica Suter
Agatha georgiana Hutton
Gumina dolichostoma Suter
Chemnitzia verecunda

.

Lav/s
Nucula nitidula (A. Ad.)
Glycymeris_ laticostata (Q & G)
Glycymeris modesta (Angas)
Pallium convexum (Q & G)
Limatula maoria Finlay
Guna mayi Powell
Cuna compressidens Powell (?)
Pleuromeris paucicostata Laws
Pleuromeris zelandica (Des.)
Biv^ricella huttoniana
Myllitella vivene Finlay
Rochfortula reniformis (Suter)
Nemocardium pulchellum (Gray)
Scalpomactra scalpellum (Reeve)
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Hiatella australis Lam.
Notocorbula zelandica (Q & G)
Myadora striata (Q & G)

'

Myadora boltoni Smith
Ivlyadora subrostrata Smith

* *

BEHAVIOUR OL SUBTIDAL CHITONS

R. Willan

Introduction : It is now established that numerous inter-
tidal molluscs possess 'homes', to which they return from
feeding excursions. Research has shown that this behaviour
applies to the New Zealand species; Cellana ornata . Cellana
denticulata

,
Patelloidea corticata

,
Syphonaria zelandica

,

Syphcrochiton' pelliserpentis
,
Notoacmea parvicenoihea

,

Notoacmea pileopsis
,
Benhamina obliquata

,
Onchidella

nigricans (Beckett, 19^9)

.

These are all intertidal species and the aim of an
experiment, here documented, was to investigate homing
behaviour in the subtidal chiton species-, Eudoxochiton
nobilis (Gray) and Cryptoconchus norosus Burrow.

Both Eudoxochiton nobilis and Cryptoconchus porosus
are common in the channel between Goat Island and the coast
overlooked by the University Marine Biological Station at
Leigh. Eudoxochiton nobilis occurs most abundantly on pink
coralline turf and Cryptoconchus porosus can be found on the
sides of rocks frequently associated with kelp ( Ecklonia
radiata ) and sea eggs ( Evechinus chloroticus )

.

Method I Goat Island has been marked into areas by
painting white numbers on the high tidal cliffs for
reference. This experiment was carried out between
markers '1' and '2', in water that was approximately 8ft.
deep at low tide and 12 ft. deep at high tide. Nine
Eudoxochiton nobilis and two Cryptoconchus porosus were
marked ( 9/5/72 ) and they were observed on subsequent days
(until 12/5/72). The method used to mark the chitons for
relocation was to place a sinker beside the position in
which an individual was first observed, attached to the
sinker by nylon line was a plastic float giving the species
of chiton and the number of the individual. This method
made recognition of individuals relatively easy - other
methods of marking the chitons by application of paint- had
the following disadvantages:

(i) Such a method would require removal of the chiton and
exposure to the air until the paint had dried - such
ain experience could have detrimental results.
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(ii) V/hereas painting can..i)paused limpets, in juveniles,
at least,, of EudQXQeb.it on nobilis, numerous eyes 'are
vi^ible/^ pn ;-eacir'‘valve - coveting these over with paint
could /affect light sensitivity. In Cryptoconchus
pordsu'S' ' there .are -no exposed valves and application
of marking material on the exposed surfacds • could
produce adverse results. •f-'- t

(iii) Chitons marked by application of paint would not show
above the bottom relief and they could 'easily be
covered by weed whic'h 'would' obscure 'the ’markers -

whereas the plastic floating in the .’waijer above the
kelp could be easily seen. -

The nine Eudoxochiton nobilis marked ranged from a
juvenile (approximately 55 cm. long) to adults- (approximately
110 cm. long). Of the two Cryptoconchus porosus 'marked, one
was reddish-orange in colour and the other 'broimigh _,.p^t

normal colour for thfs species.

Results :

'

(i) Cryptoconchus porosus - on the second day, at low tide,
the red individual was still .beside the marker, but at
the follov;ing high:- tide on the\'same day -jit _had^
2ft. from its marker, on the

.
following ~d,ay it had moved

a further 5ft. from its previous position and the next
day it had disappeared altogether. The brown individual
showed a similar wandering , behaviour v;ith neitheu__
distance nor orientation constant or able to be
correlated with tidal movements-;

(ii) Eudoxochiton nobilis - after four days, three of the
individuals had shown no movement at all. Movement
was -recorded for all the other six chitons. At high
tide on thp-day following marking, two individual s_.had
moved - one had moved 5ft. ffb'm' its tag up the slope
of the bottom, the other had moved 5ft. up the slope
above its position of marking. Eut at a subsequent
low tide both these individuals -were found to have
returned beside their markers. Other chitons were
noted to move from their tag.-, and to return again -

two moved 4ft. from their tags and one moved 1ft.
Two chitons were found to have moved six inches and '

eighteen inches do\Am. the slopes from where they had
been marked on the first day, when they we.re observed
on the second day. These two individuals remained at
the respective distances from their tags for the rest
of the experiment. a-

Conclusion : Cryptoconchus poro sus is a wanderer,
moving .randomly over the bottom as, it feeds and not
returning to a ' home ' . Eudoxochiton nob rld s certainly
appears to occupy a 'home', from which it carries out
feeding activity and,. to which it returns periodically.
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The 'home site' of Eudoxochiton nobilis was normally an
exposed oblique slope or shelf, pink coralline paint
covered the base of the 'home' - no erect Corallina algae
was observed in the immediate vicinity. There was
occasionally a single kelp plant near - but 'homes'' were,
not established amongst the dense groves of kelp which
occurred closer to the shore at Goat Islsind - possibly
algal growth of this type decreases exposure to currents
which is intolerable to Eudoxochiton . Feeding excursions
were most often taken up the slope above the 'home'. The
two individuals which moved six inches and eighteen inches
down the slopes had been marked while feeding and had sub-
sequently return to their 'home sites'.

This experiment was obviously limited by the time
available. A long term study of homing behaviour in
Eudoxochiton nobilis could reveal the paths taken while
feeding, the orientation of the 'home' with respect to
current direction and could perhaps establish a correlation
of feeding with a biological clock, even finally why this
subtidal chiton species has 'homes' anyway.

Acknowledgements ; I should like to express my thanks
to Dr. Lewis, Dr. Ballantine for the use of the facilities
at the Leigh Marine Station and to my buddy divers.
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IN Q.UEST OF SHELLS OFF THE NORTHERN TIP OF NEW ZEALAND

H. Seelye

For the benefit of those shell collectors who have not
had the opportunity of a trip to the far North crayfishing
grounds, I will describe a two-day journey which I made
recently in one of the larger vessels working out from
Houhora Harbour. Normally this launch worked with a
skipper and two crew members, but on this trip it was
just the skipper and myself, so I was anticipating a busy
time when it came to lifting pots. These, incidentally,
are 6' x 11

' with steel frame and mesh covered - the compul-
sory 2-^" escape hatch for undersized crays also allows many
shells to escape.

It was 10 o'clock in the evening when we had the bait
and ice loaded into the insulated hold. Also on board was
my cone dredge and ply dinghy. The night was inky black,
so the few miles down the unlighted harbour was made
cautiously with the help of radar and sounder.
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At sea the auto-pilot was engaged and apart from tidying up
there was little to do. North Cape light and KariKari light
were picked up once outside Houhora Heads. We anchored off
Taputaputa for three hours' sleep, then round the corner
into -a fairly big westerly sv/ell. The pots were located
about d2 miles off the coast towards the Three .Kings.

fWhen the double floats are .sighted, the boat is
manoeuvred, alongside and a gragie thrown across the float
line. This ds hauled aboard suid slipped over the winch
block. The hydraulic winch. then winds the pot up from
its bed '40 to 50 fathoms below" " It finally arrives at
the surface 'and has to be manhandled over the rail with
some skilful "work Oii 'the winch controls'- no time to
study the contents until it is safely on the deck. The
hinged end of the pot is unhooked and the contents tipped
on to the deck. Quickly rebait, fasten up the flap and
it is shot over the side again.

While the skipper is manoeuvring up to the next set
of floats, the crays have to be sorted (undersized .ones
have to be returned immediatelyQ

;
any fish which have been

trapped in the pot are put to one side, either for .bait or
icing down. Shells, if any, are hurriedly dumped in a
carton or over the side. By this time we are up to the
next pot and the non-stop process continues.

In calm v/eather this all works smoothly, but when
conditions are bad, every move is difficult. From
throwing the grapple to tipping the pot takes more
effort and concentration. The lifting operation normally
has to be done about the slack tide as the strong currents
sweeping around the top of the island hold the floats
underwater during the flow.

On this particular day we had lifted twenty or so
and made back toward the mainland. The Channel between
Motuopao Island and Cape Maria van Diemen is not a good
spot for boating and as we steamed round towards the
beach, the seas were coming round from both sides, making
it rather turbulent. I cou^d not see a chance of getting
the dinghy on the main beach, so settled for a small,
cliff-lined, beach on the East side. I took the dinghy
in. Shell-wise, the beach was disappointing and the row
back through the surf v/as certainly exciting and very
wetting, then back round Cape Reinga to Taputaputa Bay
for a steady overnigjit anchorage. -

On the second day, we picked up another batch of
pots in a more easterly position, and after re-setting
we picked up the previous day's ones again. As there
was still some daylight left, we made several hauls
with the dredge. In the strong current, the way of
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the boat is sufficient to tow the dredge. Working with
the sounder, we tried to pick a spot without hills, but
this was not possible and we had to back up quickly once
when the dredge hooked up. From ^5 fathoms we took a
cartonful of likely-looking coral sand and shell. Off
the Pandora end of Spirits Bay we had another try, with
results being mainly Tawera spissa . live Notocallista
multistriata , Scalpamactra scatpellum , Baryspira novae -

zelandiae . Pupa kirki and Nemocardium pulchellum .

It was after midnight when we tied up at Pukenui
Wharf, unloaded the sacks of crayfish and the gear, put
the boat on the moorings and home to bed.

Apart from two live Penions, all the shells from
the pots were hermit crab inhabited and many of them
useless. One Xenophalium royanum v;as too battered and
so were many of the Astreas, Penions and Charonias.
However, one Xenophalium powelli and one Alcithoe
.jaculoides were worth keeping.

From the shell sand obtained at 45 fathoms, the
following shells were sorted:

Pyxipoma weldii (Ten. Woods)
Zelippistes benhami (Suter)
Monodilepas diemenensis Finlay
Cyclostrema sp.
Ataxocerithium huttoni (Gossmann)
Splendrillia aoteana Finlay
Splendrillia larochei Powell
Alipta (n.sp)?
Venericardia reinga Powell
Cardita aoteana Finlay
Cardita brookesi Finlay
Notocorbula zelandica (Q & G)
Epicodakia neozelandica Powell
Baryspira novaezelandiae (Sby.

)

Notosinister aupouria Powell
Notosinister infelix (Webster)
Notosinister huttoni (Suter)
Aoteatelia larochei Powell
Marginella manawatawhia Powell
Marginella vidae Dell
Marginella tryphenensis Pov/ell
Marginella (n.sp)?
Austromitra angulata (Suter)
Zemitrella attenuate Powell .

Zemitrella curvirostris Powell

Mitrithara gramilifera Powell
Herpetopoma benthicola Powell
Estea sp.
Estea impressa (Hutton)
Munditia aupouria Powell
Zebittium editum Powell
Zebittium laevicordatum Powel!).

Closia maoria Powell
Cirsonella simplex Powell
Notosetia crassilabrum Powell
Merelina compacta Powell
Macrozafra enwrighti Powell
Cuna gibbosa Powell
Mendax trizonalis (Odhner)
Pleuromeris marshalli Mar.
Cuna compressidens Powell
Egestas dissimilis Powell
Rissoina achatina Od.
Notolepton antipodum (Filhol)
Cuna mayi Powell
Argalista nana Finlay
Limatula aupouria Powell
Typhis pauperis Mestayer
Retusa aupouria Powell
Gonimytea concinna (Hutton)
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* Tony Baxn^s','^'M6tueIfa w Many of the forms of
Paryphanta are now protected

,
and. a permit --must be

obtained from the Conservator of Forests, Nelson
to collect any except Lignaria liCTaria . lusca .

brunnea , aurea, subfusca . consobrina and bicolor ,

as all the others live inside the North-West Nelson
Forest Park. Application for a permit must be
written and state where the snails will be collected,
when, how many and for what purpose.

* Tony remarks that when he was out dredging for mussels
on a trawler in Tasman Bay, Poirieria zelandica were
common. He was_ surprised to find that over half of
them were actually attached to the clumps of mussels.

* A second specimen of Rapana ' in quite good condition
has been obtained from off Cape Reinga (the same area
and depth as the first record^

* It seems as if we'll have to relabel one of our Para-
trophon as the species we know as strangei is no.;
correctly quoyi . (See New Publications listed in
this issue)!

THE LOG

One of the most unusual finds made by some of our
members during the weekend trip to Pukenui in May was
a. large log apparently of an Australian hardwood, which
had washed up on Ninety Mile Beach.

A cleft in the log contained se'^^eral species of
tropical shells and after a good deal of hard work,
a few were extracted.

The largest shell was a well-grown specimen of
Lopha cristagall i. which is not very common and lives
below tides in its native habitat. "Several well-coloured
specimens of Chama reflexa

, a fev; very small Septifer
bilocularis . and some very fine examples of the flutish
white Ostrea procles were obtained, along with one or
two small Area.
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THE NEW ZEALAND SPECIES OF THE GENERA

AGLAJa renter 1804 and CHELIDOHURA A. ADAMS

These Molluscs, which do not have external shells, are
usually one to one-and-a-half inches long, and are as a
rule found on Harbour tidal flats, Zostera beds or tidal
pools.

The body of all these slug-like animals is elongated
and almost cylindrical, rounded one end and squarish at
the other. The foot is broad. There are now jaws,
radula or stomach plates, but there is, as a rule, a
very strong buccal bulb v/ith thick muscular walls and
the animal feeds by drawing into the mouth whole bodies
of nereid worms.

Chelidonura differs from Aglaja
..
chiefly by the

peculair sense organs consisting of elongated spines on
small humps on either side of the mouth.

Chelidonura aureorunctata Rudman .

TUo-

The shells are really vestigial, wholly internal in a
posterior position in the animal and generally composed of
a minute spire with a single whorl, rather open and
irregular in shape.

Distribution of Aglaja is practically world-wide,
being found throughout Australasia, Japan, West Coast of
North America, Africa, and the Mediterranean. Many of the
overseas species are brightly or distinctly coloured. New
Zealand members are blac> -"id white.

One species only, is list .a in SHELLS OF NEW ZEALAND by
A.W.B. Powell, and this is Aglaji cylindrica (Cheeseman). ("I.)

This slug grows to 1-^ inches in length and is, according
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to Suter, a rich deep, velvety black. Type locality is
Tamaki Heads, Auckland (Cheeseman)

,
but it has been

found by our members in both the Waitemata and Manukau
Harbours

.

»C»i< *

In 1968 Rudman described two new species of the
genus, both animals of which are completely white.

Aglana virso Rudman ( 2 )

The small shell is thin and calcareous, with the
outer lip drawn out in a spire. . The columeLla is
curved. Length of animal 20mm,* of shell 8.5nim.

The type of this species was dredged off the
Cavall,i..Xs.lands-4 in 49 fathoms. No other records

Aglaia lorrainae Ruamax: v3; —
Shell is solid and strongly calcified, Ox one-and-a

half whorls, appearing more 'Bulla '-like than other
New Zealand species. Spire is not -so greatly
developed as in previous species. Shell size 8.5imi
X 6mm.

Type locality, Wattle Bay, Manukau Harbour;
also recorded from Puponga area and Pakawou,
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West Nelson.

The final species of these Bullomorphs
,
although not

placed in the genus A^la.ia . is very similar in appearance
and is closely related. This is Chelidonura aureopunctata
Rudman. (4).

The animal grows to 40mm 'x 18mm. Colour is dark brown
to purple, forming a reticulated pattern with intervening
opaque and colourless spaces, containing a number of small
yellow spots.

The shell is thin, of one whorl with the outer lip
produced into a long spine. Columella slightly curved
ending in a reflexed process. Size 9inm x 6mm.

Type locality, Parengarenga Harbour; also recorded
from Manukau Harbour, Rangitoto Channel and Ngataringa
Eay. North Shore.

All Illustrations after Rudman)
Reference ;

Three New Species of the Opisthobranch 'Pamily Aglajadae
from New Zealand.

W . B

.

Rudman

Pr'oc.Roy.Soc.Zoo. Vol 10, No. 25
Aug 23, 1968
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KEW PAPERS ON N.Z. MOLLUSCA

* Genera of the Bivalve Family Mesodesmatidae
,
with

Comments on Some Australasian Species
A. G. Beu

NZ'"Ge~6'logicai Survey, Lower Hutt, New Zealand
J. Malac. Soc. Aust., 2 (2): pp
Sept. 1971

' 7;
;

'7
^ Abstract

The status of major genus-group names in the

^

Mesodesmatidae is reviewed. Genera recognised in
the Subfamily Mesodesmatinae are Donacilla de Blainville,
1819, Mediterranean; Mactropsis Conrad, 185^, Tertiary of
North America; Atactodea Dali, 1895, Indo-West Pacific;
doubtfully Ceroniola Wilckens, 1904, Upper Cretaceous of
South America; and Paphies Lesson (I85I), with subgenera
Paphies s.str.. New Zealand; Mesodesma Deshayes (1832),
C= Tari'a Gray, 1855), eastern and western South America,
and New Zealand; Amesodesma Iredale, 1950, south-eastern
Australia; and Ceronia Gray, 1853, eastern North America.
Other generic names in the family are briefly reviewed,
and the preoccupied Nesis "Monterosato" Locard, 1899,
is renamed Monterosatus .

Paphies (Amesodesma ) perfuga ( Iredale , 1930) ,
type

species of Amesodesma , is synonymised with Paphies
(Amesodesma ) angusta~(Reeve .1854) . It is suggested
that Mesodesma quoyi .Deshayes, (1832) is an earlier
name for. Paphies ( Mesodesma ) forsteri^a (Finlay , 1927) ,

which in turn is inseparable from P. ( Mesodesma )

pliocenica (Oliver , 1925)

.

Myadesma Clark, 1922, seems to belong in the
Mactracea, but is placed in the family Myadesmatidae
Clark, 1922,. rather than in the Mesodesmatidae.

* The Structure & Habits of Divariscintilla Maoria'
Powell- (BIVALVIA: GALEOMJ.IATIDAE)

W. Judd
Dept. of Zoology, University of Auckland, New Zealand
Proc. Malac. Soc. Lond. (1971 ) •39,-343

Introduction

In 1932 Powell described a new member of the family
Galeommatidae from dead shells obtained in shellsand at
Rangaunu Bay,- Northern New Zealand. 'The species,
Divariscintilla maoria , v^^as at once distinctive owing to
the presence of a well-marked ventral notch on both valves.
On rare occasions since that time additional specimens
have been collected from scattered localities throughout
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New Zealand, but the living animal was never encountered.
Recently the author discovered numbers of living specimens
while sieving sand samples at Cheltenham Beach near
Auckland. This" is a broad, sheltered, sand flat support-
ing a particularly rich fauna including Mollusca, Crustacea,
Annelida and Echinodermata. From the same locality Morton
('^957) bas already obtained Scintillona zelandica (Odhner)
in a commensal relationship with the holothurian
Trochodota dendyi .

This paper describes the structure of Divariscintilla
maoria with particular emphasis on its unusual features.
Aspects of its ecology and habits are also discussed.

* Paleontological Notes on the Castlecliffian Te Piki Bed,
with Descriptions of New Molluscan Taxa

J. A. Grant-Mackie &
M. Chapman-Smith

Geology Dept., University of Auckland
NZ Journal of Geology & Geophysics ,Vol. 14, No.
Dec. 1971

' Abstract

Study of large collections has enabled reassessment of
the fauna of the Te Piki Bed, of mid Pleistocene Castle-
cliffian age, from near Cape Runaway. Descriptions of 15
new species and one new subspecies of gastropod and a new
species of the chiton Cryptoc onehus are presented; Nozeba
mica Finlay 1950, Sigapatella inflata (Hutton 1885),
Penion editus (Powell 1954) , Buccinulum ( Evarnula )

gracillimum Powell 1954, and Chemnitz ia king! Laws 1957
are suppressed as junior synonyms

;
a brachiopod, two

bivalve species and eight species of gastropod are
recorded fossil for the first time; and in a discussion
of certain rissoacean groups the genera Austrorissopsis
Ponder I905, Fictonoba Ponder 1907, Microdryas Laseron
1950, and Nanadoma Laseron 1950, as well as the
cerithiacean Joculator Hedley 1909, are seen to be
represented in the New Zealand fossil fauna, and
Epigrus Hedley I905 is removed from the list of
neozelanic genera. Taxonomic notes are provided on
various other taxa, including accounts of intraspecific
variation in three species of Acteonidae and
Odostomia turneri.

.

* Two New Pulmonate Land Snails from Northland
N.W. Gardner

‘ Journal Roy . Soc .N. Z . 1972

,

Vol . 2

,

No . 2, pp 175-177 , 9 figs
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Abstract

Laoma ( Phrix^nathus ) clathrata and Laoiiia - --

( Phrixgjnathus ) r'uforadiata (Punctidae; Punctinae)
are described as new species. Both are known only
from the central region of the North Auckland
Peninsula,..,.

* A Review of the NZ Neogastropod Genus Paratrophon
Finlay (Mollusca: Muricidae)

V/.B. Ponder
Australian Museum

Journal de Conchologie

Abstract

The genus Paratrophon contains two species
restricted to the New Zealand region. The genus
is defined and contrasted with some allied genera.
The taxa recognised are quoyi quoyi (Reeve) =

stangeri (Auct.), quoyi cheesemani (Hutton),
patens patens (Hon. & Jac.) and patens exculptus
Powell. Fossil records are listed and discussed.

* A Taxonomic Review 'of the Fsimily Lymnaeidae
(Mollusca : Gastropoda) in New Zealand

F.M.Climo and
N.B. Pullan

Journal Roy . Soc . N. Z , Vol . 2 ,No . 1 , pp 5-^5
3 figs, Jan 1972

Diagnostic features of Lymnaea stagnalis (Linnaeus,
1758 ), L. truncatula (Mueller , 177^) , L.tomentosa
(Pf e iffer, 1855) ,

aHd L. columella Say, 1817, the four
species recognised here as living in New Zealand, are
presented. Lymnaea alfredi alfredi Suter, 1890 is
synonymised with L. truncatula ; L.tomentosa waikariensis
(Cumber

,
19"^1 ) is synonymised with L. tomentosa . and

L. alfredi hamiltoni Dell, 1958 is made a subspecies
of L.tomentosa.

* Venustilifer Bountyensis (Powell)
(Mollusca : Stiliferidae)

F.M. Climo
Dominion Museum,
Wellington

Records of the Dominion Museum, Vol. 7, N0 .IH,
pp IH3 - 146, Nov. 10th, 1971
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Summary-

Venustilifer bountyensis (Powell, 1935) is recorded
as living parasitically on the urchin Pseudechinus
novae zelandiae (Mortensen, 1921) from 760-640m in the
Papanui Canyon off Otago, New Zealand. The external
morphology of the animal Of Venustilifer Powell, 1959
is described for the first time as are the embryos and
egg capsules. Both sexes of V. bountyensis are parasitic
and development is direct.

* A New Species of Paryphanta (Mollusca : Paryphantidae)
from South-West Fiordland, New Zealand

F.M. Climo
Dominion Museum
Wellington

Rec.Dom.Mus. Vol.7, No. 15, PP 1^7-150
11 Nov, 1971

Abstract

A new species of Paryphanta Albers, 1850 is
described from Five Fingers Peninsula, Resolution
Island, Dusky Sound, Fiordland. The new species
is not closely related to the two geographically
closest species, Paryphanta rossiana Powell, 1950
and P. spedeni Powell, 1932.

at:***:*:)!))!******

Editors:

N. & N. Gardner
6 Tui Glen Road
Birkenhead
Auckland 10
New Zealand
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PEDICULARIA PACIFICA PEASE 1865

This strange little mollusc, more at home in warmer
tropical waters, was recorded from New Zealand in fairly
deep water dredgings off Three Kings Is., by Dr. Powell in
the Discovery Reports of 1957* I'b still remains a rare
shell in our region and has only very occasionally been^
obtained by collectors from material dredged up from this
area.

Lately, however, it has been a discussion point for
Northern members, as some of the Hapuka fishermen have been
operating about 50 miles north of the Three Kings Is. in
depths of 200 metres. During operations lines sometimes
become entangled in the branches of a red coral and these
are wrenched off and winched up. Inspection of one partic-
ularly fine branch of this coral (see illustration) revealed
the presence of a dozen or so specimens of Pedicularia
pacifica , all firmly attached to the stem of the coral
rather in the manner of limpets. When removed, a scar of
similar shape to the aperture was revealed. These are
sessile animals and do not move about. Frequently too,
the shells occur in the colour of their immediate surround-
ings, thus we get specimens of brown, deep red, and purple.
The animal is also brightly coloured - in the examples seen
ctiey were red and yellow and in size the shells were lairger
than those recorded in the Discovery II Reports as
Pedicularia maoria Powell. At that time empty shells only
were known. The recently acquired shells seem to have 2
growth stages, firstly as they appear in the type illustrat-
ion of P. maoria and ending in a rest period which has a
milky ring around the approximate area of the aperture,
followed then by a flared and flattened period of growth -

more like that of a limpet. The spiral ribbing of this latter
stage is suddenly enlarged - fewer in number and quite
noticeably beaded. In his review of the Cypraeacea of New
Zealand, W. 0. Cernohorsky reduces Pedicularia maoria Powell
to a synonym of the widespread P.pacifica Pease.
Pedicularia is closely related to the uvulidae and Volva
longiro^rata (Sow.) has been taken by divers at the Poor
Knights Is. Here they were found at 150ft. , feeding on
gorgoniums. As Pedicularia is so small and has the same
colour as the coral on which it is found, it is quite poss- .

ible that it may be present but have been overlooked in this
area.
Literature cited :

Cernohorsky, W.O. 1971 Fossil & Recent Cypraeacea (Mollusca:
Gastropoda) of New Zealand with descriptions of new
species. Rec. Auck. Mus. 8 105-129

Powell, A. W.B. 1937 Discovery Reports. New Species of Marine
Mollusca. from New Zealand. Vol XV 153-222, Cambridge
University Press



DREDGING IN THE BAY OF ISLANDS
NN,¥. Gardner

The sunshine we had for our dredging operations at the
Bay of Islands certainly made for a most pleasant day.
Apart from the initial setback when the boat we hoped to
have v/as not available, things soon sorted themselves out.
Some quiet rearranging by Graham Clifford, our Skipper for
the day, and we ended up with a boat that was even better
for our purpose, although it left us without a suitable
winch. However, this was taken care of by Max Hancock who
was able to install his small petrol engine near the stern
rail for hauling the dredges. This seemed to require no
great effort or time and the set-up worked extremely well.

After unloading various parties on several islands on
the way out, we proceeded to Deep Water Cove, which is out
towards Cape Brett - an area which Joy and Max Hancock had
previously found to be excellent for dredging. On the way
we stopped to haul in a series of shell traps which Grahsun
had set out the previous day, and although Nassarius, which
we had expected to get, were very few, a couple of fine
Leporemax fusus hedleyi were obtained and very nice
Austrofusus glans were plentiful in the traps. Several
dredging shots were made close inshore at Deep Water Cove
(probably 18-20 fathoms). While this gained us a quantity
of shell grit, it did not appear at first inspection to
contain any great numbers of small mollusca.

Moving off into deeper water - about 25 or 50 fathoms,
we had more encouraging results, but no great quantity of
material was obtained. The bottom seemed to be of hard
sand and many of the Eissidentalium v/ere sliced in two
by the edge of the dredges, so that only the upper section
came up. Quite a number of Cuspidaria were obtained, though
one would have expected them to occupy a softer mud bottom.
Eor much of the time we had three dredges operating and the
small petrol engine handled two of these alternately without
fuss. The third was hauled up by hand - just for the
exercise] The material was not sorted on board but bagged
up and brought back to Brumby Earm where it was divided out
amongst those present . Reports indicate that some very nice
and unusual specimens were picked out. A list of some of
the species is given below but it must not be considered to
be complete:

Heliacus maorianus Powell
Philippia oxytropis A. Adams
Antizafra barrierensis PowelL
Balcis pervegrandis Powell
Zeminolia tryphenensis PowelL
Linemera pinguoides Powell
Zemitrella websteri (Suter)
Micantapex angustatus Powell

Claraxis illustratis Iredale
Splendrillia aoteana Einlay
Bullina lineata (Gray)
Heterocithara mediocris Odhner
Rhizorus nesentus Einlay
Badenia semireticulata

(Mur. & Suter)
Liracraea odhneri Powell
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Rissoina fucosa Finlay
Murdochella levifoliata

(Mur. & Suter)
Maoritomella albula (Hutton)
Zeradina odhneri Powell
Fenestrosyrinx nexilis

bicarinata (Suter)
Exomilopsis hipkinsi Powell
Gonimyrtea concinna (Hutton)
Benthocardiella pusilla

(Powell)
Parvithacia suteri

Tenine 11a button! button!
(E. A. Smith)

Cuspidaria trailli (Hutton)
Tellinella charlottae (Smith)
Linucula gallinacea (Finlay)
Diplodonta globus Finlay

(very large valves)
Neilo australis (Q & G)
Myadora novaezelandiae E. A. Smith

" subrostrata E. A. Smith
Haliris setosa (Hedley)
Finlay

SHELL COLLECTING IN lANYU (ORCHID ISLAND)

A. Alio

From the time we first arrived in Taiwan, we had been
reading the occasional reference to Lanyu, or Orchid Island,
a small island off the southeast coast of Taiwan, and we had
made up our minds to go and see it before returning to Hew
Zealand. Early in October we decided to do something about
it and made the necessary travel arrangements - not always
the easiest of jobs in this country.

. However, fortune favoured us and we set off by plane from
Taipei on a sunny Friday afternoon accompanied by a 22-year
old Chinese girl, Madeline, one of the secretaries in our office.
She had asked if she could go with us, largely, I suspect,
because she wanted to see how New Zealanders occupied themselves
when on holiday. We stayed the night at Hualien, the largest
city on the east coat and, next morning, flew further south to
Taitung, where we were joined by our collector friend. Bill Lan.

At Taitung we all boarded the Cessna five-seater plane and
set off on the 40-minute flight to Lanyu, The island itself is
very hilly with peaks rising to over I 5OO ft., and with a narrow
fringe of easier-contoured country around the coast. We landed
on the rather primitive airstrip about midday and set off for
the hotel on a three-wheeled trailer powered by a marine diesel
engine (the Taiwanese call it an iron buffalo; it is commonly
used to transport produce, etc. in rural areas).

Before leaving Taiwan, we had visualized Lanyu as a
tropical island with sandy beaches end many white coral reefs
all full of shells waiting for the Alios to pick them up.
What a hope) There isn't a sandy beach on the island. They
ar$ all boulders and shingle, with’ virtually no shells on
them, save for broken end battered pieces. On the eastern
side of the island where the hotel is located the reefs are
quite dead, with not even a limpet on them. After a good
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hunt around we more or less- decided that shelling would be a
dead loss, so we settled down to enjoy the superb swimming.
Fortunately things were not as bad as they seemed. Most of
the island's 2,000 inhabitants are aborigines descended from
Filipino ancestors who came to Lanyu about 500 years ago, and
all the older people can speak Japanese, a relic of the
Japanese occupation that continued until the end of the War.
So, luckily can Bill Lan. When we found the beaches and reefs
useless, we went through the villages calling out "Kaigara"
(Japanese for "shell") like a pair of Chinese street hawkers.
We soon started to get results. Nothing spectacular, as the
people are not really aware of the market value of shells,
but the odd Cypraea (mostly caputserpentis

,
but some arabica),

some nice Turbinidae, a couple of Strombs, some Murex and lots
of clams, which they use for food.—We paid for what we
wanted with money and cigarettes - they are confirmed heavy
smokers - and found out that the shells had been gathered
v/hile diving for clams from their frail canoes. My original
idea of hiring boats and divers to collect for us was
unfortunately not practicable.

We also did some tentative land snailing, although the
knowledge that the island is full of venomous snakes and that
there is a particularly virulent type of spider, considerably
cooled our ardour. We did find a few shells, though, includ-
ing several Clausiliidae or "pipe shells" as Bill called them;
he was really excited over this as he said they had not been
found in Taiwan for over 50 years.

On Monday afternoon we travelled 12 miles on the hotel bus
to a reef on the southwest corner of the island. V^e stayed
there only about 50 minutes, looking for land snails. Others
in the party went out on the reef and you can imagine our
feelings when the driver came back with a dozen lovely small
shells he had found in rock pools. To our regret, we had to
return to the hotel as it was getting dusk.

However, the bus took us back again for a short time the
following afternoon. Jeanne and I dashed across the reef,
where we had the best rock-pool shelling we have ever seen.
The pools were full of all sorts of fascirabing things -

cowries, cones, mitres, cerithids, littorinidae
,

etc. We
could have spent hours there. Most of the shells were
occupied by hermit crabs, but we had found three live cones -

two G. hebreus and one ?

On Wednesday morning we left this lovely spot for Taitung
with many more shells than we had ever thought possible. Now
we have the job of trying to identify our finds, a hopeless
task with the lack of helpful shell books. Even. Japanese
literature (in English, that is) is poor and sketchy competed
with what we have in New Zealand. Anyway, we will bring back
everything in the hope that some of our friends in the Auckland
Club will be able to help us identify our unknown species.
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THE SPECIES OF EARGINELLA WHICH OCCUR AROUND AND OFF THE
NORO^^ILAND COA^T

- — N. W. Gardner

Marsinella , on the whole, are small shells and particularly
so are our New Zealand species which nowhere approach the size
and bright colour of some tropical relatives. Because of their
small size and lack of distinctive sculpture, many collectors
seem- to have considerable difficulty with identification and
try to separate them into too many species.

The shells of Margins 11-a have a very smooth, glassy, shiny
or glossy surface and this is to be expected as the animal is
comparatively large with side lobes which, when extended,
almost cover the shell. The animal can be drawn completely
into the shell, even so. Within the aperture are from 4 to 8
columella teeth. There is no operculum. They are found
living fairly commonly, buried in sand under rocks or in
gravelly areas, where they can burrow along quite rapidly
in quest of prey.

The New Zealand species are divided into’ several subgenera:
Glabella Swains on 1840; Volvarina Hinds 1844; Microvolina Hale
^1951 and Kagomea Habe 199'’!

,
all of which have representatives

in Northland, In addition, the genus Closia is represented
by one species

.

Eive species are easily collected from around the North-
land coasts, another 4 or 5 can be obtained from dredgings in
a few fathoms and the rest live in much deeper water. The
best known, as well as the most prolific. Margins 11 a nygmaea
Sow.

,
is usually found in sievings at low tide, while beach

drifts of small "shells are bound to contain large numbers.
Offshore, it is frequently dredged in sandy situations.
The shells are usually white, porcellanous and polished but
live specimens are often a yellowish colour,

- c

•s

Margins 11a ovgmaea
occurs from North Cape
to Stewart Island and
also at the Chatham
Islands. An average
specimen would be 7.0mm
X 4,8mm



Marg;inella (Volvarina)
mustelina (Anp;as) is a very-
attractive species, being one
of the few with a colour
pattern and therefore readily
identified. It is of slender
shape with a wide, rich, red-
brown band around the body
whorl. It is much taller thai:.

M.pygmaea and has a long,
narrow aperture. Occurs not
uncommonly in suitable local-
ities, -under stones resting in
wet sand at half and low tide,
from East Cape to the Far
North. Some variations in
colour pattern are known, for
instance, lead-grey specimens
are not unusual at Waihau Bay,
Size 9inm x 4mm. There are sofa
labial denticulations within
the aperture.

Marginella maorianus Powell
Not unlike the previous species,
being of similar slender pro-
portions - spire is a little
taller - and the colour pattern
consists of two narrow spiral
bands of red-brown around the
body whorl, with another baud
Just above the suture. Grows
a little longer than the pre-
ceding species and there aro
no labial denticulations.
This rather rare shell is, as
far as we know, restricted to
Northland. Specimens have
been dredged in 30-40 fathom:;;,

A large shell measures 10,0mm

x

4.5mm. There are four plaits
on the columella.
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Marginella (Volvarina)
cairoma Brookes
Smaller and more slender than
pysmae

a

, spire taller, colour
yellowish with two faint
spiral lines around the body
whorl. There is also a
distinct brown spot on the
edge of the outer lip Just
over halfway up. When alive
the dark parts of the animal
can be seen through the shell.
Not uncommon in sandy areas,
often with M. musteline, on
the Northland East Coast.
Also recorded from Lyall Bay,
V/ellington and Mahia.
Dredged at depths down to ^0
fathoms. Size 4.25nuii x 2.0mm.

S

t

}

I

Marginella (Glabella) valei
Powell
Our largest, heaviest species
seems to be restricted to the
Far North, where it washes up
frequently in beach drifts.
The general shape is that of
pygmaea , but the spire is
sharper and higher. The outer
lip is heavily thickened and
there are several distinct,
raised folds on the shoulder
on the back of the body whorl.
Colour white, sometimes
yellowish if freshly dead.
Has been known for years at
Cape Maria and Spirits Bay
(since 1904), but does not
seem to have extended its
distribution. It is related
to the Australian species
turbinata .

'

10mm X 5 . 25mm,
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Marp;inella (Glabella)
tryphenensis Powell
Lives in fairly shallow water
and is usually dredged, but
occasionally odd specimens
come ashore. This species
has a low, rounded spire and
an evenly rounded outline to
the body whorl - not tapering
towards the base. White in
colour where thickened,
remainder creamy buff.

Quite common in dredings
from East Cape to the Far
North.
Type locality Tryphena Bay
5-6 fathoms

.

Size 5.7iom x 2.5mm

Marginella larochei Powell
Outer lip simple, smooth,
not thickened within but
strengthened on the outside.
Spire narrow, conical and
straight in outline - about
quarter height of aperture.
Colour white, vitreous.
Suture indistinct - appears
false margined.

Size 4.5mm x 2.30mm-.
Type locality Rangaumu Bay,
12 fathoms - also been taken
from the. Far North to Bay of
Plenty.
Recorded from the West Coast
at Ahipara 23 fathoms and
off Wanganui 10 - 12 fathoms
(Powell 1931).,
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Marsinella ( Volvarinella)
hebescens (Murd.-'&'‘ Suter;

Moderately ’solid, smooth, and
polished with minute growth
periods. White or yellowish
in colour. Spire half height
of aperture. Suture sub-
margined below. Outer lip
reflexed with a distinct
varix.

Size 5.8mm x 2.1mm.
Holotype from 110 fathoms off
Great Barrier Island.
(Very like subfusula but
profile a little more
rounded)

.

Marginella (Microvulina)
Angasi Crosse

Has not been figured in the
New Zealand literature and
the one provided here is a
tracing from Hedley's in Proc.
Linn. Soc. NSW, 1915. It is
a well-known Australian
species and v/as recorded
from off Three Kings Islands
by Dr. A.W.B. "Powell in 1957.

Specimens referable to this
species are not uncommon in
dredgings from the Par North
and have at times washed up
at Cape Maria van Diemen.
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Mar^iiinella vidae Dell

Very similar to ansasi ,

especially in profile
;

is
said to differ in the number
of plaits on the columella -

five for vidae and a greater
number for angasi .

Size 2.4mm x 1.7nim

Recorded by Dr. R. K. Dell
from Queen Charlotte Sound
in 25 fathoms; also from
Cape M^ria van Diemen,
North Cape and off Kapiti
Island in 33 fathoms.

Marginella ( Volvarinella)
aoteana Powell

Compared with cairoma , this
species is more heavily built
with a greater diameter of the
body whorl and more rapid
tapering towards the spire
and base. Outer lip thickened
on inner side and furnished
with moderately strong
denticles situated at a
higher level than the upper-
most plait on columella.
There are two blotches of
brown on outer lip.

Size 4.6mm x 2.2mm.

Type locality - Rangaumu Bay,
12 fathoms, Par North, Great
Barrier Island, Hauraki Gulf,
etc. in dredgings of a few
fathoms to moderate depths.
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!
Marg;inella (Kag;oiiiea) ficula
(Mur. & Sut)

,

.Very small, sub-pyriform.
''Slightly raised spire.
Aperture narrov<r above,
slightly broader towards
base. Outer lip very little
thickened - almost straight.
White

.

Size 3.5iDin x- 2.2mm.

Holotype 100 fathoms off
Great Barrier Island.

\

Marginalia ( Volvarinella)
fusula ( Mur . & Sut .

)

A smooth, glossy species with
a much produced obtuse spire.
Generally white, but sometimes
with a yellowish tinge. The
aperture rather long and
narrow, channelled.C;^bove and
rounded below.

Holotype 6.9mm x. 3.1mm,
off Great Barrier"^"Island in
110 fathoms.

JIaeginella (volvarinella)
^.'o rmw aid i Powe 11

.

Shell large for genus and very lik
fusula in profile. Spire is a litt
taller. Colour olive- buff Vi/ith

three distinct reddish spiral bands
of squarish naculations . Anterior
end v/hite /

Holotype • 9.3mm x 4.25mm.
Off Poor Knights in 300 to 400

metros

.
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Marginella ( Volvarinella)
subfusula Poweir-'

Rather thin, ovate, basally
tapered and more rounded
below - more so than in
fusula . Spire less than
one-third of aperture ^
noticeably less than fusula .

Body whorl long, broadly
rounded above middle, dull
white

,

Size 4.0mm x 2,25mm,

Holotype; Poor Knights Islands
in 70 fathoms.

Marg;inella^ (Glabella)
manawatawhia Powell

This species resembles the
shallow water pygmaea in some
respects, but the spire is
higher - one -third of aperture -

the body whorl more tapered
and there are distinct
denticles along the inside
of the outer lip which is
thickened by a heavy varix.

Size 5.9mm x 5«2mm.

Holotype off Three Kings
Islands, 260 metres

j

Discovery II Expedition
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Marp:inella (Glabella)
pyg;maeaformis Powell

Superficially similar to
the preceding species - the
outer lip is also denticul-
ate. Spire, however, is
lower and dome-shaped. A
little smaller size,
4.8mm x 3.0mm.

Holotype off Three Kings
Islands, 92 metres.

i

I

Marginella (Glabella)
aupouria Powell

Very similar to pygmaea
but differs in having a
much shorter and more
obtuse spire. The body
whorl is much inflated
but tapers considerably
below.

Size 4.5mm x 3.05nim.

Holotype off Three Kings
Islands, 260 metres.
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Marg;inella ( Volvarinella)
subamoena Powell

Small, white, glossy with the
body whorl inflated above and
tapering rapidly below.
Aperture long and narrow,
outer lip smooth.
Protoc.onch dome-shaped.

Size 5.8mm x 2.5mm.

Holtotype off Three Kings
Islands, in 185 metres.

Closia maoria Powell

Readily recognised by the high
outer lip where attached to
spire which is generally
calloused over. Shell ovoid,
polished, white. The last
whorl occupies the whole
height of shell. Outer lip
thickened, heavy and smooth.
Columella with four plaits.

Size T.Omm x 5mm.

Holotype off Three Kings
Islands, 260 metres;

Specimens not uncommon in
dredgings off Cape Reinga
and North Cape in 30 - '^-O

fathoms

.
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NOTES of INTEREST

A collecting trip at the Bay of Islands, Just a few days
after our weekend excursion, resulted in one lucky member
obtaining a nice series of Pictobalcis sirticularis - three
lives, and seven specimens occupied by hermit crabs, were
found,

***

Further news on Limaria orientalis - A member has picked
up several whole and a number of odd valves of this
mollusc amongst seav/eed washed up at Milford, Auckland,
and Just recently a large specimen was found living in
a rather unlikely situation, under a small rock at mid
tide level in a very muddy upper harbour bay.

Usually, specimens of Limaria in the tank quickly build a
nest of stones and pieces of shell - some quite large -

and held together with strong threads. In here, they
stay quite happily. Two, we have moved up against the
outer wall of the tank where a card has been placed to
keep out the light. We can therefore observe the
specimens in their nests if we wish. One seems to
spend most of its time with valves wide open and long,
pinkish tentacles waving round, but the other has been
most active. Now and again it disappears from its nest
for a day or t?/o and spends its time under a stone else-
where in the tank before coming home again. For several
weeks a very busy crab Helice crassa made its home in an
outer corner of the Lima's nest, but eventually the Lima
must have lost patience with the restless crab, so a wall
was made one night - a solid one, too - to keep the crab
out. It now spends its time half under a stone or
annoying the Chlamys zelandiae which attaches itself to
the wall of the tank but moves along for a change of
scenery now and again. A couple of Zediloma subrostrata
move round looking for algae, but the most we see of the
other inhabitants is an occasional siphon above the sand.

* * *

Lance Fitzgerald displayed, at a recent meeting, a very
fine series of the limpet Cellana stellifera , which he
obtained a couple of years ago at the reef on the north
side of Mt. Maunganui. Unlike most limpets which occupy
the intertidal rocks, this species prefers rock faces at
extreme low tide level and are therefore not so easily
seen, especially as the shell is often covered in a dark
brown algae.

Beverley Elliott reports that she has picked up a number
of G-lobisinum drewi at Marfell’s Beach. The tides were
low and among the finds were dozens of Argobuccinum



tumidum, Cellana radians flava up to 2^ inches, a
Benhamina obliquata 2^ inches, one Maurea punctulata
ampla, Cominella maculosa, beautifully patterned, a
Lamellaria cerebroides and Onithochiton neglectus.

*

* From a young geologist friend working up on Ellesmere
Island, "We are working in the most amazing sequences
of coral reefs - hundreds of feet of corals and tropical
shellfish, buried for over 250 million years and now
brought to light in conditions which are the exact
opposite of the ones they lived in. Some of the
solitary corals (the animals live by themselves rather
than in a reef with thousands of others) are large, red,
cone-shaped objects up to 8 inches long. Some of the
reef-forming corals are big branching ones that are
still in their growing position"/ ... . ^ ^ \°

( Arctic region of Canada).

A GLIMPSE OF CENTRAL AUSTR/ILIA
J. Coles

During a coach tour of Australia in August 1972, I was
fortunate enough to visit Palm Valley, a unique area
situated approximately "^5 miles south-west of Alice
Springs. Our coach took us to Hermannsburg, where a
Lutheran Mission Station has been established for many
years which has become well known as the home of the
painter Albert Namatjira and of members of the Aranda
School of painting who continue the same tradition.

Here we left our comfortable coaches, transferred to
small buses and set off at slow speed over a rough road,
which becomes impassable after the occasional heavy rains.
After fording the F'inke River, the road leads to an area
of great interest to geologists and botanists. It con-
tains Palaeozoic sandstones of great thickness which ane
among the oldest rocks known. During its very long
history, rivers have cut away all the soft stone and
left hard quartzite standing in jagged and spectacular
ridges and outcrops. These outcrops rise to a consider-
able height and are a warm red in colour due to varying
amounts of iron oxide. It was an area of great signifi-
cance to the Aborigines, and some of the most commanding
and spectacular rocks were the site of initiation and
other ceremonies.

The scenery is most impressive and the presence of
considerable vegetation, particularly in the shade of a
long rocky escarpment, came as a surprise in this area.
The presence of primitive cycads and palms which have
survived in this area provide evidence of the former wet
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climate which extended over Northern and Central Australia.
The cycad Macrozamia macdonneTH, in growth similar to a
large, fern, is plentiful, though confined to this area and
its nearest living relatives are found on the Queensland
coast 700 miles distant. The palm Livinstonia mariae,
also of ancient origin, is extremely resistant and slow
growing. Some are estimated to be I 5OO - 2000 years old,
though only of moderate size. A number of other trees and
shrubs were also thriving. The valley gradually narrows,
but vegetation remains plentiful and numbers of birds were
seen in the larger trees growing in the shade of cliffs.

In March, heavy rain with flooding occurred and a light
fall in recent weeks had brought many shrubs and plants
into flower. In some areas pools of water remained, fallen
and decaying trees and shrubs lay in the coarse dry gravel
and following remarks from one of the guides that "seashells"
were found here, I sifted through gravel near some of the
fallen trees, and although time was very limited I was
pleased to find a number of dead shells of several species.

These included some land snails which are whitish,
reasonably thick and typical of desert snails, and also
some species of fresh water shells. (Iredale lists a
number of species from this general area). These included:

Land Snails :

Sinumelon perifTlatum Pfr.
Glyphorhagada chydonigera Tate

" sp.
Sinumelon c/f godfreyi Ire.
Semitrochla setigera Tate -

There seemed to be 2 species of Succinidae in the
material gathered and these appear referable to
Austrosuccinia interioris Tat.e, and to Arbocinea
aborea Angas

Fresh Water :

Peplimnea vinolenta
Isadorella newcombi
Platiopis centralia
2 Species of Physastra

I was very pleased to be able to add this item of
interest to the varied and unforgettable experiences
of a visit to this remote region.

I am indebted to Mr. N. Gardner for identification
of specimens.
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DREDGING OFF OTAGO HEADS

Recently, several members of the Auckland University
Zoology Staff organised a trip from Dunedin to dredge for
marine specimens in deep water off Otago Heads. Dr. B.
Foster's interest was in Barnacles and Professor Pat
Berquist was anxious to obtain samples of sponges from
the area.

Warren Judd was very fortunate to be able to take part
and deal with the Mollusca. He naturally found it a most
rewarding experience - not many of us are lucky enough to
see a dredge come up from the bottom beyond the continental
shelf. This account of the excursion was gleaned from Warren,
and some of the items obtained are listed. The trip out was
on the Portobello Research Station boat - 50 ft., slow, but
very well equipped with gear for deep water dredging. The
longest dredge aboard was about 8 feet wide, and had three
mesh bags inside, one inside the other. (What couldn't one
do with such a set-upl) Unfortunately, the sea was rather
rough, but they were able to make one shot over the "Canyon",
in about 200 fathoms. It was quite successful, but getting
the laden 8 ft. dredge on board the rolling ship was a
dangerous procedure. No further attempts were made at this
depth. An unexpected mollusc from here was Teremelon knoxi .

A number of other shots were made, and one in particular
was quite profitable. This v/as in 160 metres on gritty
bottom and one of the surprises was the large number of
Chlamys dichroa which came up. Attached to Bryozoans were
numerous Cardita aoteana and Barbatia noyaezelandiae .

Several Chlamys taiaroa and Fax otasoensis were also found.
From the shell sand a good range of species has been sorted
out. Natica, Turrids and Trophons were well represented.
A dense population of Stiracolpus must exist there - several
hundred were found in the dredgings. Much of the material
was dead - some very old, as in the case of the venerid
Pleurogens phenax . No live examples of this bivalve were
obtained at all. One thing we considered unusual was the
apparent rarity of Marginella in the area.

Iredalina mirabilis
Pachymelon smithi

" wilsonae
" grahami

Teremelon knoxi
Baryspira bathami
Ellicea recens
Penion fairfieldae
Fusitriton laudandum
Maurea pellucida forsteriana

" benthicola

only one good fresh specimen
several
one
one
one
one dead example

Xenophalium pyrum - finlay

i

Argobuccinum tumidum

several
several
numerous

several
several
one
several
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severalBuccinulum finlay

i

Thoristella chathamensis
. b_enthicola several

Micrelenchus sanguineus
caelatus

Glophyrina vulpicolor numerous, tall pale form
Cominella nassoides.

otakauica some extremely large examples
Zeacolpus roseus
Tugali stewartiana
Neoguraleus c/f tenebrosus

" sinclairi
Terebratella sp.
Zeatrophon sp.
Zeatrophon ambiguus
Trichosirius cavatocarinatus
Antisolarium egenum very common
Friginatica conjectura a few specimens
Ethrenopsis otagoensis
Splendrillia otagoensis
Antimelatoma benthicola
Liracraea epentroma
Zenepas totolinata

Myadora novae zeland iae
Ascitellina urinatoria
Lima zelandica
Limatula maoria

Escalina regularis
Cardita aoteana
Diplodonta globosa
Nemocardium pulchellum
Tellinella charlotte
Panopea smithae
Thracia vitrea
Barbatia novaezelandiae

not large
several whole, but mostly

odd valves
several valves
common
some very large valves
a few, apparently not common

NEW PAPERS ON NEW ZEALAND MOLLUSCA

Studies on the Distribution & Ecology of the Family
Lymnaeidae (Mollusca: Gastropoda) in New Zealand

by N.B. Pullen, F.M.Climo & C.B. Mansfield

Jour.Roy.Soc.N.Z.1972.Vol.2, No. 3, pp593-^05
6 figs

Abstract ;

The results of a 3-year survey of the occurrence of the
family Lymnaeidae (Mollusca: Gastropoda) in New Zealand fresh-
waters are presented, together with some ecological observ-
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ations. It has been shown that Lymnaea colinnella . until
recently not known to be present in this country, is
widespread. The economic significance of this is discussed
in relation to its role as an intermediate host of the
common liver fluke, Fasciola hepatica .

The Reinstatement of Mactra murchisoni Deshayes, 185^
(Mollusca: Bivalvia: Mactridae)

by F. M. Climo

Rec.Dom.Mus. Vol.8, No. 5, PP 90 -105

21 Oct 1972

Abstract :

Evidence is presented which shows that Mactra
murchisoni Deshayes, 185^ is distinct from Mactra
discors Gray, 1837 and should be returned to the New
Zealand faunal list.

oOo

Editors

:

N. & N. Gardner
6 Tui Glen Road
Birkenhead
Auckland 10
New Zealand
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POIRIERIA
Vol, 6 Part 6 March 1973

STARPISH AS SKELL CDLLECTORS

Surely one of the keenest collectors of shells must
be the hungry Starfish Astronecten polyacanthus . This
fairly large 5 pointer star, which grows to 8 or 9 inches
across, is buff or yellowish in colour with a spiny edge
to the arms, and is occasionally seen at low tide on sand-
flats. It is quite plentiful, however, off Rangaunu Bay,
Northland, on the scallop beds and also in deeper water
where line fishermen operate. They are not popular with
the fishermen, who claim that these Starfish eat young
scallops, but this does not seem likely as scallops would
be quite capable of swimming off at the approach of any
slow-moving Starfish. They do, however, most certainly
eat the squid bait on the long lines and this does not
improve their image

J
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A considerable number of these hungry echinoderms
have been brought in to Pukenui by the scallop boat and
long liners, and Mr. & l;Irs. Hunt Seelye have been busy
..investigating the stomach contents which contain an
astounding variety and number of molluscs - as you will
see from the lists below.

Starfish have the habit of extruding the stomach
and enveloping the intended victim entirely - often a
mollusc, which really looks much too big for them to
handle. -During digestion these quite sizeable shells
are often held well down in the arms, not around the
mouth parts as one would expect.

Contents of 38 Astropecten polyacanthus Starfish,
dredged off Karikari in approximately 18 - 20 fathoms:
January 22nd, 1975 '•

102 Tawera spissa up to 23mm
118 Notocorbula zelandica
93 Rissoina fictor
37 Zeacolpus pagoda up to 24nnn
1 Zeacolpus vittatus up to 60mm
3 Maoricolpus roseus
9 Venericardia purpurata up to 351™
2 Comine11a quoyana up to 20mm
1 Myadora subrostrata up to 9mm
2 Struthiolaria papulosa up to 1 5nnii

4 Gari lineolata up to 22mm
Scalpomactra scalpellum up to 22mm

1 Bullina lineata up to 10mm
2 Baryspira novaezelandiae up to 22mm
2 Proxiuber australis up to 7mm
2 Cyclichna thetidis up to 10mm
1 Zeatrophon ambiguus up to 16mm
1 Buccinulum mariae up to 25mm
4 Pleuromeris zelandica up to 7mm
2 Sigapatella novaezelandiae up to 11mm
1 Marginella subamoena
1 Neoguraleus huttoniana
5 Glycymeris modesta
2 Splendrillia aoteana
2 Austrodrillia sp.
1 Antisolarium egenum
1 Cuna sp.
1 Retuca oruaensis

(399 specimens of 27 species)
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A small number of Starfish caught on long lines set in
50 fathoms produced

1 Notocallista
4 Myadora striata
1 Micantapex angastata
5 Pleuromeris zelandica
2 Nemocardium pulchellum
9 Myadora bolteni
1 Pupa kirki
1 Microvoluta biconica
1 Cylichna thetidis
1 Philine auriformis
2 Nucula nitida
2 Rissoina fictor
^ Scalpomactra scalpellum
3 Zeacolpus pagoda

14 Tawera spissa

On 29th January, 70 Starfish were brought in by the
scallop boat and were duly processed

168 Tawera spissa
11 Glycymeris modesta
52 Myadora bolteni
2 Venericardia purpurata
6 Pleuromeris zelandica
6 Notocorbula zelandica
2 Scalpomactra scalpellum
1 Murexsul octogonus up to 40mm
1 Baryspira sp. Juvenile
7 Nucula nitida
3 Chemnitzia kingi
1 Pleuromeris sp.
2 Myadora striata
1 Cuna compressidens
1 Argalista fluctuata
1 Dardanula limb at

a

10 Rissoina fictor
4 Retus oruaensis
1 Agatha georgiana
1 Turbonilla eques

The above lists not only give a good idea of what exists
on the sea bottom in this area, but also shows the varied
diet of this Starfish - in fact there would appear to be
little in the molluscan line which would be passed over.
Attention could be drawn to the size of the Murexsul
octogonus found in one Starfish - 40mm of prickly shell-
fish which surely wouldn't be very comfortable] Some
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specimens contained 2 or 5 large Tawera spissa and
where this occurred, little else was present. It
would seem that the Starfish were resting on their
laurels I - on the other hand some were full of small
shells only. A good example was one which contained
58 Myadora bolteni . Sigapatella was not passed over,
even if attached to a sizeable piece of broken shell -

the whole lot found its way to the cavernous interior
of the Starfish.

XENOFHALimi LABIATUM (Perry 1811)

J. R. Penniket

This beautiful shell is quite rightly classified
as "very rare" in Shells of New Zealand - Powell. Most
specimens seen in collections are minus operculum,
having been collected empty. From enquiry of the fond
owners, it has been ascertained that the greater number
have come from rocky areas, often with shingle beaches
and Qagged rocks offshore, the one consistent character-
istic being the presence of areas of sand on the sea bed
in and about these rocks, although often well below
depths of normal v/ave action. Since the genus, in New
Zealand at least, are all sand dwellers, living most of
their lives just out of sight beneath the top of the sea
bottom, this appears to be as it should. The big puzzle
has always been - how was the shell, considering its
rarity, moved from medium depths on a sandy bottom outside
heavy rocks, to arrive on a stormy shore and remain in
almost perfect condition.

The recent taking, by son Andrew, of a fresh and
perfect specimen from the back of a cave, near sand, at
Maori Island near the entrance to Leigh Cove, at a depth
of 20 feet, low water, has rung a bell and prompted the
suggestion that our old friend the common octopus is the
answer. Could it be he favours this species as food and
not uncommonly obtains them from the sandy areas, retiring
to his rocky lair, perhaps at shallower depths, to enjoy
his meal? From such a position these lovely shells could
then arrive relatively undeimaged on a hard rocky shore.
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EGG CASES OF POIRIERIA

POIRIERIA ZELANDICA (Quoy & Gaimard, 1855)

N. Douglas

Although known to occur throughout most of New
Zealand's coastal waters, from a little below low tide
to 500 fathoms, Poirieria zelandica is seldom to be
found surf-cast. The small, poor shells of rock pools
seem to be there only as the result of the ubiquitous
hermit crabs. The finest specimens are taken by fishing
trawlers and by dredging, thus a kindly skipper is a
prerequisite to a good display of this fascinating
species. Between the Bay of Plenty and the North Cape,
in 20 fathoms or more, seems to be the home of the
finest specimens. Here they may attain a diameter
across the spines of as much as inches, although
this size is rare; 2-J inches is a more common
dimension.

As with some other species of molluscs, Poirieria
seems to vary somewhat over the wide range of depth that
it inhabits. During the prawn survey of 1969, trawling
was carried out in the area east of the Aldermen Islands
and north-east of the Poor Knights Islands in 260 to 500
fathoms. Only a small number of Poirieria were taken and
these were small in body and long in spine. This seems
to characterize the deep water specimens - not many rows
of spines but long ones. While the deep water shells
may have only three or four rows of long spines on the
body whorl, the shallower water inhabitants can be
expected to have about five or even six rows of shorter
spikes. The Hauraki Gulf provides good examples of
these. It is here, too, that trawlers sometimes pick
up bunches of weed in which the shells become at once
entangled and protected. One trawler picked up a bunch
of "horse-hair", which, dragging along the sea bed,
entangled the spines of a dozen or more and delivered
them on board almost perfectly undamaged.

On the west coast of the Manukau Peninsula where
I have lived for over sixty years, I know of only five
specimens of Poirieria having been beached alive. These
were after the terrific storm of late June 1965. Yet
each year* in November great numbers of what we believe
to be their egg-capsules wash ashore in clusters.
Usually these are detached from their original moorings,
but in November last, on 27th and 28th to be precise, a
good wash-up of shells occurred bearing these capsules
insitu. The wash-up extended from the Waiuku Gap
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(locally known as Kariaotahi Gap) to the Waikato
River mouth. Plastered with egg-capsules the species
most commonly used for anchorage were in this case:-
Mactra discors ; Austrofusus glans ; Alcithoe swains oni
(forma Motutaraens is which is typical of the area);
Baryspira australis ; and Baryspira mucronata . These
would he the most common of the shells to which they
were attached, but even a Dentalium nanum had been
used. Now a most interesting point arises. All these
shells with the capsules attached to them must have
washed from where the Murex lived and attached their
eggs to them. So why were there no Poirieria washed
up with them? Not a single one would 1 find in the
whole six miles of the wash-up I It does seem strange
indeed, but perhaps their spines act as anchors, more
or less, so that even their dead shells tend to bury in
the sand rather than drift? In any case, judging by
the thousands of egg-capsules and their wide distribut-
ion along our west coast each November, there must be
thousands of spiny Murex out there b^ond the surf.

And this reminds me of the Bay of Plenty skipper
who decided he would have flounder, so he set the
trawl-boards so that the trawl would scrape harder than
usual along the bottom. Result: he caught so many
"spider shells" that it took him hours to clear them
from his net - and throw them overboard!

YOUNG SQ.UIDS HATCH OUT

Some Notes'on Squid Eggs : Diary from 21 . 1 . 73 to 5* 2. 73

-oooOooo-

D. Edwards

21.1.73
Eggs collected at Wenderholn
attached to floating seaweed
No sign of embryo. Eggs
suspended immediately over
aeration in 5“Sstllon tank
blackened on three sides.
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28.1,73
Black spots appeared in eggs - sometimes two spots -

presumably eyes, and sometimes three spots.

3-2.73
Two black spots changed to bubble-like spots and hatching
began at mid-day. Some came out with small yolk sac
attached; some left in behind in the egg case. The water
temperature at this time was 80‘^F - 26^0 and the specific
gravity 1.020, but temperature ranged from - 80^F
(18-26^0) during the incubation period. Two small Blenney
were removed from the tank, also Limas, as they were seen
to draw three small squid into their nests. Brine shrimps
were introduced as possible food.

When hatching began, some eggs were transferred to Eilene
Lamb's tank and she reported 52 specimens, but they failed
to survive more than 24 hours.

We had about 12 specimens to start with. By the morning
of 5-2.73, seven were left and by nightfall all had
succumbed. They always came to the light and stayed in
front of the tank and darted around changing colour. At
one stage they appeared to be standing on end, tentacles
digging in the sand.

Even at this stage the newly hatched squids can change
their colour rapidly, but are normally translucent white.
The chromatophores on the tiny body are easily seen as
specks of blue and brown. (Chromatophores:- pigment-
bearing sacs with contractile walls by which changes of
colour are effected).
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FURTHER IMOmikTlOB ON THE SQ.UID .

SEFIQTEUTHIS BILINEATA

N. W. Gardner

Egg capsules similar to those illustrated above
are not uncommonly washed ashore in some of our harbours
They are in fact not infrequently found on some of the
Manukau sand flats and at Cheltenham Beach on the North
Shore. Clumps of egg capsules are also sometimes found
attached to seaweed at low tide, e.g. at least five
clusters were seen Just before Christmas 1972 on a
small reef at Northcote near the Harbour Bridge.

To most beachcombers they are probably looked
upon as being octopus eggs - v^re often see octopus round
the coast but very seldom do we see any squid and few
of us seem to know the difference betv/een the eggs of
these two Cephalopods. We have been told that octopus
eggs seldom v/ash up because they are attached directly
to the sides or roof of the caves or holes occupied by
the octopus and are brooded over by the female. These
eggs though clustered together are smaller and of
definite oval shape, dra^vn out at the top into a thin,
short thread which is attached to the rock. On the
other hand, the squid (in this case Sepioteuthis
bilineata ) attaches hers to form clustiers near the base
of clumps of seaweed anchored, as a rule, to the sea
bottom. She does not seem to show any interest in
brooding over them. The egg capsules, as illustrated
previously, are larger than those of the octopus and
each is constricted every so far along its length.
From the number that are washed ashore it would seem
that this Cephalopod is really quite common. It is
said to appear inshore in Northern New Zealand during
summer months forming spawning groups.

A most interesting paper on "Eggla^ing behaviour
of the broad squid Sepioteuthis bilineata by M. F.
Larcome and B. c. Russell in Vol~ b. No. 1 of the New
Zealand Journal of Marine and Freshwater Research,
197"^, is well worth reading. The writers describe
how they were able to watch, while diving, the actual
egg laying procedure near an artificial reef at Goat
Island, Leigh, and in doing so, were able to establish
the origin of these puzzling capsules. The paper is
well illustrated v;ith actual photographs taken at the
time

.
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The divers indicated that the translucent
bodies of this particular group of six adults blended
in extremely well with the light background, but the
large dark pupils of the eyes were very conspicuous.
(Dr, Powell once saw a group of Squid swimming in
spear formation up the Wade River - practically
invisible, except for the dark pupils of their eyes).

When swimming, each squid held its arms
together, directly in front of the body, the larger
two retracted and invisible. For faster movement, the
siphon was used. Movement of the group was coordinated
and they moved both backward and forward by undulating
the large side fins.

ODDS and ENDS

* A fine large bulbous example of Penion ormesi from
craypots, some distance north of Cape Reinga,
increases the known range of this species a little
further north.

* Errata : Poirieria, Vol. 6, No. 5, page 8? near
bottom - for Antizafra barrierensis read
Mitrathara barrierensis Powell.

* A large, perfect specimen of Herpetopoma mariae Finlay,
picked up recently at Cape Maria, measures 15 x i^nim. It
is much larger than others we have seen and we wonder
if anyone has examples of similar size.
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Flacostyliis ambagiosus annectens ;

Apart from the occurrence of the small P, ambagiosus
pandora on the coastal slope at Pandora, no previous
records of these large snails from this area are
known. Recent investigation, however, of copses
of bush on the second inland ridge, has produced
a further colony of very large snails equal in
size to the largest P, annectens , Apertural con-
figuration does not seem to differ to any extent
from that of specimens from Unuwhao. This
occurrence is a small remnant of a formerly
fairly large colony and which, being on a steep
slope, has been missed by pigs during the last
few years. Numbers of crunched shells in
surrounding areas support this view.

Polinices tawhitirahia Powell:
Hitherto most of the specimens of this shell have
been taken by divers at the Poor Knights Islands.
It is therefore of interest that it is not
restricted to this area. Recently, Graham
Clifford dredged up a fine live example from
shallow water in the Bay of Islands, This is
a fully grown specimen with a heavy snow-white
shell and animal and a jet black operculum. It
was transferred to an aquarium where it crawled
round below the surface of the sand. The animal
was very large when extended but was not happy for
more than a week or so in captivity.

One or two specimens have been recorded from other
localities; a beach specimen from Step Island,
Cavalli Islands - J. & M. Hancock; and one from a
fisherman working along the Northland Coast -

S. Turner.

Prom Max Hancock:- While shelling on Urapukapuka
Island a few weeks ago, I picked up a coconut still
with its husk on, and there well fastened on and
very much alive was a Pinctada martensii . I was
pleased to find this shell there, as it proves that
these coconuts we find on the beaches up north do
drift down from the Islands. I feel that this is
one way in which Limaria orientalis could have found
its way to our shores.



* That’s the way to do iti" - The Auckland Star,
February 20th, reports from Rarotonga that the
inhabitants turned out in full force at the weekend
in the first major drive to eradicate the Crown of
Thorns Starfish, which has lately appeared in large
munbers on inner reefs.

Large pits were dug by bulldozers at intervals around
the island and everyone available worked from Sam to
6pm on 12 miles of North and West Reefs to collect
70,000 Crown of Thorns. 11,000 had been gathered on
the previous Thursday, making a grand total of 81,000!
Similar efforts are to be made every two months until
the menace is controlled.

Just why a 'population explosion' should suddenly occur
is unknown. It was noted several years ago that these
Starfish were very plentiful on an island near Lautoka,
but after 5 or 4 years they had disappeared without
apparently doing any great damage. There were,
incidentally, no Charonia tritonis or Cassis cornuta
on the island.

It will he very interesting to hear if the determined
efforts to control the Grown of Thorns is successful,
in Rarotonga.

*

* Wood, which has been some time in the sea, is
invariably riddled by the Shipworm or Teredo. A
small branch of a tree 3 inches in diameter, picked
up recently at Maori Bay, Muriwai, was no exception.
If looked at, end on, damage did not seem so great;
when sectioned lengthwise, however, the white lined,
twisting holes bored by these molluscs were very
apparent; in fact it could be said that very little
wood remained.

The impression on P.117 was obtained by placing
paper over the section and rubbing it with a
pencil.

Teredo does not look much like a seashell; in fact
it is decidedly worm-like, sometimes growing to
about a foot in length. The animal is limp,
consisting almost wholly of elongated siphons.
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The small body

or visceral mass

at the inner end

of the burrow is

covered by the

bivalve shells,

which are the

abraiding tool,

for the animal

is capable of

turning through

180 degrees and

then reversing,

with the valves

slightly apart,

thus chiselling

the wood.
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TEREBRA CIRCUMCINCTA Deshayes

- Discovery of Further Specimens

In the Records of the Auckland Museum, Vol. 8,
December 17, 1971 ,

Di'- Powell records the occurrence
of two live specimens of this uncommon mollusc, from
dredgings in shallow water at the Bay of Islands.

Terebra circumcincta grows up to 50mm and is an
attractive shell of ivory colour with a revolving
series of small rust-brown spots and sculpture of
narrow, deeply incised spiral grooves. The Type
locality is given as the "Red Sea", but the correct
location is thought to be Queensland, Australia.

During the last couple of months, our Bay of
Islands member, Graham Clifford, has succeeded in
dredging a number of specimens also from shallow
water, so it would seem that they are not as rare
as was at first thought.

Four live specimens were sent down to us by
Graham and for the last six weeks they have been
living in our aquarium. During this time some
observations have been made.

The animal is a very light grey, flecked with
snow-white. The eyes at the end of the tentacles are
jet black. A white siphon which emerges from the
siphonal duct at the aperture is held stiff and erect
during movement of the animal. Little of the snout,
apart from the blunt tentacles, is seen. The animal
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does not seem to move forward for long, but frequently
tends to drag its shell sideways, exposing a longish
flat foot with the red-brown operculum attached.

It lives for preference under one inch of sand with
no apparent indication on the surface of its presence.
If brought to the surface, it will immediately dig down
to the original level and seldom does it emerge of its
own accord. In order to attempt to track their move-
ments below the surface, a length of cotton thread was
tied around the suture of the body whorl, on one shell,
to act as a marker. This specimen was found to move
only a little more than 1-J inches a day.

After six weeks in their aerated tank, the Terebra
still appear to be in good health, although we do not
know what they feed on.

Rudman reports that the related New Zealand shell
Pervicacia tristis refused to eat in captivity and
that the gut contents were unrecognisable. (Veliger,
Vol. 12, No. 2). It is thought, however, that these
small terebrids live on sea worms, sucking their juices
for nourishment. Although small worms from sand flats
have been introduced into the tank, we have not been
able to ascertain whether they have interested the
specimens of Terebra.

On the surface Terebra circumcincta drags the
shell forward in a series of short jerks and appears
quite vigorous in its movements. Specimens put into
a shallow dish were observed when crawling.
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If they suddenly changed direction, the animals were
noticed flicking their shells to the opposite side of
the foot - much in the manner of a yacht tacking.

N.W.G.

THE GENUS MYADORA Gray 1840 IN NEW ZEALAND

N. W. Gardner

Myadora belongs in the order Anomolodesmata
which include those bivalves considered to be the
latest evolved in the Lamellibranch series. From
the weak type of hinge and the loss of hinge teeth,
together with the fusion of the mantle margins, this
may be suspected of having partly abandoned a former
burrowing habit (Mollusca; Morton 1967).

The valves of Myochamidae show an asymmetrical
condition (the two shell valves unequal in size) with
a deeply convex right valve and a flatter left one.
Some species of Myadora may burrow shallowly or
obliquely into sand. Generally they are subnacreus
within (pearly to some extent) with the dorsal margin
overlapping that of the ventral. The shell is
flattened and often triangularly ovate in shape.

Distribution includes China Sea, Philippines,
Indian Ocean and Australasia.

The following species are endemic to New
Zealand:
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Myadora striata (Quoy & Gaimard)

Reasonably conunon on sandy tidal flats about Auckland
and perhaps a little less so on sandy ocean beaches.

On tidal flats it can be seen resting convex side down
on the surface of the sand. It grows up to 1-^ inches

.
and

has concentric striations on each valve - hence its hame.
The interior is typically pearly. Sometimes there is a dark
brown epidermis present on the ventral margins. It is o\ir

largest species and is to be found around both the North
and South Islands.

Myadora bolteni Smith

Perhaps not so well known, for it is a good deal^
smaller than M. striata , though it can be found by sieving
at extreme low water on similar sandy flats. Quite often
grouped around a rock or some such shelter, v/here it lies
gust below the surface. Rarely growing more than about

,

it is more elongated, the right valve is again convex and
the left can be concave rather than flat. Sculpture con-
sists of fine concentric ribs and grooves - not very strong.
At the posterior end there is a fold on the right valve,
which commences at the hinge and descends to the truncated
margin. Colour, white. Frequently dredged in a few
fathoms and rather common in the north. Large specimens
occur at Tahuna Beach, Nelson, but apparently not
recorded from the south of the South Island.

Length of type specimen by 9nim high.
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Eyadora novae zelandiae E. A, Smith

Also a small species, but distinctly triangular
and strongly concentrically ribbed - so is not a
difficult species to identify. Although it does not
seem to wash ashore, it is quite easily taken in
shallow water dredgings. Right valve has a shallow
groove near the posterior margin. Sculpture on the
left, flat valve is finer. Interior pearly with two
sub-parallel "rays" or striae.

Length 9.3nnn, height 8.5mm.

Found in North and South Islands from a few fathoms
down to 110 fathoms off Great Barrier Island (recorded
by Suter).
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Myadora subrostrata E.A. Smith

Compared with M.bolteni, this species is larger, more
ovate, has stronger concentric ribbing and is generally
a more solid shell. It also lacks the "cutoff" margin.
Ribbing of right valve is coarse, well spaced and rounded;
on the left it is weaker. Microscopic sculpture is of
fine concentric and radial lines. Colour, dirty white.
Obtainable only from dredgings in moderately deep water.

Length 18mm, height 14.5mm.

Occurs off both Islands and also Chatb±:.; Islands,

Myadora antipoda E.A. Smith

Is more elongate than the previous species but again
with rather coarse concentric ribbing on the right valve
which has a raised rib running from the umbo to lower
end of the truncation at the margin. Left valve a
little concave with low, broad, concentric ridges,
stronger on anterior end. Posterior end of shell
broadly truncated, dorsal margin feebly incurved.
Interior white, pearly.

Type. Length 13.3nim, height 9nun.

Range as for previous species.



Myadora biconvexa Powell

Could be considered aberrant species, for it is the
only one of our species wb.ich has both valves equally
convex. The shell is greatly produced anteriorly and
is almost smooth, apart from some weak growth lines.
The beaks are pointed backwards as is usual for this
genus. It is also our smallest species, being only
2.9mm in length and 2.0mm high.

Type locality is 100 fathoms off South-west Otago
(in the region of the Sounds).

OBITUARY

Our Meetings have opened this year without one
of our members who has attended regularly for over 20
years. Mr. George Barker died suddenly at his home,
a few days before Christmas, and will be very much
missed.

His lively interest in Shells and the Section
had never flagged and in spite of a heart condition,
and his age - 86, he climbed the four flights of stairs
to our Meetings.

As our first Trading Table Officer, Mr. Barker
put in a great deal of work and conducted this very
successfully for a good number of years.
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NEW PAPERS DEALING WITH NEW ZEALAND MOLLUSCA

* A Review of the Genus Xymene Iredale, of New
Zealand (Mollusca: Muricidae) W.F. Ponder

Jour. Roy. Soc. NZ 1972, Vol. 2,No.^ pp 471 -

499 , 9 figs

Abstract

:

The Recent and fossil New Zealand species
previously assigned to Xymene Iredale, Axymene Finlay,
Lenitronhon Finlay, Xymene11a Finlay and Zea^ophon
Finlay are reviewed. All of these genus-group names
are placed as synonyms of Xymene . The species reviewed
are nlebeius plebeius (Hutton) C= inferus Hutton),
plebeius moniliferus (Hutton) (= pulcherrimus Suter
and coctor Marwick), plebeius expansus (HutEon) ( =

drewi Hutton), gouldi (Cossmann) ( = pusillus Suter,
suteri Marshall and Murdoch and oliveri Marwick)

,

lepidus lepidus (Suter) ( = inambitiosa Marwick and
asperula Powell), lepidus perornatus (Marwick),
minutissimus (Suter). a^bi^us (PhTTippi) ( = elegans
Fleming and mutabilis Marwick ) ,

bonneti bonneti
(Cossmann), bonneti lassus (Marwick) ( = murrayae
Fleming), warreni sp, nov.

,
chattonensis sp. nov.

pulcherrimus (Finlay)
,
huttoni (Murdoch) ( = temetus

Finlay), mortenseni mortenseni (Odhner). mortenseni
caudatinus (Finlay)

.

~travers3~'( Hutton) ( = dorticaius
Hutton and waipipicola Webster)

,
protoc^ina'^us (Laws)

,

apigagodus sp. nov., aucklandicus (Smith) ( \ erectus
£3Uter and turbator Finlay)^ teres (Finlay), cpnyexus
(Suter) and pumilus (Suter) ( = robustus FinPay)

.

Type Specimens of Recent & Fossil Molli^ca described
by H. J. Finlay. Part I (Scissurella -

Turbinidea) Cernohorsky

Rec. Auck. Mus. 9, 231-247 Dec. 1972

Abstract ;

H. J. Finlay's type specimens of Recent and
fossil mollusca deposited in the Auckland Institute
and Museum are enumerated. Dimensions, illustrations,
relevant synonymy and bibliography are appended.
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* Indo-Pacific Nassariidae (Mollusca: Gastropoda)

W.O.Gernohorsky

Rec . Auck.Mus . 9: 125-^9^ Dec, 1972

Abstract ;

The Systematics
,
shell morphology, radular

anatomy where known, and habitat of 55 Indo-Pacific
species of the Buccinacean family Nassariidae are
here recorded.

(Although dealing mainly with overseas species of
Nassarius, the three species, N.aoteanus Finlay,
N.spiritus (A. AD.) and N.glans particeps (Hedley)
which occur in New Zealand are reviewed with
excellent figures. Ed.).

Editors

:

N. & N. Gardner
6 Tui Glen Road
Birkenhe ad
Auckland 10
New Zealand
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5
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Notes on Freshwater Snails
Notes on the C ollection and Preservation

of Chitons
Notes on New Zealand Chitons with

Particular Reference to those
of the Tauranga Area

Nuculanidae of New Zealand
Nuculidae from New Zealand Waters
Obituary, Captain F/JoShort, M,C,

Mr oG. Barker
Observations on Hermit Crahs
Occurrence of Frog Shells (Family

Bursidae) in N,Z» The
Odds &. Ends
Our Tree Snails
Oyster Farming in N.Z.

Paryphanta in Uest Nelson. The
Gilliesi Series

Pectinidae of New Zealand
Pediculaiia Pacifica Pease, I865

Pescadores Trip
Pleurigens plenax Finlay
Pliocene Fossils at Kaawa
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Mouldmentum
Quest of a High Country Snail. In
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Recent Arcidae of New Zealand, The
Recent Publications
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Rock Borers & Their Associates
Sabia u^attae, Powell, 1958
Sailing & Snailing Around Fiji
Schizotrochus Monterosato I884

Search of Paryphanta Lignaria Oconnori
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Shell Collecting in Taiwan
Shell Collecting at Teppoon
Shells from Torpedos
Shells .of Interest
Shell Report from b’aiuku, Nest Coast, A
Sigapatella superstes
Snails and Sandflies
Some Egg Capsules
Some New Papers Dealing with the Recent

Molluscan Fauna of New Zealand
Some Observations on Alcithoe Ifegs

Some Phrisgnathus from about Auckland
Some Recent Papers on N.Z,Recent Mollusca
Some Shells Taken from Sand at

Off Poor ICnights

Some Very Small Land Snails

5/5

M.L. Fitzgerald 5/32

M. L. Fitzgerald

N. N. Gardner

5/21

4/99
4/80
5/39
6/124
6/66

6/23
6/114
4/88
4/20

B. Elliott

Jeane Alio

A. A. & R.S.Mannering

5/72
5/65
6/86
6/2

5/17
6/68

MoUalker
N, I?. Gardner
A.Alio

L. Price

A.Allo

D . Lamb

,

Norman Douglas
N. Douglas

B, Elliott
J .Boswell
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J .Goulstone

A.Allo
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5/35
5/51
5/60
6/29

5/75
5/38
5/13
4/45
5/110
5/46

4/28
5/105

5/84
4/13
4/58
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5/59
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5/44

8/59
4/42
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6/21

5/52
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5/431:.
Species found in Dredged Material from

ICawau Trip Oct, I969

Species of Marginella which occur
Around and Off the Northland
Coast N,H, Gardner 6/90

Starfish as Shell Collectors 6/1 06

Stewart Island Shells Nonnan Douglas 6/44
Summary & Abstracts from Recent

Papers on N.Z.Mollusca 5/55 - 5/56
Taron Mouatae Powell N, 1 .A Gardner 4/11
Tasmania Isle of Mountains Laurie Price 4/25
Terebra circumcincta Deshayes -

Discovery of Further Specimens 6/118
Thalassocyon tui 5/2
Trawling in the Bay of Plenty,

Deep Hater Records Harold Hhiting 6/23
Trip to 1’aihau Bay A,Alio 4/92
Uncommon Limpets 5/1
Value of Spiral Threads in the

Identification of certain
Small Land Snails, The N, I.’’, Gardner 4/10

Visit to the South Seas A, H, Hhiting 5/48
Hell, He Hill Go On Shelling Trips 1

A Trip to New Caledonia Harold i.Tiiting 6/32
Xenophalium labiatum (Perry, I8II) J ,R.Penniket 6/109
Young Squid Hatch Out - Some notes

on Squid Eggs D, Edwards 6/111
Zediloma - Our Common H'inkles E,N, Gardner 6/34
Zelippistes benhami ( Suter) 4/75

SCIENTIFIC
FAMLIES - GENEEIA - SPECIES

Acanthina
Acanthochitonidae Family
Acanthochiton hrookesi Ashby I926

" thilenuisi Thiele
5
I909

" zelandicus(Quoy 6c Gaimard, 1835 )

Acanthochitona zelandicus subsp.
Acar sandersonae Powell

j 1933 .

Acah'^sociella
Achatinellidae
Achatinella i*

Actinoleuca
Adomelon
Aeneator sp.

Aeneator benthicola Dell
" comptus (Pinlaj’’^ I924)
" otagoensis cookianus Dell, 195

6

" (Ellicea)orbita recens Dell
Aerilamma Hull

" (Vaferichiton)murdochi (Suter, 1905)

6/18

5/24 , 5/26 , 5/27 ,5/56
5/24 , 5/26

5/24 ,5/26
5/22,5/26,5/31

5/24

4/94 ,6/12,6/13, 6/30,6/38
5/84,6/31

5/78
4/88
6/20

' 6/18

,
.5/5

5/10,5/12
4/70,5/11

4/2, 4/33,4/35,4/86
4/80
5/56

5/23,5/25,5/29
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SCIOTIFIC
RUgLES. - .GENMA - SPECIES (coni: ’do)

Aeschrodus Pilsbry I892
Aeschrodomus worleyi Powell, I928

Aforia
Aforia persimilis
Agatha georgiana (Hutton, I885)

Aglaja Renier, I8O7

Aglaja sp.

Agnewia tritoniformis (Blainville, 1833 )

Alcithoe H. £c A* Adams

5/125
4/30,4/46, 5/46
6/16,6/17 ,6/18

6/17

5/33,5/44a, 6/60, 6/72, 6/10
5/1 00

4/33
4/1

5/60,6/40
arabica (Gmelin, 1790 4/33 , 4/42 , 4/87 , 5/44 , 6/68
fusus fusus (Quoy & Gaimard,l 833 ) 5/5
(Leporema2i)fusus haurakiensis Dell 1956 4/13 ,4/38 ,4/70 , 6/71
(Leporemaz)hedleyi (Murdoch & Suter, 1906) 5/10,5/12,6/87
jaculoides Powell 6/42
johnstoni Powell 6/42
larochei Marxfick I926 5/lO, 5/l 1 ,6/42
swainsoni Man-ri.ck ,1926 4/2 ,4/53 ,4/69 ,4/70 , 5/5 ?

6/42 ,
6/

” (forma motutaraensis) 6/'l 1

59

Alipta crenistria ( Suter, I907)
Allenoconcha belli
Allodiscus

" austrodimorphus Dell, 1955
" dimorphus (Pfeiffer I853)
" godeti (Suter I89I)
" granum (Pfeiffer

,

1857 )

" miranda
" planulatus (Hutton, I883)
” spiritus Powell
" tullia (Gray I85O)
" sp.
" wairoaensis Suter I894

/imalda (Baryspira)subhebena
Amathina tricarinata
Amaurochiton glaucus (Gray, 1 828)
Ammonit idae
Ammonites
Amphidesma Lamarck, I818

" forsterianum Finlay , 1 927
" subtriangulatura (Wood 1828 )

" ventricosum (Gray, 1 84 3 )

" costulata Hutton I893
Amphineura
Anadara maculosa Reeve

" trapesia (Desh.)
Anchomasa similis (Gray, 1 835)
Ancylidae
Angulus edgari (lredale, 1915 )

” gaimardi (lredale,1915)
" spenceri (Suter)

Anisodiloma lenior Finlay
" lugnbris (Gmelin, 1791 )

5/33,5/495
6 0- /!

6/0

.

4/-..5

4/ 17 a,-:

4/-'i 5

4/46,0/6 I

5/:

/o •

4/30,4/45 0/61
4/45 56/61

4 /4>1

6 -'
' / o

i'/l

5/23, 5/24,5/25,5/30, 6/C7
4/73

4/72,4/73,5/5;

,
5/5

, ,
5/4 3 , 5/4

4

s

5/43 ,5/64 , 6/23 , 6/59
5/43, 5/44a, 5/64, 5''59

/ /
5/;

5/21,5/22,5/5:-

6/30,6/31

5/1 3

4/26 ,5/73

A/ZAAJ1^}
4/34 ,

6

/' /

'i/U, (>/'<!
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SCIEH'JTIFIC

FAMILIES - GENERA - SPECIES (cont'do)

Annaperena verrucosa Powell
Anoglyptidae
Anomiidae
Anomia trigonopsis Hutton
Anthochiton aereus (Reeve,l847)

" canaliculatus (Quoy & Gaimard 1835)4/32
" c.fo canaliculatus
" clavatus (Suter3l907)
" huttoni (Suter 1906)
" stangeri (Reeve j1 847 )

" suteri (lredalej1910)
" Thiele

5
I 893

Antimelatoma sp.
" "benthic ola

Antisolarium egenum ( Gould ,1 849 )

Antiaafra = Mitrathera barrierensis Powell
Aoteadrillia rawitiensis (Hedley)
Aoteatilia larochei Powell
Aplacophora
Arbocinea aborea
Area
Area ventricosa
Architect onica

" mazimus
" reevei (Hanley, 1862)

Architeuthis kirki Robson
Argalista flucuata Hutton
Argobuccinum tumidum
ilrgonautidae

ilrgonauta argo Linnaeus, 1758
Argonaut s

Arionacea
Arthritica crassiformis Poxfell 1933
Asa Lasterot
Ascitellina urinatoria ( Suter)
Assiminea
Asteracmea suteri (Iredale

,

1915 )

Astrea heliotropium (Martyn, I 784 )

Astropecten polyacanthus
Atalacmea fragilis ( Sowerby , 1823)

" multilinea Poxfell,1934
Athoracophoridae
Athorac ophox*us bitentaculatus Quoy cc Gaimard, 1832
Atlanta leseuri L'Orbigny, I836
Atrina zelandica (Gray, 1835)
Atys naucura (Linneus)
Aulacochitonidae Shuttleworth
Aulacomya Moerch 1853

" maoriana (iredale, 1915 )

Auricula aurisjudae
Austrodosinia Dali I902

6/24
4/26
4/47
4/47

4/32,5/23,5/25, 5/29
,5/23,5/25,5/25, 5/29

/
5/30

5/23 ,5/25
5/23,5/25

5/23,5/25,5/29
5/23,5/25

5/56
5/12
6/104

4/32,6/72,6/104,6/107
6/87 ,6/114

6/60
6/72
5/21
6/102

5/84
5/87

5/^86

4/90
4/90
6/21

6/72,6/108
4/70,6/56,6/100,6/103

4/73 ,5/19

,
549

4/72,5/81
5/9 ,5/125

5/13
5/54
6/104

5/119,5/122
5/1

4/2, 6/4 3a

6/106
4/16,5/33
4/16,5/44
4/61 ,5/79

5/52
5/12

4/34,6/68,6/59
5/81

5/56
4/9

4/94,5/5
5/78
5/54
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SCI3NTIPIC
FMILIES - GmURA > SPECIES (cont’d.)

1942

Austrodrillia sp,
" sola Powell.

Austrofusus
" chathamensis Finlay 1928
" glans (Roeding, 1798)

” incertus King
Austromactra caloundra
Austroniitra rutiginosa (Huttonj I873)

" rubiradin Finlay, I927

Austronoba candidissima (Webster)
" camosa (Webster)

Austronucula
tt

Poxvell, 1939

Austrot indaria

galathea Dell, 195^
" schencki Powell, 1939

Austrosuccinea interionis
Fleming, 1948
benthicola Dell, 1 956

" flemingi Dell, 195^
wrighti Fleming, 1948

Axmrua araoena (Murdoch & Suter I9O6)

Axymene Finlay, I927
" corticatus (Hutton, 1873)
'* waipipicola (Webster, I9O6)

6/107

5/10
4/3j6/68

4/33
4/33,4/42,4/70,4/86,5/10,5/11

,

6/42,6/87,6/111

5/55
5/86

5/33,5/44a, 6/60
5/33,5/44a

6/56
6/56
4/80
4/84
4/84
6/102

4/104,5/77
4/105
4/105
4/104
4/91

5/33,5/89
5/95,6/41,6/60

5/95

Badenia semireticulata (Murdoch Sc Suter)
Balcis Leach 5 1847 pervegrandis
Bankia australis Caiman ,1920
Barbatia novaezelandiae Smith, 1 915

6/87

5/64,6/87

,

5/14
4/86,5/34,5/84 , 6/29 , 6/60 ,6/103

6/104
Baryspira 4/3,4/77,6/40

4/33 ,4/42 ,4/7 0 ,5/44a , 6/1 1 , 6/25 , 6/7 2

6/lQJ
4/28,4/77
4/2, 6/60

4/2 ,4/33,4/35 ,4/86 ,5/1 0,5/33,6/42

,

6/111
" novaezelandiae (Sowerby I859) 4/2,4/77 ,5/32, 5/44a,6/l1 ,6/72,6/107

Basommatophora 4/18,5/77,5/78
Bassina yatei (Gray, I855) 4/2,4/34,4/35

australis (Sowerby, 18 30

)

bathami Dei^l

crystallina (Brookes, 1926)
depressa ( Sowerby, 1 859)
mucronata (Sowerby I830)

Bathyarca cybaea (Hedley I906)
Bathypectinur

a

" heros Lyman
" lacertosa (Lyman)

Bela neozelanicum
Belemnitidae
Belemites
Belloconcha
Belsa vaga Laws
Bembicura melanostoma

5/11,6/32
4/48
4/48
4/48
4/76

4/73
4/72,5/56

6/54
6/60

5/84
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SCIEKTIPIC
F/iJgLIES - GENERA - SPECIES (cont'd)

Benhamina obliquata 6/73,6/101
Benthindsia Iredale 5/55
Benthocardiella pusilla Powell 6/88
Benthoquetia Integra (Hedley) 4/108
Bivalvia 5/21
Bonellitia superstes Finlay, 1930 5/8,5/10
Borniola reniformis (Suter I9O8) 4/47
Bothriembryontidae 4/26
Brachiopods 4/86,5/56
Bryozoa 4/71
Buccinidae 6/64
Buccinulum 5/84,6/20,6/63,6/64

" finlayi Powell 6/104
” fuzcozonatum ( Suter I908) 4/13,4/94,6/63
" heteroraorphum Powell, 1 929
" lineum (Martyn I874)

5/33,6/60,6/63

^ ^
5/34 , 6/63

” raariae Powell, 1940 4/11 ,6/40,6/63,6/107
" multilineum multilineum Powell I929 4/13,4/86,4/87,5/33,

6/40,6/63
" strebeli (Suter, I908) 4/42 , 6/63
" vittatum (Quoy oc Gairaard 1833 ) 4/1,6/40, 6/63

6/87,6/107Bullina lineats (Gray)
" nobilis 6/3

Bulimiulidae 4/60,5/78

Cabestana spengleri (Perry^lSll)
" waterhousei (Adams & Angas)

Cabestanimorpha ezarata (Reeve

5

1844 )

Caecum digitulum Hedley
Calliostoma
Callochitonidae (Family)
Calymona
Cane ellariidae
Canieneptunea
Cantbaridella tesselata
Cantbaridus mestayerae

" purpureus(Gmelin5l790
Cantharus undosus
Capulus calcareus Suter5l909
Carcinopas
Cardita aoteana Finlay 192?

" variegata
Cardium greyi
Caryodidae
Cassidula
Cassis cornuta
Cassmaria perryi Iredale
Cavellia Iredale I915

Cavellioropa Dell, 1952
Cavodiloraa coracina (Philippi)
Cavolina telemus (Linnaeus

,

1758 )

4/1

,

4/39 ^ 4/70 , 6/56
6/56

5/5,5/18,6/56
6/50
6/18

5/23,5/24,5/27,5/56
6/57

5/8,5/77
6/18

5/85,6/60
5/87

5/44a
5/84,5/87,6/62

5/60
4/79

4/86 ,4/94 ,5/5 , 5/84 , 6/1 03 , 6/1 04

5/84

4/3
4/26

5/83
6A15

4/22,4/42,6/56
5/9,5/35

5/125
6/37 ,6/60

5/10
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SCISM'IFIC
F/iMLIES - GMERA - SPECIES (cont'd,)

denticulata (Mardyn3l784)
ornata (Dillwyn)
radians

" clava (Hutton, 187 3)
" perana Iredale, 19^5

stellifera (Gmelin)
strigilis redirniculum (Reeve, I854)
testudinaria (L,)

Cephalopoda
Cercaria
Cerithium oheliscus

" (varieties)
Chaet odermorpha
Charaa iostoma
Chameosipho colimna
Charonia capaz Finlay 1927

lampas
lampas pustulata (Euthyme,l 889 )

" sauliae (Reeve 844)
ruhicunda (Perry, I8II)
tritonis

" variegata (Lamark I816)
Charopidae
Charopa Albers,

i

860
anguicula ( Reeve, 1 85 2 )

henhami (Suter, 1909 )

hianca (Hutton)
" montana (Suter,l 89 l)

huccinella (Reeve, 1 852)
colensoi (Suter,l 890 )

coma (Gray, 1843)
" glohosa

cryptohidens (Suter, I89I

)

delli n.spo
(E^estula)charopiformis Gardner
(Ptychon) elliottae n,spo
eta
gadus (Del 1

,
1 954)

hectori ( Suter I89O)
jessica (Hutton,l 883 )

leioda (Hutton,l 883 )

marstoni nosp,
marsupialis ( Povrell

, 1 941

)

microundulata (Suter,l 890 )

(Mocella) n.sp.
montvaga Suter, I894
mutahilis (Suter, I891)
ochra (iJebster ,1904)
(Ptychodon)paytoni n.sp. (Punctidae jCharopinae)
pseudocoma (Suter,l 894 )

4/94,6/28,6/41 ,6/73
6/73
4/12

4/12,4/93,6/101
4/13,6/59

6/100

5/45
4/62

4/72,5/21

5/9

,
5/85

5/85,6/89
5/21 ,5/22

5/85
6/59

4/3,5/34,5/75,6/42
5/75,6/56

5/75
5/75

5/34,5/75
5/75,5/107,6/115

5/75
4/26,4/85,5/9,5/35

5/9 , 5/125 , 6/57
4/45,4/46,4/65

5/9,5/35
6/61

4/45

5/9
5/9,6/61

4/174,4/45,6/61
4/46

5/9
5/9

5/105

5/9
6/61

5/9
5/9 , 6/61

5/9
5/9

5/9
5/9,5/46

,
5/9

5/125
4/30

,
5/9

4/17A

5/1,25

5/35

9



SCIENTIFIC
FAI4ILIES - GENERil - SPECIES (cont'd,)

Charopa pseudocoma (Suter,l 894 )

" pseudoleioda (Suter5l890)
" reeftonensis
" subgenus Ptychodon Ancey,l888
" serpentinula (Suter,l 89 l)
" smitbae Dell ,1954
" sterkiana (Suter,l 89 l)
" tapirina (Hutton, 1853 )

" varicosa (Pfeiffer, 1 85 3 )

" wairarapa (Suter,l 890 )

Cbathamidia Dell ,1958
Chemnitzia finlayi Powell

" kingi Laws
Chicoreus ramosus ( Linneaus

,

1

7

58

)

Chione aucklandica Powell ,1932
" stutchburyi (Gray I828)

Chiton, noSp»
Chitonidae Family
Chlamys celator Finlay, I928

dichroa (Suter, 1909 )

dieffenbachi Dieffenbach Finlay
gemraulata ( Reeve, 1 85 3 )

" consociata Smith , 1 915
" radiata (Hutton, 1873 )

kiwaensis Powell , 1933
(Mimachlamys) Iredale ,1929
species
suprasilis Finlay, 1 928

" crepusculi Fleming
taiaroa Powell , 1933
zelandiae (Grayl 843 )

zeelandona (Hertlein, 1931 )

(Zygochlamys)delicatula (Hutton 1873 )

Chlanidota smith!
Chlanidotella
Cingulopsis fulgida (Adams)
Cirsotrema lyrate

" zelebori (Dunker)
Clarazris

" illustratus
Clausilia
Cleidott aerus
Closia maoria Powell
Coinella lubrica
Columbarium pagoda

" veridicura Dell
Columbella
Coluzea altocanalis Dell ,1956

” mariae Powell , 1952

5/35
5/9 , 6/61

5/9
5/9
5/9
5/9
5/9

5/9
5/9 , 6/61

5/9
5/90
6/60

6/108

5/98
4/2

4/2,5/65,5/94
5/28

5/23,5/25,5/27,5/56
4/51 ,5/68

4/86,5/69,6/103
4/51,5/67,5/71

4/68,5/68
4/13,4/35,5/68

5/68
4/105,5/68
5/65 ,5/67
4/33,6/20

5/67

5/68
5/69,6/103

4/13,4/33,4/86,5/33
5/34 ,5/67 ,5/68,6/1 1,6/100

5/34 ,5/67
5/69,6/20
6/18,6/19

6/18
4/107
6/68
6/72
6/62

' 6/87
6/89

5/85
6/90,6/96,6/99

6/61

4/56
4/56,5/12
5/77,6/40

4/55
4/55
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SCIENTIFIC
FAHILIES - GENERA - SPECIES(cont »d.

)

Coluzea spiralis ( A« Adams,

1

856 ) 4/55.4/75,5/10,6/42
" spp, 4/80 , 5/10 , 6/42

Cominella Gray, I 85O 4/54,4/77,6/20
adspersa (Bruguiere,l789) 4/38,4/42,4/51,4/77,4/86,5/44,6/71
( Cominella )e3icoriata tolagaensis Ponder 4/77
glandiformis (Reeve ,1847) 4/42
maculosa (Martyno1784) 5/43 , 6/60,^101
nassoides (Reeve) 6/1 04

otakauica Poxfell 6/IO4
quoyana (AoAdams,l854) 4/77 ,5/44a,6/7l ,6/lC7

" euthriaformis Powell, 1 929 4/77
(Josepha)quoyana necopinatus 4/77,6/39
youngi Powell, 1940 4/77,6/39
virgata H, & A.Adams, 1853- 5/40,5/41,5/42,5/43

" brookesi Powell, 1952 5/41,5/42,5/43
Cominista Finlay 4/77
(Cominula) Finlay 1927 4/77
Comitas onokeana vivens Dell,1958 4/80 , 5/10

Comptella Finlay 1927 5/89
Condylocardia concentrica Bernard, 1897 5/53

5/55
5/85
6/89
6/36

5/49 , 6/89

6/55
5/107
6/57
6/36
6/36

6/57
6/57
6/57
5/48
6/57
6/57

4/93 , 6/60
4/108
6/56
4/26

5/24 , 5/26 , 5/32
5/56

Cryptoconchus porosus Burroxi 18154/^1 ,5/24,5/26,5/31 ,6/12,6/59,6/73,6/74
Cucumerunio websteridelli McMchael u Hiscock,1958 4/l5

" web steri x^ebsteri(Simpson, 1902 ) 5/6 I ,5/62, 5/63, 6/ 1 1

Ciuia sp, 6/107
" compressidens Powell 6/72,6/l08
" mayi Powell, I 93O 4/52 , 6/72

Cuspidaria aupouria Dell 1950 4/42
" fairchildi Suter I 9O8 4/42
" morelandi Dell, 1956 4/42

Conominolia
Conuber sordidum
Conus

" eburneus
" hebraeus
" kermadecensis
" lyceus
" maculosus (Sby,)
" ' marraoratus
" miles
" minimus Gmelin
" planorbis Bom
" raoulensis Powell
" rhododendron
" vermiculatus Lamarch
" Virgo Gmelin

Cookia sulcata (Gmelin, 1791

)

Coriareus neozelanicus Dell
Cosa costata (Bernard)
Coxiellidae
Craspedochiton rubiginosus (Hutton I 872 )

Crypt oconchidae

11



SdENTIFIC
FAMILIES - GENERA - SPECIES (cont'd.)

Cuspidaria morioria Dell ,1956
" tradHi (Huttorijl873)
" willeti Flemming 5 1948

Cyclopecten aupouria Powell ,1937
" raestayerae Dell ,1 956
" powelli Dell , 1956
" secundus Finlay,1927
" sp.
" transennus (Suter,1913)
" Verril,l897

Cyclophoridae
Cyclostrema anomala Powell ,1940
Cylichna thetidis Hedley,1903
Cymataaae 4/105,5/2,5/55,5/75.5/76,5/77 ,5/86,5/126,5/127
Cymatona kampyla (Watson 4/80? 6/20
Cymium 6/l8
Cypraea 5/86,5/“l05 ?5/”'06,6/64s 6/89

" annulus 5/87? 6/36
" arabica 6/35
" caput serpent is 5/48,5/87 ?6/57 ?6/89
" cameola Linne 6/57
" cernica tomlini Iredale 6/56 , 6/57
" chaldeus 5/49
" corica 6/36
" cribaria 5/87
" eglantina niger 6/35
" erosa 5/87?6/57
" arrones 5/84? 5/87
" isabella Linne 6/57
" maculifera 5/48
" mappa 6/35
" moneta 6/36
” poraria Linne 6/57
" stolida 5/87 ? 6/35
" vitellus 6/58
" xanthodon 5/84

Cystopeltidae 4/26
Cytora Kobelt & Moellendorff ,1897 5/125 , 6/60

" ampla (Powell) 6/26
” bicarinata (Suter,1907) 5/125
" hedleyi (Suter,1907) 4/l7A,6/60
" kerrana 6/27
" lignaria (Pfeiffer ,

I

857 ) 4/46
" septentrionale (Suter,1907) 4/l7A,4/65
” torquilla (Suter) 6/61

Dapbnella cancellata Huttonl878 5/l9?5/33
Dardanula limbata (Hutton) 6/6O

" olivacea (Hutton) 6/6O

Delos Cordelia (Hutton) 6/27,6/61

4/42
4/1,4/42,4/86,6/87, 6/88

4/42
5/70
5/71

5/71

5/71

5/53
5/70
5/66
4/46
5/53

5/33 ? 5/44a ,6/56,6/107, 6/1 08
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SCIENTIFIC
FAMLIES - GMERA - SPECIES (cont’d,)

Delos coresia (Craysl850)
" jeffreysiana (Pfr,,)

Dendropoma
Dentaliiim diarrhox Wat son ,1879

" namum Hutton 1873
" solidum
" t ivfhana Dell

, 1 95 3

Diacria trispinosa (Lesueurjl821

)

Diaph-oraplax biramosa (Quoy oc Gaimard 5 1 8 35

)

Diastole
Dicrocoelidae
Diluculuin

Diplodonta globus Finlay ,1927
" striatula Finlay, 1 927

Dipl onimat inidae
Divaricella huttoniana Vanatta,1901
Divarilima sydneyensis Hedley I904

Divariscintilla maoria Powell, 1932
Dolobrifera brazieri (Sowerby)
Dosinidae
Dosinia africana Gray

" (Austrodosinia)anus(Pbilippi I848)
" (Asa)bertini n,sp.
" bensoni
" calculus Reeve
" concentrica Born
" creba Hutton
" greyi. Zittel,l864
" lambata (Gould, I850)
" maoriana Oliver
" nobilis Desbayes
" (Orbiculus)incisa (Reeve)
" scopoli
" subrosea ( Gray, 1 8 35)
" (Asa) turaida Gray

Dosina zelandica (Gray, 1835)
Dosinisca s.str.
Dosinula (Finlay, I927

)

Dosinula striatula

4/17A,4/36,4/65,6/61
6/61

4/47
5/11

4/7 0,4/86,5/3,5/5, 5/1 1,6/111

6/68
5/10
5/10

5/23,5/28
5/122

5/9
5/101

4/34,4/35,6/88,6/104
5/14,6/60

5/37
4/34,4/35,4/86,6/72

5/80,6/56

4/34
5/105

5/54,6/68
5/54
5/54
5/54
4/3
5/54

5/54
6/68

5/11,5/54
4/34,5/54
5/54,6/71

5/54
5/54
5/54

4/34,6/11

5/54
4/86,5/33

5/54
5/17
6/12

Eatoniella (Dardanula)fossa 4/IO8
" " olivacea (Hutton, 1882) 4/107
" minacrassa 6/72
" minutocrasa Ponder 5/52
” pallida 6/72
" (Pella?:)huttoni (Pilsbury,l888) 4/107
" puniceoraacer Ponder 5/52
" sp. 5/44a

0

Eatonina 4/IO7
" rnicans (Webster, 1905) 4/107
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SCIENTIFIC
FMILIES - GENERA - SPECIES(cont 'd.

)

Eulima maoria
" perspicua (Oliver, 19 '!

5 )

Eunucula Iredale , 1 931
" strangei A,Adams, 1 85

6

Euryno Iamdru

s

Euthrenopsis otagoensis Powell
Euthrenopsis venusta Pov7ell ,1929
Esomilopsis hipkinsi Powell

/
4/79

4/34 ,4/86
4/79
4/34
5/10

5/125
4/46,5/37,6/57
4/94,6/10,6/40

6/103
5/107,6/68

4/86,4/94,5/5,5/109, 5/110
5/89

. , . 5/97
4/45,4/60,4/61,5/9,5/35,5/37,5/81,5/119.5/122,5/123

4/45 ,4/46,4/62 ,4/85 ,5/9,5/35
5/33,5/60,5/83,5/86

6/59,6/60
5/44a
5/86
5/60

4/47
6/104
4/108
4/107
6/72

4/107
5/12,6/11

6/21

5/23

5/23,5/24,5/25,5/28
6/57,6/60,6/73,6/74,6/75

6/11

5/53
4/80
4/81

4/86
6/104

5/55
6/88

Ebalia
" laevis, nut crab,

Echinodermata
Ecbinocardium australe^ Heart Urchin.
E^estas waitei (Suter, 1909 )

E^estula Iredale I915

Elasmat inidae
Ellatrivia (memorata)merces Finlay , 1 927
Ellicea recens Dell
Emarginula

" striatula (Quoy co Gaimard
,
1

8

34 )

Emozamia Iredale 1924
" licina (Hedley tz Petterd, 1906 )

Endodontidae
Endodont inae
Epitorxiura Roeding ,1798

" jukesianura (Forbes)
” philippinarum (Hovrerby,l 844 )

" scalaris
" tenelluiii (Hutton, 1 885)

Erycino.cean Bivalves
Escalina regularis Powell
Estea Iredale, 191 5

" semplicata Poxiell ,1927
" subrufa Powell
" zosterophila (Webster

,

1 9O5

)

Euciroa galatheae Bell , 1956
(Eucominia)nassoides nodicincta (Von Martens)= Cominella
Eudomochiton button! Pilsbury,l 893

" nobilis (Gray, 1843 )

Palsilunatic

a

Panulum expositum Mousson
Pasciolariidae
Pax Iredale, 1925
Pax otagoensis
Fectola Iredale , 1 915

" alpestris (Suter,l 89 l)
" brouni (Suter,l 89 l)
" buccinella (Reeve, I852)
" eremita (Suter,l 89 l)
" infecta (Reeve, I852)

6/20

6/57
5/102

4/77
6/103

5/9
5/35

4/10,4/45,4/46
4/46

5/35
4/46
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SCIENTIFIC
FAMILIES - GESIERA - SPECIES (cont’d.)

Fectola irregularis (Suterjl 890 )

" marsupialus Powell 5 1941
" mutaLilis (Suter5l89l)
" otagoensis (Suter5l899)
" reeftonensis (Suter,l 892 )

" roseveari (Suter5l896)
" sterkiana (Suter, I89I)
*' subinfect a (Suter^ I899)
" tapirina Hutton 1883
" variecostata (Suter,l 890 )

Fenestrosyrinx; nesilis bicarinata (Suter)
Ficidae
Fissidentalium selandicum (Sowerby5l860)
Fissurellidae
Flabellum
Flabellum rugulosum
Flammocharopa costulata
Flammoconcha Dell

5

1952
Flammulinidae
Flaminulina chiron (Gray)

" crebriflaininis (Pfro)
" feredayi (Suter9l89l)
" perdita (Hutton, 1 883)
" pilsbryi Suter, I89O
" zebra (LeGuillou,l 842 )

Fossarina rimata (Hutton,l 884 )

Fragum fragum Linne
Fremblya egregia HoAdams , 1866
Friginatica ampbiala (Watson)

" conjuncta Dell
Fusinus genticus (lredale, 1936 )

" novaehollandiae (Reeve)
Fusitriton antarcticus

" laudandus Finlay,1927
Fusus mestayerae Iredale ,1915

4/46
4/32,4/46
4/41 ,4/46

5/35
4/45 ,4/46

4/6555/35
4/45 ^4/46

5/35
4/45,4/46

5/35
6/88

5/55
5/11,6/42

5/107,6/14

4/3
4/86

5/125 , 6/61

5/9
4/26,4/85,5/9,6/22, 6/57

6/61

6/61

4/45
4/ 17A, 4/46 , 6/61

4/45,4/46,4/65
4/46,6/14,6/61

5/17,6/60
6/36

5/23,5/25

5/55
6/104

4/48,5/81 ,6/1

4/108

6/19
5/12,6/16,6/18,6/103

4/1

Gadinalea nivea (Hutton,l 878 )

Gadiniidae
Gaimardia Gould I852
Galeodea triganceae Dell
Galfridus Iredale ,1924

" virginalis Suter ,1913
Gari lineolata (Gray, 1835 )

" stangeri (Gray, 1843 )

Gastropoda
Gekkonidae
Geminoropa Iredale ,1933

" (Cavellioropa) n,sp.
" " cookiana
" oconnori (Dell, 1950 )

" subantialba ( Suter, I890)

4/94,6/59,6/60,6/68
4/18

4/52,6/18,6/20,6/21
4/80,5/12

5/89

5/96
4/34,4/86,6/68,6/107
4/34,4/86,5/33,6/11

5/21,5/99,5/126
5/9

5/125
4/45
4/46
4/32

4/1

7

A
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SCIENTIITC
FAMILIES - GEHEEIA - SPECIES (cont’d.

)

Gena
Glabella hesterana
Glaphyrina vnlpicolor (Sowerby-jlSSO)
Globisinum drewi (Murdock, 1 899)
Gloria maris
Glycymeris sp»

" laticostata (Quoy & Gaimard,l835)
" modests (Angus,

1

879 )

Glyphorhagada sp.
" chydonigera

Gomphina maoruni E. A. Smith
Gonimyrtea concinna (Hutton)
Gorgonians
Graptolites
Gregaria
Guildingia obtecta (Pilsbury,l 893 )

Gumina dolichostoma (Suter, 1908 )

Gundlachia Pfeiffer ,1849

5/87
6/68

4/33,4/86,6/71,6/104
5/12,6/39,6/42,6/100

5/20
6/68

5/33,6/72
4/33,6/11 ,6/60,6/72,6/107

6/102
6/102

6/39
6/88

5/21

5/56
6/62

5/23,5/25,5/29
4/33,6/72
4/18,5/78

Hadridae
Haliotis

" australis Gmelin
*’ iris Gmelin, 179'*

" virginea Gmelin, 1790
" " crispata Gould , 1847
" " button! Pilhol

Halirus setosa (Hedley)
Haminoea zelandiae.Turton & ICingston,l 830
Hanleyidae
Heliaceus maorianus Powell , 1934
Helicarionidae
Helicarion kermadecensis Smith
Helicidae
Helicina sp.

Helicostyla
Helix adspersa
Helix dessertoriim

Hemiarthrum hamiltonorum. Iredale & Hull , 1932
Hemifusus colosseus

" tuba (Gmelin)
Hemistomia Crosse
Hemithyris nigricans
Herpetopoma atrat

a

" bella (Hutton, 1873)
" mariae Powell

Heterocithara mediocris (Odhner)
Hiatella arctica = australis (Lamark,l8l8)

Hinea brazilliana (Lamark, 1822 )

Hipponicidae
Hipponix australis

4/26
5/87
6/60

5/5 , 6/60

4/69,4/70,4/86
4/69,4/70

6/21

6/88

4/35
5/22 ,5/24

4/91,5/10,6/87,6/40
4/26 ,5/37

6/57

5/78,5/79,5/81
5/119,5/120,5/122,5/123

5/78
6/61

5/81

5/22,5/24

6/3
5/2

5/100
4/71

5/87

5/34,6/11
6/11,6/40,6/114

6/87

4/13,5/3,5/14, 5/33
6/56,6/60,6/73

4/94,6/56
4/45
4/45
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SCIENTIFIC

FAMILIES - GENERA - SPECIES- (;cont 'd.

)

Hochstetteria
" munita Finlay

Homalopoma
Hoplodactylus pacificus Gray
Hyalinia cellaria
Hydrobia
Hydrobiidae
Hydrocenidae
Hydroids
Hyridella. McMichael « Hiscock,1958

” menziesi (Grayjl843)
" " aucklandica( Gray, 1843)
" " depaupcrata(Hutton5l883)

4/51 56/1656/60

6/59 96/60

4/108

5/9

4/26

5/44
5/61,5/6255/6396/1196/59

4/1594/16,5/62
4/16,5/61,5/62,5/63

4/59
5/81

95/5
4/46

Icoplax chathamensiso Dell
" empleura (Hutton ,1872)
" kapitiensis Mestayer,1926
" punicea ( Gould, 1 846)
" subeudoza Iredale & Hull, 1930
" sulculata (Suter,1907)

Incisura Hedley,1904
" lyttletonensis (Smith ,1894)

Inoceramus
Iredalina mirabilis Finlay
Iredalula alticincta (Murdock oc Suter,1906)

" venusta Powell, 1934
Isadorella newcombi
Ischnochitonidae , Family
lachnochitonina sub-order
Ischnochiton circumvallatus (Reeve, I841)

" granulifer,Thiele,1909
" luteoroseus Suter,1907
" raaorianus Iredale ,1914

Ividella maoria Powell, 1940

5/56
5/23
5/23
5/23
5/23
5/23

5/108
5/109

5/56
4/80,5/10,5/11,6/103

5/12,6/64
5/12,6/64

6/l02

5/23,5/24,5/27,6/57
5/23
5/23
5/23
5/23

5/23,5/24,5/28
5/53

Janthina Roeding,1798
" exigua. Lamarck
" violacea, Roeding

Josephao Tenison-Woods

5/44a,5/ll6

6/59
6/51 96/59

4/77

(iCereia) Marwick, 1927 5/55
Kerguelenella 6/18,6/20,6/21
Kidderia 6/20,6/21
Kieconcha 6/57
Kiena 5/87
ICopionella matthewsi 6/67

Laevicumaria 6/I8

Laevllittorina 6/l8,^20
Lamellaria cerebroides Hutton 6/IOI

" ophione Gray 6/56,6/60
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SCIENTIFIC
FAMILIES - GENERA - SPECIES (cont'd,)

Lame11ibranchia
Laomerex
Laomidae
Laoma ariel

aupouria
mariae (Gray)
marina (Hutton, 1883)
(Phrixgnathus)academia n
pironiaensis Suter
poecilosticta (Pfeiffer ,1853)
scadium (Pfeiffer)

Laominae Sut er

,

1 9 1

3

Lasea Mnemoa Finlay ,1928
" raaoria Powell , 1933

Latenucula elliptica
Latia neritoides Gray,l 850
Latiaxis
Latiaxis winckworthi
Latona cuneata (Linne)
Lectipecten hochstetteri
Ledella Verril Bush, 189?

" finlayi Powell , 1935
" herdmani Dell , 1953
" lihrata Dell, 1952

Lepidochitonidae
Lepidonatus giganteus
Lepidopleurina
Lepsiella scohina (Quoy Ik Gaimard,l 833 )

p. (PunctidaejPunctinae)

5/21

4/66
4/26,4/45 ,4/46,4/66 ,4/95 ,5/9

4/65,6/61
4/27,6/26

4/ 1 TA,4/27 , 6/61

4/i 7A,4/46 , 6/61

5/125
6/61

4/1 7A, 6/61

4/27

5/9
4/78
4/78
6/20

4/16,4/18,5/78,6/59
6/62

6/3
6/36
6/68

4/101

4/102,5/11
4/101
4/102
5/56
4/86

5/22,5/24,5/27
5/33,5/44,6/59,6/60,6/67

Leptomya retiaria (Hutton, I885) 4/13 , 4/34 , 5/33 , 6/12
Leucosyrinx mawsoni 6/19
Liarea Pfieffer,l 853(Mollusca 5

Mesogastropoda) 4/17A
Liarea aupouria tara Powell 6/27

" carinella (Pfr.) 6/6I
" egea (Gray,l 850 ) 4/l 7A, 6/60
" hochstetteri (Pfr.) 6/6I
” ornata Powell, 1954 5/'*8

Limaria orientalis 6/65 ,6/l 00
,
6/l 1

5

Lima sp,
" zealandica Sowerby,l 876

Limatula maoria Finlay
Limopsis

" enderhyensis
" marionensis E»AoSmith

Linemera pinguoides Powell
Lingula
Linucula Marwick , 1931

” gallinacea (Finlay, 1930 )

" recens Dell, 1 956
Liotella polypleura (Hedley, 1904 )

Liracraea epentroma (Muixioch)
" odhneri Powell

5/12,6/65,6/68
5/80,6/104
6/72,6/104
5/55,6/19

6/19
6/19
6/87

4/71
4/80

4/83,5/11,6/88
4/83

5/53
6/104
6/87
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SCIENTIFIC
FAMILIES - GENERA - SPECIES (cont'd)

Liratilia suLnodosa Powell , 1934
Lissotesta oblata Powell , 1940
Littorinidae
Littorina littorea
Lodderena Iredale ,1924

formosa Powell, 1930
Lodderia Tate ,1899

” iota Powell, 1940
" waitemata Powell , 1940

Longiraactra elongata
Lopha ci’istagalli (Linnaeus)
Lorica H. d; A, Adams

" Laurakiensis Mestayer ,1921
Loricella Pilsbry

" profundior Pell
Lunella smara^a(Gmelin, 179 'l

)

Lymnaeidae
Lymnea columella
Lymnea stagnails
Lyreidus
Lyroseila chathamensis (Suter, 1908 )

5/33
5/53
6/89
6/66

4/52
5/53
4/52

5/53
5/53
6/11

5/104,6/10
5/56

5/23,5/56
5/56
5/23

5/33 , 6/25 , 6/38 , 6/43a , 6/60 , 6/67

4/26,4/50,5/78,6/104
6/105

5/45
4/79
5/44a

Macrodryas striatus Powell
Macrozafra subabnormis (Suter,l 899 )

Mactra discors Gray , 1837
" murchisoni
" ovata (Gray, 184 3)

Magellania
Malakia
Malluvium calcareus Suter
Mammilla

” simiae (Deshayes,l838)
Mane ine11a kiemeri
Mangonia bollonsi Mestayer ,1930
Maorichiton caelatus (Reeve, 1847 )

" metonomazus Iredale Hull, 1932
schauinsland! ( Tbie le , 1 909

)

® Maoricolpus roseus (Quoy dc Gaimard 1834 )

" solomoni
Maoriconcha

" oconnori Powell , 1 941
Maoricrypta costata (Sow-erby,l 824 )

" monosyla (Lesson, I83O)
" tumialis

Maorimactra ordinaria (Smith, 1 898)
Maoritomella albula (Hutton, 1873 )

Margarella
Margariticola
Margins 1

1

idae
K Maoricolpus finlayi Powell

5/53
5/33 , 5/44a

5/86,6/58 ,6/59 ?6/6856/105 ,6/111

6/105

4/34
4/72
4/72
5/10
4/23

4/75,4/94,5/6, 6/3, 6/56

5/85
4/91

5/23,5/29
5/23
5/23

4/42,5/32, 5/44a, 6/5, 6/11 ,6/107
6/71 56/104

6/3
6/22

4/30,6/22
5/33

5/12,6/60,6/72
6/68

4/2,6/12,6/68
5/33, 5/44a, 6/88

6/17,6/18,6/20,6/21

5/87
5/101 ,6/18,6/40,6/68,6/90,6/103

6/5
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SCIENTIFIC
FAJgLIES - GENERA - SPECIES (cont'do)

Marginel la( Microvulina ) angasi (Crosse)
( V

o

1varinella)aoteana
(Glabella) aupouria
c/f. aupouria Powell
cairoma Brookes , 1924
(Kagomea)ficula (Murdoch a Suter)
(Volvarinella)fusula Murdoch & Suter, I9O6

" hebescens (Murdoch k Suter)
larochei Powell
(Volvarina) maoriana Powell
(Glabella)inanawatawhia Powell
mustellina (Angas,l87l)
pygiiiaea (Sowerby)
(Glabella)pygmaeaformis Powell
( Volvarinella)subainoena Powell

" subfusula Powell
tryphenensis Powell
(Glabella) valei Powell
(Microvulina) vidae Dell
( Volvarinella)worcaldi Powell

Marikellia rotunda (Deshayes,l 855 )

Marinula chatharaensis Pihlay ,1928
" filholi Hutton I878
" striata Odhner5l924

Maurea sp

,

" benthicola Dell
" cunninghami Griffith & Pidgeon,l 833 )
" " pagoda (Oliver 5 1926)
” foveauxana Dell
" osbornei ( Powell, 1 926)
" pellucida (Valenciennes , I846)
" " forsteriana Dell
" punctulata (Martyn, 1784 )
" " ampla Powell
" tigris (Gmelin, 179 "!

)

" turneraerum Powell
" waikanae (Oliver

,

1926 )

Mayena australasia Perry I8II

Melagraphia aethiops
Melanopsis

perrysii
" trifasciata

Melaraphe
" cincta (Quoy cc Gairaard)
" luteola
" oliveri Finlay

Merelina lyalliana (Suter)
Mesoginella ( Sinuginella )pygmaea( Sowerby)
Micantapex angustatus Powell , 1 940

" parengonius Dell ,1956

6/5656/94
6/95
6/68

6/72,6/98
4/94, 5/33, 5/44a, 6/92

6/96
5/10,6/96

6/94
6/72,6/93
6/40,6/91

6/97

4/94,6/40,6/56,6/91
6/40,6/90

6/98
6/99,6/107

6/97
6/40,6/93
6/40,6/92
6/40,6/95

6/96
5/14,6/11,6/12

4/49
4/49,4/50,5/59,6/68

4/49
5/5,6/20

6/103

4/2,4/32,4/35,4/70,5/82
4/70
6/58

4/70
4/70
6/103

4/70,6/60
6/101

4/70,4/94
5/10,5/12
4/2

, 5/82
4/28,4/81

6/25,6/36,6/69
4/60
5/81

4/106 , 6/59
5/84
6/59
5/83
6/59
6/60

5/101

4/86,5/10,6/72,6/87,6/108
5/12
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SCIENTIFIC
FMILIES ^ OrMERA - SPECIES (cont’d.)

Micrelenclius sp.
" caelatus Hutton
" " elongatus(Suter5l897

)

" " mortenseni (Odlmer)
" rufozonus (A»Adams)
" sanguineus (Gray)

Microfulgur Finlay cc Marwick
Microvoluta biconica (Murdoch cc Suter, 1906 )

Mimachlamys
Minyas
Mioawateria
Mtra carbonaria Swainson
Mitridae
Mitra maoria Finlay, 192?

" mitra Linne
Mocella Iredale5l9'I5

" cogitata Iredale5l941
Modelia granosa (Martyn,l 784 )

Modiolus
" areolatus ( Gould 5I85O)
" fluviatilis Hutton, 1 878
" neozelanicus (ire.)

Monia furcata (Suter, 1907 )

" furcilla Marwick
" insisura Hutton
" ione Gray
” zelandica (Gray, 1843 )

Monodilepas Finlay ,1927
" diemenensis Finlay , 1930
" monilifera cookiana Dell , 195

3

" " monilifera (Hutton, 1 87 3 )
" " skinneri Finlay , 1 928
" otagoensis Finlay ,1930

Monodonta labio
" sp.

Monoplac ophora
Monoplex australasiae Perry, I8II

Montacuta (Montacuta)
" semiradiata Tate
" (Tellimya)vitrea aupouria n.subsp.

Montfortula Iredale 1915
" chathamensis Finlay , 1 928
" conoidea
" lyallensis Mestayer ,1928
" rugosa

Mo^aliidae (Family) ’
^

sp?(Mopalia)australis Suter ,1907
Morula sp.

" palmeri Powell
Murdochella levifoliata (Murdoch £c Suter)
Murexul Iredale, 1 915

5/32
6/104
4/86
6/21

6/72

6/72
5/102

5/12,6/108
5/69

5/44a
5/55
6/56
6/89

4/77

6/57
5/125

4/1 7A,4/46,4/65
4/2,4/70

5/84
4/86

4/35
6/59
4/47
4/47
4/47
4/47

4/4756/56
5/108

5/113,6/25,6/39
5/112
5/112
5/113
5/113
5/84
5/87
5/21

4/13,5/76,6/56
4/108
4/108

4/108,5/53
5/10856/21
5/111,6/21

6/21

5/12,6/21
6/21

5/23,5/2555/27,5/56
' 5/23

5/85,5/87
6/40
6/88

4/77,5/88,6/89
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SCIENTIFIC
FMILIES - GENERA - SPECIES (cont'd.)

Muressul cuvierensis Finlay
, 927

" (espinosus) raariae Finlay, 1930
" octogonus (Quoy c: Gaimard, 1833)

Mures penchenati (huttoni)
Muricidae
Myadora antipoda E.A.Sraitli

" biconvexa Powell
boltoni Smith

" novaezelandiae E,Ao Smith, i860
" striata (Quoy cc Gaimard, 1835)
" subrostrata B,Ao Smith

Myllita
Myllitella vivens Finlay,1927
Mysella unidentata (Odhner,l924)
Mytilus

4/77,5/92
4/11 ,4/28,5/18,5/34,5/92,6/41
4/2 ,4/7 7 , 5/32 ,5/92 , 6/4 1 , 6/1 08

5/86
5/87.6/20

4/86,6/123
6/124

6/73,6/121,6/109
4/86,6/60,6/88,6/104,6/122

5/33,6/73,6/121
6/73,6/88,6/107,6/123

4/47
4/34,6/72

4/47
6/68

Nacella
Nassariidae
Nassarius albescens

" aoteanus Finlay
" daelatus
" dermastinus
" dorsatus
" Duineril

,
1 805

” ephamillus Watson, 1882
" glans particeps (Hed.

)

" spiratus (A,Adams)
Waticidae
Natica sagittata hancockae Powell
Nautfl-us

Navicula ventricosa
Nectcarcinus

" antarcticus (Swimming Crab)
Negyrina
Neilo ADAdams,l854

" australis (Quoy d Gaimard, 1835

)

" rugata Del 1,1 95

6

Nemocardiim pulchellum (Gray I843)

Neogaimardia Odhner,1924
" finlayi Pox^ell

Neoguraleus interruptus Powell, 1942
" sinclairi (Gillies ,1882)
" sp,
" murdochi (Finlay)
" tenebrosus Powell

Neojanacus perplesus Suter,1907
Neoloricata
ITeomeniomorpha
Neothais scalaris (Menke,l829)

" smith! (Brazier, 1889)

6/17,6/18
6/18,6/126

5/87
6/126

5/87
5/87
5/85
4/77
5/12
6/126
6/126
6/20
6/58

4/72,4/72
5/84
4/79
4/34
5/76

4/99 j4/104
4/104,6/88

4/104
4/34,4/35,4/86,5/33,5/44,6/72

6/104,6/108
4/52

6/59 , 6/60
5/33,5/44a

5/44a ,6/60 , 6/1 04

4/76,6/107
6/72

6/104
5/12,5/60

5/22
5/21 ,5/22

5/33,5/44 , 5/85 ,6/59 , 6/60 , 6/62

4/48,6/56
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SCIENTIFIC
FAMILIES - GENERA SPECIES (cont’d,)

Neothyris lenticularis
Nephrops
Nepotilla nitidula Powell ,1940
Neritidae
Nerita

M grossi
" melanotragus (Smith)
" plicata Linne

Nilsia Finlay, 1927
Nodilittorino
(Nodiplax) chathanensis
Notirus reflexus (Gray,l 843 )

Notoacmea daedal a (Suter, 1907 )

" parviconoides (Suter 1907 )

" pileopsis (Q. Sz G, )
" " cellanoides Oliver
" " sturnus (Homhron 6c Jacquinot ,1841

)

" subtilis ( Suter, 1907)
Notocallista multistriata(Sowerby,l 851 )

Notocochlis migratoria Powell
" sagittate Menke

Notocorbula zelandica (Quoy oc Gaimard,l 835 )

Notolepton antipodum (Pilhol,l 880 )

" citrinum (Hutton,l 883 )

" sanguineum (Hutton,l 883 )

Notopaphia elegans (Deshayes,l 854 )

Notoplax aupouria Powell ,1937
brookesi brookesi Ashby, 1 929

fortior Iredale oz Hull, 1931

cuneata ( Suter, I908)
facilis Iredale cc Hull, 1931
latalamina Dell,1956
mariae (Webster

,

1 908)
species
violacea (Quoy oc Gaimard,l 835 )

websteri Powell, 1937
Notoscrobs Powell, 1 927
Notoseila terebelloides (Hutton)
Notosetia subtenuis Powell , 1937
Notesinister Finlay, 1 927

" ampullus (Hedley, 1902 )

Nucinella ¥ood,l 850
" maorianus (Hedleyi, 1904 )

Nucula Lamarck ,1799
certisinus Finlay ,1930
dunedinensis Finlay, 1 928
hartvigiana Pfeiffer, 1 864
•Olltida AoAdams,l 856
rossiana Finlay , 1930
(Eunucula) strange! A „Adams, 1 85

6

strangeiformis Dell , 1 956

4/7 a

4/79
5/53
4/60

5/84,6/38,6/59
5/84
6/38
6/57
4/52
5/84
5/23

5/14,6/60

5/ 1
, 6/60

4/4,5/84,6/73
6/73
6/41

,
5/45

5/1,6/72
4/1 ,4/86,5/33,6/71 ,6/108

6/39
6/56

5/32 , 5/44 , 6/7 3 , 6/1 07 , 6/1 08

5/11,5/53,5/100,5/101
5/101
5/101

5/14
5/24
5/24
5/24

4/32,5/26,5/31,5/56
5/24
5/24

5/24 ,5/26
5/26

5/24,5/26,5/31
5/24

4/108
6/72
5/10
4/94

4/94 , 5/33 ,
5/44a , 6/5 6 , 6/60

,

6/7 8

4/103
4/103

4/80 ,5/11

4/81

4/81
4/81

,

5/44a
4/81 ,5/33, 5/44a, 6/72, 6/108

4/81

4/82,5/11
4/81
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SCIENTIFIC
FAMILIES - GMERA - SPECIES (cont'd.)

Nuculanidae
Nuculana bellula ( A. Adams,

1

85 6)
" (Jupiteria)manawatawh.ia Powell, 1937
" " wolfi Dell , 1956
" " zealandiformis Dell, 195

3

” (Saccella) Woodring,

1

925
" " hedleyi Fleming, 1

95
“1

" ” hedleyi maoriana Dell, 195^

, ,
4/99

4/13,4/86,4/99
4/100
4/100
4/100

4/99,5/11
4/100,5/11

4/100

Obanella rimutaka Dell, 1952
" spectabilis ( Powell,

1

928 )

Octoconchidae Baker, 1938
Oculina virgosa (Coral)
Odostomia pedica Laws
Offadesma angasi (Crosse cc Fischer, 1 864 )

Oliva caldania
Omphalorissa purchasi
Omphalotropsis sp®

Onchidella nigricans
Oniscida brunni Powell
Onithochiton

" marmoratus Wisse1,1904
" neglectus Rochebrune,l88l
" opiniosis Iredale & Hull, 1932
" quercinus
" subantarcticus Suter,1907

Onustus exutus
Ophicardelus
Ophionereis antipodum
Opi st obranchia
Opomorus palmeri
Orbiculus megerle Von Muhlfeldt
Orbitestellidae
Orbitestella toreuma Powell, 1930

'* vera Powell, I 94O

Ostrea
Otoconchidae
Otococonchinae Cockerell, 1 §93
Otoconcha dimidiata (Pfeiffer,

I

853 )

Otukaia blacki Dell
Ouagapia raynali
Ovaleda Iredale,

1

925
" hamiltoni Powell, 1935
" powelli Dell, 1950

Ovirissoa Hedley, I 9 I 6

Qxychelus allarius
” cellarias

Pachykellya minima Powell, 1931
Pachyraas

Pachymelon benthicola Dell,

1

963
" graharai Powell

4/46,6/61
4/46
5/9
6/68
6/72

4/34,4/35
5/86

4/46,4/47,4/65,6/60
5/81 ,5/119,5/1 20,5/1 22,5/123

6/73
6/57

6/57

5/23
5/23,5/25,5/31,5/87,6/101

5/23
5/87
5/23
6/3

5/83
5/84

5/99
4/1

5/^4
4/47
5/53

/
5/53

4/3,^68
4/46

5/9
4/46,6/60,6/61

4/80
4/62

4/102
4/102
4/102
4/108
6/61

6/61

5/101

4/72
5/10,5/12

6/103
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SCIENTIFIC
FAMILIES - GENEEIA - SPECIES (cont’d)

Pach.ymelon (Palom8lon)fissurata
" smithi Powell
" wilsoni Powell

Palaina belli Preston
Palliolum fosterianum Powell <,1933

" Monterosataj1994
Pallium (Mesopeplum)convexum(Quoy & Gaimard5l835)

" Schamacber
Panope smithae Powell

^

" zealandica (Quoy & Gaimard , 1 8 35

)

Paper Nautilus
Parachit on

" subantarcticus Iredale & Hull, 1930
" textilis Powell, 1931

Paracomitas angustatus (Murdoch & Suter,1906
Paradistoman Kossack,1910

" no spo (Allison & Climo,1969
Paralaoma allochroida (Suter,l890)

" lateumbilicata (Suter,l890) 4/45,4/46
" pumila (Hutton, 188 3)
" raoulensis Ireo
" sericata (Suter,l890)
" sp.
" varicostata

Paramithrax ursus( camouflaged crab)
Paratrophon Finlay, 1927

" cheesemani (Hutton, 1882)
" stangeri (Gray, 1843)

Pareuthria
Paricoplax .crocina Reeve ,1847

" mortenseni (OdJiner,1924)
" perscrutanda Iredale & Hull, 1 929
" profundior Dell

Particymatium strangei (Angas)
Partula
Parvamussium Sacco, 1897

" affomaorium Dell
" maorium Dell, 1956

Parvithacia suteri Finlay
Patulabianca varocontana Suter,l891
Paryphant idae
Paryphanta busbyi (Gray,l840)

" " watti (Powell, 1946)
" gilliesi Smith, 1880
" " aurea Powell, 1946
" " brunnea Powell, 1938
" " compta Powell, 1930
" " fallax Powell, 1930
" " jamesoni Powell, 1936
" " kahurangica Powell, 1936
" " montana Powell ,1936

4/59,5/10
6/103
6/103

5/54
5/10
5/66

4/13,5/70,6/11,6/72
5/66
6/104

4/34,4/35
4/73
6/57
5/22
5/22
5/12

5/9
5/9

4/45,4/46,4/95,6/61
,4/58,4/65,4/95,6/61

4/65,4/95,6/61
6/57

4/45 ,4/46

4/46,4/66,4/95
4/95
4/34

' 5/89
5/95,6/41,6/60

5/96
6/18,6/20
5/23,5/28

5/23
5/23
5/56
6/56

5/81,5/119,5/123
5/66

5/55,5/70
5/12
6/88

5/125

4/26,4/60,5/79,6/13
4/37

4/37,6/26
4/37 ,5/72

5/73
5/73
5/74
5/72

5/74
5/74
5/74
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SCIENTIFIC
FMIILIES - GENERA - SPECIES (cont'd,)

Paryphanta gilliesi subfusca 4/38,5/72,5/73
hocbstetteri (Pfeiffer, 1862) 4/29,4/31 ,4/36,4/37 ?4/38,4/52

" " anatokiensis Powell, 1938 5/73
" lignaria oconnori Powell, I938 4/28,4/30,4/31,4/32,6/44
" rossiana gagei Powell, 19 38 5/51,5/52,6/12
" superba Powell, I93O 4/35,5/74,5/79
" " mouatae Pov;ell,1936 5/74
" traversi Powell, 1930 4/37
" " koputaroa Powell, 1 946 4/37

Patelloida corticata (Hutton) 6/73
Patinigera 6/17 ,6/l8,6/20
Patro Gray -y47
Pasillostiura Gardner 5/100
Paxula paxxillus (Murdoch) 6/60
Pearly nautilus 4/72
Pecten Mueller, 1?76 5/65,5/71

" novaezelandiae Reeve, 1 852 4/33,4/86,5/66,6/1

1

Fleming, 1951
" " rakiura
" raoulensis Powell

Pectinidae
Pectinura maculata
Peculator hedleyi (Mur.)
Pedicularia maoria Powell

" " = pacifica
" pacifica

” effossa (ire.)
" hayii (Griff, cc Pidgeon)
" nanna (Ire.)

^
” rotabilis (Reeve)

Penion fairfieldae Powell
" ormesi Powell

Pelecypoda
Pelicaria

" clarki
" mangaoparia Vella
" vermis bradleyi (fossil)
" " canaliculata becki
" " flemingi
" " grahami
” " powelli (fossil)
" wellmani

s Penion adusta ( Phil ippi, 1 845)
" dilatatus (Quoy Cc Gaimard,l833)
" sp.

Peplimnea vinolenta
Perna canaliculus (Gmelin,1791

)

Pervicacia
" flesicostata (Suter,1909)
" n.sp,
" tristis (l>eshayes,l859)

5/66
6/57

5/65
5/84
6/72
6/86
6/64
6/86

6/45
6/47
6/46
6/48

6/46
6/103
6/114

5/21
5/126
5/126

5/55
5/126
5/126
5/126
5/126
5/126
5/126

4/13,4/45,4/70,5/33,5/44
5/60,6/42

5/10, 5/1 1,5/44a, 6/40
6/102

5/44,6/56,6/59
5/86

4/78,6/39
4/77

4/35 ,4/42 ,4/78 , 6/39,6/60,6/7

1

6/119
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•r:. SCIENTIFIC
FAMILIES - GENERA - SPECIES (cont'd,)

Perrispdonta mirabilis EoAo Smith
Peryglypta
Pfefferia
Phasianella variegatus
Phelussa fulminata (Hutton, 1 883)

" helmsi (Hutton, 1883)
” henryi (Suter)

Phena charopa Pils'bury,l893
Phenacohelix given!

" pilula chordata (Pfeiffer ,1862)
" perplexa (Murdoch)
" ponsonhyi (Suter,l897)
" stokesi (EeA. Smith ,1884)

Phenatoma novaezelandiae ( Reeve, 1 84 3)
" zelandica (Smith, 187?)

Philine
angasi Crosse & Fischer, 1 865
Ascanius,l772
auriform! s Suter, I9O9)
constricts Murdoch £c Suter I9O6
powelli

Philippia lutea (Lamarck, 1822)
" oxytropis = manifests Iredale,l931

Philobrya
Pholadidea spathulata (So¥erby,l850)

" tridens (Gray, 1843)
Pholadomya maoria Dell
Pholihastoma
Phot inula
Phrixgnathus

ariel Hutton, 1883
celia Hutton,l883
cheesemani Suter
conella (Pfr.

)

erigone (Gray,l850)
forsteri Dell, 1952
glabrisculus (Pfeiffer, 1 85 3)
haasti Hutton, 1 883
lucidus (Suteg,l896)
marginatus H xton,l883
microreticulatus (Suter, 1890)
moellendorfi umbilicus
phrynia Hutt on , 1 88 3
regularis (Pfeiffer, I855)
scadium ( Pfeiffer, 1 857

)

serratocostatus Webster, I906
species
sublucidus (Suter, 1896)
viridulus viridulus (Suter, I9O9)

Phylum Molluscs
Physastra

6/19,6/20
5/86
6/18

5/86

5/9
4/45
6/12

5/125
4/65?6/60

4/46 ,6/60,6/61
6/14

4/46,4/5856/61
4/46

4/2 ,4/3354/35 .4/42 ,5/5,6/60
4/35,4/42,5/5,6/60

6/18

4/33
5/99

4/33,5/100,6/108
5/10

<: 5/100
4/1,4/28,4/48,4/90

4/48,4/90,6/87
4/51

5/12
5/13
5/12
6/18
6/18

4/95,6/61
4/174,4/65,4/69, 6/61

4/45,4/46
6/61

6/61
4/l7a,6/6l

4/30,4/31
4/17A,4/46,6/14, 6/61

4/46
4/69
4/30

4/45,4/95
4/69

4/45,4/65,4/69,6/61
4/45,4/46,4/69

4/65
4/66
4/66

4/58,4/69
4/69

5/21 ,5/22

4/16,4/60, 5/5,5/45,6/59,6/102
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SCIENTIFIC
FAMILIES - GENERA - SPECIES (cont’d.)

Pictobalcis articularis
Pinctada margaritifera

" martensii
Pinna
Pinnotheres novaezelandiae
Pisaniidae
Pisidium novaezelandiae Prime
Placamen calophylla (Philippi)
Placostylus

" arabcigiosus annectens Powell
" " consobrinus Powell
" " gardneri Poxrell
" " hancoxi Powell
" " keenonm Powell
" " lesleyae Powell
" " michiei Powell
" " pandora Powell
" " priscus Powell
" " spiritus Powell
" " whareana Powell
" " wo2?thyi Powell
" bivaricosus royi

Placunanomia sella Tate
Planorbidae
Planorbis corina Gray
Platiopsis centralia
Plaxiphoridae Family
Plaxiphora aurata campbelli (Filhol

,

1880 )

Pleurigens plenax Finlay
5
l 930

Pleuromeris sp.

5/65 , 6/1 0,6/25, 6/40

,

6/62 , 6/1 00

5/49 , 5/87
6/115
5/87
4/86
6/64

6/59
6/36

4/60,4/61 ,4/62 ,4/88 ,5/37 ,6/26,6/62
6/26,6/29,6/115

6/29
6/27,6/28
6/28,6/29
6/26,6/29

6/28

6/27,6/28,6/29
6/26,6/29,6/115

6/28
6/26
6/28
6/28

6/54
4/47
4/26

4/16,5/45,6/38,6/59
6/102

5/24,5/25,5/56,6/20,6/57
5/23,6/20

5/17,6/103
5/11

" paucicostata Laws 6/72
" zelandica (l>eshayes,l 854 )4/l 3 , 4/86 , 5/33 , 5/44a, 6/72 , 6/107 ,^108

Plurabelenchus 6/2O
Pododesmus Philippi 4/47
Poirieria Jousseaume,l 879 5/88

" kopua Dell, I956 5/9I
" zelandica (Quoy J: Gaimard, 1833) 4/2,4/70,4/86,5/5,5/10,5/12

Polinices
" tawhitirahia Powell,
" waipipiensis

Polymita
Polyplacophora
Pomiscala perplexa ( Pease, 1 867)
Poroleda Hutton , 1893

" lanceolate (Hutton, 1885 )

Potamopyrgus Stimpson, I865
" * antipoduQ
" iT corolla (Gould, 1847)
" speleus (Prauenfeld, 1862)

Potiarca pilula

5/91 ,6/42,6/110
4/3,6/18

4/23,6/115
6/68

5/78
5/21,5/22,5/56

5/60
4/103

4/103,5/11,5/55

,
5/45

4/106,5/5,6/59
4/16,5/5,5/6,6/59

4/106,6/59
5/86
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SCIEOTIFIC
FAMILIES - GENERA - SPECIES (cont'd.

)

Powelliset ia bilirata Ponder 5/52
M subgradata Powell

,
5/52

M subtenuis Powell 5/52,6/72
M unicarinata Powell 5/52

Prisnatro ]t-iarwick 4/47
Probuccinum 6/18

Productus 4A1
Promarginata 6/18

Pronucula Hsdley ,1902 7/80,6/20
I! bollonsi Powell, 1955 4/83
”

1maoria Powell , 1937 4/83,5/11
M tenuis Powell 4/83

Prosipho 6/18
Prosobranchia 5/126
Protothaca crassicosta (Desbo) 6/60
Provacator 6/18

Proxicharonia palmer! 4/105,5/77
Proximitra banski Dell 4/80

" obscura (Hut! on

,

187

3

) 4/94,5/18
Proxiuber australe (Hutton) 6/107

Pseudogestula Dell , 1954 5/125
It transenna brookesi Dell 4/10

Pseudomonites 5/56
Ptoromyrtea dispar • /• 6/68
Pteropurpura ( Ocenebrinae

)

,
5/76

It (Muricinae )Jousseaume
j
1 879 5/76 ,5/83

fl laetifica flemingi Beu 5/91
Pteronotus Swainson, 1833 5/88

II angasi eos (Hutton, 1873 ) 4/94,5/90,6/40
It laetifica Finlay 5/76
II " flemingi (Beu) 5/76
It " n.subsp. 5/76
It kaiparaensis (Fleming)

, ,
5/76

It zelandica Hutton , 1873 5/90,6/12,6/62
Ptychodon Ancey,l 888 5/9,6/57

II aorangi (Suter,l 890 ) 4/45,4/46,5/35
M black! Dell, 1955

,
5/35

It chiltoni (Suter, 1909 ) 4/46,5/35
II fiordlandica Dell , 1955 5/35
It bunuaensis Suter,l 894 4/174,4/46,5/35
It iredalia (Webster, I9O8) 5/35
It leioda Hutton, 1 883 4/30
M microreticulata 4/46
II minuta (Suter, 1909 ) 5/35
M monoplax (Suter, 1913 ) , ,

,
5/35

It pseudoleioda (Suter,l 890 ) 4/l 7A, 4/46 ,4/65
M suteri Murdoch & Finlay 5/35
It tau (Pfeiffer, 1862) 4/46,4/65,5/35
II ureweraensis (Suter,l 899 ) 5/35
It varicosa (Pfeiffer

,

1853 ) 4/17A
II wairarapa (Suter,l 89Q) 4/45
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SCIENTIFIC
FAMILIES - GENERA - SPECIES (cont'd.)

TO

Pulmonata
Punctinae, new sub, fam, Morse

j

1 864
Puncturella Lome ,1827

" manawatawhia Powell ,1937
Pupa kirki (Hutton

,

187

3

)

" " alba (Hutton, 187 3)
Pupillidae
Pupillids
Pyrene versicolor
Quibulla subtropicalis Powell ... ..

Radiacmea inconspicua (Gray)

Radulphus necopinatus Finlay
Ranella olearium Linneus
Ranularia dunkeri iredalei n.sp,

" " dunkeri (Lischke,l 868 )

Rapana thomasiana Crosse
Ratifusus

" mestayerae Iredale ,1915

Cc \Cc (S^o3 r^‘X9TxxslH) jxnt
Recluzia lutea (Bennett , I84O)

(QQ8 r,'xo.c)xr8 ) axaneraewexxr
A^

! \^Regidrillia sp,
( 8 c8 t^ » -^^TlxoTH) caoox'irv

^f\\i\Resania lanceolate Gray, 1 852 (OP8 r,-xotuo') sqnrrrxrw
Retusa aupouria Powell

" oruaensis (Webster

,

1 908)
Rbizorus nesentus Finlay 1927
Rhynchonella
Rhyssoplas;
Rhytida dunniae (Gray,l 840 )

" duplicate duplicate Suter
" " vivens Poxfell
" greenwoodi (Gray)
" " webbi Powell
” hadfieldi Powell
" meesoni Suter, 1 89 1

'
" " perampla Powell , 1946
" o'connori Powell
" patula Hutton, 1883 '

" spelaea Powell
Ringicula delects Murdoch c: Suter, I906
Rissellopsis varia (Hutton, 1873 )

Rissoacea
Rissoa

" (Haurakia)hamiltoni (Suter, I898)
Rissoidae
Rissoella

" micra Finlay
Rissoina

" chathamensis Hutton , 1873 .

" fictor Finlay ,

'

p
" fucosa Finlay

Rocellaria

-J I ‘X

5/9,5/77
5/9

5/108,6/16,6/20
5/114

4/7 0 , 5/32 , 5/33 , 6/7 2 , 6/1 08

4/70,5/5
5/37,5/119

4/62
5/84
6/40
6/60

4/77
5/12

4/107
4/107
5/117

5/87

,

6/64

4/94,6/40
- 5/37
n 5/44a
n 5/44a

4/34,5/5,6/68
6/72

5/55,6/72,6/107,6/108
4/21,4/13,6/87

4/71

6/57

4/1 7A, 6/1 3

6/28
6/26,6/62
6/61

,

6/62
6/12
6/62

4/36
4/30
6/62

4/30,4/31
6/62

5/12

4/39,5/44a, 6/60

4/47
4/107
4/107

4/47,4/94,6/20,6/40
4/108

5/53
5/33

4/86,5/44a, 6/60
,6/72,6/107

6/88
5/14
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SCIEIWIPIC
FA^gLIES ~ gEMERA - SPECIES (cont’d.)

Rochefortula reniformis (Suterj 1908 )

Roybellia
Ryenella impact

a

Herman

4/86 ,4/94 , 5/34 , 5/44a

,

6/12 ,
6/60 ,

6/68,6/72
6/54

6/5656/60

Sabellostarte indiea Savigny
SalDia wyattae Powell , 195^

Saccella "bellula

Saxostrea commercialis
" glomerata ( Gould 5I85O)

Scalpomactra scalpellum (Reeve ,1854) 4/34 ?4/35
Scaphander flemingi Marwick
Scaphapoda
Schizochitonidae Family
Schizoglossa major Powell

" novoseelandica (Pfr, 1862 )

" worthy! Powell
Schizotrochus Monterosato,l 884

” aupouria Powell ,1937
" finlayi Powell ,1937
" raantelli (Woodward

,

1859 )

" regius (Mestayer,l 9 l 6 )

Scintilla
" stevensoni Powell ,1932

Scissurollida sp.

Scriniura neozelaniciim (Suter, 1908 )

" sandersonae Bucknill ,1927
Scrohs hedleyi (Suter, 1908 )

Scutellastra kermadecensis Pils,
Scutus Montfort 5I8IO

" hreviculus (BlainvillejlSll

)

Semele hramleyae Powell, 1 967
Semitrochia setigera
Separatists helicoides (Gmelin)
Sepia apama
Sepioteuthis hilineata (Q. & G.

)

Septa
Septa (M. ) parthenopea echo (Kira, 196 l)

" " " keenae subspo
" ” " parthenopea (Salis. 1793 )

Septifer bilocularis (Linne)
Serpho kivi (Gray, 1843 )

" matthewsi Suter ,1909
Sigapatella novaezelandiae Lesson , 1830 4/13 , 5/59

" otamatea Laws
" superstea Fleming, 195^
" vestex Marwick

Iredale ,1943
tomentosa (Pfeiffer, I855)

Sinodia
Sinumelon c.f. godfreyi

" periflatum

Simlimnea
It

4/74
4/45
6/68

5/84

5/17
,6/11,6/68,6/107,6/108

5/55
5/21

5/23 , 5/56
6/60,6/61

4/36,4/52,6/13,6/14
6/60

5/46
5/47

5/47
5/47
5/47
5/87
4/47
5/52
4/76
4/76
4/107

6/54,6/55
5/108

4/5755/84,5/116,6/60
5/45

6/102

4/74
6/59

6/111,6/114
5/76
5/76
5/76
5/^76

6/56
4/88 ,6/14 56/26 56/61

4/88,6/26
,6/38,6/68,6/109,6/107

5/59
5/59 , 6/39

5/59
4/16,5/45
5/78,6/59

5/54
6/100
6/102
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SCIENTIFIC
FMILIES - GENERA - SPECIES (cont'd.

)

Siphonariidae
Siphonaria zelandica (Q, & G.

)

Solemya sp.

" parkinsoni E.A. Smith.
j 1874

Soletellina nitida (Grayml 843 )

" siliqus Re eve, 1857
Sphaeriidae
Sphaerium novaezelandiae Deshayes,l 853
Spirula spirula (Linne)

Spisula aequilateral is (Desh,

)

Splendrillia aoteana Finlay
" novaezelandiae
" otagoensis Powell

Spondylus ducalis
" raoulensis Oliver

Stenogridae
Stiracolpus

" kaawaensis
Stometella rufescens
Strigilla euronia
St rorabus

Stropochielus
Struthiolaria

" papulosa (Martyn, 1784 )

" " gigas Sowerby,l 842
" tricarinata (Lesson, 1830 )

" vermis (Martyn, 1784 )

Stylommatophora
Subfectola Powell ,1939

" caput spinulae (Reeve, 1 852)
Subula maculata
Succineidae
Suteria ide (Gray,l 850 )

" raricostata
Suterilla neozelanica

4/18,5/78,6/36
6/60 , 6/73

5/11

4/33,4/35
4/34,6/59

4/34
4/26

4/16,5/45,6/59
6/36

6/59,6/68
6/87,6/107

6/107
6/104

5/85
6/55

5/78
6/103
6/68

5/87
5/86

5/86,6/36,6/89

.
5/79

5/126,6/68

4/33 ,4/42 ,4/70,4/86 , 6/42

,

6/7 1

6/72,6/107
4/86
4/86

4/13,4/33,4/42,6/42,6/72
5/78

5/125
4/46,4/58,4/65,6/61

6/3
4/26

4/45 , 6/61

4/59
6/59 , 6/60

Sypharochiton pelliserpentis (Q. & G,l 835 ) 4/9 , 5/23 , 5/25 , 5/30 ,
6/67 , 6/73

Sinclair! (Gray, 1843 )

torri (Suter, 1907 )

5/23,5/25,5/30
5/23

6/12

6/71

4/2,4/33,4/70,6/11
5/57
4/77
4/78

4/11,4/78
4/11,4/78

6/20
spissa (Deshayes , 1835 ) 4/34 ,4/42 ,4/86

,

5/l 7 ,5/44a,6/68 ,6/l 09 ,6/1 07

Tectus royanus Ire. 6/55

Tahunanuia alata
Talabrica bellula (A. Adams)
Tanea zelandica (Quoy & Gaimard,l 833 )

Taniwhasaurus
Taron Hut ton , 1

9

30
" albocostus Ponder
" dubius Hutton, 1878
" mouatae (Powell, 1940 )

Tawera
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FAMILIES - GENERA - SPECIES (cont'do)

Telemactra
Tellina inflata Gmelin
Tellinella charlottea ( Smith jl 885 )

" huttoni (EoAoSmith5l885

)

" ” sterrha (Suter3l913)
Terehra sp.

” circumcincta Desho
" venosa Hinds

Terehratella
" haurakiensis
" inconspicua
" sanguinea

Teredo
Terefundus Finlay, 192?

" cuvierensis Mestayer ,1919
Teremelon knoxi Dell
Terenochiton finlay (Ashby, 1 929)

" fairchildi Iredale &, Hull ,1929
" inquinatus (Reeve, 184?)
” otagoensis Iredale & Hull ,1929

Testacella
Thais orbita (Neothais scalaris)
Thalassocyon Barnard, I96O

" bonus Barnard, 1960
" tui Dell

Thalassohelix propinqua (Hutton, I883)
" prousei Powell , 1952
" zelandiae
" zigzag (Gould, 1848)

Thaumatodon Pilsbry,l 893 (Sensu Suter, 1913 )

Therasia decidua (Pfeiffer, 1857 )

" traversi Eo A .Smith
Therasiella

" celinde (Gray,l 850 )

" tamora (Hutton, 1833 )

Thestyleda Iredale ,1929
" investigator Dell , 1952

Thoristella chathamensis (Hutton)
" " aucklandica (Smith)
" " benthicola Finlay
" oppressa (Hutton, 1 87 3 )

Thracia vitrea (Hutton, 1873 )

Thyasira resupina neozelanica Iredale , 1930
Toheroa
Tolema peregrina Powell ,1947
Tonna

" canaliculata cepa
" ceruisima haurakiensis Hedley ,1919
" haurakiensis Hedley ,1909
" maculata Lam*ark
" magnifica

5/86
6/26

4/86,6/104
4/34

4/86,6/88

4/94? 6/62
6/118,6/119

6/57
4/71,4/72,6/104

4/72
4/71 ,4/72

4/72
5/14,6/116

5/55.5/89
5/96
6/103

5/22,6/57
5/22

5/22,5/24.5/28
5/22,5/24

5/79
6/62 ,6/56

5/55

5/55
5/2.5/55

4/46
5/73
6/61

4/1 7A

5/9
4/46
6/14
4/48

4/58,4/65 .6/60

4/1 7A, 6/61

4/101

4/101,5/11
6/104
6/21

6/104

5/34
4/75.6/104

5/12
5/64

5/12,6/42
5/86,6/40

5/107
4/24

4/94,6/42
4/24
6/3
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Torma maoria Powell, 1938
" melanostoma Jay
" olearium Linnaeus , 1758
" tetracotula Hedley,19l9

Tomatellina
Tornatellinops novoseelandica (Pfeiffer)
Trichoconcha
Trichomya hirsuta
Trichopeltarion
Trichosirius cavatocarinatus

" Finlay, 1927
" inornatus (Hutton, 187

3

)
" " Finlay ,1927

Tridacna
Trochacea Trochidae
Trochidae
Trochita
Trochomorpha
Trochus tiaratus Quoy & Gaimard,l 834

" viridus (Gmelin, 1791 )

Trophon alLdaLris
" raurdochi Marwick
" scotianus Powell
" sp.

Tugali Gray, 184 3
" colvillensis Finlay , 1 927
" elegans Gray , 1843
" Stewart iana Powell , 1939
" suteri Thiele
" " Sutherland! Fleniing ,1948

Turbinidae
Turbo argyrostoma Linne
Turbonilla obliquata
Turridae
Turrit ella
Turritella cingulifera
Tutufo bufo (Roding)
Typhis Montfort ,1810

" pauperis Mestayer, 19 l 6

4/24
4/24

4/24,4/58
4/24
6/57

4/17A,4/46,4/59 ,4/65, 6/61

6/18
5/84

4/79
6/104

5/33
5/44a
4/86
5/86

4/47 ,6/20

5/17,5/106
6/18

5/81,5/119,5/120,5/122,5/123
4/32 ,4/42 ,4/86

,

5/44a, 6/72
4/86
6/62

5/55
6/19

5/12,6/18,6/20
5/108,6/68

5/110
5/110

4/86,5/110,6/104
5/111,6/60

5/111

6/89

6/57
6/108
6/20

4/3,4/86,5/32,6/3
5/86
6/24
5/88

5/10,5/92,6/18

Uber conicum 5/85
” didyma 5/85
" incei 5/85

Uberella barrierensis (Marwick ,

1

924) 5/l 2

Umbraculum botanicum Hed, 6/40,6/56
Ustularca renuta 5/84
Uttleya Marwick , 1934 5/89

" ahiparana Powell 5/97
" williamsi Powell , 1952 5/97

Vacerichiton Iredale oc Hull, 1932 5/5

6

Vacerrena Iredale , 1938 5/l 08
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FAMILIES - GEIIERA - SPECIES (cont'd,)

Vacerrena demissa (Hedley
5
l 904 )

Vallonia excentrica
Venericardia penerectangularis

" purpurata (Desh.ayes,l854)
" reinga Powell

Venusta trochus
Vermetidae
Verrotriton
Vertiginidae
Vertigo pyginaea Drap<,

Vexilluin

Vicimitra maoria Finlay
5
l 927

Vivipora
"Voluta" pulclira

Voluta kurodai
Volute fossile
Volutomitridae
Volva
Volva longirostrata
Volvarina (Haloginella)mustelina (AngusjiSTi)
Volvarinella cairoma Brookes ,1924
Wainuia sp,

" edwardi (Suter,l899)
" umula urnula (Pfr»

)

Waipaoa Marwick, 1931
"

( Antizafra) aoteana Dell
" mionida Ponder

Xenophalium collactea Finlay, 1 928
" finlayi Ire

»

" laBiatum (Perry, 1811)
" powelli Finlay , 1927
" pyrum (Lamark,l822)
" " finlayi
" royanum Ire

.

Xenophora neozelanica Suter
Xerogalea thomsoni
Xmene Iredale,1915

" plebejus (Hutton, 1873)
Xymenella Finlay, 1 927

" pusilla ( Suter, 1907 )

Zaclys sarissa (Murdoch)
Zalipais lissa ( Suter,

I

908 )

Zeacolpus (Stiracolpus)ahiparana Powell
" ascensus Maniick
" hlacki Ma3?vrLck

delli Man'jick,1957

( Stiracolpus )knoxi Marwick
" maorianus Powell

mixtus Finlay

5/114
6^1
6/68

5/32 ,
5/44a

, 6/39 7 6/1 07 , 6/1 08

6/39
6/18

4/47
5/76
4/26

4/3,4/106,6/61
4/77
4/94
5/81

5/86
5/107

5/8
5/77
6/62

6/86
5/101
5/101
6/12

4/37
6/62

4/77
4/108
4/108

5/5,6/51
6/25

4/28,4/94,6/109
5/12

4/2,4/70,5/5,5/10,6/51 ,6/56
6/103

6/55,6/56
6/42,6/56,6/58

5/10
5/89,6/125

4/35,4/42,5/94,6/60
5/89

5/44a, 5/94 , 6/72
6/60

5/53
6/8

6/7

6/7

4/86,6/6
6/8

6/9
6/10

pagoda (Reeve, 1849 ) 4/94, 5/44a, 6/8, 6/60,6/70,6/l07,6/l08
(St iracolpus) pagoda powelli Marwick 6/9

" symetricus Hutton 6/6
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FMULIES - GENFEA - SPECIES (cont'do)

Zeacolpus vittatus (Hutton, 1873)
Zearcopagia disculus (Deshayes,l855)
Zeatrophon Finlay, 1 927

" ambiguus (Philippi ,1844)

" caudatinus Finlay, 1930
" pulcherrimus Finlay,l930
" tmetus Finlay , 1930

Zehittium exile (Hutton ,1873)
Zchizochitonidae (family)
Zediloma arida Finlay

" atrovirens (Philippi)
" corrosa (A»Ad,)
" digna Finlay,

1

927
" plumbea
" subrostrata (Gray)
" zebrina

Zegalerus tenuis (Gray)
" tumens Finlay, 1930

Zeidora A, Adams, i860
" maoria Powell, 1937

Zelippistes benhami (Suter)
Zeminolia plicatula (Mur, 6c Suter)

" tryphenensis Powell
Zemitrella chaova (Reeve)

" v/ebsteri (Suter)
Zemyllita stowei (Hutton, 1873)
Zenatia acinaces (Quoy & Gaimard,l835)
Zenepos totolirata (Suter)

Zeradina odhneri Powell
Zethalia (fossil)

" zelandica (A<.Adams,l854)

Zonitidae

4/ 1 , 4/86 ,
6/ 11

,
6/70 , 6/107

5/45
5/89 , 6/104

4/33,4/35,4/42,5/81 ,5/93,6/11
6/104 , 6/107

5/93 , 6/11

5/93
5/93
5/33
5/23
6/37

6/25,6/37,6/59
6/37

4/49,6/37
6/37

6/36 ,
6/60 , 6/100

6/37
6/72

5/59 ^ 6/38
5/108
5/114
6/40
6/72
6/87
6/60

6/87

4/47 , 5/44a, 6/12

4/34 , 6/68
6/104
6/88

5/57
4/33,4/42,4/70

5/37,5/119,5/122,5/123

Africa 6/79
Ahipara 5/59 ,5/95 ,5/97

,

5/99 , 6/93
Aitutalci 5/48 , 5/49
Alderman Is, 5/lO,5/l 1 , 5/91 ,6/l 10

AlofijNiue Is, 5/48
Aluetians 6/17
Araboina 4/72
America, Central ¥, 5/76,6/17
Amun Bluff 5/57
Anatori 5/74,5/75
Antarctica 6/l5,6/l6,6/l7 ,6/19,^21
Argentine Basin 6/17
Arthurs Pass 4/45
AtapojKorere Valley,

Nelson Prov,' 4/46
Atlantic 5/75,5/76

LOCALITI^
Auckland E. Coast , 4/105 ,5/9 j5/93,6/9

6/ 31 ,
6/36 ,

6/37 , 6/65
Auckland Islands 4/2,4/81,4/83,6/5,

6/17

Auckland Prov. 4/69,4/85,4/90,5/13
5/19,5/87,5/90,5/110

6/121

Auckland, ¥, Coast ^8
, 6/41

Aupourian Prov, 5/92,6/12
Australia 5/57 ,5/'75 ?5/76 ,5/81 , 6/67

Australian E, Coast 5/97,6/31
Australasia 6/79,6/120
Aw-akino Gorge 4/59
Bay of Islands 4/75 ,4/76 ,4/90,5/96

6/87 , 6/100 , 6/115 , 6/116
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LOCALITIES (cont'd.)

Say of Plenty 4/24,4/5

9

?4/8

3

,4/92
4/100, 5/17, 5/'18 , 5/47,
5/70,5/90,5/93,5/96,
5/97,6/8,6/9,6/24,6/41,

6/93,6/110
Beachlands Beach, 6/67
Beehive Island,Kawauo ' 5/34 , 6/37
Bersaker Range.Aust« 6/48
Birdwood , Swanson 4/l 5

BlowholeThe ,Tauranga. 5/25~ 6 ,5/28
Bluff 4/85,5/41,6/37
Boulder Creek. N, Queensland 6/47
Bounty Is. 5/98 , 6/17
Bowent own *^

5/25
Breaksea Sound 5/111 , 6/37
Bream Hd.lfftiangarei 4/78
Brookfield,Moores Valley, ~ ^'0

Wellington 4/46
Broom, IT.Aust. 6/26
Campbell Is. 6/5,6/17
Canterbury Bight 5/69
Canungera,Queensland. 6/46
Cape Brett 4/48
Cape Camel 4/65
Cape Campbell 4/55 , 6/7
Cape Colville 4/1 3 ,4/72
Cape Karekare 5/41 ,6/24,6/39,6/70

6/107
Cape Maria van Diemen 4/75,4/76

4/78 ,4/90,5/90,5/92 ,5/96 ,5/1 09

:

5/111,5/113,6/12,6/25,6/31,
6/38 , 6/40 ,6/41,6/92, 6/94 , 6/95

,

6/114.
Cape Palliser 4/55
Cape Reinga 4/27,6/28,6/78,6/99,

6/114
Cape Runaway 6/83
Castlecliff 4/55
Cavalli Is. 4/23-4 ,4/48 , 6/80 ,

6/l I5
Central Region,

N. Auckland Pen. 6/84
Chalky Sound,Fiordland 4/43
Chatham Is. 4/43 , 4/79 ,4/81 ,5/67

,

5/68,5/71,5/93,5/109,5/111,
5/113,6/3,6/5,6/30,6/31

,

6/63 ,

6/123.
Chatham Rise. 4/43 , 4/80 ,4/81 ,4/83 ,

4/100,4/101 ,4/105,5/71 ,5/69,
6/7,6/8,6/31.

Cheltenham Beach 6/83 , 6/113
China Sea 6/ 1 20
Church Bay,¥aiheke Is, 4/3

Cicia Is.

Coat sville
Cockatoo Bay
Codfish Is.

Colac Bay

5/123
4/16
6/37

5/100
4/78

Cook Strait 4/83 , 5/8 , 5/90 , 5/ 1 1

2

, 6/41

5/10
6/17

5/78
4/55

4/75
6/87

6/55
5/25,6/67

4/11

5/18
4/24,4/81,4/94,6/70

4/81 ,5/43

6/7

5/66,5/68,6/7, 6/85

4/77,4/78,4/83,5/40,
5/92,5/96,6/91,6/93

East Coast ,Northland 5/29 , 5/64 , 6/31

Coramandel Coast

Crozets
Cuba
Cuvier Is.

Days Point ,Kerikeri Inlet

Deep Water Cove
Denham Bay
Deriirent Estuary,Tasmania
Devonport
Dome Valley
Doubtless Bay
Dunedin Harbour
D'Urville Is,

Dusky Sound
East Cape area

6/82
6/82

4/104
5/101,6/17,6/19

6/101

5/56
6/17

5/56,5/76,5/79
6/17,6/18

Eastern N. America
" S, America

Edwardson Sounds
Enderby Land
Ellesmere Is. Canada
England
Equador
Europe
Falkland Is.

Far Horth(see also Horthem N.Z.

)

4/89

4/91 ,5/2,5/17 ,5/65,5/68,5/69,
5/80 , 5/1 04 ,5/1 05 , 6/7 1 , 6/9 1

,

6/92,6/93,6/94,6/95.
Farewell Spit. 4/55
Fiji 4/59,4/71

,

5/81 ,5/1 18,5/120,
6/64

Finke River Valley,
Central Australia 6/IO7

Fiordland 4/I 02 ,4/1 04

,

5/47 ,
6/12 , 6/85

Five Fingers Pen. 6/85
Fletchers Lake.Muriwai
-Foveaux Strait
Fox River
Galapagos
Galathea Station
Gilbert Is.

Gisborne
Golden Bay,Nelson
Gouland Downs Hut

4/16
4/43,4/72,4/85,5/11^

6/37
5/76

4/83,4/84
6/64

4/12,4/88,6/32
5/72,5/73,6/12

5/74
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LOCALITIES (cont’d,

)

Gt, Barrier Is. 4/90,4/100,6/9,6/94
6/95,6/96,6/122

Great Dividing Ranges,
N.S. Wo -Queensland 6/46,6/50

Great Exhibition Bay 4/11,4/90
4/105,6/1,6/24,6/25

5/20
5/86

4/24,4/71,4/83,5/21,
5/40,5/42,5/68,5/93,
5/110,6/95,6/110

5/100
4/88

5/74
Heathcote-Avon Estuary 4/4
Hen 4: Chickens Is. 5/8,5/96,6/9

Guadalcanal
Halfway Is,

Hauraki Gulf

Hawke s Bay
Hawaiam Is.

Heaphy Track

5/105
4/106,6/32

5/56
4/10

4/42,5/41,5/43,5/81
6/1 ,6/32

4/69 ,4/95
6/26

5/81

5/61 ,5/62

4/1 7A,4/69
5/78

6/120

5/75,5/76,5/77,5/98
6/82,6/126

Island Bay,Wellington 4/79
Isle of Pines 4/59
Japan 4/IO7

,

5/75 , 5/76 , 5/1 17

6/17,6/26,6/79
ICahui Track 6/14
Kahurangi Lighthouse4/l 2 , 5/74 , 5/75

Herekino Gorge
Hokianga Harb,
Hokonui Ranges
Hooker Valley
Houhora Heads

Huia
Huka Valley
Hungary
Huntly
Hunua Gorge
India
Indian Ocean
Indo Pacific

Karikari Bay
Kaihoka Lalces

Kaikoura
Kiangaroa, N.E.

Kaipara Harb,
Kaitaia
Kapiti
Karamea River
Kariaotahi Gap,Waiuke

Kartigi Beach ,N. Otago
ICavfhia

Kerguelen Is.

Kerikeri
Kermadec Is, 4/107,5/48,5/75,5/80

6/3, 6/24,6/25,6/51,6/53,6/56
6/57 , 6/58

Kerr Point 6/27
King Country 4/10

Kirks Bush,Papakura 4/l7A
Kawau 5/ 1 9 ,5/32 ,5/44a ,5/33
Kaawa Fossil Bed 6/68
Lakeba Is, Fiji 5/122
Lakes Entrance,Victoria 4/85
Lake Pupuke 4/l6, 5/5
Lake Taupo 5/45
Lau Group 5/81,5/118
Leigh 5/1 8

,

5/1 0 1

,

6/25 ,
6/73 ,

6/75 , 6/109
Leslie Valley 6/44,6/45
Lord Howe Is. 5/37

,

6/25 ,6/55B
Lord Howe Rise 4/101,4/102
Loyalty Is. 4/59
Lyall Bay,Wellington 4/79,5/70

5/112 ,
6/50 , 6/92

Lyttleton 5/94,5/101,6/7
Macquarie Is. 5/69,6/17 ,6/20,6/62
Magellan Region 6/17
Mahia Pen, 4/2,4/70,4/90,5/8,6/12,

6/13 ,
6/25 ,

6/26 ,
6/5

1

,
6/92 ,

6/94 ,

6/95
Mahunga Beach 5/3,6/25
Maioro 6/5 1

Mair Park, Whangarei 4/IO6
Makara ,We1 1ingt on
Manawatu Coast
Manihiki Is.

Mangarakau Bluffs
Mangawai

Mangorei River
Manukau Harbour

/70
5/72

4/12 , 5/57 , 6/21

6/8
4/20 , 5/59

4/106

6/7,6/95
4/28,6/44
6/25,6/51,

6/110
4/17 , 5/45
4/71 ,5/56

6/17

4/20,4/28

6/21

5/100

5/49 , 5/50 , 5/51

5/73 , 5/74
6/37
6/13

4/77 , 5/45 , 5/66
5/116,6/5,6/80,6/81 ,6/113

Manulcau Peninsular 6/l1_0,6/l11

Maori Bay,Muriwai
Marfells Beach
Marion Is,

Marlborough Sounds
Matapouri
Matauri Bay
Maunganui Bluff
Mayor Is.

McPherson Range
Mediterranean
Mercer

4/49,6/37,6/116
6/100
6/17

4/10 , 5/40 ,5/45
6/10

4/76
5/19

4/48 ,5/18
6/46

5/75,5/76,6/79,6/82
6/11

6/4, 6/7
6/100

6/7
4/75
6/12

Motiti Island 5/26,5/91,6/42
Motuopa, Taupo 5/45
Mt .Burnet ,Nelson Prov. 4/10,5/72

Mernoo Banlc,Banks Pen.

Milford Beach,Auckland,
Milford Sound
Mongonui
Moriorian Province
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LOCALITIES (cont'd,
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4/64
5/52
5/73
6/47

6/1 3 56/14

4/59
6/26

4/85
6/48

Mt oMaunganui 4/9O55/24 55/25 ? 5/26

Mt, Camel
Mto Lavis
Mt 0 Drumduan
Mt , Dryander
Mt o Egmont
Mt. HumLolt
Mt. Kahuronakii

Mt. Kosciusko 5Australia
Mt. Larcom Range

5/28 55/29^5/30 55/31 55/9756/100 Paparoa Range

Otago 4/15 54/43,4/45

,

4/55 ,4/104

5/17,5/70,5/71,5/102,6/58
Otaki 5/82

Ototoka Beach,Wanganui 6/58

Oyster Point 5/72

Pakawau 4/32,4/42,5/72,6/80
Pakiri 5/l 8

Palliser Bay 5/53
Papanui Canyon, Otago Coast 5/102

6/85

Mt .Messenger
Mt oMoumoukai
Mt . Unuxihao

Mt .Wellington
Murixi^ai

Napier
Narroxf Neck Reef

4/59 -

6/5Y
6/26

4/58
5/95,6/32,6/37

6/10

5/19
Nelson 4/3 ,4/l 0 ,4/l 2 ,4/38 ,4/46

,

4/75 ,5/56 ,5/72,5/7 3,5/74

,

6/ 37 ,

6/78,6/81
New Caledonia 4/58,4/61,5/37,6/24,

6/32,6/36,4/62
Nex'^ Guinea 6/26
Nevr Hehrides 5/1OI

Nexi Plymouth 4/1 05

,

5/4 3 , 5/69 , 5/7 0

New South Wales 4/85,6/1?
Ngarua 6/I 1

Ngataringa Bay,North Shore 6/8I

Ngatutura Pt, 6/68
Ninety Mile Beach, 4/45 ,4/72 ,5/1 9

5/41,5/42,5/44,5/91, 6/8,6/26
6/78

Niue Is. 5/48,5/76,5/77
Norfolk Is, 5/36,6/25,6/551
North Cape 4/27 ,4/43,4/88

,

4/l 02 5

4/8 ,5/91, 5/97 , 6/8 , 6/40 , 6/90

,

6/99,6/110
Northcote, Auckland. 6/113
Northern N.Z, (see also Par North)

4/28,5/91 ,5/100,6/63,6/71

,

6/83,6/90,6/91,6/115
Northern N.Z .Deep Water 5/53 , 6/75
North West Pacific
Oamaru
Ohope
OnetangijWaiheke Is.

Opononi
Opotiki
Opoutama Beach
Orua Bay
Otago Heads 4/l 04 , 5/l 8 , 5/68-9

5/93,5/94,5/111,5/112,6/6,6/103 Resolution Is

5/51

Paraparaurau <^^2 , 5/ 1 00
,^7

Parengarenga Harbour 4/11
, 5/41 , 5/42 ,

5/96,5/104,6/10,6/58,6/81
Patagonia 6/17

Patarau River 5/7 3

Paterson Inlet , Stewart Is. 4/79
Pelorus Bridge ,Marthorough 5/46
Penrhyn Is, 5/49 , 5/50 , 5/51

Penton Point y 60

Pescadores ,Penghu 6/2 , 6/3
Petre Bay 6/8

Philippine Is. 5/77,5/78,6/65,6/120
Pitcairn Is. 5/77
Piet on Wharf 5/40
Pitt Is. 4/100, 6/8

Pilot Bay 5/24- 6 , 5/28 , 5/29 , 5/30-1

Poor ICnights Is, 4/23,4/56, 4/1 05 , 5/l 0
;

5/1 1 ,5/52 ,5/53,5/77 ,5/90,6/10,

6/2 3 , 6/24 , 6/58 , 6/62 , 6/86 , 6/96

,

6/97,6/110,6/115
Plate Is, 5/91,6/42
Port Chalmers , Dunedin 5/68
Port Curtis S, Queensland 6/47
Port Waikato 5/95
Pouakai Range 6/ 1

3

Preservation Inlet 5/56 , 5/66
Prince Edward Is. 6/ 17

Proserpine ,N, Queensland 6/45

Pungaru 4/IO6

Puponga Point 6/8O

Puysegar Point jS.W. Otago 4/83
Queen Charlotte Sound 4/83
Rakahanga 5/50
Rangaunu Nay,Northern N.Z, 6/7I

6/82,6/93,6/95,6/106
4/71,4/78,6/32,6/81

5/48,5/49,5/51
6/55,6/56

5/56
5/59

5/26,5/28
4/102,6/12,6/85

Rangitoto Is
Rarat onga
Raoul Is.

Reefton
Reef Pt.Ahipara
Reef Pt.Tauranga
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LOCALITIES (cont’d,)

4A9

4/78
4/58
6/17

4/59
4/75 , 5/32 , 5/34

5/100
4/71
6/17

Silverstream, Nelson 5/74
Snares Is. 4/84,5/1

,

5/70 , 5/98 , 5/109
6/5,6/17,6/22,6/25,6/32

Snells Beach,Warkworth 5/81
Soloman Is. 4/88,5/20,6/24
South Africa 5/2, 5/53 , 5/75 , 5/76

6/17

Ringaringa
Riverton , Southland
Rosalie Bay
Ross Sea
Samoa
Sandspit ,Waricworth,

Sealers Bay
Seatoun Beach
Shag Rocks

South Canterbury
South America
So So Australia
South Georgia
S o ¥, FiordlandN, Z

.

5/66

5/57 , 5/79 , 6/82
6/65 56/82

6/17,6/18
6/85

So¥. Otago 100 fathoms 6/l 24
Spirits Bay 4/75 ,4/89 ,4/106

,5/17
5/60,5/113,6/1,6/5,6/9, 6/24

,

6/26,6/31 ,6/32,6/39,6/92
Stanley, N. Tasmania 4/85
Stewart Is. 4/49 , 4/7

1

, 4/72 ,4/75
4/78,4/84,5/1, 5/45,5/65,5/66
5/67,5/68,5/69,5/71 ,5/93,5/94
5/111,5/112,6/5,6/6, 6/22 , 6/25

,

6/37, 6/44A, 6/90
Suhantarctic Is.of N.Z. 5/109 , 6/20

6/30,6/63
Suhantarctic 5/I 01 , 6/l 6

,
6/l 7 , 6/20

Taemaro Bay 5/41 , 5/42
Toh-una Beach,Nelson 6/l 21

Taipa,Northland 4/75 , 5/l 05

Taiwan 5/I 05,5/106, 5/II 1 , 6/88 , 6/89
Takaka Hill
Takau Bay
Taputapua Bay
Tararua Ranges
Tasman Sea
Tauranga
Taylors Bay
Te Kaha
Te Pilci

Three Kings Is

5/72,5/73,6/12
4/90,5/98

6/28

6/13
4/101,4/102,5/75, 6/3

5/26 , 5/44A, 5/98

5/8
5/29

5/126,6/83
4/12,4/43,4/75,

4/83,4/100,5/47,5/68,5/71 ,5/91

5/113,5/114,5/115,5/117,6/9,
6/32,6/41 56/86 ,6/87 ,6/88,6/89

- 40

Tierra del Puego 6/I7

Timaru 4/55 , 5/68 ,5/76
Tokerau 4/69
Tokomaru Bay 5/1OO

Tom Bowling Bay 4/75 , 6/32
Tolaga Bay 4/77
Tonga 5/118,6/51
Travers Bush 5/72
Tutukaka -y 45
Urapukapiika Is. 6/II5

Unuwhao 6/ 1 1

4

Vietnam 6/14
¥ahi Lake 5/61 ,5/62,5/63
¥aiatoto Valley 5/l 25

¥aih.au Bay 4/92 ,4/93 ,

y

^91

¥aiheke 4/105
¥aikanae Beach,¥ellingt on 4/78 ,

5/100,6/7
¥aikareao Estuary 5/98
¥aikato Heads^River 6/I 1 ,6/51

,

6/59
6/111

¥aikouwaiti 4/l 2

¥aipara 5/56
¥aipipi jManukau Harbour 5/95
¥aipoua Forest 5/105
¥aitakere Ranges 4/l 8

¥aitemata Harbour 4/77 , 6/80
¥aiuloi 4/69
¥arkvforth 4/27
Harrington Beach 5/43 , 5/44a, 5/45
Hattie Bay 6/8O

V7ellington 4/82 , 5/40 ,5/101 , 6/7

Henderholm 6/1 1

1

Hest Coast, South Island 4/l 3

Hestem Reef y
^8

Hesthaven Inlet,Nelson 5/72
Hhakamarama Ranges 5/74
Hhalers Bay,Kaikoura 4/46

I'Jhangaroa 4/II
,4/75 ,4/90 , 5/90 , 5/105

6/9,6/58
liharariki 5/72
1-lhareana Beach 6/28

VJhatawhiwhi,Doubt less Bay, 5/80
Hhite Is, 6/24

Hhite Pine Creek 5/72

Hhangarei Heads 4/1

,

4/76 , 4/90 ,4/106
5/101,5/105

Hanganui Beaches 4/70 , 5/90 , 5/126 ,

- 6/11,6/93
Hhangaruru 6/62

Ye^oon 5/83 , 5/86

Compiled Toy

D, Hole.
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